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Abstract This paper reports world averages of mea-
surements of b-hadron, c-hadron, and τ -lepton properties
obtained by the Heavy Flavour Averaging Group using
results available through September 2018. In rare cases, sig-
a e-mail: asoffer@tau.ac.il (corresponding author)
nificant results obtained several months later are also used.
For the averaging, common input parameters used in the
various analyses are adjusted (rescaled) to common values,
and known correlations are taken into account. The averages
include branching fractions, lifetimes, neutral meson mixing
parameters,CP violation parameters, parameters of semilep-
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tonic decays, and Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix ele-
ments.
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1 Executive summary
This paper provides updated world averages of measure-
ments of b-hadron, c-hadron, and τ -lepton properties using
results available by September 2018. In a few cases, later
important results are included and clearly labelled as such.
While new measurements since the previous version of this
paper [1] have been dominated by the LHCb and the BESIII
experiments, there are new results from many other exper-
iments, and the older results from previous generations of
experiments are still very important. The future will provide
updated results, with the most important change being that
Belle II has started data taking in 2019.
Since the previous version of the paper, the b-hadron frac-
tion, lifetime and mixing averages have mostly made small
incremental progress in precision, with the most significant
improvements in several effective B0s lifetimes. In total 14
new results (of which 12 from the LHC data and 2 from the
KEKB data) have been incorporated in these averages.
The lifetime hierarchy for the most abundant weakly
decaying b-hadron species is well established, with impres-
sive precisions of 4 fs for the most common B0, B+ and
B0s mesons, and compatible with the expectations from the
Heavy Quark Expansion. However, small sample sizes still





b, and all other yet-to-be-discovered b baryons). A sizable
value of the decay width difference in the B0s –B
0
s system is
measured with a relative precision of 6% and is well predicted
by the Standard Model (SM). In contrast, the experimental
results for the decay width difference in the B0–B0 system
are not yet precise enough to distinguish the small (expected)
value from zero. The mass differences in both systems are
known very accurately, to the (few) per mil level. On the
other hand, CP violation in the mixing of either system has
not been observed yet, with asymmetries known within a cou-
ple per mil but still consistent both with zero and their SM
predictions. A similar conclusion holds for the CP violation
induced by B0s mixing in the b → ccs transition, although in
this case the experimental uncertainty on the corresponding
weak phase is an order of magnitude larger, but now smaller
than the SM central value. Many measurements are still dom-
inated by statistical uncertainties and will improve once new
results from the LHC Run 2 become available, and later from
LHC Run 3 and Belle II.
The measurement of sin 2β ≡ sin 2φ1 from b → ccs
transitions such as B0 → J/ψ K 0S has reached better than
2.5 % precision: sin 2β ≡ sin 2φ1 = 0.699 ± 0.017. Mea-
surements of the same parameter using different quark-level
processes provide a consistency test of the SM and allow
insight into possible beyond the Standard Model effects. All
results among hadronic b → s penguin dominated decays of
B0 mesons are currently consistent with the SM expectations.
Measurements of CP violation parameters in B0s → φφ
allow a similar comparison to the value of φccss ; where results
again are consistent with the close to zero SM expectation.
Among measurements related to the Unitarity Triangle angle
α ≡ φ2, results from B decays to ππ , ρπ and ρρ are





Knowledge of the third angle γ ≡ φ3 also continues to





The constraints on the angles of the Unitarity Triangle are
summarized in Fig. 49.
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In semileptonic B meson decays, the anomalies in the
magnitudes of the CKM elements |Vcb| and |Vub| remain
at about the same level compared to the previous update:
the discrepancy between |Vcb| measured with inclusive and
exclusive decays is of the order of 3σ (3.3σ for |Vcb| from
B → D∗−ν, 2.0σ for |Vcb| from B → D−ν). The
difference between |Vub| measured with inclusive decays
B → Xu−ν and |Vub| from B → π−ν has fallen
to 2.8σ . Some decrease is observed in the the size of the
B → D(∗)τντ decays anomaly: the combined discrepancy
of the measured values of R(D∗) and R(D) to their SM
expectations is found to be 3.1σ .
The most important new measurements of rare b-hadron
decays are coming from the LHC. Precision measurements
of B0s decays are particularly noteworthy, including several
measurements of the longitudinal polarisation fraction from
LHCb. ATLAS and LHCb have updated their measurements
of the branching fractions of B0(s) → μ+μ− decays, improv-
ing the sensitivity. There are more and more measurements
of observables related to b → s transitions. One of the
observables measured by LHCb, P ′5, differs from the SM
prediction by 3.7σ in one of the squared dimuon mass inter-
vals; results from Belle on this observable are consistent
but less precise. Improved measurements from LHCb and
other experiments are keenly anticipated. A measurement of
the ratio of branching fractions of B+ → K+μ+μ− and
B+ → K+e+e− decays (RK ) has been made by LHCb. In
the low squared dilepton mass region, it differs from the SM
prediction by 2.6σ . Among the CP violating observables in
rare decays, the “Kπ puzzle” persists, and important new
results have appeared in three-body decays. LHCb has pro-
duced many other results on a wide variety of decays, includ-
ing b-baryon and B+c -meson decays.
About 800 b to charm results from BABAR, Belle, CDF,
D0, LHCb, CMS, and ATLAS reported in more than 200
papers are compiled in a list of over 600 averages. The large
samples of b hadrons that are available in contemporary
experiments allows measurements of decays to states with
open or hidden charm content with unprecedented precision.
In addition to improvements in precision for branching frac-
tions of B0 and B− mesons, many new decay modes have
been discovered. In addition, the set of measurements avail-
able for B0s and B
−
c mesons as well as for b baryon decays
is rapidly increasing.
In the charm sector, the main highlight is the discovery
of CP violation. A global fit to measurements of D0 →
K+K−/π+π− decays gives adirCP = (−0.164 ± 0.028)%,
confirming the observation of direct CP violation with indi-
rectCP violation being compatible with zero. Measurements
of 49 observables from the E791, FOCUS, Belle, BABAR,
CLEO, BESIII, CDF, and LHCb experiments are input into
a global fit for 10 underlying parameters, and the no-mixing
hypothesis is excluded at a confidence level above 11σ . The
Table 1 Selected world averages. Where two uncertainties are given the
first is statistical and the second is systematic, except where indicated
otherwise
b-hadrons lifetimes
τ(B0) 1.519± 0.004 ps
τ(B+) 1.638± 0.004 ps
τ(B0s ) = 1/s 1.510± 0.004 ps
τ(B0sL) 1.414± 0.006 ps
τ(B0sH) 1.619± 0.009 ps
τ(B+c ) 0.510± 0.009 ps
τ(0b) 1.471± 0.009 ps
τ(−b ) 1.572± 0.040 ps




B0 and B0s mixing/CP violation parameters
md 0.5065± 0.0019 ps−1
d/d 0.001± 0.010
|qd/pd | 1.0009 ± 0.0013
ms 17.757 ± 0.021 ps−1
s +0.090± 0.005 ps−1
|qs/ps | 1.0003 ± 0.0014
φccss −0.021± 0.031 rad
Parameters related to Unitarity Triangle angles
sin2β ≡ sin2φ1 0.699 ± 0.017




−ηSη′K 0 0.63 ± 0.06
−ηSK 0S K 0S K 0S 0.72 ± 0.19
φs(φφ) −0.06 ± 0.13 ± 0.03 rad
−ηSJ/ψ π0 0.86 ± 0.14
−ηSD+D− 0.84 ± 0.12
−ηSJ/ψ ρ0 0.66+0.13−0.12 +0.09−0.03
SK ∗γ −0.16 ± 0.22
(Sπ+π− ,Cπ+π− ) (−0.63 ± 0.04,−0.32 ± 0.04)(
Sρ+ρ− ,Cρ+ρ−
)





a(D∓π±), a(D∗∓π±) −0.038 ± 0.013, −0.039 ± 0.010
ACP (B → DCP+K ) 0.129 ± 0.012





Semileptonic B decay parameters
B(B0 → D∗+−ν) (5.06 ± 0.12)%
B(B− → D∗0−ν) (5.66 ± 0.22)%
ηEWF(1)|Vcb| (35.27 ± 0.38)× 10−3
|Vcb| from B → D∗−ν (38.76 ± 0.42exp ± 0.55th)× 10−3
B(B0 → D+−ν) (2.31 ± 0.10)%
B(B− → D0−ν) (2.35 ± 0.09)%
ηEWG(1)|Vcb| (42.00 ± 1.00)× 10−3
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Table 1 continued
|Vcb| from B → D−ν (39.58 ± 0.94exp ± 0.37th)× 10−3
B(B → Xc−ν) (10.65 ± 0.16)%
B(B → X−ν) (10.86 ± 0.16)%
|Vcb| from B → X−ν (42.19 ± 0.78)× 10−3
B(B0 → π+−ν) (1.50 ± 0.06)× 10−4
|Vub| from B → π−ν (3.67 ± 0.15)× 10−3
|Vub| from B → Xu−ν (4.32 ± 0.12exp ± 0.13th)× 10−3
|Vub|/|Vcb| from 0b →
pμ−νμ/0b → +c μ−νμ
0.079 ± 0.004exp ± 0.004th
R(D) = B(B → Dτντ )/
B(B → Dν)
0.340 ± 0.030
R(D∗) = B(B → D∗τντ )/
B(B → D∗ν)
0.295 ± 0.014
b -hadron to charmed hadron decays
B(B0 → D+π−) (2.65 ± 0.15)× 10−3
B(B− → D0π−) (4.75 ± 0.19)× 10−3
B(B0s → D+s π−) (3.03 ± 0.25)× 10−3
B(0b → +c π−) (4.30+0.36−0.35)× 10−3
B(B0 → J/ψK 0) (0.863 ± 0.035)× 10−3
B(B− → J/ψK−) (1.028 ± 0.040)× 10−3
B(B0s → J/ψφ) (1.00 ± 0.09)× 10−3
B(0b → J/ψ0) (0.47 ± 0.28)× 10−3
B(B−c → J/ψD−s )/
B(B−c → J/ψπ−)
3.09 ± 0.55
b -hadron to charmless final states
B(B0s → μ+μ−) (3.1 ± 0.6)× 10−9
B(B0 → μ+μ−) < 0.34 × 10−9 (CL = 90%)
B(B0s → τ+τ−) < 5.2 × 10−3 (CL = 90%)
B(B → Xsγ ) (Eγ > 1.6 GeV) (3.32 ± 0.15)× 10−4
B(B+ → τ+ν) (1.06 ± 0.19)× 10−4
RK = B(B+ → K+μ+μ−)/
B(B+ → K+e+e−) in
1.0 < m2
+− < 6.0 GeV
2/c4
0.745+0.090−0.074 ± 0.036
RK ∗ = B(B+ → K ∗0μ+μ−)/
B(B+ → K ∗0e+e−) in
1.1 < m2
+− < 6.0 GeV
2/c4
0.69+0.12−0.09
ACP (B0 → K+π−),
ACP (B+ → K+π0)
−0.084 ± 0.004, 0.040 ± 0.021
ACP (B0s → K−π+) 0.213 ± 0.017
Longitudinal polarisation of






B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− decays in
bins of q2 = m2(μ+μ−)
see Sect. 8.5
Table 1 continued
D0 mixing and CP violation parameters





AD (−0.88 ± 0.99)%
|q/p| 0.89+0.08−0.07
φ (−12.9+9.9−8.7)◦
x12 (no direct CP violation) (0.41
+0.14
−0.15)%
y12 (no direct CP violation) (0.61 ± 0.07)%
φ12 (no direct CP violation) (−0.17 ± 1.8)◦
aindCP (0.030 ± 0.026)%
adirCP (−0.134 ± 0.070)%
Leptonic D decays
fD (203.7 ± 4.9)MeV
fDs (257.1 ± 4.6)MeV
|Vcd | 0.2164 ± 0.0050exp ± 0.0015LQCD
|Vcs | 1.006 ± 0.018exp ± 0.005LQCD
Benchmark charm branching fractions




B(D+s → K+K−π+) (5.44 ± 0.09 ± 0.11)%
τ parameters, lepton universality, and |Vus|
gτ /gμ 1.0010 ± 0.0014
gτ /ge 1.0029 ± 0.0014
gμ/ge 1.0018 ± 0.0014
Bunie (17.814 ± 0.022)%
Rhad 3.6355 ± 0.0081
|Vus | from B(τ− → Xsντ ) 0.2195 ± 0.0019
|Vus | from B(τ− → K−ντ )/
B(τ− → π−ντ )
0.2236 ± 0.0015
|Vus | from B(τ− → K−ντ ) 0.2234 ± 0.0015
|Vus | τ average 0.2221 ± 0.0013
mixing parameters x and y individually differ from zero by
3.1σ and above 11σ , respectively. This is the first time that x
has been found to be non-zero at a significance exceeding 3σ .
The world average value for the observable yCP is positive,
indicating that theCP-even state is shorter-lived as in the K 0–
K 0 system; however, theCP-even state also appears to be the
heavier one, which differs from the K 0–K 0 system. The CP
violation parameters |q/p| and φ are consistent with the CP
symmetry hypothesis within 1σ . Thus there is no evidence
for CP violation arising from mixing (|q/p| = 1) or from a
phase difference between the mixing amplitude and a direct
decay amplitude (φ = 0). The world’s most precise measure-
ments of |Vcd | and |Vcs | are obtained from leptonic D+ →
μ+ν and D+s → μ+ν/τ+ν decays, respectively. These mea-
surements have theoretical uncertainties arising from decay
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constants. However, calculations of decay constants within
lattice QCD have improved such that the theory error is below
15% of the experimental uncertainties of the measurements.
The τ branching fraction fit has been updated using 7
new branching fraction measurements by BABAR that were
released in 2018. With respect to the HFLAV Spring 2017
report, there are no significant changes to the lepton uni-
versality tests. The precision of |Vus | from B(τ → Xsν)
improved by about 10%. There is no significant variation
of the significance of the about 3 σ discrepancy between
|Vus | from B(τ → Xsν) and |Vus | from |Vud | and the
CKM matrix unitarity. No additional upper limit on τ lepton-
flavour-violating branching fractions has been added.
A small selection of highlights of the results described in
Sects. 4–10 is given in Table 1.
2 Introduction
Flavour dynamics plays an important role in elementary par-
ticle interactions. The accurate knowledge of properties of
heavy flavour hadrons, especially b hadrons, plays an essen-
tial role in determination of the elements of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [2,3]. The
operation of the Belle and BABAR e+e− B factory experi-
ments led to a large increase in the size of available B-meson,
D-hadron and τ -lepton samples, enabling dramatic improve-
ment in the accuracies of related measurements. The CDF and
D0 experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron have also provided
important results in heavy flavour physics, most notably in
the B0s sector. In the D-meson sector, the dedicated e
+e−
charm factory experiments CLEO-c and BESIII have made
significant contributions. Run I and Run II of the CERN Large
Hadron Collider delivered high luminosity, enabling the col-
lection of even larger samples of b and c hadrons, and thus a
further leap in precision in many areas, at the ATLAS, CMS,
and (especially) LHCb experiments. With ongoing analyses
of the LHC Run II data, further improvements are anticipated.
The Heavy Flavour Averaging Group (HFLAV)1 was
formed in 2002 to continue the activities of the LEP Heavy
Flavour Steering Group [4], which was responsible for calcu-
lating averages of measurements of b-flavour related quan-
tities. HFLAV has evolved since its inception and currently
consists of seven subgroups:
• the “B Lifetime and Oscillations” subgroup provides
averages for b-hadron lifetimes, b-hadron fractions in
ϒ(4S)decay and pp or pp collisions, and various param-
eters governing B0–B0 and B0s –B
0
s mixing and CP vio-
lation;
1 The group was originally known by the acronym “HFAG.” Following
feedback from the community, this was changed to HFLAV in 2017.
• the “Unitarity Triangle Angles” subgroup provides aver-
ages for parameters associated with time-dependent CP
asymmetries and B → DK decays, and resulting deter-
minations of the angles of the CKM unitarity triangle;
• the “Semileptonic B Decays” subgroup provides aver-
ages for inclusive and exclusive measurements of B-
decay branching fractions, and subsequent determina-
tions of the CKM matrix element magnitudes |Vcb| and
|Vub|;
• the “B to Charm Decays” subgroup provides averages
of branching fractions for b-hadron decays to final states
involving open charm or charmonium mesons;
• the “Rare Decays” subgroup provides averages of branch-
ing fractions and CP asymmetries for charmless, radia-
tive, leptonic, and baryonic B-meson and b-baryon
decays;
• the “Charm Physics” subgroup provides averages of
numerous quantities in the charm sector, including
branching fractions, properties of excited D∗∗ and DsJ
mesons, properties of charm baryons, mixing, CP-, and
T -violation parameters in the D0–D0 system, and the
D+ and D+s decay constants fD and fDs ;• the “Tau Physics” subgroup provides averages for τ
branching fractions using a global fit, elaborates on the
results to test lepton universality and to determine the
CKM matrix element magnitude |Vus |, and lists and
combines branching-fraction upper limits for τ lepton-
flavour-violating decays.
Subgroups consist of representatives from experiments pro-
ducing relevant results in that area, i.e., representatives from
BABAR, Belle, Belle II, BESIII, CLEO(c), CDF, D0, LHCb,
ATLAS, and CMS.
This article is an update of the last HFLAV publication,
which used results available by summer 2016 [1]. Here we
report world averages using results available by Septem-
ber 2018. In some cases, important new results made avail-
able later are included, and in others, minor revisions in the
September 2018 averages have been made. All plots carry a
timestamp indicating approximately when the results shown
were published. In general, we use all publicly available
results, including preliminary results that are supported by
written documentation, such as conference proceedings or
publicly available reports from the collaborations. However,
we do not use preliminary results that remain unpublished
for an extended period of time, or for which no publication
is planned. Since HFLAV members are also members of the
different collaborations, we exploit our close contact with
analyzers to ensure that the results are prepared in a form
suitable for combinations.
Section 3 describes the methodology used for calculating
averages. In the averaging procedure, common input param-
eters used in the various analyses are adjusted (rescaled) to
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common values, and, where possible, known correlations are
taken into account. Sections 4–10 present world average val-
ues from each of the subgroups listed above. A complete
listing of the averages and plots, including updates since this
document was prepared, is available on the HFLAV web site:
https://hflav.web.cern.ch
3 Averaging methodology
The main task of HFLAV is to combine independent but pos-
sibly correlated measurements of a parameter to obtain the
world’s best estimate of that parameter’s value and uncer-
tainty. These measurements are typically made by different
experiments, or by the same experiment using different data
sets, or by the same experiment using the same data but
using different analysis methods. In this section, the general
approach adopted by HFLAV is outlined. For some cases,
somewhat simplified or more complex algorithms are used;
these are noted in the corresponding sections.
Our methodology focuses on the problem of combin-
ing measurements obtained with different assumptions about
external (or “nuisance”) parameters and with potentially cor-
related systematic uncertainties. It is important for any aver-
aging procedure that the quantities measured by experiments
be statistically well-behaved, which in this context means
having a (one- or multi-dimensional) Gaussian likelihood
function. We let x represent a set of parameters and xi
denotes the i th set of measurements of those parameters with
the covariance matrix Vi . In what follows we assume that x
does not contain redundant information, i.e., if it contains
n elements then n is the number of parameters being deter-




(xi − x)T V−1i (xi − x) , (1)
where the sum is over the N independent determinations
of the quantities x, typically coming from different experi-
ments; possible correlations of the systematic uncertainties
are discussed below. The results of the average are the central
values x̂, which are the values of x at the minimum of χ2(x),






as a generalisation of the one-dimensional estimate σ−2 =∑
i σ
−2
i . We report the covariance matrices or the correlation
matrices derived from the averages whenever possible. In
some cases where the matrices are large, it is inconvenient to
report them in this document, and they can instead be found
on the HFLAV web pages.
The value of χ2(x̂) provides a measure of the consistency
of the independent measurements of x after accounting for
the number of degrees of freedom (dof), which is the differ-
ence between the number of measurements and the number
of fitted parameters: N ·n−n. The values ofχ2(x̂) and dof are
typically converted to a confidence level (CL) and reported
together with the averages. In cases where χ2/dof > 1,
we do not usually scale the resulting uncertainty, in con-
trast to what is done by the Particle Data Group [5]. Rather,
we examine the systematic uncertainties of each measure-
ment to better understand them. Unless we find systematic
discrepancies among the measurements, we do not apply any
additional correction to the calculated uncertainty. If special
treatment is necessary in order to calculate an average, or if
an approximation used in the calculation might not be suffi-
ciently accurate (e.g., assuming Gaussian uncertainties when
the likelihood function exhibits non-Gaussian behavior), we
point this out. Further modifications to the averaging proce-
dures for non-Gaussian situations are discussed in Sect. 3.2.
For observables such as branching fractions, experiments
typically report upper limits when the signal is not signifi-
cant. Sometimes there is insufficient information available to
combine upper limits on a parameter obtained by different
experiments; in this case we usually report only the most
restrictive upper limit. For branching fractions of lepton-
flavour-violating decays of tau leptons, we calculate com-
bined upper limits as discussed in Sect. 10.5.
3.1 Treatment of correlated systematic uncertainties
Consider two hypothetical measurements of a parameter x ,
which can be summarized as
x1 ± δx1 ±x1,1 ±x1,2 . . .
x2 ± δx2 ±x2,1 ±x2,2 . . . ,
where the δxk are statistical uncertainties and the xk,i
are contributions to the systematic uncertainty. The simplest








δx2 ⊕x2,1 ⊕x2,2 ⊕ . . .
)
,
and then perform a weighted average of x1 and x2 using their
combined uncertainties, treating the measurements as inde-
pendent. This approach suffers from two potential problems
that we try to address. First, the values xk may have been
obtained using different assumptions for nuisance parame-
ters; e.g., different values of the B0 lifetime may have been
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1 Illustration of the possible dependence of a measured quan-
tity x on a nuisance parameter yi . The left-hand plot (a) compares the
68% confidence level contours of a hypothetical measurement’s uncon-
strained (large ellipse) and constrained (filled ellipse) likelihoods, using
the Gaussian constraint on yi represented by the horizontal band. The
solid error bars represent the statistical uncertainties σ(x) and σ(yi ) of
the unconstrained likelihood. The dashed error bar shows the statistical
uncertainty on x from a constrained simultaneous fit to x and yi . The
right-hand plot (b) illustrates the method described in the text of per-
forming fits to x with yi fixed at different values. The dashed diagonal
line between these fit results has the slope ρ(x, yi )σ (yi )/σ (x) in the
limit of an unconstrained parabolic log likelihood. The result of the
constrained simultaneous fit from (a) is shown as a dashed error bar on
x
used for different measurements of the oscillation frequency
md . The second potential problem is that some systematic
uncertainties may be correlated between measurements. For
example, different measurements of md may depend on
the same branching fraction used to model a common back-
ground.
The above two problems are related. We can represent the
systematic uncertainties as a set of nuisance parameters yi
upon which xk depends. The uncertainty yi , which is the
uncertainty on yi coming from external measurements, in this
way gives a contributionxk,i to the systematic uncertainty.
We thus use the values of yi andyi assumed by each mea-
surement in our averaging (we refer to these values as yk,i
andyk,i ). To properly treat correlated systematic uncertain-
ties among measurements, requires decomposing the over-
all systematic uncertainties into correlated and uncorrelated
components. Correlated systematic uncertainties are those
that depend on a shared nuisance parameter, e.g.a lifetime as
mentioned above; Uncorrelated systematic uncertainties do
not share a nuisance parameter, e.g.the statistical uncertainty
resulting from independent limited size simulations of back-
ground components. As different measurements often quote
different types of systematic uncertainties, achieving consis-
tent definitions in order to properly treat correlations requires
close coordination between HFLAV and the experiments. In
some cases, a group of systematic uncertainties must be com-
bined into a coarser description in order to obtain an average
that is consistent among measurements. Systematic uncer-
tainties that are uncorrelated with any other source of uncer-
tainty are combined together with the statistical uncertainty,
so that the only systematic uncertainties treated explicitly
are those that are correlated with at least one other mea-
surement via a consistently-defined external parameter yi .
When asymmetric statistical or systematic uncertainties are
quoted by experiments, we symmetrize them, since our com-
bination method implicitly assumes Gaussian likelihoods (or
parabolic log likelihoods) for each measurement.
The fact that a measurement of x is sensitive to yi indi-
cates that, in principle, the data used to measure x could
also be used for a simultaneous measurement of x and yi .
This is illustrated by the large contour in Fig. 1a. However,
there often exists an external measurement of yi with uncer-
tainty yi (represented by the horizontal band in Fig. 1a)
that is more precise than the constraint σ(yi ) from the x data
alone. In this case one can perform a simultaneous fit to x and
yi , including the external measurement as a constraint, and
obtain the filled (x, y) contour and dashed one-dimensional
estimate of x shown in Fig. 1a. We call the fit without the
external measurement unconstrained and when it is included
constrained. For this procedure one usually takes the uncer-
tainty on the external measurement yi to be Gaussian.
When the external constraints yi are significantly more
precise than the sensitivity σ(yi ) of the data alone, the addi-
tional complexity of a constrained fit with extra free param-
eters may not be justified by the resulting increase in sensi-
tivity. In this case the usual procedure is to perform a base-
line fit with all yi fixed to nominal values yi,0, obtaining
x = x0 ± δx . This baseline fit neglects the uncertainty due
to yi , but this uncertainty is subsequently recovered by
repeating the fit separately for each external parameter yi ,
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the
HFLAV combination procedure
for correlated systematic
uncertainties. Upper plots (a, b)
show examples of two individual
measurements to be combined.
The large (filled) ellipses
represent their unconstrained
(constrained) likelihoods, while
horizontal bands indicate the
different assumptions about the
value and uncertainty of yi used
by each measurement. The error
bars show the results of the
method described in the text for
obtaining x by performing fits
with yi fixed to different values.
Lower plots (c, d) illustrate the
adjustments to accommodate
updated and consistent
knowledge of yi . Open circles
mark the central values of the
unadjusted fits to x with y fixed;
these determine the dashed line




with its value fixed to yi = yi,0 ±yi . This gives the result
x = x̃0,i ±δ x̃ as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The shift in the central
value xi = x̃0,i − x0 is usually quoted as the systematic
uncertainty due to the unknown value of yi . If the uncon-
strained data can be represented by a Gaussian likelihood
function, the shift will equal
xi = ρ(x, yi ) σ (x)
σ (yi )
yi , (3)
where σ(x) and ρ(x, yi ) are the statistical uncertainty on x
and the correlation between x and yi in the unconstrained
data, respectively. This procedure gives very similar results
to that of the constrained fit with extra parameters: the central
values x0 agree toO(yi/σ(yi ))2, and the uncertainties δx⊕
xi agree to O(yi/σ(yi ))4.
To combine two or more measurements that share system-
atic uncertainty due to the same external parameter(s) yi , we
try to perform a constrained simultaneous fit of all measure-
ments to obtain values of x and yi . When this is not practical,
e.g. if we do not have sufficient information to reconstruct the
likelihoods corresponding to each measurement, we perform
the two-step approximate procedure described below.
Consider two statistically-independent measurements, x1±
(δx1 ⊕x1,i ) and x2 ± (δx2 ⊕x2,i ), of the quantity x as
shown in Fig. 2a, b. For simplicity we consider only one cor-
related systematic uncertainty for each external parameter yi .
As our knowledge of the yi improves, the measurements of
x will shift to different central values and uncertainties. The
first step of our procedure is to adjust the values of each mea-
surement to reflect the current best knowledge of the external
parameters y′i and their ranges y′i , as illustrated in Fig. 2c,
d. We adjust the central values xk and correlated systematic
uncertainties xk,i linearly for each measurement (indexed
by k) and each external parameter (indexed by i):













This procedure is exact in the limit that the unconstrained
likelihood of each measurement is Gaussian and the linear
relationships in Eqs. (4) and (5) are valid.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of the combination of two hypothetical measure-
ments of x using the method described in the text. The ellipses represent
the unconstrained likelihoods of each measurement, and the horizontal
band represents the latest knowledge about yi that is used to adjust the
individual measurements. The filled small ellipse shows the result of the
exact method using Lcomb, and the hollow small ellipse and dot show
the result of the approximate method using χ2comb
The second step is to combine the adjusted measure-
ments, x ′k± (δxk ⊕x ′k,1 ⊕x ′k,2 ⊕ . . .) by constructing the
goodness-of-fit statistic




























We minimize this χ2 to obtain the best values of x and yi and
their uncertainties, as shown in Fig. 3. Although this method
determines new values for the yi , we typically do not report
them.
For comparison, the exact method we perform, if the
unconstrained likelihoods Lk(x, y1, y2, . . .) are available, is
to minimize the simultaneous likelihood
Lcomb(x, y1, y2, . . .) ≡
∏
k
Lk(x, y1, y2, . . .)
∏
i
Li (yi ) ,
(7)
with an independent Gaussian constraint for each yi :









The results of this exact method agree with those of the
approximate method when the Lk are Gaussian, y′i 

σ(yi ) and the linear assumption for the approximate method
is valid. If the likelihoods are non-Gaussian, experiments
need to provide Lk in order to perform a combination. If
σ(yi ) ≈ y′i , experiments are encouraged to perform a
simultaneous measurement of x and yi so that their data will
improve the world knowledge of yi .
For averages where common sources of systematic uncer-
tainty are important, central values and uncertainties are
rescaled to a common set of input parameters following the
prescription above. We use the most up-to-date values for
common inputs, consistently across subgroups, taking val-
ues from within HFLAV or from the Particle Data Group
when possible. The parameters and values used are listed in
each subgroup section.
3.2 Treatment of non-Gaussian likelihood functions
For measurements with no correlation between them and with
Gaussian uncertainties, the usual estimator for the average of







where xk is the k-th measured value of x and σ 2k is the vari-
ance of the distribution from which xk was drawn. The value
x̂ at minimumχ2 is the estimate for the parameter x . The true
σk are unknown but typically the uncertainty as assigned by
the experiment σ rawk is used as an estimator for it. However,
caution is advised when σ rawk depends on the measured value
xk . Examples of this are multiplicative systematic uncertain-
ties such as those due to acceptance, or the
√
N dependence
of Poisson statistics for which xk ∝ N and σk ∝
√
N . Fail-
ing to account for this type of dependence when averaging








where σk(x̂) is the uncertainty on xk that includes the depen-
dence of the uncertainty on the value measured. As an exam-
ple, consider the uncertainty due to acceptance for which

















which is the correct behavior, i.e., weighting by the inverse
square of the fractional uncertainty σ rawk /xk . It is sometimes
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difficult to assess the dependence ofσ rawk on x̂ from the uncer-
tainties quoted by the experiments.
3.3 Treatment of unknown correlations
Another issue that needs careful treatment is that of correla-
tions among measurements, e.g., due to using the same decay
model for intermediate states to calculate acceptances. A
common practice is to set the correlation coefficient to unity
to indicate full correlation. However, this is not necessar-
ily conservative and can result in underestimated uncertainty
on the average. The most conservative choice of correlation
coefficient between two measurements i and j is that which
maximizes the uncertainty on x̂ due to the pair of measure-
ments,
σ 2x̂(i, j) =
σ 2i σ
2
j (1 − ρ2i j )
σ 2i + σ 2j − 2 ρi j σi σ j
, (11)
namely









This corresponds to setting σ 2x̂(i, j) = min(σ 2i , σ 2j ). Setting
ρi j = 1 when σi = σ j can lead to a significant underestimate
of the uncertainty on x̂ , as can be seen from Eq. (11). In the
absence of better information on the correlation, we always
use Eq. (11).
3.4 Splitting uncertainty for an average into components
We carefully consider the various uncertainties contribut-
ing to the overall uncertainty of an average. The covari-
ance matrix describing the uncertainties of different mea-
surements and their correlations is constructed, i.e., V =
V stat + V sys + V theory. If the measurements are from inde-
pendent data samples, then V stat is diagonal, but V sys and
V theory may contain correlations. The variance on the aver-
































= σ 2stat + σ 2sys + σ 2th, (14)





each of the three parts of the sum in the previous step. This
breakdown of uncertainties is used in certain cases, but usu-
ally only a single, total uncertainty is quoted for an average.
4 Production fractions, lifetimes and mixing
parameters of b hadrons
Quantities such as b-hadron production fractions, b-hadron
lifetimes, and neutral B-meson oscillation frequencies were
studied in the 1990’s at LEP and SLC (e+e− colliders at√
s = mZ ), at DORIS II and CESR (e+e− colliders at √s =
mϒ(4S)), as well as at the Tevatron (pp collider at
√
s =
1.8 TeV). This was followed by precise measurements of the
B0 and B+ mesons performed at the asymmetric B factories,
KEKB and PEPII (e+e− colliders at
√
s = mϒ(4S)), as well





b, performed at the upgraded Tevatron (
√
s =
1.96 TeV). Nowadays, the most precise measurements are
coming from the LHC (pp collider at
√
s = 7, 8 TeV and
13 TeV), in particular the LHCb experiment.
In most cases, these basic quantities, in addition to being
interesting by themselves, are necessary ingredients for
more refined measurements, such as those of decay-time-
dependent CP-violating asymmetries. It is therefore impor-
tant that the best experimental values of these quantities con-
tinue to be kept up-to-date and improved.
In several cases, the averages presented in this chapter are
needed and used as input for the results given in the subse-
quent sections. Some averages need the knowledge of other
averages in a circular way. This coupling, which appears
through the b-hadron fractions whenever inclusive or semi-
exclusive measurements have to be considered, has been
reduced drastically in the past several years with increas-
ingly precise exclusive measurements becoming available
and dominating practically all averages.
In addition to b-hadron fractions, lifetimes and oscillation
frequencies, this section also deals with CP violation in the
B0 and B0s mixing amplitudes, as well as the CP-violating





s mixing amplitude and the b → ccs decay amplitude.
In the absence of new physics and Penguin contributions








The angle β, which is the equivalent of βs for the B0 system,
is discussed in Sect. 5.
Throughout this section, published results that have been
superseded by subsequent publications are ignored (i.e.,
excluded from the averages) and are only referred to if nec-
essary.
4.1 b-hadron production fractions
We consider here the relative fractions of the different b-
hadron species found in an unbiased sample of weakly decay-
ing b hadrons produced in a specific process. The knowl-
edge of these fractions is useful to characterize the signal
composition in inclusive b-hadron analyses, to predict the
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background composition in exclusive analyses, and to con-
vert (relative) observed event yields into (relative) branching
fraction measurements. We distinguish here the following
three b-hadron production processes: ϒ(4S) decays, ϒ(5S)
decays, and high-energy collisions (including Z0 decays).
4.1.1 b-hadron production fractions in ϒ(4S) decays
Only pairs of the two lightest (charged and neutral) B mesons
can be produced in ϒ(4S) decays. Therefore, only the fol-
lowing two branching fractions must be considered:


















which is easier to access experimentally. An inclusive (but
separate) reconstruction of B+ and B0 is difficult. There-
fore, R+−/00 is measured with exclusive decays B+ → f +
and B0 → f 0 to specific final states f + and f 0 that are
related by isospin symmetry. Under the assumption that
(B+ → f +) = (B0 → f 0), i.e., that isospin invari-
ance holds in relating these B decays, the ratio of the num-
ber of reconstructed B+ → f + and B0 → f 0 mesons, after
correcting for efficiency, is equal to
f +− B(B+ → f +)
f 00 B(B0 → f 0) =
f +− (B+ → f +) τ (B+)







where τ(B+) and τ(B0) are the B+ and B0 lifetimes, respec-
tively. Hence the primary quantity measured in these analy-
ses is R+−/00 τ(B+)/τ(B0), and the extraction of R+−/00
with this method therefore requires the knowledge of the
τ(B+)/τ(B0) lifetime ratio.
The published measurements of R+−/00 are listed2 in
Table 2 together with the corresponding values of τ(B+)/
τ(B0) assumed in each measurement. All measurements are
based on the above-mentioned method, except the one from
Belle, which is a by-product of the B0 mixing frequency anal-
ysis using dilepton events (but note that it too assumes isospin
invariance, namely (B+ → +X) = (B0 → +X)). The
latter is therefore treated in a slightly different manner in the
following procedure used to combine these measurements:
2 An old and imprecise R measurement from CLEO [10] is included
in neither Table 2 nor the average.
• each published value of R+−/00 from CLEO and BABAR
is first converted back to the original measurement of
R+−/00 τ(B+)/τ(B0), using the value of the lifetime
ratio assumed in the corresponding analysis;
• a simple weighted average of these original measure-
ments of R+−/00 τ(B+)/τ(B0) from CLEO and BABAR
is then computed, assuming no statistical or systematic
correlations between them;
• the weighted average of R+−/00 τ(B+)/τ(B0) is con-
verted into a value of R+−/00, using the latest average of
the lifetime ratios, τ(B+)/τ(B0) = 1.076 ± 0.004 (see
Sect. 4.2.3);
• the Belle measurement of R+−/00 is adjusted to the
current values of τ(B0) = 1.519 ± 0.004 ps and
τ(B+)/τ(B0) = 1.076 ± 0.004 (see Sect. 4.2.3), using
the procedure described in Sect. 3.1;
• the combined value of R+−/00 from CLEO and BABAR
is averaged with the adjusted value of R+−/00 from Belle,
assuming a 100% correlation of the systematic uncer-
tainty due to the limited knowledge on τ(B+)/τ(B0);
no other correlation is considered.




= 1.059 ± 0.027, (19)
is consistent with equal production rate of charged and neu-
tral B mesons, although only at the 2.2 σ level.
On the other hand, the BABAR collaboration has per-
formed a direct measurement of the f 00 fraction using an
original method, which neither relies on isospin symmetry
nor requires the knowledge of τ(B+)/τ(B0). Rather, the
method is based on comparing the number of events where
a single B0 → D∗−+ν decay is reconstructed to the num-
ber of events where two such decays are reconstructed. The
result of this measurement is [11]
f 00 = 0.487 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.008 (syst). (20)
The results of Eqs. (19) and (20) are obtained with very
different methods and are completely independent of each
other. Their product yields f +− = 0.516± 0.019, and com-
bining them into the sum of the charged and neutral fractions
gives f +− + f 00 = 1.003 ± 0.029, compatible with unity.
The precision of the fractions can be further improved
by setting f +− + f 00 = 1. This approximation is justified
by the small branching fractions, of order 10−4, that have
been measured for ϒ(4S) decays to several non-BB final
states, specificallyϒ(1S)π+π−,ϒ(2S)π+π−,ϒ(1S)η and
ϒ(1S)η′ [12–15]. These branching fractions correspond to
a sum of partial widths that is several times larger than
(ϒ(4S)→ e+e−), yet are much smaller than the uncertain-
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Table 2 Published measurements of the B+/B0 production ratio in ϒ(4S) decays, together with their average (see text). Systematic uncertainties
due to the imperfect knowledge of τ(B+)/τ(B0) are included
Experiment, year Reference Decay modes or method Published value of R+−/00 = f +−/ f 00 Assumed value of τ(B+)/τ(B0)
CLEO, 2001 [6] J/ψ K (∗) 1.04 ± 0.07 ± 0.04 1.066 ± 0.024
CLEO, 2002 [7] D∗ν 1.058 ± 0.084 ± 0.136 1.074 ± 0.028
Belle, 2003 [8] Dilepton events 1.01 ± 0.03 ± 0.09 1.083 ± 0.017
BABAR, 2005 [9] (cc)K (∗) 1.06 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 1.086 ± 0.017
Average 1.059± 0.027 (tot) 1.076± 0.004
ties in the measurements of f +− and f 00. The approximation
is also consistent with CLEO’s observation that B(ϒ(4S)→
BB) > 0.96 at 95% CL [16]. Assuming f +− + f 00 = 1,
the results of Eqs. (19) and (20) are averaged (first converting
Eq. (19) into a value of f 00 = 1/(R+−/00 + 1)) to yield the
following more precise estimates:
f 00 = 0.486 ± 0.006 ,
f +− = 1 − f 00 = 0.514 ± 0.006,
f +−
f 00
= 1.058 ± 0.024. (21)
The latter ratio differs from unity by 2.4 σ .
4.1.2 b-hadron production fractions at the ϒ(5S) energy
Hadronic events produced in e+e− collisions at the ϒ(5S)
(also known asϒ(10860)) energy can be classified into three
categories: light-quark (u, d, s, c) continuum events, bb con-
tinuum events, and ϒ(5S) events. The latter two cannot be
distinguished and will be called bb events in the following.
These bb events, including bbγ where the photon arises from
initial-state radiation, can hadronize into different final states.
We define f ϒ(5S)u,d to be the fraction of bb events with a pair
of non-strange bottom mesons, namely, BB, BB
∗
, B∗B,
B∗B∗, BBπ , BB∗π , B∗Bπ , B∗B∗π , and BBππ , where
B denotes a B0 or B+ meson and B denotes a B0 or B−
meson. Similarly, we define f ϒ(5S)s to be the fraction of bb















s ). Note that the excited
bottom-meson states decay via B∗ → Bγ and B∗0s → B0s γ .
Lastly, f ϒ(5S)B/ is defined to be the fraction of bb events with-
out open-bottom mesons in the final state (which includes
ϒ(5S) decays to light bottomonium). By construction, these
fractions satisfy
f ϒ(5S)u,d + f ϒ(5S)s + f ϒ(5S)B/ = 1. (22)
The CLEO and Belle collaborations have published mea-
surements of several inclusive ϒ(5S) branching fractions,
B(ϒ(5S) → Ds X), B(ϒ(5S) → φX) and B(ϒ(5S) →
D0X), from which they extracted the model-dependent esti-
mates of f ϒ(5S)s reported in Table 3. This extraction was




B(ϒ(5S)→ Ds X) = f ϒ(5S)s × B(B0s → Ds X)
+
(
1 − f ϒ(5S)s − f ϒ(5S)B/
)
× B(B → Ds X), (23)
and similar relations forB(ϒ(5S)→ D0X) andB(ϒ(5S)→
φX).
However, the assumption f ϒ(5S)B/ = 0 is known to be
incorrect, given the observed production in e+e− colli-
sions at the ϒ(5S) energy of the final states ϒ(1S)π+π−,
ϒ(2S)π+π−, ϒ(3S)π+π− and ϒ(1S)K+K− [23,24],
hb(1P)π+π− and hb(2P)π+π− [25], ϒ(1S)π0π0, ϒ(2S)
π0π0 andϒ(3S)π0π0 [26], and more recentlyϒJ (1D)η and
ϒ(2S)η [27]. The sum of the visible (i.e., uncorrected for
initial-state radiation) cross-sections into these final states,
plus those of the unmeasured final states ϒ(1S)K 0K
0
,
hb(1P)π0π0 and hb(2P)π0π0, which are obtained by
assuming isospin conservation, amounts to
σ vis(e+e− → (bb)X) = 15.0 ± 1.4 pb ,
where (bb) = ϒ(1S, 2S, 3S), ϒJ (1D), hb(1P, 2P), and
X = ππ , KK , η. We divide this by the bb production cross
section, σ(e+e− → bbX) = 337 ± 15 pb, obtained as the
average of the CLEO [22] and Belle [18] measurements, to
obtain
B(ϒ(5S)→ (bb)X) = 0.045 ± 0.005.
This should be taken as a lower bound for f ϒ(5S)B/ .
To simultaneously extract the fractions under the exact
constraints of Eqs. (22) and (23) and the one-sided Gaussian
constraint f ϒ(5S)B/ ≥ B(ϒ(5S) → (bb)X), we follow the
method described in Ref. [28], performing a χ2 fit of the
measurements of theϒ(5S) branching fractions of Refs. [17,
19,20]. The latest Belle measurement of f ϒ(5S)s [18] lacks
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Table 3 Published
measurements of f ϒ(5S)s ,
obtained assuming f ϒ(5S)B/ = 0.
The results are quoted as in the
original publications, except for
the 2010 Belle measurement,
which is quoted as 1 − f ϒ(5S)u,d
with f ϒ(5S)u,d from Ref. [17]. The
2012 Belle measurement,
reported and used in Ref. [18], is
an undocumented update of the
analysis of Ref. [19] with the
full ϒ(5S) dataset
Experiment, year, dataset Decay mode or method Value of f ϒ(5S)s
CLEO, 2006, 0.42 fb−1 [20] ϒ(5S)→ Ds X 0.168 ± 0.026 + 0.067− 0.034
ϒ(5S)→ φX 0.246 ± 0.029 + 0.110− 0.053
ϒ(5S)→ BBX 0.411 ± 0.100 ± 0.092
CLEO average of above 3 0.21+0.06−0.03
Belle, 2006, 1.86 fb−1 [19] ϒ(5S)→ Ds X 0.179 ± 0.014 ± 0.041
ϒ(5S)→ D0X 0.181 ± 0.036 ± 0.075
Belle average of above 2 0.180 ± 0.013 ± 0.032
Belle, 2010, 23.6 fb−1 [17] ϒ(5S)→ BBX 0.263 ± 0.032 ± 0.051
Belle, 2012, 121.4 fb−1 [18] ϒ(5S)→ Ds X, D0X 0.172 ± 0.030
Table 4 External inputs on
which the f ϒ(5S)s averages are
based
Branching fraction Value Explanation and reference
B(B → Ds X)× B(Ds → φπ) 0.00374 ± 0.00014 Derived from [21]
B(B0s → Ds X) 0.92 ± 0.11 Model-dependent estimate [22]
B(Ds → φπ) 0.045 ± 0.004 [21]
B(B → D0X)× B(D0 → Kπ) 0.0242 ± 0.0011 Derived from [21]
B(B0s → D0X) 0.08 ± 0.07 Model-dependent estimate [19,22]
B(D0 → Kπ) 0.03954 ± 0.00031 [21]
B(B → φX) 0.0343 ± 0.0012 [21]
B(B0s → φX) 0.161 ± 0.024 Model-dependent estimate [20]
the information needed for the averaging, and is therefore
not included.
Taking the inputs of Table 4 and all known correlations
into account, the best fit values are
f ϒ(5S)u,d = 0.758+0.027−0.037 , (24)
f ϒ(5S)s = 0.198+0.030−0.029 , (25)
f ϒ(5S)B/ = 0.044+0.044−0.005 , (26)
where the strongly asymmetric uncertainty on f ϒ(5S)B/ is due
to the one-sided constraint from the observed (bb)X decays.
These results, together with their correlations, imply
f ϒ(5S)s / f
ϒ(5S)
u,d = 0.261+0.051−0.043. (27)
This is in fair agreement with BABAR results [29], obtained
as a function of centre-of-mass energy and as a by-product of
another measurement, and which are not used in our average
due to insufficient information.
The production of B0s mesons at the ϒ(5S) is observed
to be dominated by the B∗0s B
∗0





+e− → B(∗)0s B(∗)0s ) = (87.0 ± 1.7)% [30]
measured as described in Ref. [31]. The proportions of the
various production channels for non-strange B mesons have
also been measured [17].
4.1.3 b-hadron production fractions at high energy
At high energy, all species of weakly decaying b hadrons may
be produced, either directly or in strong and electromagnetic
decays of excited b hadrons. Before 2010, it was assumed
that the fractions of different species in unbiased samples of
high-pT b-hadron jets where independent of whether they
originated from Z0 decays, pp collisions at the Tevatron,
or pp collisions at the LHC. This hypothesis was plausible
under the condition Q2  2QCD, namely, that the square
of the momentum transfer to the produced b quarks is large
compared with the square of the hadronization energy scale.
This hypothesis is correct in the limit pT →∞, in which the
production mechanism of a b hadron is completely described
by the fragmentation of the b quark. For finite pT , however,
there are interference effects of the production mechanism of
the b quark and its hadronization. While formally suppressed
by inverse powers of pT , these effects may be sizable, espe-
cially when the fragmentation probabilities are small as e.g.
in the case of b baryons. In fact, the available data show that
the fractions depend on the kinematics of the produced b
hadron. Both CDF and LHCb report a pT dependence of the
fractions, with the fraction of 0b baryons observed at low
pT being enhanced with respect to that seen at LEP at higher
pT.
We present here two sets of averages: one set includes
only measurements performed at LEP, and the second set
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includes only measurements performed by CDF at the Teva-
tron.3 While the first set is well defined and is basically related
to branching fractions of inclusive Z0 decays, the other set
is somewhat ill-defined, since it depends on the kinematic
region covered by the experiment and over which the mea-
surements are integrated.
Contrary to what happens in the charm sector, where
the fractions of D+ and D0 are different, the relative pro-
duction rate of B+ and B0 is not affected by the electro-
magnetic decays of excited B∗+ and B∗0 states and strong
decays of excited B∗∗+ and B∗∗0 states. Decays of the type
B∗∗0s → B(∗)K also contribute to the B+ and B0 rates, but
with the same magnitude if mass effects can be neglected. We
therefore assume equal production of B+ and B0 mesons.
We also neglect the production of weakly decaying states
made of several heavy quarks (such as B+c or doubly heavy
baryons) which is much smaller. Hence, for the purpose of
determining the b-hadron fractions, we use the constraints
fu = fd and fu + fd + fs + fbaryon = 1 , (28)
where fu , fd , fs and fbaryon are the fractions of B+, B0, B0s
and weakly-decaying b baryons, respectively.
We note that there are many measurements of the pro-
duction cross-sections of different species of b hadrons. In
principle, these could be included in a global fit to determine
the production fractions. We do not use these inputs at the
current time, and instead average only the explicit measure-
ments of the production fractions.
The LEP experiments have measured fs × B(B0s →
D−s +νX) [32–34], B(b → 0b) × B(0b → +c −νX)
[35,36] and B(b → −b ) × B(−b → −−νX) [37,38]
using partially reconstructed hadronic final states and a lep-
ton to identify the b hadron. They have also measured fbaryon
using protons identified in b-hadron decays [39], as well as
the production rate of charged b hadrons [40].
Ratios of b-hadron fractions have been measured by CDF
using lepton+charm final states [41–43] and double semilep-
tonic decays with K ∗μμ and φμμ final states [44]. In our
determination of fbaryon at the Tevatron, we include measure-
ments of the production of b and 
−
b relative to that of the
0b [45–47] by applying the constraint











3 The LHC production fractions results are still incomplete, lacking
measurements of the production of weakly-decaying baryons heavier
than 0b. In Ref. [1], we provided also a third set of averages including
measurements performed at LEP, Tevatron and LHC, but this was mostly
for comparison with previous averages. We have decided to discontinue
these “world averages”, because they mix environments with different
fractions.
where isospin invariance in the production of 0b and 
−
b is
assumed. Excited b baryons are expected to decay strongly
or electromagnetically to the baryons listed in Eq. (29). Both
CDF [47] and D0 [45,46] reconstruct their b baryons exclu-
sively to final states that include a J/ψ and a hyperon, namely,
0b → J/ψ, −b → J/ψ− and −b → J/ψ−. We
assume that the partial decay width of a b baryon to a J/ψ and
the corresponding hyperon is equal to the partial width of any
other b baryon to a J/ψ and the corresponding hyperon. We





the D0 measurement of f−b
/ f−b
, which we combine with
the CDF measurement of f−b
/ f0b
for input into Eq. (29).
LHCb has also measured ratios of b-hadron fractions in
charm+lepton final states [48] and in the fully reconstructed
hadronic two-body decays B0 → D−π+, B0s → D−s π+
and 0b → +c π− [49,50].
Both CDF [43] and LHCb [48] observe that the ratio
f0b
/ fd depends on the pT of the charm+lepton system.4
In Ref. [43], CDF chose to correct an older result [41] to
account for the pT dependence. In a second result, CDF
binned their data in pT of the charm+electron system [42]. In
their more recent measurement using hadronic decays [50],
LHCb obtain the scale for R0b
= f0b/ fd from their previ-
ous charm + lepton data [48], bin the data in pseudorapidity
(η) and see a linear dependence of R0b
on η. Since η is not
entirely independent of pT, it is impossible to tell at this time
whether this dependence is just an artifact of the pT depen-
dence. Figure 4 shows the ratio R0b
as a function of pT for
the b hadron, as measured by LHCb.5 LHCb fit their scaled
results using hadronic decays to obtain [50]
R
0b
= (0.151 ± 0.030)+ exp
×
{




Since the two LHCb results for R0b
are not independent,
we use only the results with semileptonic final states for the
averages. Note that the pT dependence of R0b
combined
with the constraint from Eq. (28) implies a compensating pT
dependence in one or more of the production fractions, fu ,
fd , or fs .
LHCb and ATLAS have investigated the pT dependence
of the ratio Rs = fs/ fd , shown in Fig. 5, using fully
4 CDF compare the pT distribution of fully reconstructed 0b →
+c π− with that of B0 → D+π−, which gives f0b/ fd up to a scale
factor. LHCb compares the pT of the charm+lepton system in 0b, B
0
and B+ decays, giving R0b/2 = f0b/( fu + fd ) = f0b/(2 fd ).
5 The CDF results from semileptonic decays [42] would require signif-
icant corrections to obtain the pT of the b hadron and be included on
the same plot with the LHCb data. We do not have these corrections at
this time.
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Fig. 4 Ratio of production
fractions f0b
/ fd as a function of
pT of the b hadron from LHCb
data for b hadrons decaying
semileptonically [48] and fully
reconstructed in hadronic decays
[50]. The curve represents a fit
to the LHCb hadronic data [50].
Our LEP average (derived from
Table 6) is displayed at an
approximate pT in Z decays, but
is not used in the fit
Fig. 5 Ratio of production
fractions fs/ fd as a function of
pT of the reconstructed b
hadrons for the LHCb [49]
(green solid squares) and
ATLAS [51] (black solid
triangles) data. Note the
suppressed zero for the vertical
axis. The curves represent fits to
these data: a linear fit (solid
curve), and an exponential fit
described in the text (dotted
curve). The pT-independent
value of Rs published by
LHCb [49] (dashed lines) and
our LEP average of Table 6
(open blue triangle at an
approximate pT in Z decays)
are shown for comparison, but
not used in any fit
reconstructed B0s and B
0 decays. LHCb reported 3σ evi-
dence that Rs decreases with pT using theoretical predictions
for branching fractions [49]. The results from the ATLAS
experiment [51] use theoretical predictions for branching
fractions [52] and indicate that Rs is consistent with no
pT dependence. From Fig. 5, we perform two fits for Rs .
The first fit, using a linear parameterization, yields Rs =
(0.2701± 0.0058)− (0.00139± 0.00044)[GeV/c]−1 × pT.
The second fit, using a simple exponential, yields
Rs = exp
{




The two fits are nearly indistinguishable over the pT range
of the results, but the second fit gives a physical value for
all pT. The pT-independent value of Rs published by LHCb
[49] and our LEP average are also shown in Fig. 5.
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Table 5 Comparison of average production fraction ratios from CDF
[42,43] and LHCb [48]. The kinematic regime of the charm+lepton
system reconstructed in each experiment is also shown
Quantity CDF LHCb
fs/( fu + fd ) 0.224 ± 0.057 0.134 ± 0.009
f0b
/( fu + fd ) 0.229 ± 0.062 0.240 ± 0.022
Average charm+lepton pT ∼ 13 GeV/c ∼ 7 GeV/c
Pseudorapidity range −1 < η < 1 2 < η < 5
For comparison purposes, a weighted average of the LHCb
measurements in bins of pT and η is computed, both for
fs/( fu + fd) and f0b/( fu + fd).
6 As shown in Table 5, the
weighted LHCb data and similar averages from CDF appear
to be still compatible, at the current level of precision, despite
the b hadrons being produced in different kinematic regimes.
Ignoring the pT and η dependence, we have adjusted the
published results to the latest branching fraction averages
[21] and combined them under the constraints of Eq. (28), fol-
lowing the procedure and assumptions described in Ref. [4].
This yield fu = fd = 0.412 ± 0.008, fs = 0.087 ± 0.013
and fbaryon = 0.089 ± 0.012 when using LEP data only,
and fu = fd = 0.340 ± 0.021, fs = 0.101 ± 0.015 and
fbaryon = 0.220 ± 0.048 when using Tevatron data only.
As noted previously, the LHC data are insufficient to deter-
mine a complete set of b-hadron production fractions. For
these combinations other external inputs are used, e.g., the
branching fractions of B mesons to final states with a D or
D∗ in semileptonic decays, which are needed to evaluate the
fraction of semileptonic B0s decays with a D
−
s in the final
state.
Time-integrated mixing analyses performed with lepton
pairs from bb events produced at high-energy colliders mea-
sure the quantity
χ = f ′d χd + f ′s χs , (32)
6 In practice, the LHCb data are given in 14 bins in pT and η with
a full covariance matrix [48]. The weighted average is calculated as
DTC−1M/σ , where σ = DTC−1D, M is a vector of measurements,
C−1 is the inverse covariance matrix and DT is the transpose of the
design matrix (vector of 1’s).
where f ′d and f ′s are the fractions of B0 and B0s hadrons
in a sample of semileptonic b-hadron decays, and where χd
and χs are the B0 and B0s time-integrated mixing probabili-
ties. Assuming that all b hadrons have the same semileptonic
decay width implies f ′i = fi Ri , where Ri = τi/τb is the
ratio of the lifetime τi of species i to the average b-hadron
lifetime τb = ∑i fiτi . Hence measurements of the mixing
probabilities χ , χd and χs can be used to improve our knowl-
edge of fu , fd , fs and fbaryon. In practice, the above relations




(1 + r)χ − (1 − fbaryonRbaryon)χd
(1 + r)χs − χd , (33)
where r = Ru/Rd = τ(B+)/τ(B0).
The published measurements of χ performed by the LEP
experiments have been combined by the LEP Electroweak
Working Group to yieldχ = 0.1259± 0.0042 [53].7 This can
be compared with our Tevatron average, χ = 0.147± 0.011,
obtained from D0 [54] and CDF [55] measurements. The two
averages deviate from each other by 1.8 σ ; this could be due
to the fact that the production fractions of b hadrons at the Z
peak or at the Tevatron are not the same.
Using the χ average in Eq. (33) together with our world
average χd = 0.1858± 0.0011 (see Eq. (69) of Sect. 4.3.1),
the assumptionχs = 1/2 (justified by Eq. (78) in Sect. 4.3.2),
the best knowledge of the lifetimes (see Sect. 4.2) and the esti-
mate of fbaryon given above, yields fs = 0.111± 0.011 using
only LEP data, or fs = 0.165 ± 0.029 using only Tevatron
data. Taking into account all known correlations (including
that introduced by fbaryon), this result is then combined with
the set of fractions obtained from direct measurements (given
above), to yield the improved estimates of Table 6, still under
the constraints of Eq. (28). As can be seen, the inclusion of
mixing information reduces the uncertainty on fs , quite sub-
stantially in the case of LEP data.
7 We use the χ average of Eq. 5.39 in Ref. [53], obtained from a 10-
parameter global fit of all electroweak data where the asymmetry mea-
surements have been excluded.
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Table 6 Time-integrated mixing probability χ (defined in Eq. (32)), and production fractions of the different b-hadron species in an unbiased
sample of weakly decaying b hadrons, obtained from both direct and mixing measurements. The correlation coefficients ρ between the fractions
are also given
Quantity Z decays Tevatron ATLAS [51] LHCb [49]
Mixing probability χ 0.1259± 0.0042 0.147± 0.011
B+ or B0 fraction fu = fd 0.407± 0.007 0.344± 0.021
B0s fraction fs 0.101± 0.008 0.115± 0.013
b-baryon fraction fbaryon 0.085± 0.011 0.198± 0.046
B0s /B
0 ratio fs/ fd 0.249± 0.023 0.334± 0.040 0.240 ± 0.020 0.256 ± 0.020u
ρ( fs , fu) = ρ( fs , fd ) −0.628 +0.159
ρ( fbaryon, fu) = ρ( fbaryon, fd ) −0.817 −0.960
ρ( fbaryon, fs) +0.065 −0.429
u This value has been updated with new inputs by LHCb to yield 0.259 ± 0.015 [56]
4.2 b-hadron lifetimes
Lifetime calculations are performed in the framework of the
Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE) [57–59]. In these calcula-
tions, the total decay rate of a hadron Hb is expressed as a







〈Hb|Onk |Hb〉 , (34)
where |CKM|2 is the relevant combination of CKM matrix
elements. The coefficients cnk are calculated perturbatively
[60], i.e. as a series in αs(mb). The non-perturbative QCD
effects are comprised in the matrix elements
〈Hb|Onk |Hb〉 ∝ nQCD of the operators Onk . One usually
encounters several operators of the same dimension n, as
indicated by the second index k. Hence the HQE predicts
Hb in the form of an expansion in both QCD/mb and
αs(mb). The leading term in Eq. (34) corresponds to the weak
decay of a free b quark, as in the old spectator model. At this
order all b-flavoured hadrons have the same lifetime. The
concept of the HQE and first calculations of valence quark
effects emerged in 1986 [57]; in the early 1990’s experiments
became sensitive enough to start seeing lifetime differences
among various Hb species. The possible existence of expo-
nential contributions to Hb is not captured by the power
series encoded in the HQE [61,62]. The presence of such
terms is dubbed violation of quark-hadron duality and their
size can only be determined experimentally, by confronting
the HQE with data.8 The matrix elements can be calculated
using lattice QCD or QCD sum rules. In some cases they can
also be related to those appearing in other observables by util-
ising symmetries of QCD. One may reasonably expect that
8 Possible violation of quark-hadron duality has been shown to be
severely constrained by experimental results [63].
powers ofQCD/mb ∼ 0.1 provide enough suppression that
only the first terms of the sum in Eq. (34) matter. Importantly,
starting from the third power the coefficients are enhanced by
a factor of 16π2. The dominant contribution to lifetime dif-
ferences stems from these terms of order 16π2(QCD/mb)3
[64–67]. State-of-the-art calculations of first-order correc-
tions to these predictions exist in both QCD/mb [68–70]
and αs(mb) [71–75]; all subsequent theory papers use these
results.
Theoretical predictions are usually made for the ratios
of the lifetimes (with τ(B0) often chosen as the common
denominator) rather than for the individual lifetimes, since
this leads to cancellation of several uncertainties. The pre-
cision of the HQE calculations (see Refs. [72,73,76–79],
and Refs. [80,81] for the latest updates) is in some instances
already surpassed by the measurements, e.g., in the case
of τ(B+)/τ(B0). Improvement in the precision of calcula-
tions requires progress along two lines. Firstly, better non-
perturbative matrix elements are needed and one expects
precise calculations from lattice QCD, where significant
advances have been made in the last decade. Secondly, the
coefficients ckn must be calculated in higher orders of αs ,
namely the α2s and αsQCD/mb contributions to the lifetime
differences are needed to keep up with the experimental pre-
cision.
The following important conclusions, which are in agree-
ment with experimental observation, can be drawn from the
HQE, even in its present state:
• The larger the mass of the heavy quark, the smaller the
variation in the lifetimes among different hadrons con-
taining this quark, which is to say that, as mb → ∞, we
retrieve the spectator picture in which the lifetimes of all
Hb states are the same. This is well illustrated by the fact
that lifetimes are rather similar in the b sector, while they
differ by large factors in the charm sector (mc < mb).
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• First corrections to the spectator decay occur at order
2QCD/m
2
b, leading to lifetime differences around one
percent.
• The dominant contribution to the lifetime splittings is of
order 16π2(QCD/mb)3 and typically amounts to several
percent.
4.2.1 Overview of lifetime measurements
This section gives an overview of the types of b-hadron life-
time measurements, with details given in subsequent sec-
tions. In most cases, the decay time of an Hb state is estimated
by measuring its flight distance and dividing it byβγ c. Meth-
ods of accessing lifetime information can roughly be divided
into the following five categories:
1. Inclusive (flavour-blind) measurements. Early, low-
statistics measurements were aimed at extracting the life-
time from a mixture of b-hadron decays, without dis-
tinguishing the decaying species. Often, knowledge of
the Hb composition was limited, which made the mea-
surements experiment-specific. Also, Monte Carlo sim-
ulation was used for estimating the βγ factor, because
the decaying hadrons were not fully reconstructed. These
were usually the largest-statistics b-hadron lifetime mea-
surements accessible to a given experiment, and could
therefore serve as an important performance benchmark.
2. Measurements in semileptonic decays of a specific Hb.
The W boson from b → Wc produces a νl pair ( =
e, μ) in about 21% of the cases. The electron or muon
from such decays provides a clean and efficient trigger
signature. The c quark and the spectator quark(s) combine
into a charm hadron Hc, which is reconstructed in one or
more exclusive decay channels. Identification of the Hc
species allows one to separate, at least statistically, differ-
ent Hb species. The advantage of these measurements is in
the sample size, which is usually larger than in the case of
exclusively reconstructed hadronic Hb decays (described
next). The main disadvantages are related to the difficulty
of estimating the lepton+charm sample composition and
to the Monte Carlo reliance for the momentum (and hence
βγ factor) estimate.
3. Measurements in exclusively reconstructed hadronic
decays. These have the advantage of complete reconstruc-
tion of the decaying Hb state, which allows one to infer
the decaying species, as well as to perform precise mea-
surement of the βγ factor. Both lead to generally smaller
systematic uncertainties than in the above two categories.
The downsides are smaller branching fractions and larger
combinatorial backgrounds in the case of multi-hadron
decays, such as Hb → Hcπ(ππ) with multi-body Hc
decays. This problem is often more serious in a hadron
collider environment, which has many hadrons and a non-
trivial underlying event. Decays of the type Hb → J/ψ Hs
are often used, as they are relatively clean and easy to trig-
ger on due to the J/ψ → +− signature.
4. Measurements at asymmetricB factories. In theϒ(4S)→
BB decay, the B mesons (B+ or B0) are essentially at rest
in the ϒ(4S) frame. This makes direct lifetime measure-
ments impossible in experiments at symmetric-energy
colliders, which produce the ϒ(4S) at rest. At asymmet-
ric B factories the ϒ(4S) meson is boosted, resulting in
the B and B moving nearly parallel to each other with
similar boosts. The lifetime is inferred from the distance
z separating the B and B decay vertices along the beam
axis and from the ϒ(4S) boost, which is known from the
beam energies. This boost was βγ ≈ 0.55 (0.43) in the
BABAR (Belle) experiment, resulting in an average B
decay length of approximately 250 (190) µm.
While one B0 or B+ meson is fully reconstructed in
a semileptonic or hadronic decay mode, the other B in
the event is typically not fully reconstructed, in order to
avoid loss of efficiency. Rather, only the position of its
decay vertex is determined from the remaining tracks in
the event. These measurements benefit from large sample
sizes, but suffer from poor proper time resolution, compa-
rable to the B lifetime itself. The resolution is dominated
by the uncertainty on the decay-vertex positions, which is
typically 50 (100) µm for a fully (partially) reconstructed
B meson. With much larger samples in the future, the res-
olution and purity could be improved (and hence the sys-
tematics reduced) by fully reconstructing both B mesons
in the event.
5. Measurement of lifetime ratios. This method, initially
applied in the measurement of τ(B+)/τ(B0), is now also
used for other b-hadron species at the LHC. The ratio
of the lifetimes is extracted from the proper-time depen-
dence of the ratio of the observed yields of of two differ-
ent b-hadron species, both reconstructed in decay modes
with similar topologies. The advantage of this method is
that subtle efficiency effects and systematic uncertainties
(partially) cancel in the ratio.
In some analyses, measurements of two (e.g., τ(B+)
and τ(B+)/τ(B0)) or three (e.g. τ(B+), τ(B+)/τ(B0), and
md ) quantities are combined. This introduces correlations
among measurements. Another source of correlations among
the measurements is systematic effects, which could be com-
mon to a number of measurements in the same experiment or
to an analysis technique across different experiments. When
calculating the averages presented below, such known corre-
lations are taken into account.
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4.2.2 Inclusive b-hadron lifetimes
The inclusive b-hadron lifetime is defined as τb = ∑i fiτi
where τi are the individual species lifetimes and fi are the
fractions of the various species present in an unbiased sam-
ple of weakly decaying b hadrons produced at a high-energy
collider. This quantity is experiment-dependent and certainly
less fundamental than the lifetimes of the individual species,
which are much more useful for comparison with the theo-
retical predictions. Nonetheless, we perform the averaging
of the inclusive lifetime measurements for completeness and
because they might be of interest as “technical numbers.”
In practice, an unbiased measurement of the inclusive life-
time is difficult to achieve, because it would imply that the
efficiency is guaranteed to be identical across Hb species. As
a result, most of the measurements are biased. In an attempt
to group analyses that are expected to select the same mix-
ture of b hadrons, the available results (given in Table 7) are
divided into the following three sets:
1. measurements at LEP and SLD that include any b-hadron
decay, based on topological reconstruction (secondary
vertex or track impact parameters);
2. measurements at LEP based on the identification of a lep-
ton from a b decay; and
3. measurements at hadron colliders based on inclusive
Hb → J/ψ X reconstruction, where the J/ψ is fully
reconstructed.
The mixtures corresponding to Sets 2 and 3 are better
defined than for Set 1, in the limit where the reconstruction
and selection efficiency of a lepton or a J/ψ from an Hb does
not depend on the decaying hadron type. These mixtures are
given by the production fractions and the inclusive branching
fractions for each Hb species to give a lepton or a J/ψ . In
particular, under the assumption that all b hadrons have the
same semileptonic decay width, the analyses of the second set





necessarily larger than τb if lifetime differences exist. Given
the present knowledge on τi and fi , τ(b → )−τb is expected
to be of the order of 0.003 ps. On the other hand, the third
set measuring τ(b → J/ψ ) is expected to give an average
smaller than τb because of the B+c meson, which has a sig-
nificantly larger probability to decay to a J/ψ than other
b-hadron species.
Measurements by SLC and LEP experiments are subject to
a number of common systematic uncertainties, such as those
due to (lack of knowledge of) b and c fragmentation, b and
c decay models, B(B → ), B(B → c → ), B(c → ), τc,
and Hb decay multiplicity. In the averaging, these systematic
uncertainties are assumed to be 100% correlated among the
experiments. The averages for the sets defined above (also
given in Table 7) are
τ(b vertex) = 1.572 ± 0.009 ps, (35)
τ(b → ) = 1.537 ± 0.020 ps, (36)
τ(b → J/ψ ) = 1.533 ± 0.036 ps. (37)
The differences between these averages are consistent with
zero within less than 2 σ .
4.2.3 B0 and B+ lifetimes and their ratio
After a number of years of dominating these averages, the
LEP experiments yielded the scene to the asymmetric B fac-
Table 7 Measurements of
average b-hadron lifetimes
Experiment Method Data set τb (ps) Reference
ALEPH Dipole 1991 1.511 ± 0.022 ± 0.078 [82]
DELPHI All track i.p. (2D) 91–92 1.542 ± 0.021 ± 0.045 [83]a
DELPHI Sec. vtx 91–93 1.582 ± 0.011 ± 0.027 [84]a
DELPHI Sec. vtx 94–95 1.570 ± 0.005 ± 0.008 [85]
L3 Sec. vtx + i.p. 91–94 1.556 ± 0.010 ± 0.017 [86]b
OPAL Sec. vtx 91–94 1.611 ± 0.010 ± 0.027 [87]
SLD Sec. vtx 1993 1.564 ± 0.030 ± 0.036 [88]
Average set 1 (b vertex) 1.572± 0.009
ALEPH Lepton i.p. (3D) 91–93 1.533 ± 0.013 ± 0.022 [89]
L3 Lepton i.p. (2D) 91–94 1.544 ± 0.016 ± 0.021 [86]b
OPAL Lepton i.p. (2D) 90–91 1.523 ± 0.034 ± 0.038 [90]
Average set 2 (b → ) 1.537± 0.020
CDF1 J/ψ vtx 92–95 1.533 ± 0.015+0.035−0.031 [91]
Average set 3 (b → J/ψ ) 1.533± 0.036
aThe combined DELPHI result quoted in [84] is 1.575 ± 0.010 ± 0.026 ps
bThe combined L3 result quoted in [86] is 1.549 ± 0.009 ± 0.015 ps
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Table 8 Measurements of the
B0 lifetime
Experiment Method Data set τ(B0) (ps) Reference
ALEPH D(∗) 91–95 1.518 ± 0.053 ± 0.034 [92]
ALEPH Exclusive 91–94 1.25+0.15−0.13 ± 0.05 [93]
ALEPH Partial rec. π+π− 91–94 1.49+0.17+0.08−0.15−0.06 [93]
DELPHI D(∗) 91–93 1.61+0.14−0.13 ± 0.08 [94]
DELPHI Charge sec. vtx 91–93 1.63 ± 0.14 ± 0.13 [95]
DELPHI Inclusive D∗ 91–93 1.532 ± 0.041 ± 0.040 [96]
DELPHI Charge sec. vtx 94–95 1.531 ± 0.021 ± 0.031 [85]
L3 Charge sec. vtx 94–95 1.52 ± 0.06 ± 0.04 [97]
OPAL D(∗) 91–93 1.53 ± 0.12 ± 0.08 [98]
OPAL Charge sec. vtx 93–95 1.523 ± 0.057 ± 0.053 [99]
OPAL Inclusive D∗ 91–00 1.541 ± 0.028 ± 0.023 [100]
SLD Charge sec. vtx  93–95 1.56+0.14−0.13 ± 0.10 [101]a
SLD Charge sec. vtx 93–95 1.66 ± 0.08 ± 0.08 [101]a
CDF1 D(∗) 92–95 1.474 ± 0.039+0.052−0.051 [102]
CDF1 Excl. J/ψ K ∗0 92–95 1.497 ± 0.073 ± 0.032 [103]
CDF2 Excl. J/ψ K 0S , J/ψ K
∗0 02–09 1.507 ± 0.010 ± 0.008 [104]
D0 Excl. J/ψ K ∗0 03–07 1.414 ± 0.018 ± 0.034 [105]
D0 Excl. J/ψ K 0S 02–11 1.508 ± 0.025 ± 0.043 [106]
D0 Inclusive D−μ+ 02–11 1.534 ± 0.019 ± 0.021 [107]
BABAR Exclusive 99–00 1.546 ± 0.032 ± 0.022 [108]
BABAR Inclusive D∗ 99–01 1.529 ± 0.012 ± 0.029 [109]
BABAR Exclusive D∗ 99–02 1.523+0.024−0.023 ± 0.022 [110]
BABAR Incl. D∗π , D∗ρ 99–01 1.533 ± 0.034 ± 0.038 [111]
BABAR Inclusive D∗ 99–04 1.504 ± 0.013+0.018−0.013 [112]
Belle Exclusive 00–03 1.534 ± 0.008 ± 0.010 [113]
ATLAS Excl. J/ψ K 0S 2011 1.509 ± 0.012 ± 0.018 [114]
CMS Excl. J/ψ K ∗0 2012 1.511 ± 0.005 ± 0.006 [115]b
CMS Excl. J/ψ K 0S 2012 1.527 ± 0.009 ± 0.009 [115]b
LHCb Excl. J/ψ K ∗0 2011 1.524 ± 0.006 ± 0.004 [116]
LHCb Excl. J/ψ K 0S 2011 1.499 ± 0.013 ± 0.005 [116]
LHCb K+π− 2011 1.524 ± 0.011 ± 0.004 [117]
Average 1.519± 0.004
aThe combined SLD result quoted in Ref. [101] is 1.64 ± 0.08 ± 0.08 ps
b The combined CMS result quoted in Ref. [115] is 1.515 ± 0.005 ± 0.006 ps
tories and the Tevatron experiments. The B factories have
been very successful in utilizing their potential – in only a
few years of running, BABAR and, to a greater extent, Belle,
have struck a balance between the statistical and the system-
atic uncertainties, with both being close to (or even better
than) an impressive 1% level. In the meanwhile, CDF and
D0 have emerged as significant contributors to the field as
the Tevatron Run II data flowed in. In more recent years,
the LHCb experiment reached a further step in precision,
improving by a factor ∼ 2 over the previous best measure-
ments.
At the present time we are in an interesting position of
having three sets of measurements (from LEP/SLC, B facto-
ries and Tevatron/LHC) that originate from different environ-
ments, are obtained using substantially different techniques
and are precise enough for cross-checking and comparison.
The τ(B+), τ(B0) and τ(B+)/τ(B0)measurements, and
their averages, are summarized in Tables 8, 9 and 10. For the
average of τ(B+)/τ(B0) we use only direct measurements
of this ratio and not separate measurements of τ(B+) and
τ(B0). The following sources of correlated (within exper-
iment/machine) systematic uncertainties have been consid-
ered in the averaging:
• for the SLC and LEP measurements – D∗∗ branching
fraction uncertainties [4], estimation of the momentum
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Table 9 Measurements of the
B+ lifetime Experiment Method Data set τ(B
+) (ps) Reference
ALEPH D(∗) 91–95 1.648 ± 0.049 ± 0.035 [92]
ALEPH Exclusive 91–94 1.58+0.21+0.04−0.18−0.03 [93]
DELPHI D(∗) 91–93 1.61 ± 0.16 ± 0.12 [94]a
DELPHI Charge sec. vtx 91–93 1.72 ± 0.08 ± 0.06 [95]a
DELPHI Charge sec. vtx 94–95 1.624 ± 0.014 ± 0.018 [85]
L3 Charge sec. vtx 94–95 1.66 ± 0.06 ± 0.03 [97]
OPAL D(∗) 91–93 1.52 ± 0.14 ± 0.09 [98]
OPAL Charge sec. vtx 93–95 1.643 ± 0.037 ± 0.025 [99]
SLD Charge sec. vtx  93–95 1.61+0.13−0.12 ± 0.07 [101]b
SLD Charge sec. vtx 93–95 1.67 ± 0.07 ± 0.06 [101]b
CDF1 D(∗) 92–95 1.637 ± 0.058+0.045−0.043 [102]
CDF1 Excl. J/ψ K 92–95 1.636 ± 0.058 ± 0.025 [103]
CDF2 Excl. J/ψ K 02–09 1.639 ± 0.009 ± 0.009 [104]
CDF2 Excl. D0π 02–06 1.663 ± 0.023 ± 0.015 [118]
BABAR Exclusive 99–00 1.673 ± 0.032 ± 0.023 [108]
Belle Exclusive 00–03 1.635 ± 0.011 ± 0.011 [113]
LHCb Excl. J/ψ K 2011 1.637 ± 0.004 ± 0.003 [116]
Average 1.638± 0.004
aThe combined DELPHI result quoted in [95] is 1.70 ± 0.09 ps
bThe combined SLD result quoted in [101] is 1.66 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 ps
Table 10 Measurements of the
ratio τ(B+)/τ(B0) Experiment Method Data set Ratio τ(B
+)/τ(B0) Reference
ALEPH D(∗) 91–95 1.085 ± 0.059 ± 0.018 [92]
ALEPH Exclusive 91–94 1.27+0.23+0.03−0.19−0.02 [93]
DELPHI D(∗) 91–93 1.00+0.17−0.15 ± 0.10 [94]
DELPHI Charge sec. vtx 91–93 1.06+0.13−0.11 ± 0.10 [95]
DELPHI Charge sec. vtx 94–95 1.060 ± 0.021 ± 0.024 [85]
L3 Charge sec. vtx 94–95 1.09 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 [97]
OPAL D(∗) 91–93 0.99 ± 0.14+0.05−0.04 [98]
OPAL Charge sec. vtx 93–95 1.079 ± 0.064 ± 0.041 [99]
SLD Charge sec. vtx  93–95 1.03+0.16−0.14 ± 0.09 [101]a
SLD Charge sec. vtx 93–95 1.01+0.09−0.08 ± 0.05 [101]a
CDF1 D(∗) 92–95 1.110 ± 0.056+0.033−0.030 [102]
CDF1 Excl. J/ψ K 92–95 1.093 ± 0.066 ± 0.028 [103]
CDF2 Excl. J/ψ K (∗) 02–09 1.088 ± 0.009 ± 0.004 [104]
D0 D∗+μ D0μ ratio 02–04 1.080 ± 0.016 ± 0.014 [119]
BABAR Exclusive 99–00 1.082 ± 0.026 ± 0.012 [108]
Belle Exclusive 00–03 1.066 ± 0.008 ± 0.008 [113]
LHCb Excl. J/ψ K (∗) 2011 1.074 ± 0.005 ± 0.003 [116]
Average 1.076± 0.004
aThe combined SLD result quoted in [101] is 1.01 ± 0.07 ± 0.06
of b mesons produced in Z0 decays (b-quark fragmen-
tation parameter 〈XE 〉 = 0.702 ± 0.008 [4]), B0s and
b-baryon lifetimes (see Sects. 4.2.4 and 4.2.6), and b-
hadron fractions at high energy (see Table 6);
• for the B-factory measurements – alignment, z scale,
machine boost (separately within each experiment), sam-
ple composition (where applicable);
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• for the Tevatron and LHC measurements – alignment
(separately within each experiment).
The resultant averages are:
τ(B0) = 1.519 ± 0.004 ps, (38)
τ(B+) = 1.638 ± 0.004 ps, (39)
τ(B+)/τ(B0) = 1.076 ± 0.004. (40)
4.2.4 B0s lifetimes
Like neutral kaons, neutral B mesons contain short- and long-
lived components, since the light (L) and heavy (H) eigen-
states differ not only in their masses, but also in their total
decay widths. While the decay width differenced can be
neglected in the B0 system, the B0s system exhibits a signifi-
cant value ofs = sL − sH, where sL and sH are the
total decay widths of the light eigenstate B0sL and the heavy
eigenstate B0sH, respectively. The sign of s is measured
to be positive [120], i.e., B0sH has a longer lifetime than B
0
sL.
Specific measurements of s and s = (sL + sH)/2
are explained and averaged in Sect. 4.3.2, but the results for
1/sL = 1/(s +s/2), 1/sH = 1/(s −s/2) and
the mean B0s lifetime, defined as τ(B
0
s ) = 1/s , are also
quoted at the end of this section. Neglecting CP violation
in B0s − B0s mixing, which is expected to be very small
[63,74,75,121,122] (see also Sect. 4.3.3), the mass eigen-
states are also CP eigenstates, with the short-lived (light)
state being CP-even and the long-lived (heavy) state being
CP-odd [120].
Many B0s lifetime analyses, in particular the early ones
performed before the non-zero value of s was firmly
established, ignore s and fit the proper time distribution
of a sample of B0s candidates reconstructed in a certain final
state f with a model assuming a single exponential function
for the signal. Such effective lifetime measurements, which
we denote as τsingle(B0s → f ), are estimates of the expecta-
tion value
∫∞
0 t (Bs(t) → f )dt/
∫∞
0 (Bs(t) → f )dt of
the total untagged time-dependent decay rate (Bs(t)→ f )
[123–125]; this expectation value may lie a priori anywhere
between 1/sL and 1/s,H, depending on the proportion of
B0sL and B
0
sH in the final state f . More recent determinations
of effective lifetimes may be interpreted as measurements of
the relative composition of B0sL and B
0
sH decaying to the final
state f . Table 11 summarizes the effective lifetime measure-
ments.
Averaging measurements of τsingle(B0s → f ) over sev-
eral final states f will yield a result corresponding to an
ill-defined observable when the proportions of B0sL and B
0
sH
differ. Therefore, the effective B0s lifetime measurements are
broken down into the following categories and averaged sep-
arately.
• B0s → D∓s X decays include mostly flavour-specific
decays but also decays with an unknown mixture of light
and heavy components. Measurements performed with
such inclusive states are no longer used in averages.
• Decays to flavour-specificfinal states, i.e., decays to final
states f with decay amplitudes satisfying A(B0s → f ) =
0, A(B
0
s → f ) = 0, A(B0s → f ) = 0 and A(B0s →
f ) = 0, have equal fractions of B0sL and B0sH at time zero.
The corresponding effective lifetime, called the flavour-
specific lifetime, is equal to [123]
τsingle(B
0















Because of the fast B0s − B0s oscillations, possible biases
of the flavour-specific lifetime due to a combination of
B0s /B
0
s production asymmetry, CP violation in the decay
amplitudes (|A(B0s → f )| = |A(B0s → f )|), and
CP violation in B0s − B0s mixing (|qs/ps | = 1) are
strongly suppressed, by a factor ∼ x2s (given in Eq.
(77)). The B0s /B
0
s production asymmetry at LHCb and
the CP asymmetry due to mixing have been measured to
be compatible with zero with a precision below 3% [146]
and 0.3% (see Eq. (85)), respectively. The corresponding
effects on the flavour-specific lifetime, which therefore
have a relative size of the order of 10−5 or smaller, can
be neglected at the current level of experimental preci-
sion. Under the assumption of no production asymmetry
and no CP violation in mixing, Eq. (41) is exact even for
a flavour-specific decay with CP violation in the decay
amplitudes. Hence any flavour-specific decay mode can
be used to measure the flavour-specific lifetime.




s → flavour specific) = 1.527± 0.011 ps. (42)
• B0s → J/ψ φ decays contain a well-measured mixture
of CP-even and CP-odd states. The published B0s →
J/ψ φ effective lifetime measurements [91,115,116,137]
are combined into the average τsingle(B0s → J/ψ φ) =
1.480± 0.007 ps. Analyses that separate theCP-even and
CP-odd components in this decay through a full angular
study, outlined in Sect. 4.3.2, provide directly precise
measurements of 1/s and s (see Table 22).
• B0s → μ+μ− decays contain an as-yet unknown mixture
of CP-even and CP-odd states. A first measurement has
been published by LHCb [138].
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Table 11 Measurements of the effective B0s lifetimes obtained from single exponential fits
Experiment Final state f Data set τsingle(B0s → f ) (ps) Reference
ALEPH Dsh Ill-defined 91–95 1.47 ± 0.14 ± 0.08 [126]
DELPHI Dsh Ill-defined 91–95 1.53
+0.16
−0.15 ± 0.07 [127]
OPAL Ds incl. Ill-defined 90–95 1.72
+0.20+0.18
−0.19−0.17 [128]
ALEPH D−s + Flavour-specific 91–95 1.54+0.14−0.13 ± 0.04 [129]
CDF1 D−s + Flavour-specific 92–96 1.36 ± 0.09+0.06−0.05 [130]
DELPHI D−s + Flavour-specific 92–95 1.42+0.14−0.13 ± 0.03 [131]
OPAL D−s + Flavour-specific 90–95 1.50+0.16−0.15 ± 0.04 [132]
D0 D−s μ+X Flavour-specific 02–11 10.4 fb−1 1.479 ± 0.010 ± 0.021 [107]
CDF2 D−s π+(X) Flavour-specific 02–06 1.3 fb−1 1.518 ± 0.041 ± 0.027 [133]
LHCb D−s D+ Flavour-specific 11–12 3 fb−1 1.52 ± 0.15 ± 0.01 [134]
LHCb D−s π+ Flavour-specific 2011 1 fb−1 1.535 ± 0.015 ± 0.014 [135]
LHCb π+K− Flavour-specific 2011 1.0 fb−1 1.60 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 [117]
LHCb D(∗)−s μ+νμ Flavour-specific 11–12 3.0 fb−1 1.547 ± 0.013 ± 0.011 [136]
Average of above 10 flavour-specific lifetime measurements 1.527± 0.011
CDF1 J/ψ φ CP even+odd 92–95 1.34+0.23−0.19 ± 0.05 [91]
D0 J/ψ φ CP even+odd 02–04 1.444+0.098−0.090 ± 0.02 [137]
LHCb J/ψ φ CP even+odd 2011 1 fb−1 1.480 ± 0.011 ± 0.005 [116]
CMS J/ψ φ CP even+odd 2012 19.7 fb−1 1.481 ± 0.007 ± 0.005 [115]
Average of above 4 J/ψ φ lifetime measurements 1.480± 0.007
LHCb μ+μ− CP even+odd 11–16 4.4 fb−1 2.04 ± 0.44 ± 0.05 [138]
ALEPH D(∗)+s D(∗)−s Mostly CP even 91–95 1.27 ± 0.33 ± 0.08 [139]
LHCb K+K− CP-even 2010 0.037 fb−1 1.440 ± 0.096 ± 0.009 [140]
LHCb K+K− CP-even 2011 1.0 fb−1 1.407 ± 0.016 ± 0.007 [117]
Average of above 2 K+K− lifetime measurements 1.408± 0.017
LHCb D+s D−s CP-even 11–12 3 fb−1 1.379 ± 0.026 ± 0.017 [134]
LHCb J/ψ η CP-even 11–12 3 fb−1 1.479 ± 0.034 ± 0.011 [141]
Average of above 2 measurements of 1/sL 1.422± 0.023
LHCb J/ψ K 0S CP-odd 2011 1.0 fb
−1 1.75 ± 0.12 ± 0.07 [142]
CDF2 J/ψ f0(980) CP-odd 02–08 3.8 fb−1 1.70+0.12−0.11 ± 0.03 [143]
D0 J/ψ f0(980) CP-odd 02–11 10.4 fb−1 1.70 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 [144]
LHCb J/ψ π+π− CP-odd 2011 1.0 fb−1 1.652 ± 0.024 ± 0.024 [145]
CMS J/ψ π+π− CP-odd 2012 19.7 fb−1 1.677 ± 0.034 ± 0.011 [115]
Average of above 4 measurements of 1/sH 1.666± 0.024
• Decays toCP eigenstates have also been measured, in the
CP-even modes B0s → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s by ALEPH [139],
B0s → K+K− by LHCb [117,140], B0s → D+s D−s
by LHCb [134] and B0s → J/ψη by LHCb [141],
as well as in the CP-odd modes B0s → J/ψ f0(980)
by CDF [143] and D0 [144], B0s → J/ψ π+π− by
LHCb [145] and CMS [115], and B0s → J/ψ K 0S by
LHCb [142]. If these decays are dominated by a sin-
gle weak phase and if CP violation can be neglected,
then τsingle(B0s → CP-even) = 1/sL and τsingle(B0s →
CP-odd) = 1/sH (see Eqs. (72) and (73) for approxi-
mate relations in the presence of mixing-inducedCP vio-
lation). However, not all these modes can be considered as
pure CP eigenstates: a small CP-odd component is most
probably present in B0s → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s decays. Further-
more, the decays B0s → K+K− and B0s → J/ψ K 0S may
suffer from directCP violation due to interfering tree and
loop amplitudes. The averages for the effective lifetimes
obtained for decays to pureCP-even (D+s D−s , J/ψ η) and
CP-odd (J/ψ f0(980), J/ψ π+π−) final states whereCP
conservation can be assumed are
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τsingle(B
0
s → CP-even) = 1.422 ± 0.023 ps, (43)
τsingle(B
0
s → CP-odd) = 1.666 ± 0.024 ps. (44)
As described in Sect. 4.3.2, the effective lifetime averages
of Eqs. (42), (43) and (44) are used as ingredients to improve
the determination of 1/s and s obtained from the full
angular analyses of B0s → J/ψ φ and B0s → J/ψ K+K−















sL + sH = 1.510 ± 0.004 ps. (47)
4.2.5 B+c lifetime
Early measurements of the B+c meson lifetime, from CDF
[147,148] and D0 [149], use the semileptonic decay mode
B+c → J/ψ +ν and are based on a simultaneous fit to the
mass and lifetime using the vertex formed with the leptons
from the decay of the J/ψ and the third lepton. Correction
factors to estimate the boost due to the missing neutrino are
used. Correlated systematic uncertainties include the impact
of the uncertainty of the B+c transverse-momentum spec-
trum on the correction factors, the level of feed-down from
ψ(2S)decays, Monte Carlo modeling of the decay (estimated
by varying the decay model from phase space to the ISGW
model), and uncertainties in the B+c mass. With more statis-
tics, CDF2 was able to perform the first B+c lifetime based
on fully reconstructed B+c → J/ψπ+ decays [150], which
does not suffer from a missing neutrino. More recent mea-
surements at the LHC, both with B+c → J/ψ μ+ν decays
from LHCb [151] and B+c → J/ψ π+ decays from LHCb
[152] and CMS [115], achieve the highest level of precision.
Two of them [115,152] are made relative to the B+ lifetime.
Before averaging, they are scaled to our latest B+ lifetime
average, and the induced correlation is taken into account.
All the measurements are summarized in Table 12 and
the world average, dominated by the LHCb measurements,
is determined to be
τ(B+c ) = 0.510 ± 0.009 ps. (48)
4.2.6 0b and b-baryon lifetimes
The first measurements of b-baryon lifetimes, performed at
LEP, originate from two classes of partially reconstructed
decays. In the first class, decays with a fully reconstructed
+c baryon and a lepton of opposite charge are used. These
products are likely to occur in the decay of 0b baryons. In
the second class, more inclusive final states with a baryon
(p, p, , or ) and a lepton have been used, and these final
states can generally arise from any b baryon. With the large
b-hadron samples available at the Tevatron and the LHC, the
most precise measurements of b baryons now come from
fully reconstructed exclusive decays.
The following sources of correlated systematic uncertain-
ties have been accounted for when averaging these measure-
ments: experimental time resolution within a given experi-
ment, b-quark fragmentation distribution into weakly decay-
ing b baryons, 0b polarisation, decay model, and evalua-
tion of the b-baryon purity in the selected event samples. In
computing the averages, the central values of the masses are
scaled to M(0b) = 5619.60 ± 0.17 MeV/c2 [21].
For measurements with partially reconstructed decays, the
meaning of the decay model systematic uncertainties and the
correlation of these uncertainties between measurements are
not always clear. Uncertainties related to the decay model
are dominated by assumptions on the fraction of n-body
semileptonic decays. To be conservative, it is assumed that
these are 100% correlated whenever given as an uncertainty.
DELPHI varies the fraction of four-body decays from 0.0 to
0.3. In computing the average, the DELPHI result is scaled
to a value of 0.2 ± 0.2 for this fraction. Furthermore the
semileptonic decay results from LEP are scaled to a0b polar-
Table 12 Measurements of the
B+c lifetime
Experiment Method Data set τ(B+c ) (ps) Reference
CDF1 J/ψ  92–95 0.11 fb−1 0.46+0.18−0.16 ± 0.03 [147]
CDF2 J/ψ e 02–04 0.36 fb−1 0.463+0.073−0.065 ± 0.036 [148]
D0 J/ψ μ 02–06 1.3 fb−1 0.448+0.038−0.036 ± 0.032 [149]
CDF2 J/ψ π 6.7 fb−1 0.452 ± 0.048 ± 0.027 [150]
LHCb J/ψ μ 2012 2 fb−1 0.509 ± 0.008 ± 0.012 [151]
LHCb J/ψ π 11–12 3 fb−1 0.5134 ± 0.0110 ± 0.0057 [152]
CMS J/ψ π 2012 19.7 fb−1 0.541 ± 0.026 ± 0.014 [115]
Average 0.510± 0.009
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Table 13 Measurements of the
b-baryon lifetimes
Experiment Method Data set Lifetime (ps) Reference
ALEPH  91–95 1.20 ± 0.08 ± 0.06 [36]
DELPHI π vtx 91–94 1.16 ± 0.20 ± 0.08 [153]b
DELPHI μ i.p. 91–94 1.10+0.19−0.17 ± 0.09 [154]b
DELPHI p 91–94 1.19 ± 0.14 ± 0.07 [153]b
OPAL  i.p. 90–94 1.21+0.15−0.13 ± 0.10 [155]c
OPAL  vtx 90–94 1.15 ± 0.12 ± 0.06 [155]c
ALEPH +c  91–95 1.18+0.13−0.12 ± 0.03 [36]a
ALEPH −+ 91–95 1.30+0.26−0.21 ± 0.04 [36]a
DELPHI +c  91–94 1.11+0.19−0.18 ± 0.05 [153]b
OPAL +c , −+ 90–95 1.29+0.24−0.22 ± 0.06 [132]
CDF1 +c  91–95 1.32 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 [156]
D0 +c μ 02–06 1.290+0.119+0.087−0.110−0.091 [157]
Average of above 6 1.247+0.071−0.069
CDF2 +c π 02–06 1.401 ± 0.046 ± 0.035 [158]
CDF2 J/ψ 01–11 1.565 ± 0.035 ± 0.020 [159]
D0 J/ψ 02–11 1.303 ± 0.075 ± 0.035 [106]
ATLAS J/ψ 2011 1.449 ± 0.036 ± 0.017 [114]
CMS J/ψ 2011 1.503 ± 0.052 ± 0.031 [160]
CMS J/ψ 2012 1.477 ± 0.027 ± 0.009 [115]
LHCb J/ψ 2011 1.415 ± 0.027 ± 0.006 [116]
LHCb J/ψ pK (w.r.t. B0) 11–12 1.479 ± 0.009 ± 0.010 [161]
Average of above 8: 0b lifetime = 1.247+0.071−0.069
ALEPH −−X 90–95 1.35+0.37+0.15−0.28−0.17 [37]
DELPHI −−X 91–93 1.5+0.7−0.4 ± 0.3 [162]d
DELPHI −−X 92–95 1.45+0.55−0.43 ± 0.13 [38]d
CDF2 J/ψ− 01–11 1.32 ± 0.14 ± 0.02 [159]
LHCb J/ψ− 11–12 1.55+0.10−0.09 ± 0.03 [163]
LHCb 0cπ
− (w.r.t. 0b) 11–12 1.599 ± 0.041 ± 0.022 [164]
Average of above 3: −b lifetime = 1.572± 0.040
LHCb +c π− (w.r.t. 0b) 11–12 1.477 ± 0.026 ± 0.019 [165]
Average of above 1: 0b lifetime = 1.480± 0.030
CDF2 J/ψ− 01–11 1.66+0.53−0.40 ± 0.02 [159]
LHCb J/ψ− 11–12 1.54+0.26−0.21 ± 0.05 [163]
LHCb 0cπ
− (w.r.t. −b ) 11–12 1.78 ± 0.26 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 [166]
Average of above 3: −b lifetime = 1.64+0.18−0.17
aThe combined ALEPH result quoted in [36] is 1.21 ± 0.11 ps
bThe combined DELPHI result quoted in [153] is 1.14 ± 0.08 ± 0.04 ps
cThe combined OPAL result quoted in [155] is 1.16 ± 0.11 ± 0.06 ps
dThe combined DELPHI result quoted in [38] is 1.48+0.40−0.31 ± 0.12 ps
isation of −0.45+0.19−0.17 [4] and a b fragmentation parameter
〈xE 〉b = 0.702 ± 0.008 [53].
The list of all measurements are given in Table 13. We
do not attempt to average measurements performed with
p or  combinations, which select unknown mixtures of
b baryons. Measurements performed with +c  or +−
combinations can be assumed to correspond to semilep-
tonic0b decays. Their average (1.247
+0.071
−0.069) is significantly
different from the average using only measurements per-
formed with exclusively reconstructed hadronic 0b decays
(1.471± 0.009 ps). The latter is much more precise and less
prone to potential biases than the former. The discrepancy
between the two averages is at the level of 3.1σ and assumed
to be due to a systematic effect in the semileptonic measure-
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ments, where the 0b momentum is not determined directly,
or to a rare statistical fluctuation. The best estimate of the
0b lifetime is therefore taken as the average of the exclu-
sive measurements only. The CDF 0b → J/ψ lifetime
result [159] is larger than the average of all other exclusive
measurements by 2.4σ . It is nonetheless kept in the average
without adjustment of input uncertainties. The world average
0b lifetime is then
τ(0b) = 1.471 ± 0.009 ps. (49)
For the strange b baryons, we do not include the measure-
ments based on inclusive ∓∓ final states, which consist
of a mixture of −b and 0b baryons. Rather, we only aver-




τ(−b ) = 1.572 ± 0.040 ps, (50)
τ(0b) = 1.480 ± 0.030 ps, (51)
τ(−b ) = 1.64+0.18−0.17 ps. (52)
It should be noted that several b-baryon lifetime measure-
ments from LHCb [161,164–166] were made with respect
to the lifetime of another b hadron (i.e., the original mea-
surement is that of a decay width difference). Before these
measurements are included in the averages quoted above,
we rescale them according to our latest lifetime average of
that reference b hadron. This introduces correlations between
our averages, in particular between the−b and0b lifetimes.
Taking this correlation into account leads to
τ(0b)/τ(
−
b ) = 0.929 ± 0.028. (53)
4.2.7 Summary and comparison with theoretical
predictions
Averages of lifetimes of specific b-hadron species are col-
lected in Table 14. As described in the introduction to
Sect. 4.2, the HQE can be employed to explain the hierarchy
of τ(B+c ) 
 τ(0b) < τ(B0s ) ≈ τ(B0) < τ(B+), and used
to predict the ratios between lifetimes. Recent predictions are
compared to the measured lifetime ratios in Table 15.
The predictions of the ratio between the B+ and B0 life-
times, 1.06 ± 0.02 [72,73] or 1.082+0.022−0.026 [81], are in good
agreement with experiment.
The total widths of the B0s and B
0 mesons are expected
to be very close and differ by at most 1% [68,79–81,167].
This prediction is consistent with the experimental ratio
τ(B0s )/τ(B
0) = d/s , which is smaller than 1 by (0.6 ±
0.4)%. The authors of Refs. [63,121] predict τ(B0s )/τ(B
0) =
1.00050 ± 0.00108 ± 0.0225 × δ, where δ quantifies a pos-
sible breaking of the quark-hadron duality. In this context,
they interpret the 2.5σ difference between theory and exper-
Table 14 Summary of the lifetime averages for the different b-hadron
species
b-hadron species Measured lifetime
B+ 1.638± 0.004 ps
B0 1.519± 0.004 ps
B0s 1.510± 0.004 ps
B0sL 1.414± 0.006 ps
B0sH 1.619± 0.009 ps
B+c 0.510± 0.009 ps
0b 1.471± 0.009 ps
−b 1.572± 0.040 ps




Table 15 Experimental averages ofb-hadron lifetime ratios and Heavy-
Quark Expansion (HQE) predictions
Lifetime ratio Experimental average HQE prediction
τ(B+)/τ(B0) 1.076± 0.004 1.082+0.022−0.026 [81]
τ(B0s )/τ(B
0) 0.994± 0.004 0.9994 ± 0.0025 [81]
τ(0b)/τ(B
0) 0.969± 0.006 0.935 ± 0.054 [80]
τ(0b)/τ(
−
b ) 0.929± 0.028 0.95 ± 0.06 [80]
iment as being due to either new physics or a sizable duality
violation. The key message is that improved experimental
precision on this ratio is very welcome.
The ratio τ(0b)/τ(B
0) has particularly been the source of
theoretical scrutiny since earlier calculations using the HQE
[57–59,64–67] predicted a value larger than 0.90, almost 2σ
above the world average at the time. Many predictions clus-
ter around a most likely central value of 0.94 [168–171].
Calculations of this ratio that include higher-order effects
predict a lower ratio between the 0b and B
0 lifetimes [73]
and reduce this difference. Since then, the experimental aver-
age has settled at a value significantly larger than initially, in
agreement with the latest theoretical predictions. A review
[80] concludes that the long-standing 0b lifetime puzzle is
resolved, with a nice agreement between the precise exper-
imental determination of τ(0b)/τ(B
0) and the less precise
HQE prediction, which needs new lattice calculations. There
is also good agreement for the τ(0b)/τ(
−
b ) ratio, for which
the prediction is based on the next-to-leading-order calcula-
tion of Ref. [72].
The lifetimes of the most abundant b-hadron species are
now all known to sub-percent precision. Neglecting the con-
tributions of the rarer species (B+c meson and b baryons other
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than the0b), one can compute the average b-hadron lifetime
from the individual lifetimes and production fractions as
τb = fdτ(B
0)2 + fuτ(B+)2 + 0.5 fsτ(B0sH)2 + 0.5 fsτ(B0sL)2 + fbaryonτ(0b)2
fdτ(B0)+ fuτ(B+)+ 0.5 fsτ(B0sH)+ 0.5 fsτ(B0sL)+ fbaryonτ(0b)
.
(54)
Using the lifetimes of Table 14 and the fractions in Z decays
of Table 6, taking into account the correlations between the
fractions (Table 6) as well as the correlation between τ(BsH)
and τ(BsL) (−0.398), one obtains
τb(Z) = 1.5662 ± 0.0029 ps. (55)
This is in very good agreement with (and three times more
precise than) the average of Eq. (35) for the inclusive mea-
surements performed at LEP.
4.3 Neutral B-meson mixing
The B0 − B0 and B0s − B0s systems both exhibit the phe-
nomenon of particle-antiparticle mixing. For each of them,
there are two mass eigenstates which are linear combinations
of the two flavour states, B0q and B
0
q ,
|B0qL〉 = pq |B0q 〉 + qq |B0q〉 , (56)
|B0qH〉 = pq |B0q 〉 − qq |B0q〉 , (57)
where the subscript q = d is used for the B0d (= B0) meson
and q = s for the B0s meson. The heaviest (lightest) of these
mass states is denoted B0qH (B
0
qL), with mass mqH (mqL) and
total decay width qH (qL). We define
mq = mqH − mqL , xq = mq/q , (58)
q = qL − qH , yq = q/(2q) , (59)
whereq = (qH+qL)/2 = 1/τ(B0q ) is the average decay
width. mq is positive by definition, and q is expected
to be positive within the Standard Model.9
Four different time-dependent probabilities are needed to
describe the evolution of a neutral B meson that is pro-
duced as a flavour state and decays without CP violation
9 For reasons of symmetry in Eqs. (58) and (59),  is sometimes
defined with the opposite sign. The definition adopted in Eq. (59) is the
one used by most experimentalists and many phenomenologists in B
physics.
to a flavour-specific final state. If CPT is conserved (which




































where t is the proper time of the system (i.e., the time interval
between the production and the decay in the rest frame of the
B meson). At the B factories, only the proper-time difference
t between the decays of the two neutral B mesons from the
ϒ(4S) can be determined. However, since the two B mesons
evolve coherently (keeping opposite flavours as long as nei-
ther of them has decayed), the above formulae remain valid
if t is replaced witht and the production flavour is replaced
by the flavour at the time of the decay of the accompanying
B meson into a flavour-specific state. As can be seen in the
above expressions, the mixing probabilities depend on three
mixing observables:mq ,q , and |qq/pq |2. In particular,
CP violation in mixing exists if |qq/pq |2 = 1. Another (non
independent) observable often used to characterize CP vio-
lation in the mixing is the so-called semileptonic asymmetry,
defined as
AqSL =
|pq/qq |2 − |qq/pq |2
|pq/qq |2 + |qq/pq |2 . (61)
All mixing observables depend on two complex numbers,
Mq12 and 
q
12, which are the off-diagonal elements of the
2 × 2 mass and decay matrices describing the evolution of
the B0q − B0q system. In the Standard Model the quantity
|q12/Mq12| is small, of the order of (mb/mt )2, where mb
and mt are the bottom and top quark masses. The following








































is the observable phase difference between −Mq12 and q12
(often called the mixing phase). It should be noted that the
theoretical predictions for q12 are based on the same HQE
as the lifetime predictions.
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In the next sections we review in turn the experimental
knowledge on the B0 decay-width and mass differences, the
B0s decay-width and mass differences,CP violation in B
0 and
B0s mixing, and mixing-induced CP violation in B
0
s decays.
4.3.1 B0 mixing parameters d and md
A large number of time-dependent B0–B
0
oscillation analy-
ses have been performed in the past 20 years by the ALEPH,
DELPHI, L3, OPAL, CDF, D0, BABAR, Belle and LHCb
collaborations. The corresponding measurements of md
are summarized in Table 16. It is notable that the system-
atic uncertainties are comparable to the statistical uncertain-
ties; they are often dominated by sample composition, mistag
probability, or b-hadron lifetime contributions. Before being
combined, the measurements are adjusted on the basis of a
common set of input values, including the averages of the
b-hadron fractions and lifetimes given in this report (see
Sects. 4.1 and 4.2). Some measurements are statistically
correlated. Systematic correlations arise both from common
physics sources (fractions, lifetimes, branching fractions of
b hadrons), and from purely experimental or algorithmic
effects (efficiency, resolution, flavour tagging, background
description). Combining all published measurements listed
in Table 16 and accounting for all identified correlations as
described in Ref. [4] yields md = 0.5065 ± 0.0016 ±
0.0011 ps−1.
On the other hand, ARGUS and CLEO have published
measurements of the time-integrated mixing probability χd
[193–196], which average toχd = 0.182± 0.015. Following
Ref. [196], the decay width differenced could in principle
be extracted from the measured value of d = 1/τ(B0) and
the above averages formd and χd (provided thatd has a
negligible impact on the md and τ(B0) analyses that have






but d/d is too small to provide any useful sensitiv-
ity. Direct time-dependent studies provide much stronger
constraints: |d |/d < 18% at 95% CL from DELPHI
[174], −6.8% < sign(ReλCP )d/d < 8.4% at 90% CL
from BABAR [197,198], and sign(ReλCP )d/d =
(1.7 ± 1.8 ± 1.1)% [199] from Belle, where λCP =
(qd/pd)(ACP/ACP ) is defined for a CP-even final state.
The sensitivity to the overall sign of sign(ReλCP )d/d
comes from the use of B0 decays to CP eigenstates. In addi-
tion, LHCb has obtained d/d = (−4.4 ± 2.5 ± 1.1)%
[116] by comparing measurements of the lifetime for B0 →
J/ψ K ∗0 and B0 → J/ψ K 0S decays, following the method
of Ref. [200]. Using a similar method, ATLAS and CMS
have measured d/d = (−0.1 ± 1.1 ± 0.9)% [201]
and d/d = (+3.4 ± 2.3 ± 2.4)% [115], respectively.
Assuming ReλCP > 0, as expected from the global fits of the
Unitarity Triangle within the Standard Model [202,203], a
combination of these six results (after adjusting the DELPHI
and BABAR results to 1/d = τ(B0) = 1.519± 0.004 ps)
yields
d/d = 0.001 ± 0.010, (67)
an average consistent with zero and with the latest Stan-
dard Model prediction of (3.97 ± 0.90) × 10−3 [121]. An
independent result, d/d = (0.50 ± 1.38)% [204], was
obtained by the D0 collaboration from their measurements of
the single muon and same-sign dimuon charge asymmetries,
under the interpretation that the observed asymmetries are
due to CP violation in neutral B-meson mixing and inter-
ference. This indirect determination was called into question
[205] and is therefore not included in the above average, as
explained in Sect. 4.3.3.
Assumingd = 0 and using 1/d = τ(B0) = 1.519±
0.004 ps, themd and χd results are combined through Eq.
(66) to yield the world average
md = 0.5065 ± 0.0019 ps−1, (68)
or, equivalently,
xd = 0.769 ± 0.004 and χd = 0.1858 ± 0.0011. (69)
Figure 6 compares themd values obtained by the different
experiments.
The B0 mixing averages given in Eqs. (68) and (69) and
the b-hadron fractions of Table 6 have been obtained in a fully
consistent way, taking into account the fact that the fractions
are computed using the χd value of Eq. (69) and that many
individual measurements of md at high energy depend on
the assumed values for the b-hadron fractions. Furthermore,
this set of averages is consistent with the lifetime averages
of Sect. 4.2.
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Table 16 Time-dependent measurements included in the md average. The results obtained from multi-dimensional fits involving also the B0
(and B+) lifetime(s) as free parameter(s) [110,112,113] have been converted into one-dimensional measurements ofmd . All measurements have
then been adjusted to a common set of physics parameters before being combined
Experiment and reference Method md in ps−1 before adjustment md in ps−1 after adjustment
Rec. Tag
ALEPH [172]  Qjet 0.404 ±0.045 ±0.027
ALEPH [172]   0.452 ±0.039 ±0.044
ALEPH [172] above two combined 0.422 ±0.032 ±0.026 0.440 ±0.032 +0.020−0.019
ALEPH [172] D∗ , Qjet 0.482 ±0.044 ±0.024 0.482 ±0.044 ±0.024
DELPHI [173]  Qjet 0.493 ±0.042 ±0.027 0.500 ±0.042 ±0.024
DELPHI [173] π∗ Qjet 0.499 ±0.053 ±0.015 0.500 ±0.053 ±0.015
DELPHI [173]   0.480 ±0.040 ±0.051 0.495 ±0.040 +0.042−0.040
DELPHI [173] D∗ Qjet 0.523 ±0.072 ±0.043 0.518 ±0.072 ±0.043
DELPHI [174] vtx comb 0.531 ±0.025 ±0.007 0.525 ±0.025 ±0.006
L3 [175]   0.458 ±0.046 ±0.032 0.467 ±0.046 ±0.028
L3 [175]  Qjet 0.427 ±0.044 ±0.044 0.439 ±0.044 ±0.042
L3 [175]  (IP) 0.462 ±0.063 ±0.053 0.471 ±0.063 ±0.044
OPAL [176]   0.430 ±0.043 +0.028−0.030 0.467 ±0.043 +0.017−0.016
OPAL [177]  Qjet 0.444 ±0.029 +0.020−0.017 0.481 ±0.029 ±0.013
OPAL [178] D∗ Qjet 0.539 ±0.060 ±0.024 0.544 ±0.060 ±0.023
OPAL [178] D∗  0.567 ±0.089 +0.029−0.023 0.572 ±0.089 +0.028−0.022
OPAL [100] π∗ Qjet 0.497 ±0.024 ±0.025 0.496 ±0.024 ±0.025







CDF1 [181] μ μ 0.503 ±0.064 ±0.071 0.514 ±0.064 +0.070−0.069
CDF1 [182]  , Qjet 0.500 ±0.052 ±0.043 0.546 ±0.052 ±0.036
CDF1 [183] D∗  0.516 ±0.099 +0.029−0.035 0.523 ±0.099 +0.028−0.035
D0 [184] D(∗)μ OST 0.506 ±0.020 ±0.016 0.506 ±0.020 ±0.016
BABAR [185,186] B0 , K ,NN 0.516 ±0.016 ±0.010 0.521 ±0.016 ±0.008
BABAR [187]   0.493 ±0.012 ±0.009 0.487 ±0.012 ±0.006
BABAR [110] D∗ν , K ,NN 0.492 ±0.018 ±0.014 0.493 ±0.018 ±0.013
BABAR [112] D∗ν(part)  0.511 ±0.007 ±0.007 0.513 ±0.007 ±0.007
Belle [113] B0, D∗ν comb 0.511 ±0.005 ±0.006 0.514 ±0.005 ±0.006
Belle [188] D∗π (part)  0.509 ±0.017 ±0.020 0.514 ±0.017 ±0.019
Belle [8]   0.503 ±0.008 ±0.010 0.506 ±0.008 ±0.008
LHCb [189] B0 OST 0.499 ±0.032 ±0.003 0.499 ±0.032 ±0.003
LHCb [190] B0 OST,SST 0.5156 ±0.0051 ±0.0033 0.5156 ±0.0051 ±0.0033
LHCb [191] Dμ OST,SST 0.503 ±0.011 ±0.013 0.503 ±0.011 ±0.013
LHCb [192] D(∗)μ OST 0.5050 ±0.0021 ±0.0010 0.5050 ±0.0021 ±0.0010
World average (all above measurements included): 0.5065 ±0.0016 ±0.0011
– ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL only: 0.493 ± 0.011 ± 0.009
– CDF and D0 only: 0.509 ± 0.017 ± 0.013
– BABAR and Belle only: 0.509 ± 0.003 ± 0.003
– LHCb only: 0.5063 ± 0.0019 ± 0.0010
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Fig. 6 The B0–B
0
oscillation
frequency md as measured by
the different experiments. The
averages quoted for ALEPH, L3
and OPAL are taken from the
original publications, while the
ones for DELPHI, CDF,
BABAR, Belle and LHCb are
computed from the individual
results listed in Table 16 without
performing any adjustments.
The time-integrated measure-
ments of χd from the symmetric
B factory experiments ARGUS
and CLEO are converted to a
md value using
τ(B0) = 1.519 ± 0.004 ps. The
two global averages are obtained
after adjustments of all the
individual md results of
Table 16 (see text)
4.3.2 B0s mixing parameters s and ms
The best sensitivity tos is currently achieved by the recent
time-dependent measurements of the B0s → J/ψ φ (or more
generally B0s → (cc)K+K−) decay rates performed at CDF
[206], D0 [207], ATLAS [208,209] CMS [210] and LHCb
[211–213], where the CP-even and CP-odd amplitudes are
statistically separated through a full angular analysis. These
studies use both untagged and tagged B0s candidates and are
optimized for the measurement of the CP-violating phase
φccss , defined later in Sect. 4.3.4. The LHCb collaboration
analyzed the B0s → J/ψ K+K− decay, considering that the
K+K− system can be in a P-wave or S-wave state, and mea-
sured the dependence of the strong phase difference between
the P-wave and S-wave amplitudes as a function of the
K+K− invariant mass [120]. This allowed, for the first time,
the unambiguous determination of the sign of s , which
was found to be positive at the 4.7 σ level. The following
averages present only the s > 0 solutions.
The published results [206–213] are shown in Table 17.
They are combined taking into account, in each analysis, the
correlation between s and s . The results, displayed as
the red contours labelled “B0s → (cc)KK measurements” in
the plots of Fig. 7, are given in the first column of numbers
of Table 18.
An alternative approach, which is directly sensitive to
first order in s/s , is to determine the effective life-
time of untagged B0s candidates decaying to pure CP eigen-
states; we use here measurements with B0s → D+s D−s [134],
B0s → J/ψη [141], B0s → J/ψ f0(980) [143,144] and
B0s → J/ψ π+π− [145] decays. The precise extraction of
1/s ands from such measurements, discussed in detail
in Refs. [123–125], requires additional information in the
form of theoretical assumptions or external inputs on weak
phases and hadronic parameters. If f denotes a final state
into which both B0s and B
0
s can decay, the ratio of the effec-
tive B0s → f lifetime τsingle, found by fitting the decay-time
distribution to a single exponential, relative to the mean B0s
lifetime is [125]10





1 − 2Af ys + y2s






1 + |λ f |2 . (71)
10 The definition of Af given in Eq. (71) has the sign opposite to that
given in Ref. [125].
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Table 17 Measurements of s and s using B0s → J/ψ φ, B0s → J/ψ K+K− and B0s → ψ(2S)φ decays. Only the solution with s > 0 is
shown, since the two-fold ambiguity has been resolved in Ref. [120]. The first error is due to statistics, the second one to systematics. The last line
gives our average
Experiment Mode Dataset s ( ps−1) s ( ps−1) Reference
CDF J/ψ φ 9.6 fb−1 +0.068 ± 0.026 ± 0.009 0.654 ± 0.008 ± 0.004 [206]
D0 J/ψ φ 8.0 fb−1 +0.163+0.065−0.064 0.693+0.018−0.017 [207]
ATLAS J/ψ φ 4.9 fb−1 +0.053 ± 0.021 ± 0.010 0.677 ± 0.007 ± 0.004 [208]
ATLAS J/ψ φ 14.3 fb−1 +0.101 ± 0.013 ± 0.007 0.676 ± 0.004 ± 0.004 [209]
ATLAS above 2 combined +0.085 ± 0.011 ± 0.007 0.675 ± 0.003 ± 0.003 [209]
CMS J/ψ φ 19.7 fb−1 +0.095 ± 0.013 ± 0.007 0.6704 ± 0.0043 ± 0.0055 [210]
LHCb J/ψ K+K− 3.0 fb−1 +0.0805 ± 0.0091 ± 0.0032 0.6603 ± 0.0027 ± 0.0015 [211]
LHCb J/ψ K+K−a 3.0 fb−1 +0.066 ± 0.018 ± 0.010 0.650 ± 0.006 ± 0.004 [212]
LHCb above 2 combined +0.0813 ± 0.0073 ± 0.0036 0.6588 ± 0.0022 ± 0.0015 [212]
LHCb ψ(2S)φ 3.0 fb−1 +0.066+0.041−0.044 ± 0.007 0.668 ± 0.011 ± 0.006 [213]
All combined +0.085± 0.006 0.6640±0.0020
a m(K+K−) > 1.05 GeV/c2
Fig. 7 Contours of ln L = 0.5 (39% CL for the enclosed 2D regions,
68% CL for the bands) shown in the (s , s) plane on the left
and in the (1/sL, 1/sH) plane on the right. The average of all
the B0s → J/ψ φ, B0s → J/ψ K+K− and B0s → ψ(2S)φ results is
shown as the red contour, and the constraints given by the effective
lifetime measurements of B0s to flavour-specific, pure CP-odd and pure
CP-even final states are shown as the blue, green and purple bands,
respectively. The average taking all constraints into account is shown
as the dark-filled contour. The light-grey band is a theory prediction
s = 0.088±0.020 ps−1 [63,69,70,121] that assumes no new physics
in B0s mixing
To include the measurements of the effective B0s → D+s D−s
(CP-even), B0s → J/ψ f0(980) (CP-odd) and B0s →
J/ψ π+π− (CP-odd) lifetimes as constraints in the s
fit,11 we neglect sub-leading penguin contributions and pos-
sible direct CP violation. Explicitly, in Eq. (71), we set
ACP-even = cosφccss and ACP-odd = − cosφccss . Given
the small value of φccss , we have, to first order in ys :
11 The effective lifetimes measured in B0s → K+K− (mostly CP-
even) and B0s → J/ψ K 0S (mostly CP-odd) are not used because we
can not quantify the penguin contributions in those modes.
τsingle(B
0
























The numerical inputs are taken from Eqs. (43) and (44), and
the resulting averages, combined with the B0s → J/ψ K+K−
information, are indicated in the second column of numbers
of Table 18. These averages assume φccss = 0, which is com-
patible with the φccss average presented in Sect. 4.3.4.
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Table 18 Averages of s , s and related quantities, obtained from B0s → J/ψ φ, B0s → J/ψ K+K− and B0s → ψ(2S)φ alone (first column),
adding the constraints from the effective lifetimes measured in pure CP modes B0s → D+s D−s , J/ψη and B0s → J/ψ f0(980), J/ψ π+π− (second
column), and adding the constraint from the effective lifetime measured in flavour-specific modes B0s → D−s +νX, D−s π+, D−s D+ (third column,
recommended world averages)
B0s → (cc)K+K−
modes only (see Table 17)
B0s → (cc)K+K−
modes + pure CP modes
B0s → (cc)K+K− modes + pure
CP modes + flavour-specific modes
s 0.6640±0.0020 ps−1 0.6627± 0.0019 ps−1 0.6624± 0.0018 ps−1
1/s 1.506± 0.005 ps 1.509± 0.004 ps 1.510± 0.004 ps
1/sL 1.415± 0.007 ps 1.414± 0.006 ps 1.414± 0.006 ps
1/sH 1.609± 0.010 ps 1.618± 0.009 ps 1.619± 0.009 ps
s +0.085± 0.006 ps−1 +0.089± 0.006 ps−1 +0.090± 0.005 ps−1
s /s +0.128± 0.009 +0.135± 0.008 +0.135± 0.008
ρ(s ,s) −0.193 −0.151 −0.080
Information ons can also be obtained from the study of
the proper time distribution of untagged samples of flavour-





at the time of decay can be determined by the decay prod-
ucts. In such decays, e.g. semileptonic B0s decays, there is
an equal mix of the heavy and light mass eigenstates at time
zero. The proper time distribution is then a superposition
of two exponential functions with decay constants sL and
sH. This provides sensitivity to both 1/s and (s/s)2.
Ignorings and fitting for a single exponential leads to an
estimate ofs with a relative bias proportional to (s/s)2,
as shown in Eq. (41). Including the constraint from the
world-average flavour-specific B0s lifetime, given in Eq. (42),
leads to the results shown in the last column of Table 18.
These world averages are displayed as the dark-filled con-
tours labelled “Combined” in the plots of Fig. 7. They cor-
respond to the lifetime averages 1/s = 1.510 ± 0.004 ps,
1/sL = 1.414 ± 0.006 ps, 1/sH = 1.619 ± 0.009 ps,
and to the decay-width difference
s = +0.090± 0.005 ps−1 and s/s = +0.135± 0.008.
(74)
The good agreement with the Standard Model prediction
s = 0.088 ± 0.020 ps−1 [63,69,70,121] excludes sig-
nificant quark-hadron duality violation in the HQE [214].
Estimates of s/s obtained from measurements of the
B0s → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s branching fraction [139,215–217] are
not used in the average, since they are based on the ques-
tionable [69,70] assumption that these decays account for all
CP-even final states. The results of early lifetime analyses
that attempted to measure s/s [91,97,127,131] are not
used either.
The strength of B0s mixing has been known to be large for
more than 20 years. Indeed the time-integrated measurements
of χ (see Sect. 4.1.3), when compared to our knowledge of
χd and the b-hadron fractions, indicated that χs should be
close to its maximal possible value of 1/2. Many searches
of the time dependence of this mixing have been performed
by ALEPH [218], DELPHI [127,131,174,219], OPAL [220,
221], SLD [222,223], CDF (Run I) [224] and D0 [225] but
did not have enough statistical power and proper time reso-
lution to resolve the small period of the B0s oscillations.
B0s oscillations were observed for the first time in 2006 by
the CDF collaboration [226], based on samples of flavour-
tagged hadronic and semileptonic B0s decays (in flavour-
specific final states), partially or fully reconstructed in 1fb−1
of data collected during Tevatron’s Run II. More recently, the
LHCb collaboration obtained the most precise results using
fully reconstructed B0s → D−s π+ and B0s → D−s π+π−π+
decays [189,227]. LHCb has also observed B0s oscillations
with B0s → J/ψ K+K− decays [211] and with semileptonic
B0s → D−s μ+X decays [191]. The measurements of ms
are summarized in Table 19.
A simple average of the CDF and LHCb results, taking
into account the correlated systematic uncertainties between
the three LHCb measurements, yields
ms = 17.757± 0.020± 0.007 ps−1 = 17.757± 0.021 ps−1
(75)
and is illustrated in Fig. 8. The Standard Model prediction
ms = 18.3 ± 2.7 ps−1 [63,121] is consistent with the
experimental value, but has a much larger uncertainty dom-
inated by the uncertainty on the hadronic matrix elements.
The ratio s/ms can be predicted more accurately to be
0.0048±0.0008 [63,69,70,121], in good agreement with the
experimental determination of
s/ms = 0.00505 ± 0.00031. (76)
Multiplying the ms result of Eq. (75) by the mean B0s
lifetime of Eq. (47), 1/s = 1.510 ± 0.004 ps, yields
xs = 26.81 ± 0.08. (77)
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Table 19 Measurements of ms
Experiment Method Data year Integrated luminosity ms (ps−1) Reference
CDF2 D(∗)−s +ν, D(∗)−s π+, D−s ρ+ 1 fb−1 17.77 ± 0.10 ± 0.07 [226]
LHCb D−s π+, D−s π+π−π+ 2010 0.034 fb−1 17.63 ± 0.11 ± 0.02 [189]
LHCb D−s μ+X 2011 1.0 fb−1 17.93 ± 0.22 ± 0.15 [191]
LHCb D−s π+ 2011 1.0 fb−1 17.768 ± 0.023 ± 0.006 [227]
LHCb J/ψ K+K− 2011–2012 3.0 fb−1 17.711+0.055−0.057 ± 0.011 [211]
Average 17.757 ± 0.020 ± 0.007
Fig. 8 Published
measurements of ms , together
with their average
With 2ys = +0.135 ± 0.008 (see Eq. (74)) and under the










= 0.02852 ± 0.00011 , (79)
of the B0 and B0s oscillation frequencies, obtained from
Eqs. (68) and (75), can be used to extract the following mag-










= 0.2053 ± 0.0004 ± 0.0029 ,
(80)
where the first uncertainty is from experimental uncertainties
(with the masses m(B0s ) and m(B
0) taken from Ref. [21]),
and the second uncertainty arises from theoretical uncertain-
ties in the estimation of the SU(3) flavour-symmetry breaking
factor ξ = 1.206 ± 0.017 [228], an average of three-flavour
lattice QCD calculations dominated by the results of Ref.
[229]. Note that Eq. (80) assumes that ms and md only
receive Standard Model contributions.
4.3.3 CP violation in B0 and B0s mixing
Evidence for CP violation in B0 mixing has been searched
for, both with flavour-specific and inclusive B0 decays, in
samples where the initial flavour state is tagged. In the case
of semileptonic (or other flavour-specific) decays, where the




(t)→ +νX)− N (B0(t)→ −νX)
N (B
0
(t)→ +νX)+ N (B0(t)→ −νX)
(81)
has been measured, either in decay-time-integrated analy-
ses at CLEO [196,230], BABAR [231], CDF [232] and D0
[204], or in decay-time-dependent analyses at OPAL [177],
ALEPH [233], BABAR [197,198,234,235] and Belle [236].
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Table 20 Measurements of CP violation in B0 mixing and their average in terms of both AdSL and |qd/pd |. The individual results are listed as
quoted in the original publications, or converted14 to an AdSL value. When two errors are quoted, the first one is statistical and the second one
systematic. The ALEPH and OPAL results assume no CP violation in B0s mixing
Exp. & ref. Method Measured AdSL Measured |qd/pd |
CLEO [196] Partial hadronic rec. +0.017 ± 0.070 ± 0.014
CLEO [230] Dileptons +0.013 ± 0.050 ± 0.005
CLEO [230] Average of above two +0.014 ± 0.041 ± 0.006
BABAR [197,198] Full hadronic rec. 1.029 ±0.013 ± 0.011
BABAR [234] Part. rec. D∗Xν +0.0006 ± 0.0017+0.0038−0.0032 0.99971 ± 0.00084 ± 0.00175
BABAR [231] Dileptons −0.0039 ± 0.0035 ± 0.0019
Belle [236] Dileptons −0.0011 ± 0.0079 ± 0.0085 1.0005 ± 0.0040 ± 0.0043
Average of above 6 B-factory results −0.0019 ± 0.0027 (tot) 1.0009 ± 0.0013 (tot)
D0 [239] B0 → D(∗)−μ+νX +0.0068 ± 0.0045 ± 0.0014
LHCb [240] B0 → D(∗)−μ+νX −0.0002 ± 0.0019 ± 0.0030
Average of above 8 pure B0 results +0.0001 ± 0.0020 (tot) 1.0000 ± 0.0010 (tot)
D0 [204] Muons & dimuons −0.0062 ± 0.0043 (tot)
Average of above 9 direct measurements −0.0010 ± 0.0018 (tot) 1.0005 ± 0.0009 (tot)
OPAL [177] Leptons +0.008 ± 0.028 ± 0.012
OPAL [99] Inclusive (Eq. (82)) +0.005 ± 0.055 ± 0.013
ALEPH [233] Leptons −0.037 ± 0.032 ± 0.007
ALEPH [233] Inclusive (Eq. (82)) +0.016 ± 0.034 ± 0.009
ALEPH [233] Average of above two −0.013 ±0.026 (tot)
Average of above 13 results −0.0010 ± 0.0018 (tot) 1.0005 ± 0.0009 (tot)
Best fit value from 2D combination of AdSL and AsSL results (see Eq. (84)) −0.0021 ± 0.0017 (tot) 1.0010 ± 0.0008 (tot)
Note that the asymmetry of time-dependent decay rates in Eq.
(81) is related to |qd/pd | through Eq. (61) and is therefore
time-independent. In the inclusive case, also investigated and
published by ALEPH [233] and OPAL [99], no final state tag
is used, and the asymmetry [237,238]
N (B0(t)→ all)− N (B0(t)→ all)











must be measured as a function of the proper time to extract
information on CP violation.
On the other hand, D0 [239] and LHCb [240] have stud-
ied the time-dependence of the charge asymmetry of B0 →
D(∗)−μ+νμX decays without tagging the initial state, which
would be equal to
N (D(∗)−μ+νμX)− N (D(∗)+μ−νμX)
N (D(∗)−μ+νμX)+ N (D(∗)+μ−νμX)
= AdSL
1 − cos(md t)
2
(83)
in absence of detection and production asymmetries.
Table 20 summarizes the different measurements12 ofAdSL
and |qd/pd |. In all cases asymmetries compatible with zero
have been found, with precision limited by the available
statistics.
A simple average of all measurements performed at
the B factories [196–198,230,231,234,236] yields AdSL =
−0.0019 ± 0.0027. Adding also the D0 [239] and LHCb
[240] measurements obtained with reconstructed semilep-
tonic B0 decays yields AdSL = +0.0001 ± 0.0020. As dis-
cussed in more detail later in this section, the D0 analysis
with single muons and like-sign dimuons [204] separates the
B0 and B0s contributions by exploiting the dependence on the
muon impact parameter cut; including the AdSL result quoted
by D0 in the average yields AdSL = −0.0010 ± 0.0018. All
the other B0 analyses performed at high energy, either at LEP
or at the Tevatron, did not separate the contributions from the
B0 and B0s mesons. Under the assumption of noCP violation
in B0s mixing (AsSL = 0), a number of these early analyses
[54,99,177,233] quote a measurement of AdSL or |qd/pd | for
the B0 meson. However, these imprecise determinations no
longer improve the world average of AdSL. Furthermore, the
assumption makes sense within the Standard Model, since
12 A low-statistics result published by CDF using the Run I data [232]
is not included in our averages, nor in Table 20.
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Table 21 Measurements of CP violation in B0s and B
0 mixing, together with their correlations ρ(AsSL,AdSL) and their two-dimensional average.
Only total errors are quoted
Exp. & ref. Method Measured AsSL Measured AdSL ρ(AsSL,AdSL)
B-factory average of Table 20 −0.0019 ± 0.0027
D0 [239,242] B0(s) → D(∗)−(s) μ+νX −0.0112 ± 0.0076 +0.0068 ± 0.0047 +0.
LHCb [240,243] B0(s) → D(∗)−(s) μ+νX +0.0039 ± 0.0033 −0.0002 ± 0.0036 +0.13
Average of above +0.0016 ± 0.0030 +0.0000 ± 0.0019 +0.066
D0 [204] Muons & dimuons −0.0082 ± 0.0099 −0.0062 ± 0.0043 −0.61
Average of all above −0.0006 ± 0.0028 −0.0021 ± 0.0017 −0.054
AsSL is predicted to be much smaller than AdSL [63,121], but
may not be suitable in the presence of new physics.
The Tevatron experiments have measured linear com-
binations of AdSL and AsSL using inclusive semileptonic
decays of b hadrons. CDF (Run I) finds AbSL = +0.0015 ±
0.0038(stat) ± 0.0020(syst) [232], and D0 obtains AbSL =
−0.00496± 0.00153(stat)± 0.00072(syst) [204]. While the
imprecise CDF result is compatible with no CP violation,
the D0 result, obtained by measuring the single muon and
like-sign dimuon charge asymmetries, differs by 2.8 stan-
dard deviations from the Standard Model expectation of
Ab,SMSL = (−2.3 ± 0.4) × 10−4 [69,70,204] With a more
sophisticated analysis in bins of the muon impact parameters,
D0 conclude that the overall deviation of their measurements
from the SM is at the level of 3.6 σ . Interpreting the observed
asymmetries in bins of the muon impact parameters in terms
of CP violation in B-meson mixing and in interference, and
using the mixing parameters and the worldb-hadron fractions
of Ref. [241], the D0 collaboration extracts [204] values for
AdSL and AsSL and their correlation coefficient13, as shown
in Table 21. However, the various contributions to the total
quoted uncertainties from this analysis and from the exter-
nal inputs are not given, so the adjustment of these results to
different or more recent values of the external inputs cannot
(easily) be done.
Finally, direct determinations of AsSL, also shown in
Table 21, have been obtained by D0 [242] and LHCb [243]
from the time-integrated charge asymmetry of untagged
B0s → D−s μ+νX decays.
13 In each impact parameter bin i the measured same-sign dimuon
asymmetry is interpreted as Ai = Ksi AsSL + Kdi AdSL +λK inti d/d ,
where the factors Ksi , K
d
i and K
inti are obtained by D0 from Monte
Carlo simulation. The D0 publication [204] assumes λ = 1, but it has
been demonstrated subsequently that λ ≤ 0.49 [205]. This particular
point invalidates the d/d result published by D0, but not the AdSL
and AsSL results. As stated by D0, their AdSL and AsSL results assume
the above expression for Ai , i.e. that the observed asymmetries are due
to CP violation in B mixing. As long as this assumption is not shown
to be wrong (or withdrawn by D0), we include the AdSL and AsSL results
in our world average.
Fig. 9 Measurements of AsSL and AdSL listed in Table 21 (B-factory
average as the grey band, D0 measurements as the green ellipses, LHCb
measurements as the blue ellipse) together with their two-dimensional
average (red hatched ellipse). The red point close to (0, 0) is the Standard
Model prediction of Refs. [63,121] with error bars multiplied by 10.
The prediction and the experimental world average deviate from each
other by 0.5 σ
Using a two-dimensional fit, all measurements of AsSL
and AdSL obtained by D0 and LHCb are combined with the
B-factory average of Table 20. Correlations are taken into
account as shown in Table 21. The results, displayed graph-
ically in Fig. 9, are
AdSL = −0.0021 ± 0.0017
⇐⇒ |qd/pd | = 1.0010 ± 0.0008, (84)
AsSL = −0.0006 ± 0.0028
⇐⇒ |qs/ps | = 1.0003 ± 0.0014, (85)
ρ(AdSL,AsSL) = −0.054, (86)
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where the relation between AqSL and |qq/pq | is given in Eq.
(61).14 However, the fit χ2 probability is only 4.5%. This
is mostly due to an overall discrepancy between the D0 and
LHCb averages at the level of 2.2 σ . Since the assumptions
underlying the inclusion of the D0 muon results in the average
(see footnote 13) are somewhat controversial [244], we also
provide in Table 21 an average excluding these results.
The above averages show no evidence of CP violation in
B0 or B0s mixing. They deviate by 0.5 σ from the very small
predictions of the SM, Ad,SMSL = −(4.7 ± 0.6) × 10−4 and
As,SMSL = +(2.22±0.27)×10−5 [63,121]. Given the current
experimental uncertainties, there is still significant room for
a possible new physics contribution, in particular in the B0s
system. In this respect, the deviation of the D0 dimuon asym-
metry [204] from expectation has generated significant inter-
est. However, the recentAsSL andAdSL results from LHCb are
not precise enough yet to settle the issue. It was pointed out
[245] that the D0 dimuon result can be reconciled with the SM
expectations of AsSL and AdSL if there were non-SM sources
of CP violation in the semileptonic decays of the b and c
quarks. A Run 1 ATLAS study [246] of charge asymmetries
in muon+jets t t events, in which a b-hadron decays semilep-
tonically to a soft muon, yields results with limited statistical
precision, compatible both with the D0 dimuon asymmetry
and with the SM predictions.
At the more fundamental level,CP violation in B0s mixing
is caused by the weak phase difference φs12 defined in Eq.
(65). The SM prediction for this phase is tiny [63,121],
φ
s,SM
12 = 0.0046 ± 0.0012. (87)
However, new physics in B0s mixing could change the
observed phase to
φs12 = φs,SM12 + φs,NP12 . (88)
Using Eq. (64), the current knowledge ofAsSL,s andms ,
given in Eqs. (85), (74) and (75) respectively, yields an exper-
imental determination of φs12,
tan φs12 = AsSL
ms
s
= −0.1 ± 0.6, (89)
which represents only a very weak constraint at present.
4.3.4 Mixing-induced CP violation in B0s decays
CP violation arising in the interference between B0s − B0s
mixing and decay is a very active field and large experimen-
14 Early analyses and the PDG use the complex parameter εB =
(pq − qq )/(pq + qq ) for the B0; if CP violation in the mixing is small,
AdSL ∼= 4Re(εB)/(1 + |εB |2) and the average of Eq. (84) corresponds
to Re(εB)/(1 + |εB |2) = −0.0005 ± 0.0004.
tal progress has been achieved in the last decade. The main
observable is the CP-violating phase φccss , defined as the
weak phase difference between the B0s − B0s mixing ampli-
tude Ms12 and the b → ccs decay amplitude.
The golden mode for such studies is B0s → J/ψ φ, fol-
lowed by J/ψ → μ+μ− and φ→ K+K−, for which a full
angular analysis of the decay products is performed to statis-
tically separate theCP-even andCP-odd contributions in the
final state. As already mentioned in Sect. 4.3.2, CDF [206],
D0 [207], ATLAS [208,209], CMS [210] and LHCb [211–
213] have used both untagged and tagged B0s → J/ψ φ (and
more generally B0s → (cc)K+K−) decays for the measure-
ment ofφccss . LHCb [247] has used B
0
s → J/ψ π+π− events,
analyzed with a full amplitude model including several
π+π− resonances (e.g., f0(980)), although the J/ψ π+π−
final state had already been shown to be almost CP pure
with a CP-odd fraction larger than 0.977 at 95% CL [248].
In addition, LHCb has used the B0s → D+s D−s channel [249]
to measure φccss .
All CDF, D0, ATLAS and CMS analyses provide two mir-
ror solutions related by the transformation (s, φccss ) →
(−s, π − φccss ). However, the LHCb analysis of B0s →
J/ψ K+K− resolves this ambiguity and rules out the solu-
tion with negatives [120], a result in agreement with the
Standard Model expectation. Therefore, in what follows, we
only consider the solution with s > 0.
We perform a combination of the CDF [206], D0 [207],
ATLAS [208,209], CMS [210] and LHCb [211–213,247]
results summarized in Table 22. This is done by adding the
two-dimensional log profile-likelihood scans of s and
φccss from all B
0
s → (cc)K+K− analyses and a one-
dimensional log profile-likelihood of φccss from the B
0
s →
J/ψ π+π− and B0s → D+s D−s analyses; the combined like-
lihood is then maximized with respect to s and φccss .
In the B0s → J/ψ φ and B0s → J/ψ K+K− analyses,
φccss and s come from a simultaneous fit that determines
also the B0s lifetime, the polarisation amplitudes, and the
strong phases. While the correlation between φccss and all
other parameters is small, the correlations betweens and
the polarisation amplitudes are sizable. However, since the
various experiments use different conventions for the ampli-
tudes and phases, a full combination including all correla-
tions is not performed. Instead, our average only takes into
account the correlation between φccss and s .
In the LHCb B0s → J/ψ K+K− analysis [211], φccss is
measured for the first time separately for each polarisation
of the final state. Since the measured values for the different
polarisations are compatible, we use the average value ofφccss
from Ref. [211] for our world average. In the same analysis,
the statistical correlation coefficient between φccss and |λ|
(which signals CP violation in the decay if |λ| = 1) is mea-
sured to be very small (−0.02). We neglect this correlation
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Fig. 10 68% CL regions in B0s width difference s and weak phase
φccss obtained from individual and combined CDF [206], D0 [207],
ATLAS [208,209], CMS [210] and LHCb [211–213,247,249] like-
lihoods of B0s → J/ψ φ, B0s → J/ψ K+K−, B0s → ψ(2S)φ,
B0s → J/ψ π+π− and B0s → D+s D−s samples. The expectation within
the Standard Model [63,69,70,121,202] is shown as the black rectangle
in our average. Furthermore, the statistical correlation coef-
ficient between φccss ands , measured to be −0.08, is also
neglected when averaging the B0s → J/ψ K+K−, B0s →
J/ψ π+π− and B0s → D+s D−s results of LHCb. Given the
increasing experimental precision of the LHC results, we
have stopped using the two-dimensional s − φccss his-
tograms provided by the CDF and D0 collaborations, and
are now approximating them with two-dimensional Gaus-
sian likelihoods.
We obtain the individual and combined contours shown in
Fig. 10. Maximizing the likelihood, we find, as summarized
in Table 22:
s = +0.085 ± 0.006 ps−1, (90)
φccss = −0.021 ± 0.031. (91)
Thiss average is consistent but highly correlated with the
average of Eq. (74). Our final recommended average fors
is the one of Eq. (74), which includes all available informa-
tion on this quantity.
In the Standard Model and ignoring sub-leading penguin








is a phase analogous to
the angle β of the usual CKM unitarity triangle (aside from
a sign change). An indirect determination via global fits to
experimental data gives [202]
(φccss )
SM = −2βs = −0.0369+0.0007−0.0010. (92)
The average value ofφccss from Eq. (91) is consistent with this
Standard Model expectation. Penguin contributions to φccss
from B0s → J/ψ φ are calculated to be smaller than 0.021
in magnitude [250] but may become relevant if future mea-
surements reduce the error in Eq. (91). There are no reliable
estimates of the penguin contribution to B0s → J/ψ f0.
From its measurements of time-dependent CP violation
in B0s → K+K− decays, the LHCb collaboration has deter-
mined the B0s mixing phase to be −2βs = −0.12+0.14−0.12
[251], assuming a U-spin relation (with up to 50% break-
ing effects) between the decay amplitudes of B0s → K+K−
and B0 → π+π−, and a value of the CKM angle γ of
(70.1 ± 7.1)◦. This determination is compatible with, and
less precise than, the world average of φccss from Eq. (91).
New physics could contribute to φccss . Assuming that new
physics only enters in Ms12 (rather than in 
s
12), one can write
[69,70]
Table 22 Direct experimental measurements of φccss ,s and s using B
0
s → J/ψ φ, J/ψ K+K−, ψ(2S)φ, J/ψ π+π− and D+s D−s decays. Only
the solution withs > 0 is shown, since the twofold ambiguity has been resolved in Ref. [120]. The first error is due to statistics, and the second
one is due to systematics. The last line gives our average
Exp. Mode Dataset φccss s (ps
−1) Reference
CDF J/ψ φ 9.6 fb−1 [−0.60, +0.12], 68% CL +0.068 ± 0.026 ± 0.009 [206]
D0 J/ψ φ 8.0 fb−1 −0.55+0.38−0.36 +0.163+0.065−0.064 [207]
ATLAS J/ψ φ 4.9 fb−1 +0.12 ± 0.25 ± 0.05 +0.053 ± 0.021 ± 0.010 [208]
ATLAS J/ψ φ 14.3 fb−1 −0.110 ± 0.082 ± 0.042 +0.101 ± 0.013 ± 0.007 [209]
ATLAS Above 2 combined −0.090 ± 0.078 ± 0.041 +0.085 ± 0.011 ± 0.007 [209]
CMS J/ψ φ 19.7 fb−1 −0.075 ± 0.097 ± 0.031 +0.095 ± 0.013 ± 0.007 [210]
LHCb J/ψ K+K− 3.0 fb−1 −0.058 ± 0.049 ± 0.006 +0.0805 ± 0.0091 ± 0.0032 [211]
LHCb J/ψ π+π− 3.0 fb−1 +0.070 ± 0.068 ± 0.008 — [247]
LHCb J/ψ K+K−a 3.0 fb−1 +0.119 ± 0.107 ± 0.034 +0.066 ± 0.018 ± 0.010 [212]
LHCb Above 3 combined +0.001 ± 0.037(tot) +0.0813 ± 0.0073 ± 0.0036 [212]
LHCb ψ(2S)φ 3.0 fb−1 +0.23+0.29−0.28 ± 0.02 +0.066+0.41−0.44 ± 0.007 [213]
LHCb D+s D−s 3.0 fb−1 +0.02 ± 0.17 ± 0.02 — [249]
All combined −0.021± 0.031 +0.085± 0.006
a m(K+K−) > 1.05 GeV/c2
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φccss = −2βs + φs,NP12 , (93)
where the new physics phaseφs,NP12 is the same as that appear-
ing in Eq. (88). In this case
φs12 = φs,SM12 + 2βs + φccss = 0.020 ± 0.032, (94)
where the numerical estimation was performed with the val-
ues of Eqs. (87), (92) and (91). Keeping in mind the approx-
imation and assumption mentioned above, this can serve as
a reference value to which the measurement of Eq. (89) can
be compared.
5 Measurements related to Unitarity Triangle angles
We provide averages of measurements obtained from anal-
yses of decay-time-dependent asymmetries and other quan-
tities that are related to the angles of the Unitarity Trian-
gle (UT). Straightforward interpretations of the averages are
given, where possible. However, no attempt to extract the
angles is made in cases where considerable theoretical input
is required to do so.
In Sect. 5.1 a brief introduction to the relevant phe-
nomenology is given. In Sect. 5.2 an attempt is made to
clarify the various different notations in use. In Sect. 5.3 the
common inputs to which experimental results are rescaled in
the averaging procedure are listed. We also briefly introduce
the treatment of experimental uncertainties. In the remainder
of this section, the experimental results and their averages
are given, divided into subsections based on the underlying
quark-level decays. All the measurements reported are quan-
tities determined from decay-time-dependent analyses, with
the exception of several in Sect. 5.14, which are related to
the UT angle γ and are obtained from decay-time-integrated
analyses. In the compilations of measurements, indications
of the sizes of the data samples used by each experiment are
given. For the e+e− B factory experiments, this is quoted in
terms of the number of BB pairs in the data sample, while
the integrated luminosity is given for experiments at hadron
colliders.
5.1 Introduction
In the Standard Model, the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) quark-mixing matrix is a unitary matrix, conven-
tionally written as the product of three (complex) rotation
matrices [252]. The rotations are parametrised by the Euler
mixing angles between the generations, θ12, θ13 and θ23, and













−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13




where ci j = cos θi j , si j = sin θi j for i < j = 1, 2, 3.
The often used Wolfenstein parametrisation [253] involves
the replacements [254]
s12 ≡ λ ,
s23 ≡ Aλ2 ,
s13e
−iδ ≡ Aλ3(ρ − iη). (96)
The observed hierarchy among the CKM matrix elements is
captured by the small value of λ, in which a Taylor expansion




1 − λ2/2 λ Aλ3(ρ − iη)
−λ 1 − λ2/2 Aλ2








1 − 12 λ2 − 18 λ4 λ Aλ3(ρ − iη)
−λ+ 12 A2λ5 [1 − 2(ρ + iη)] 1 − 12 λ2 − 18 λ4(1 + 4A2) Aλ2
Aλ3
[
1 − (1 − 12 λ2)(ρ + iη)
] −Aλ2 + 12 Aλ4 [1 − 2(ρ + iη)] 1 − 12 A2λ4
⎞
⎠
+O (λ6) . (98)
A non-zero value of η implies that the CKM matrix is not
purely real, and is the source of CP violation in the Standard
Model. This is encapsulated in a parametrisation-invariant
way through the Jarlskog parameter J = Im (VusVcbV ∗ubV ∗cs
)
[255], which is non-zero if and only if CP violation exists.
The unitarity relation V †V = 1 results in a total of nine
equations, which can be written as
∑
i=u,c,t V ∗i j Vik = δ jk ,
where δ jk is the Kronecker symbol. Of the off-diagonal
expressions ( j = k), three can be transformed into the other
three (under j ↔ k, corresponding to complex conjugation).
This leaves three relations in which three complex numbers
sum to zero, which therefore can be expressed as triangles in
the complex plane. The diagonal terms yield three relations,
in which the squares of the elements in each column of the
CKM matrix sum to unity. Similar relations are obtained for
the rows of the matrix from VV † = 1. Thus, there are in
total six triangle relations and six sums to unity. More details
about unitarity triangles can be found in Refs. [256–259].
One of the triangle relations,
VudV
∗
ub + VcdV ∗cb + VtdV ∗tb = 0, (99)
is of particular importance to the B system, being specifically
related to flavour-changing neutral-current b → d transi-
tions, and since the three terms in Eq. (99) are of the same
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Fig. 11 The Unitarity Triangle
order, O (λ3). This relation is commonly known as the Uni-
tarity Triangle (UT). For presentational purposes, it is con-
venient to rescale the triangle by (VcdV ∗cb)−1, so that one of
its sides becomes 1, as shown in Fig. 11.
Two popular naming conventions for the UT angles exist
in the literature,























In this document the (α, β, γ ) set is used. The sides Ru and














(1 − ρ)2 + η2. (101)
Determinations of Ru rely on measurements of semileptonic
B decays and are discussed in Sect. 6, while Rt is con-
strained by measurements of B meson oscillation frequencies
(Sect. 4) and of rare decays (Sect. 8). The parameters ρ and
η define the apex of the UT, and are given by [254]










1 − λ2 (ρ + iη)√
1 − A2λ4 +√1 − λ2A2λ4(ρ + iη) . (102)
The inverse relation between (ρ, η) and (ρ, η) is
ρ + iη =
√
1 − A2λ4(ρ + iη)√
1 − λ2 [1 − A2λ4(ρ + iη)] . (103)
By expanding in powers of λ, several useful approximate














Vtd = Aλ3(1 − ρ − iη)+O(λ6). (104)
Recent world-average values for the Wolfenstein parameters,
evaluated using many of the measurements reported in this
document, are [260]
A = 0.8403+0.0056−0.0201, λ = 0.224747+0.000254−0.000059,
ρ = 0.1577+0.0096−0.0074, η = 0.3493+0.0095−0.0071. (105)
The relevant unitarity triangle for the b → s transition
is obtained by replacing d ↔ s in Eq. (99). Definitions of
the set of angles (αs, βs, γs) can be obtained using equiv-
alent relations to those of Eq. (100). However, this gives a
value of βs that is negative in the Standard Model, so that the




, is also followed here and in
Sect. 4. Since the sides of the b → s unitarity triangle are
not all of the same order in λ, the triangle is squashed, and
βs ∼ λ2η.
5.2 Notations
Several different notations for CP violation parameters are
commonly used. This section reviews those found in the
experimental literature, in the hope of reducing the poten-
tial for confusion, and to define the frame that is used for the
averages.
In some cases, when B mesons decay into multibody final
states via broad resonances (ρ, K ∗, etc.), the experimental
analyses ignore the effects of interference between the over-
lapping structures. This is referred to as the quasi-two-body
(Q2B) approximation in the following.
5.2.1 CP asymmetries
The CP asymmetry is defined as the difference between the
rate of a decay involving a b quark and that involving a b
quark, divided by the sum. For example, the partial rate asym-
metry for a charged B decay would be given as
A f ≡ (B
− → f )− (B+ → f )
(B− → f )+ (B+ → f ) , (106)
where f and f are CP-conjugate final states.
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5.2.2 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in decays to CP
eigenstates
In the case of decays to a final state f , which is a CP eigen-
state with eigenvalueη f , the B0 and B0 decay amplitudes can
be written as A f and A f , respectively. The time-dependent
decay rates for neutral B mesons, with known (i.e. “tagged”)
flavour at time t = 0, are then given by
B0→ f (t) =
e−|t |/τ(B0)
4τ(B0)[
1 + 2 Im(λ f )
1 + |λ f |2 sin(mt)−
1 − |λ f |2




B0→ f (t) =
e−|t |/τ(B0)
4τ(B0)[
1 − 2 Im(λ f )
1 + |λ f |2 sin(mt)+
1 − |λ f |2




This formulation assumes CPT invariance and neglects a
possible lifetime difference between the two physical states.
The case where non-zero lifetime differences are taken into
account, which must be considered for B0s decays, is dis-
cussed in Sect. 5.2.3.
The notation and normalisation used here are relevant
for the e+e− B factory experiments. In this case, neutral
B mesons are produced via the e+e− → ϒ(4S)→ BB pro-
cess, and the wavefunction of the produced BB pair evolves
coherently until one meson decays. When one of the pair
decays into a final state that tags its flavour, the flavour of
the other at that instant is known. The evolution of the other
neutral B meson is therefore described in terms of t , the
difference between the decay times of the two mesons in the
pair. At hadron collider experiments, t is usually used in place
oft , since the flavour tagging is done at production (t = 0);
due to the nature of the production in hadron colliders (inco-
herent bb quark pair production with many additional asso-
ciated particles), very different methods are used for tagging
compared to those in e+e− experiments. Moreover, since





B0→ f (t)+ B0→ f (t)
)




B0→ f (t)+ B0→ f (t)
)
d(t) = 1 normaliza-
tion in Eqs. (107) and (108).
The term





contains factors related to the decay amplitudes and to B0–B0
mixing, which originates from the fact that the Hamiltonian
eigenstates with physical masses and lifetimes are |B±〉 =
p
∣∣B0〉±q ∣∣B0〉 (see Sect. 4.3, where the mass differencem
is also defined). The definition of λ f in Eq. (109) allows three
different categories of CP violation to be distinguished, both
in the B0 and B0s systems.
• CP violation in mixing, where
∣∣∣ qp
∣∣∣ = 1. The strongest
constraints on the associated parameters are obtained
using semileptonic decays, and are discussed in Sect. 4.
There is currently no evidence forCP violation mixing in





is assumed throughout the discussion in this Section.
• CP violation in decay, where
∣∣∣ A fA f
∣∣∣ = 1. This is the only
possible category of CP violation for charged B mesons
and b baryons (see, for example, results reported in
Sect. 8). Several parameters measured in time-dependent
analyses are also sensitive to CP violation in decay, and
are discussed in this Section.




) = 0. Results related to this cat-
egory, also referred to as mixing-induced CP violation,
are reported in this Section.
The time-dependent CP asymmetry, again defined as the
normalized difference between the decay rate involving a b
quark and that involving a b quark, is then given by
A f (t) ≡
B0→ f (t)− B0→ f (t)
B0→ f (t)+ B0→ f (t)
= 2 Im(λ f )
1 + |λ f |2 sin(mt)−
1 − |λ f |2
1 + |λ f |2 cos(mt).
(110)
While the coefficient of the sin(mt) term in Eq. (110) is
customarily15 denoted S f :
S f ≡ 2 Im(λ f )
1 + ∣∣λ f
∣∣2 , (111)
different notations are in use for the coefficient of the
cos(mt) term:
C f ≡ −A f ≡ 1 −
∣∣λ f
∣∣2
1 + ∣∣λ f
∣∣2 . (112)
The C notation has been used by the BABAR collaboration
(see e.g. Ref. [261]), and subsequently by the LHCb col-
laboration (see e.g. Ref. [262]), and is also adopted in this
document. The A notation has been used by the Belle collabo-
ration (see e.g. Ref. [263]). For the case when the final state is
aCP eigenstate, as is being considered here, the notation SCP
15 Occasionally one also finds Eq. (110) written as A f (t) =
Amixf sin(mt)+Adirf cos(mt), or similar.
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and CCP is widely used, including in this document, instead
of specifying the final state f . In addition, the S, C notation
with a subscript indicating the transition is used, particularly
when grouping together measurements with different final
states mediated by the same quark-level transition.
Neglecting effects due to CP violation in mixing, if the
decay amplitude contains terms with a single weak (i.e.
CP-violating) phase then
∣∣λ f
∣∣ = 1, and one finds S f =
−η f sin(φmix + φdec), C f = 0, where φmix = arg(q/p)
and φdec = arg(A f /A f ). The B0–B0 mixing phase φmix
is approximately equal to 2β in the Standard Model (in the
usual phase convention) [264,265].
If amplitudes with different weak phases contribute to the
decay, no clean interpretation of S f in terms of UT angles is
possible without further input. In this document, only the the-
oretically cleanest channels are interpreted as measurements
of the weak phase (e.g. b → ccs transitions for sin(2β)),
although even in these cases some care is necessary. In chan-
nels in which a second amplitude with a different weak phase
to the leading amplitude contributes but is expected to be sup-
pressed, the concept of an effective weak phase difference is
sometimes used, e.g. sin(2βeff) in b → qqs transitions.
If, in addition to having a weak phase difference, two con-
tributing decay amplitudes have different strong (i.e. CP-
conserving) phases, then
∣∣λ f
∣∣ = 1. Additional input is
required for interpretation of the results. The coefficient of
the cosine term becomes non-zero, indicating CP violation
in decay.
Due to the fact that sin(mt) and cos(mt) are,
respectively, odd and even functions of t , only small cor-
relations (that can be induced by backgrounds, for example)
between S f andC f are expected at an e+e− B factory exper-
iment, where the range oft is−∞ < t < +∞. The situ-
ation is different for measurements at hadron collider exper-
iments, where the range of the time variable is 0 < t < +∞,
so that more sizable correlations can be expected. We include
the correlations in the averages where available.
Frequently, we are interested in combining measurements
governed by similar or identical short-distance physics, but
with different final states (e.g., B0 → J/ψ K 0S and B0 →
J/ψ K 0L ). In this case, we remove the dependence on the CP
eigenvalue of the final state by quoting−ηS f . In cases where
the final state is not a CP eigenstate but has an effective CP
content (see Sect. 5.2.4), the reported −ηS is corrected by
the effective CP .
5.2.3 Time-dependent distributions with non-zero decay
width difference
A complete analysis of the time-dependent decay rates of
neutral B mesons must also take into account the differ-
ence between the widths of the Hamiltonian eigenstates,
denoted. This is particularly important in the B0s system,
where a non-negligible value of s has been established
(see Sect. 4.3). The formalism given here is appropriate for
measurements of B0s decays to a CP eigenstate f as stud-
ied at hadron colliders, but appropriate modifications for B0
mesons or for the e+e− environment are straightforward to
make.
Neglecting CP violation in mixing, the relevant replace-




































where S f and C f are as defined in Eqs. (111) and (112),
respectively, τ(B0s ) = 1/s is defined in Sect. 4.2.4, and the
coefficient of the sinh term is16
Af = −
2 Re(λ f )








s→ f (t)+ B0s→ f (t)
]
dt =
1, the normalisation factor is fixed to N =
(









A time-dependent analysis of CP asymmetries in flavour-
tagged B0s decays to a CP eigenstate f can thus determine
the parameters S f , C f and Af . Note that, by definition,
(
S f




)2 = 1, (116)
and this constraint may or may not be imposed in the fits.
Since these parameters have sensitivity to both Im(λ f ) and
Re(λ f ), alternative choices of parametrisation, including
those directly involving CP violating phases (such as βs),
are possible. These can also be adopted for vector–vector
final states (see Sect. 5.2.4).
16 As ever, alternative and conflicting notations appear in the literature.
One popular alternative notation for this parameter is A . Particular
care must be taken regarding the signs.
17 The prefactor of N/2τ(B0s ) in Eqs. (111) and (112) has been chosen
so that N = 1 in the limit s = 0. In the e+e− environment, where
the range is −∞ < t < ∞, the prefactor should be N/4τ(B0s ) and
N = 1 − (s2s )2.
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Thus, an untagged time-dependent analysis can probe λ f ,
through the dependence of Af on Re(λ f ), given that
s = 0. This is equivalent to determining the “effective
lifetime” [125], as discussed in Sect. 4.2.4. The analysis of
flavour-tagged B0s mesons is, of course, more sensitive.
The discussion in this and the previous section is relevant
for decays to CP eigenstates. In the remainder of Sect. 5.2,
various cases of time-dependent CP asymmetries in decays
to non-CP eigenstates are considered. For brevity, equa-
tions will usually be given assuming that the decay width
difference  is negligible. Modifications similar to those
described here can be made to take into account a non-zero
decay width difference.
5.2.4 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in decays to
vector–vector final states
Consider B decays to states consisting of two spin-1 particles,
such as J/ψ K ∗0(→ K 0S π0), J/ψ φ, D∗+D∗− and ρ+ρ−,
which are eigenstates of charge conjugation but not of par-
ity.18 For such a system, there are three possible final states.
In the helicity basis, these are denoted h−1, h0, h+1. The h0
state is an eigenstate of parity, and hence of CP . By contrast,
CP transforms h+1 ↔ h−1 (up to an unobservable phase).
These states are transformed into the transversity basis states
h‖ = (h+1 + h−1)/2 and h⊥ = (h+1 − h−1)/2. In this basis
all three states are CP eigenstates, and h⊥ has the opposite
CP to the others.
The amplitude for decays to the transversity basis states
are usually given by A0,⊥,‖, with normalisation such that
|A0|2 + |A⊥|2 + |A‖|2 = 1. Given the relation between
the CP eigenvalues of the states, the effective CP content
of the vector–vector state is known if |A⊥|2 is measured.
An alternative strategy is to measure just the longitudinally
polarised component, |A0|2 (sometimes denoted by flong),
which allows a limit to be set on the effective CP content,
since |A⊥|2 ≤ |A⊥|2 + |A‖|2 = 1 − |A0|2. The value of the
effective CP content can be used to treat the decay with the
same formalism as for CP eigenstates. The most complete
treatment for neutral B decays to vector–vector final states
is, however, time-dependent angular analysis (also known as
time-dependent transversity analysis). In such an analysis,
interference between CP-even and CP-odd states provides
additional sensitivity to the weak and strong phases involved.
18 This is not true for all vector–vector final states, e.g., D∗±ρ∓ is
clearly not an eigenstate of charge conjugation.
In most analyses of time-dependent CP asymmetries in
decays to vector–vector final states carried out to date, an
assumption has been made that each helicity (or transver-
sity) amplitude has the same weak phase. This is a good
approximation for decays that are dominated by amplitudes
with a single weak phase, such B0 → J/ψ K ∗0, and is a
reasonable approximation in any mode for which only small
sample sizes are available. However, for modes that have con-
tributions from amplitudes with different weak phases, the
relative size of these contributions can be different for each
helicity (or transversity) amplitude, and therefore the time-
dependent CP asymmetry parameters can also differ. The
most generic analysis, suitable for analyses with sufficiently
large samples, allows for this effect; such an analysis has been
carried out by LHCb for the B0 → J/ψ ρ0 decay [266]. An
intermediate analysis can allow different parameters for the
CP-even andCP-odd components; such an analysis has been
carried out by BABAR for the decay B0 → D∗+D∗− [267].
The independent treatment of each helicity (or transversity)
amplitude, as in the study of B0s → J/ψ φ [211] (discussed in
Sect. 4), becomes increasingly important for high precision
measurements.
5.2.5 Time-dependent asymmetries: self-conjugate
multiparticle final states
Amplitudes for neutral B decays into self-conjugate multi-
particle final states such as π+π−π0, K+K−K 0S , π+π−K 0S ,
J/ψ π+π− or Dπ0 with D → K 0S π+π− may be written
in terms of CP-even and CP-odd amplitudes. As above, the
interference between these terms provides additional sensi-
tivity to the weak and strong phases involved in the decay, and
the time-dependence depends on both the sine and cosine of
the weak phase difference. In order to perform unbinned max-
imum likelihood fits, and thereby extract as much information
as possible from the distributions, it is necessary to choose
a model for the multiparticle decay, and therefore the results
acquire some model dependence. In certain cases, model-
independent methods are also possible, but the resulting need
to bin the Dalitz plot leads to some loss of statistical precision.
The number of observables depends on the final state (and on
the model used); the key feature is that as long as there are
kinematic regions where both CP-even and CP-odd ampli-
tudes contribute, the interference terms will be sensitive to the
cosine of the weak phase difference. Therefore, these mea-
surements allow distinction between multiple solutions for,
e.g., the two values of 2β from the measurement of sin(2β).
In model-dependent analysis of multibody decays, the
decay amplitude is typically described as a coherent sum
of contributions that proceed via different intermediate res-
onances and through nonresonant interactions. It is there-
fore of interest to present results in terms of the CP vio-
lation parameters associated with each resonant amplitude,
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e.g. ρ0K 0S in the case of the π
+π−K 0S final state. These are
referred to as Q2B parameters, since in the limit that there was
no other contribution to the multibody decay, the amplitude
analysis and the Q2B analysis would give the same results.
We now consider the various notations that have been used
in experimental studies of time-dependent asymmetries in
decays to self-conjugate multiparticle final states.
B0 → D(∗)h0 wi th D → K 0S π+π−
The states Dπ0, D∗π0, Dη, D∗η, Dω are collectively
denoted D(∗)h0. When the D decay model is fixed, fits to
the time-dependent decay distributions can be performed to
extract the weak phase difference. However, it is experimen-
tally advantageous to use the sine and cosine of this phase as
fit parameters, since these behave as essentially independent
parameters, with low correlations and (potentially) rather dif-
ferent uncertainties. A parameter representing CP violation
in the B decay can be simultaneously determined. For con-
sistency with other analyses, this could be chosen to be C f ,
but could equally well be
∣∣λ f
∣∣, or other possibilities.
Belle performed an analysis of these channels with
sin(2β) and cos(2β) as free parameters [268]. BABAR has
performed an analysis in which
∣∣λ f
∣∣ was also determined
[269]. A joint analysis of the final BABAR and Belle data
samples supersedes these earlier measurements, and uses
sin(2β) and cos(2β) as free parameters [270,271]. Belle has
in addition performed a model-independent analysis [272]
using as input information about the average strong phase
difference between symmetric bins of the Dalitz plot deter-
mined by CLEO-c [273].19 The results of this analysis are
measurements of sin(2β) and cos(2β).
B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S
The hadronic structure of the B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S decay
is not sufficiently well understood to perform a full time-
dependent Dalitz-plot analysis. Instead, following Ref. [274],
BABAR [275] and Belle [276] divide the Dalitz plane into
two regions: m(D∗+K 0S )2 > m(D∗−K 0S )2 (labelled ηy =
+1) and m(D∗+K 0S )2 < m(D∗−K 0S )2 (ηy = −1); and then
fit to a decay-time distribution with asymmetry given by













The fitted observables are JcJ0 ,
2Js1
J0
sin(2β) and 2Js2J0 cos(2β),
where the parameters J0, Jc, Js1 and Js2 are the integrals
19 The external input needed for this analysis is the same as in the
model-independent analysis of B+ → DK+ with D → K 0S π+π−,
discussed in Sect. 5.14.5.
over the half Dalitz plane m(D∗+K 0S )2 < m(D∗−K 0S )2 of
the functions |a|2 + |a|2, |a|2 − |a|2, Re(aa∗) and Im(aa∗),
respectively, where a and a are the decay amplitudes of
B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S and B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S , respectively.
The parameter Js2 (and hence Js2/J0) is predicted to be posi-
tive [274]; assuming this prediction to be correct, it is possible
to determine the sign of cos(2β).
B0 → J/ψ π+π−
Amplitude analyses of B0 → J/ψ π+π− decays [266,
277] show large contributions from the ρ(770)0 and f0(500)
states, together with smaller contributions from higher res-
onances. Since modelling the f0(500) structure is challeng-
ing [278], it is difficult to determine reliably its associated
CP violation parameters. Corresponding parameters for the
J/ψ ρ0 decay can, however, be determined. In the LHCb anal-
ysis [266], 2βeff is determined from the fit; results are then
converted into values for SCP and CCP to allow comparison
with other modes. Here, the notation SCP and CCP denotes
parameters obtained for the J/ψ ρ0 final state accounting for
the composition of CP-even and CP-odd amplitudes (while
assuming that all amplitudes involve the same phases), so
that no dilution occurs. Possible CP violation effects in the
other amplitudes contributing to the Dalitz plot are treated as
a source of systematic uncertainty.
Amplitude analyses have also been done for the B0s →
J/ψ π+π− decay, where the final state is dominated by
scalar resonances, including the f0(980) [247,248]. Time-
dependent analyses of this B0s decay allow a determination
of 2βs , as discussed in Sect. 4.
B0 → K+K−K 0
Studies of B0 → K+K−K 0 [279–281] and of the related
decay B+ → K+K−K+ [281–283], show that the decay is
dominated by a large nonresonant contribution with signif-
icant components from the intermediate K+K− resonances
φ(1020), f0(980), and other higher resonances, as well as a
contribution from χc0.
The full time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis allows the
complex amplitudes of each contributing term to be deter-
mined from data, including CP violation effects (i.e. allow-
ing the complex amplitude for the B0 decay to be indepen-
dent from that for B0 decay), although one amplitude must
be fixed to serve as a reference. There are several choices
for parametrisation of the complex amplitudes (e.g. real and
imaginary part, or magnitude and phase). Similarly, there are
various approaches to the inclusion of CP violation effects.
Note that the use of positive definite parameters such as mag-
nitudes are disfavoured in certain circumstances (it inevitably
leads to biases for small values). In order to compare results
between analyses, it is useful for each experiment to present
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results in terms of the parameters that can be measured in a
Q2B analysis (such as A f , S f , C f , sin(2βeff), cos(2βeff),
etc.)
In the BABAR analysis of the B0 → K+K−K 0 decay
[281], the complex amplitude for each resonant contribution
was written as
A f = c f (1 + b f )ei(φ f+δ f ) , A f = c f (1 − b f )ei(φ f−δ f ),
(119)
where b f and δ f parametrize CP violation in the magnitude
and phase, respectively. Belle [280] used the same parametri-
sation but with a different notation for the parameters.20 The
Q2B parameter of CP violation in decay is directly related
to b f ,
A f = −2b f
1 + b2f
≈ C f , (120)
and the mixing-induced CP violation parameter can be used
to obtain sin(2βeff),




where the approximations are exact in the case that |q/p| =
1.
Both BABAR [281] and Belle [280] present results for
c f and φ f , for each resonant contribution, and in addition
present results for A f and βefff for φ(1020)K 0, f0(980)K 0
and for the remainder of the contributions to the K+K−K 0
Dalitz plot combined. BABAR also presents results for the
Q2B parameter S f for these channels. The models used to
describe the resonant structure of the Dalitz plot differ, how-
ever. Both analyses suffer from symmetries in the likelihood
that lead to multiple solutions, from which we select only
one for averaging.
B0 → π+π−K 0S
Studies of B0 → π+π−K 0S [284,285] and of the related
decay B+ → π+π−K+ [282,286–288] show that the decay
is dominated by components from intermediate resonances
in the Kπ (K ∗(892), K ∗0 (1430)) and ππ (ρ(770), f0(980),
f2(1270)) spectra, together with a poorly understood scalar
structure that peaks near m(ππ) ∼ 1300 MeV/c2 and is
denoted fX ,21 as well as a large nonresonant component.
There is also a contribution from the χc0 state.
20 (c, b, φ, δ)↔ (a, c, b, d). See Eq. (123).
21 The fX component may originate from either the f0(1370) or
f0(1500) resonances, or from interference between those or other states
and nonresonant amplitudes in this region.
The full time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis allows the
complex amplitudes of each contributing term to be deter-
mined from data, including CP violation effects. In the
BABAR analysis [284], the magnitude and phase of each
component (for both B0 and B0 decays) are measured relative
to B0 → f0(980)K 0S , using the following parametrisation:
A f =
∣∣A f
∣∣ ei arg(A f ) , A f =
∣∣A f
∣∣ ei arg(A f ) . (122)
In the Belle analysis [285], the B0 → K ∗+π− amplitude is
chosen as the reference, and the amplitudes are parametrised
as
A f = a f (1 + c f )ei(b f+d f ) , A f = a f (1 − c f )ei(b f−d f ) .
(123)
In both cases, the results are translated into Q2B parameters
such as 2βefff , S f , C f for each CP eigenstate f , and param-
eters of CP violation in decay for each flavour-specific state.
Relative phase differences between resonant terms are also
extracted.
B0 → π+π−π0
The B0 → π+π−π0 decay is dominated by interme-
diate ρ resonances. Although it is possible, as above, to
directly determine the complex amplitudes for each com-
ponent, an alternative approach [289,290] has been used by
both BABAR [291,292] and Belle [293,294]. The amplitudes
for B0 and B0 decays to π+π−π0 are written as
A3π = f+A++ f−A−+ f0A0, A3π = f+A++ f−A−+ f0A0,
(124)
respectively. The symbols A+, A− and A0 represent the com-
plex decay amplitudes for B0 → ρ+π−, B0 → ρ−π+
and B0 → ρ0π0 while A+, A− and A0 represent those
for B0 → ρ+π−, B0 → ρ−π+ and B0 → ρ0π0, respec-
tively. The terms f+, f− and f0 incorporate kinematic and
dynamical factors and depend on the Dalitz plot coordinates.
The full decay-time-dependent distribution can then be writ-
ten in terms of 27 free parameters, one for each coefficient
of the form factor bilinears, as listed in Table 23. These
parameters are sometimes referred to as “the Us and I s”,
and can be expressed in terms of A+, A−, A0, A+, A−
and A0. If the full set of parameters is determined, together
with their correlations, other parameters, such as weak and
strong phases, parameters of CP violation in decay, etc.,
can be subsequently extracted. Note that one of the param-
eters (typically U++ , the coefficient of | f+|2) is often fixed
to unity to provide a reference; this does not affect the
analysis.
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Table 23 Definitions of the U and I coefficients. Modified from Ref.
[291]
Parameter Description
U++ Coefficient of | f+|2
U+0 Coefficient of | f0|2
U+− Coefficient of | f−|2
U−0 Coefficient of | f0|2 cos(mt)
U−− Coefficient of | f−|2 cos(mt)
U−+ Coefficient of | f+|2 cos(mt)
I0 Coefficient of | f0|2 sin(mt)
I− Coefficient of | f−|2 sin(mt)
I+ Coefficient of | f+|2 sin(mt)
U+,Im+− Coefficient of Im[ f+ f ∗−]
U+,Re+− Coefficient of Re[ f+ f ∗−]
U−,Im+− Coefficient of Im[ f+ f ∗−] cos(mt)
U−,Re+− Coefficient of Re[ f+ f ∗−] cos(mt)
I Im+− Coefficient of Im[ f+ f ∗−] sin(mt)
IRe+− Coefficient of Re[ f+ f ∗−] sin(mt)
U+,Im+0 Coefficient of Im[ f+ f ∗0 ]
U+,Re+0 Coefficient of Re[ f+ f ∗0 ]
U−,Im+0 Coefficient of Im[ f+ f ∗0 ] cos(mt)
U−,Re+0 Coefficient of Re[ f+ f ∗0 ] cos(mt)
I Im+0 Coefficient of Im[ f+ f ∗0 ] sin(mt)
IRe+0 Coefficient of Re[ f+ f ∗0 ] sin(mt)
U+,Im−0 Coefficient of Im[ f− f ∗0 ]
U+,Re−0 Coefficient of Re[ f− f ∗0 ]
U−,Im−0 Coefficient of Im[ f− f ∗0 ] cos(mt)
U−,Re−0 Coefficient of Re[ f− f ∗0 ] cos(mt)
I Im−0 Coefficient of Im[ f− f ∗0 ] sin(mt)
IRe−0 Coefficient of Re[ f− f ∗0 ] sin(mt)
5.2.6 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in decays to
non-CP eigenstates
Consider a non-CP eigenstate f , and its conjugate f . For
neutral B decays to these final states, there are four ampli-
tudes to consider: those for B0 to decay to f and f (A f and
A f , respectively), and the equivalents for B
0 (A f and A f ). If
CP is conserved in the decay, then A f = A f and A f = A f .
The decay-time-dependent distributions can be written in
many different ways. Here, we follow Sect. 5.2.2 and define





. The time-dependent CP asym-
metries that are sensitive to mixing-induced CP violation
effects then follow Eq. (110):
A f (t) ≡
B0→ f (t)− B0→ f (t)
B0→ f (t)+ B0→ f (t)
= S f sin(mt)− C f cos(mt), (125)
A f (t) ≡
B0→ f (t)− B0→ f (t)
B0→ f (t)+ B0→ f (t)
= S f sin(mt)− C f cos(mt), (126)
with the definitions of the parameters C f , S f , C f and S f ,
following Eqs. (111) and (112).
The time-dependent decay rates are given by
B0→ f (t) =
e−|t |/τ(B0)
8τ(B0)
(1 + 〈A f f 〉)
[




B0→ f (t) =
e−|t |/τ(B0)
8τ(B0)
(1 + 〈A f f 〉)
[




B0→ f (t) =
e−|t |/τ(B0)
8τ(B0)
(1 − 〈A f f 〉)
[




B0→ f (t) =
e−|t |/τ(B0)
8τ(B0)
(1 − 〈A f f 〉)
[




where the time-independent parameter 〈A f f 〉 represents an
overall asymmetry in the production of the f and f final
states,22
〈A f f 〉 =
(∣∣A f



















Assuming |q/p| = 1, i.e. absence ofCP violation in mixing,




∣∣2 − ∣∣A f
∣∣2
∣∣A f
∣∣2 + ∣∣A f













giving rise to asymmetries in the decay amplitudes for the
final states f and f . In this notation, the conditions for
absence of CP violation in decay are 〈A f f 〉 = 0 and
22 This parameter is often denoted A f (or ACP ), but here we avoid this
notation to prevent confusion with the time-dependent CP asymmetry.
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C f = −C f . Note that C f and C f are typically non-zero;
e.g., for a flavour-specific final state where A f = A f = 0,
they take the values C f = −C f = 1.
The coefficients of the sine terms contain information
about the weak phase. In the case that each decay amplitude
contains only a single weak phase (i.e., no CP violation in
decay as well as none in mixing), these terms can be written
as
S f = −2
∣∣A f
∣∣ ∣∣A f
∣∣ sin(φmix + φdec − δ f )∣∣A f
∣∣2 + ∣∣A f
∣∣2












where δ f is the strong phase difference between the decay
amplitudes. If there is no CP violation, the condition S f =
−S f holds. If decay amplitudes with different weak and
strong phases contribute, no straightforward interpretation
of S f and S f is possible.
The conditions for CP invariance C f = −C f and S f =
−S f motivate a rotation of the parameters:
S f f =
S f + S f
2
, S f f =
S f − S f
2
, C f f =
C f + C f
2
,
C f f =
C f − C f
2
. (134)
With these parameters, theCP invariance conditions become
S f f = 0 and C f f = 0. The parameter C f f gives a mea-
sure of the “flavour-specificity” of the decay: C f f = ±1
corresponds to a completely flavour-specific decay, in which
no interference between decays with and without mixing can
occur, while C f f = 0 results in maximum sensitivity to
mixing-inducedCP violation. The parameterS f f is related
to the strong phase difference between the decay amplitudes
of the B0 meson to the f and to f final states. We note that
the observables of Eq. (134) exhibit experimental correla-
tions (typically of ∼ 20%, depending on the tagging purity,
and other effects) between S f f andS f f , and betweenC f f
andC f f . On the other hand, the final-state-specific observ-
ables of Eqs. (127)–(130) tend to have low correlations.
Alternatively, if we recall that the CP invariance con-
ditions at the decay amplitude level are A f = A f and
A f = A f , we are led to consider the parameters [260]
A f f =
∣∣∣A f
∣∣∣




2 + ∣∣A f
∣∣2












These are sometimes considered more physically intuitive
parameters, since they characterise CP violation in decay in
decays with particular topologies. For example, in the case of
B0 → ρ±π∓ (choosing f = ρ+π− and f = ρ−π+), A f f
(also denoted A+−ρπ ) parametrises CP violation in decays in
which the produced ρ meson does not contain the specta-
tor quark, while A f f (also denoted A−+ρπ ) parametrises CP
violation in decays in which it does. Note that we have again
followed the sign convention that the asymmetry is the differ-
ence between the rate involving a b quark and that involving
a b quark, cf. Eq. (106). Of course, these parameters are not
independent of the other sets of parameters given above, and
can be written as
A f f = −
〈A f f 〉 + C f f + 〈A f f 〉C f f
1 +C f f + 〈A f f 〉C f f
and A f f =
−〈A f f 〉 + C f f + 〈A f f 〉C f f
−1 +C f f + 〈A f f 〉C f f
. (136)
They usually exhibit strong correlations.
We now consider the various notations used in experimen-
tal studies of time-dependent CP asymmetries in decays to
non-CP eigenstates.
B0 → D∗±D∓
The (〈A f f 〉, C f , S f , C f , S f ) set of parameters was
used in early publications by both BABAR [295] and Belle
[296] (albeit with slightly different notations), with f =
D∗+D−, f = D∗−D+. In a more recent paper on this topic,
Belle [297] instead uses the parametrisation (AD∗D , SD∗D ,
SD∗D , CD∗D , CD∗D), while BABAR [267] gives results
in both sets of parameters. We therefore use the (AD∗D , SD∗D ,
SD∗D , CD∗D , CD∗D) set.
B0 → ρ±π∓
In the ρ±π∓ system, the (〈A f f 〉, C f f , S f f , C f f ,
S f f ) set of parameters was originally used by BABAR
[298] and Belle [299] in the Q2B approximation; the exact
names23 used in this case were
(AρπCP ,Cρπ , Sρπ ,Cρπ ,Sρπ
)
,
and these names are also used in this document.
Since ρ±π∓ is reconstructed in the final state π+π−π0,
the interference between the ρ resonances can provide addi-
tional information about the phases (see Sect. 5.2.5). Both
BABAR [291] and Belle [293,294] have performed time-
dependent Dalitz-plot analyses, from which the weak phase
α is directly extracted. In such an analysis, the measured
Q2B parameters are also naturally corrected for interference
effects.
B0 → D∓π±, D∗∓π±, D∓ρ±
23 BABAR has used the notations AρπCP [298] and Aρπ [291] in place
of AρπCP .
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Time-dependent CP analyses have also been performed
for the final states D∓π±, D∗∓π± and D∓ρ±. In these the-
oretically clean cases, no penguin contributions are possi-
ble, so there is no CP violation in decay. Furthermore, due
to the smallness of the ratio of the magnitudes of the sup-
pressed (b → u) and favoured (b → c) amplitudes (denoted
R f ), to a very good approximation, C f = −C f = 1 (using
f = D(∗)−h+, f = D(∗)+h−, h = π, ρ), and the coeffi-
cients of the sine terms are given by
S f = −2R f sin(φmix + φdec − δ f )
and S f = −2R f sin(φmix + φdec + δ f ). (137)
Thus, weak phase information can be obtained from measure-
ments of S f and S f , although external information on at least
one of R f or δ f is necessary, constituting a source of theoret-
ical uncertainty. Note that φmix+φdec = 2β+γ ≡ 2φ1+φ3
for all the decay modes in question, while R f and δ f depend
on the decay mode.
Again, different notations have been used in the literature.
BABAR [300,301] defines the time-dependent probability
function by








where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the tagging
meson being a B0 (B0). The parameter η takes the value
+1 (−1) and ζ denotes + (−) when the final state is, e.g.,
D−π+ (D+π−). However, in the fit, the substitutionsCζ = 1
and Sζ = a ∓ ηbi − ηci are made, where the subscript i
denotes the flavour tagging category. These are motivated by
the possibility of CP violation on the tag side [302]. The
parameter a is not affected by tag-side CP violation. The
parameter b only depends on tag-side CP violation param-
eters and is not directly useful for determining UT angles.
A clean interpretation of the c parameter is only possible
for lepton-tagged events, which are not affected by tag-side
CP violation effects, so the BABAR measurements report c
measured with those events only. Neglecting b terms,
S+ = a − c and S− = a + c ⇔ a = (S+ + S−)/2 and
c = (S− − S+)/2, (139)
in analogy to the parameters of Eq. (134).
The parameters used by Belle in the analysis using par-
tially reconstructed B decays [303], are similar to the Sζ
parameters defined above. However, in the Belle conven-
tion, a tagging B0 corresponds to a + sign in front of the
sine coefficient; furthermore the correspondence between
the super/subscript and the final state is opposite, so that
S± (BABAR) = −S∓ (Belle). In this analysis, only lepton
tags are used, so there is no effect from tag-side CP vio-
lation. In the Belle analysis that used fully reconstructed B
decays [304], this effect is measured and taken into account
using D∗ν decays; in neither Belle analysis are the a, b and
c parameters used. The parameters measured by Belle are
2RD(∗)π sin(2φ1 + φ3 ± δD(∗)π ); the definition is such that
S±(Belle) = −2RD∗π sin(2φ1+φ3±δD∗π ). This definition
includes an angular momentum factor (−1)L [305], and so
for the results in the Dπ system, there is an additional factor
of −1 in the conversion.
LHCb has also measured the parameters of B0 → D∓π±
decays [306]. The convention used is essentially the same as
Belle, but with the notation (S f , S f ) = (S−, S+). For the
averages in this document, we use the a and c parameters.
Correlations are taken into account in the LHCb case, where
significant correlations are reported. Explicitly, the conver-
sion reads: a = −(S+ + S−)/2, c = −(S+ − S−)/2.
B0s → D∓s K±
The phenomenology of B0s → D∓s K± decays is similar
to that of B0 → D∓π±, with some important caveats. The
two amplitudes for b → u and b → c transitions have the
same level of Cabibbo-suppression (i.e. are of the same order
in λ) though the former is suppressed by
√
ρ2 + η2. The
large value of the ratio R of their magnitudes allows it to
be determined from data, as the deviation of |C f | and |C f |
from unity can be observed. Moreover, the non-zero value of
s allows the determination of additional terms, Af and
A
f
(see Sect. 5.2.3), that break ambiguities in the solutions
for φmix + φdec, which for B0s → D∓s K± decays is equal to
γ − 2βs .
LHCb [307,308] has performed such an analysis with
B0s → D∓s K± decays. The absence ofCP violation in decay
was assumed, and the parameters determined from the fit
were labelled C , A , A , S, S. These are trivially related
to the definitions used in this section.
Time-dependent asymmetries in radiative B decays
As a special case of decays to non-CP eigenstates, let us
consider radiative B decays. Here, the emitted photon has
a distinct helicity, which is in principle observable, but in
practice is not usually measured. Thus, the measured time-
dependent decay rates for neutral B meson decays are given
by sums of the expressions of Eqs. (127)–(130) for the final
states with left-handed (γL ) and right-handed (γR) photon
helicity [309,310]




[1 + (SL + SR) sin(mt)
− (CL + CR) cos(mt)] , (140)
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[1 − (SL + SR) sin(mt)
+ (CL + CR) cos(mt)] . (141)
Here, in place of the subscripts f and f , we have used L
and R to indicate the photon helicity. In order for interfer-
ence between decays with and without B0-B0 mixing to
occur, the X system must not be flavour-specific, e.g., in
the case of B0 → K ∗0γ , the final state must be K 0S π0γ .
The sign of the sine term depends on the C eigenvalue of
the X system. At leading order, the photons from b → qγ
(b → qγ ) are predominantly left (right) polarised, with cor-
rections of order of mq/mb, and thus interference effects
are suppressed. Higher-order effects can lead to corrections
of orderQCD/mb [311,312], although explicit calculations
indicate that such corrections may be small for exclusive final
states [313,314]. The predicted smallness of the S terms in
the Standard Model results in sensitivity to new physics con-
tributions.
The formalism discussed above is valid for any radiative
decay to a final state where the hadronic system is an eigen-
state ofC . In addition to K 0S π
0γ , experiments have presented
results using B0 decays to K 0S ηγ , K
0
S ρ
0γ and K 0S φγ . For the
case of the K 0S ρ
0γ final state, particular care is needed, as due
to the non-negligible width of the ρ0 meson, decays selected
as B0 → K 0S ρ0γ can include a significant contribution from
K ∗±π∓γ decays, which are flavour-specific and do not have
the same oscillation phenomenology. It is therefore neces-
sary to correct the fitted asymmetry parameter for a “dilution
factor”.
In the case of radiative B0s decays, the time-dependent
decay rates of Eqs. (140) and (141) must be modified, in a
similar way to that discussed in Sect. 5.2.3, to account for
the non-zero value of s . Thus, for decays such as B0s →
φγ , there is an additional observable, Aφγ , which can be
determined from an untagged effective lifetime measurement
[315].
5.2.7 Asymmetries in B → D(∗)K (∗) decays
CP asymmetries in B → D(∗)K (∗) decays are sensitive to γ .
The neutral D(∗) meson produced is an admixture of D(∗)0
(produced by a b → c transition) and D(∗)0 (produced by
a colour-suppressed b → u transition) states. If the final
state is chosen so that both D(∗)0 and D(∗)0 can contribute,
the two amplitudes interfere, and the resulting observables
are sensitive to γ , the relative weak phase between the two
B decay amplitudes [316]. Various methods have been pro-
posed to exploit this interference, including those where the
neutral D meson is reconstructed as a CP eigenstate (GLW)
[317,318], in a suppressed final state (ADS) [319,320], or
in a self-conjugate three-body final state, such as K 0S π
+π−
(BPGGSZ or Dalitz) [321,322]. While each method differs
in the choice of D decay, they are all sensitive to the same
parameters of the B decay, and can be considered as varia-
tions of the same technique.
Consider the case of B∓ → DK∓, with D decaying to
a final state f , which is accessible from both D0 and D0.
We can write the decay rates ∓ for B− and B+, the charge
averaged rate  = (− ++)/2, and the charge asymmetry
A = (− − +)/(− + +) (see Eq. (106)) as
∓ ∝ r2B + r2D + 2rBrD cos (δB + δD ∓ γ ) , (142)
 ∝ r2B + r2D + 2rBrD cos (δB + δD) cos (γ ) , (143)
A = 2rBrD sin (δB + δD) sin (γ )
r2B + r2D + 2rBrD cos (δB + δD) cos (γ )
, (144)


















is usually defined to be less than one, and the ratio of D decay





D0 → f )
A
(
D0 → f )
∣∣∣∣∣ . (146)
The relation between B− and B+ amplitudes given in
Eq. (145) is a result of there being only one weak phase
contributing to each amplitude in the Standard Model, which
is the source of the theoretical cleanliness of this approach for
measuring γ [323]. The strong phase differences between the
B and D decay amplitudes are denoted by δB and δD , respec-
tively. The values of rD and δD depend on the final state f :
for the GLW analysis, rD = 1 and δD is trivial (either zero or
π ); for other modes, values of rD and δD are not trivial, and
for multibody final states they vary across the phase space.
This can be quantified either by an explicit D decay ampli-
tude model or by model-independent information. In the case
that the multibody final state is treated inclusively, the for-
malism is modified by the inclusion of a coherence factor,
usually denoted κ , while rD and δD become effective param-
eters corresponding to amplitude-weighted averages across
the phase space.
Note that, for given values of rB and rD , the maximum size





24 Note that here we use the notation rB to denote the ratio of B decay
amplitudes, whereas in Sect. 5.2.6 we used, e.g., RDπ , for a rather
similar quantity. The reason is that here we need to be concerned also
with D decay amplitudes, and so it is convenient to use the subscript
to denote the decaying particle. Hopefully, using r in place of R will
reduce the potential for confusion.
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Thus, even for D decay modes with small rD , large asym-
metries, and hence sensitivity to γ , may occur for B decay
modes with similar values of rB . For this reason, the ADS
analysis of the decay B∓ → Dπ∓ is also of interest.
The expressions of Eqs. (142)–(146) are for a specific
point in phase space, and therefore are relevant where both
B and D decays are to two-body final states. Additional
coherence factors enter the expressions when the B decay
is to a multibody final state (further discussion of multibody
D decays can be found below). In particular, experiments
have studied B+ → DK ∗(892)+, B0 → DK ∗(892)0 and
B+ → DK+π+π− decays. Considering, for concreteness,
the B → DK ∗(892) case, the non-negligible width of the
K ∗(892) resonance implies that contributions from other
B → DKπ decays can pass the selection requirements.
Their effect on the Q2B analysis can be accounted for with
a coherence factor [324], usually denoted κ , which tends to
unity in the limit that the K ∗(892) resonance is the only signal
amplitude contributing in the selected region of phase space.
In this case, the hadronic parameters rB and δB become effec-
tively weighted averages across the selected phase space of
the magnitude ratio and relative strong phase between the
CKM-suppressed and -favoured amplitudes; these effective
parameters are denoted r B and δB (the notations rs , δs and
rS , δS are also found in the literature). An alternative, and
in certain cases more advantageous, approach is Dalitz plot
analysis of the full B → DKπ phase space [325–327].
We now consider the various notations used in experimen-
tal studies of CP asymmetries in B → D(∗)K (∗) decays. To
simplify the notation the B+ → DK+ decay is considered;
the extension to other modes mediated by the same quark-
level transitions is straightforward.
B → D(∗)K (∗) with D → CP eigenstate decays










)+  (B+ → DCPK+
) (147)







B+ → D0K+) , (148)
which are measured for D decays to both CP-even and CP-
odd final states. It is often experimentally convenient to mea-














B+ → D0π+) (149)
that is normalised both to the rate for the favoured D0 →
K+π− decay, and to the equivalent quantities for B+ →
Dπ+ decays (charge conjugate processes are implicitly
included in Eqs. (148) and (149)). In this way the constant
of proportionality drops out of Eq. (143). Equation (149) is
exact in the limit that the contribution of the b → u decay
amplitude to B+ → Dπ+ vanishes and when the flavour-
specific rates 
(
B+ → D0h+) (h = π, K ) are determined
using appropriately flavour-specific D decays. In reality, the
Cabibbo-favoured D → Kπ decay is used, leading to a small
source of systematic uncertainty.
B → D(∗)K (∗) with D → non-CP eigenstate two-body
decays
For the ADS analysis, which is based on a suppressed
D → f decay, the measured quantities are again the partial
rate asymmetry and the charge-averaged rate. In this case it is
sufficient to measure the rate in a single ratio (normalised to
the favoured D → f decay) since potential systematic uncer-
tainties related to detection cancel naturally; the observed




B− → [ f ]D K−




B− → [ f ]D K−
)+  (B+ → [ f ]D K+
) ,
(150)
where the inclusion of charge-conjugate modes has been
made explicit. The CP asymmetry is defined as
AADS = 
(
B− → [ f ]D K−




B− → [ f ]D K−
)+  (B+ → [ f ]D K+
) .
(151)
Since the uncertainty of AADS depends on the central value
of RADS, for some statistical treatments it is preferable to use
an alternative pair of parameters [328]
R− = 
(












B+ → [ f ]D K+
) ,
(152)
where there is no implied inclusion of charge-conjugate pro-
cesses. These parameters are statistically uncorrelated but
may be affected by common sources of systematic uncer-
tainty. We use the (RADS, AADS) set in our compilation where
available.
In the ADS analysis, there are two additional unknowns
(rD and δD) compared to the GLW case. Additional con-
straints are therefore required in order to obtain sensitivity to
γ . Generally, one needs access to two different linear admix-
tures of D0 and D0 states in order to determine the relative
phase: one such sample can be flavour tagged D mesons,
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which are available in abundant quantities in many experi-
ments; the other can be CP-tagged D mesons from ψ(3770)
decays, or a superposition of D0 and D0 from D0–D0 mix-
ing or from production in B → DK decays. In fact, the
most precise information on both rD and δD for D → Kπ
currently comes from global fits to charm mixing data, as
discussed in Sect. 9.1.
The relation of AADS to the underlying parameters given
in Eq. (144) and Table 24 is exact for a two-body D decay.
For multibody decays, a similar formalism can be used with
the introduction of a coherence factor [329]. This is most
appropriate for doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed decays to non-
self-conjugate final states, but can also be modified for use
with singly-Cabibbo-suppressed decays [330]. For multi-
body self-conjugate final states, such as K 0S π
+π−, a Dalitz
plot analysis (discussed below) is often more appropriate.
However, in certain cases where the final state can be approx-
imated as a CP eigenstate, a modified version of the GLW
formalism can be used [331]. In such cases the observables
are denoted AqGLW and RqGLW to indicate that the final state
is not a pure CP eigenstate.
B → D(∗)K (∗) with D → multibody final state decays
In the model-dependent Dalitz-plot (or BPGGSZ) analy-
sis of D decays to multibody self-conjugate final states, the
values of rD and δD across the Dalitz plot are given by an
amplitude model (with parameters typically obtained from
data). A simultaneous fit to the B+ and B− samples can then
be used to obtain γ , rB and δB directly. The uncertainties on
the phases depend approximately inversely on rB , which is
positive definite and therefore tends to be overestimated lead-
ing to an underestimation of the uncertainty on γ that must be
corrected statistically (unless σ(rB) 
 rB). An alternative




i(δB±γ )), Im(rBei(δB±γ ))
)
= (rB cos(δB ± γ ), rB sin(δB ± γ )) . (153)
These variables tend to be statistically well-behaved, and
are therefore appropriate for combination of results obtained
from independent B± data samples.
The assumption of a model for the D decay leads to a
non-negligible, and hard to quantify, source of uncertainty. To
obviate this, it is possible to use instead a model-independent
approach, in which the Dalitz plot (or, more generally, the
phase space) is binned [321,332,333]. In this case, hadronic
parameters describing the average strong phase difference in
each bin between the interfering decay amplitudes enter the
equations. These parameters can be determined from inter-
ference effects in decays of quantum-correlated DD pairs
produced at the ψ(3770) resonance. Measurements of such
parameters have been made for several hadronic D decays
by CLEO-c and BESIII.
Table 24 Summary of relations between measured and physical param-
eters in GLW, ADS and Dalitz analyses of B → D(∗)K (∗) decays
GLW analysis
RCP± 1 + r2B ± 2rB cos (δB) cos (γ )
ACP± ±2rB sin (δB) sin (γ ) /RCP±
ADS analysis
RADS r2B + r2D + 2rBrD cos (δB + δD) cos (γ )
AADS 2rBrD sin (δB + δD) sin (γ ) /RADS
BPGGSZ Dalitz analysis (D → K 0S π+π−)
x± rB cos(δB ± γ )
y± rB sin(δB ± γ )
Dalitz analysis (D → π+π−π0)
ρ± |z± − x0|
θ± tan−1(Im(z±)/(Re(z±)− x0))
When a multibody D decay is dominated by oneCP state,
additional sensitivity to γ is obtained from the relative widths
of the B+ → DK+ and B− → DK− decays. This can
be taken into account in various ways. One possibility is
to perform a GLW-like analysis, as mentioned above. An
alternative approach proceeds by defining









where s1, s2 are the coordinates of invariant mass squared
that define the Dalitz plot and f is the complex amplitude
for D decay as a function of the Dalitz plot coordinates.25
The fitted parameters (ρ±, θ±) are then defined by
ρ±eiθ± = z± − x0 . (155)
Note that the yields of B± decays are proportional to 1 +
(ρ±)2 − (x0)2. This choice of variables has been used by
BABAR in the analysis of B+ → DK+ with D → π+π−π0
[335]; for this D decay, and with the assumed amplitude
model, a value of x0 = 0.850 is obtained.
The relations between the measured quantities and the
underlying parameters are summarised in Table 24. It must be
emphasised that the hadronic factors rB and δB are different,
in general, for each B decay mode.
25 The x0 parameter gives a model-dependent measure of the net CP
content of the final state [331,334]. It is closely related to the ci param-
eters of the model dependent Dalitz plot analysis [321,332,333], and
the coherence factor of inclusive ADS-type analyses [329], integrated
over the entire Dalitz plot.
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5.3 Common inputs and uncertainty treatment
As described in Sect. 3, where measurements combined in an
average depend on external parameters, it can be important
to rescale to the latest values of those parameters in order to
obtain the most precise and accurate results. In practice, this
is only necessary for modes with reasonably small statisti-
cal errors, so that the systematic uncertainty associated with
the knowledge of the external parameter is not negligible.
Among the averages in this section, rescaling to common
inputs is only done for b → ccs transitions of B0 mesons.
Correlated sources of systematic uncertainty are also taken
into account in these averages. For most other modes, the
effects of common inputs and sources of systematic uncer-
tainty are currently negligible, however similar consider-
ations are applied when combining results to obtain con-
straints on α ≡ φ2 and γ ≡ φ3 as discussed in Sects. 5.11.1
and 5.14.7, respectively.
The common inputs used for calculating the averages are
listed in Table 25. The average values for the B0 lifetime
(τ(B0)), mixing parameter (md ) and relative width differ-
ence (d/d ) averages are discussed in Sect. 4. The frac-
tion of the perpendicularly polarised component (|A⊥|2) in
B → J/ψ K ∗(892) decays, which determines the CP com-
position in these decays, is averaged from results by BABAR
[336], Belle [337], CDF [338], D0 [105] and LHCb [339] (see
also Sect. 7).
As explained in Sect. 2, we do not apply a rescaling factor
on the uncertainty of an average that has χ2/dof > 1 (unlike
the procedure currently used by the PDG [21]). We provide
a confidence level of the fit so that one can know the consis-
tency of the measurements included in the average, and attach
comments in case some care needs to be taken in the inter-
pretation. Note that, in general, results obtained from small
data samples will exhibit some non-Gaussian behaviour. We
average measurements with asymmetric uncertainties using
the PDG [21] prescription. In cases where several measure-
ments are correlated (e.g. S f and C f in measurements of
time-dependent CP violation in B decays to a particular CP
eigenstate) we take these into account in the averaging proce-
dure if the uncertainties are sufficiently Gaussian. For mea-
surements where one uncertainty is given, it represents the
total error, where statistical and systematic uncertainties have
been added in quadrature. If two uncertainties are given, the
Table 25 Common inputs used in calculating the averages
τ(B0) 1.520 0.004 ps
md 0.5065 0.0019 ps−1
d/d −0.002 0.010
|A⊥|2 (J/ψ K ∗) 0.209 0.006
first is statistical and the second systematic. If more than two
errors are given, the origin of the additional uncertainty will
be explained in the text.
5.4 Time-dependent asymmetries in b → ccs transitions
5.4.1 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in b → ccs decays
to CP eigenstates
In the Standard Model, the time-dependent parameters for
B0 decays governed by b → ccs transitions are predicted
to be Sb→ccs = −η sin(2β) and Cb→ccs = 0 to very good
accuracy. Deviations from this relation are currently limited
to the level of  1◦ on 2β [250,340,341]. The averages
for −ηSb→ccs and Cb→ccs are provided in Tables 26. The
averages for −ηSb→ccs are shown in Fig. 12.
Both BABAR and Belle have used the η = −1 modes






S , as well as J/ψ K
0
L ,
which has η = +1 and J/ψ K ∗0(892), which is found to
have η close to +1 based on the measurement of |A⊥| (see
Sect. 5.3). The most recent Belle result does not use ηcK 0S or
J/ψ K ∗0(892) decays.26 LHCb has used J/ψ K 0S (data with
J/ψ → μ+μ− and e+e− are reported in different publica-
tions) and ψ(2S)K 0S decays. ALEPH, OPAL, and CDF have
used only the J/ψ K 0S final state. BABAR has also deter-
mined the CP violation parameters of the B0 → χc0K 0S
decay from the time-dependent Dalitz-plot analysis of the
B0 → π+π−K 0S mode (see Sect. 5.7.2). In addition, Belle
has performed a measurement with data accumulated at the
ϒ(5S) resonance, using the J/ψ K 0S final state – this involves
a different flavour tagging method compared to the measure-
ments performed with data accumulated at the ϒ(4S) res-
onance. A breakdown of results in each charmonium-kaon
final state is given in Table 27.
While the uncertainty in the average for −ηSb→ccs is lim-
ited by statistical error, the precision for Cb→ccs is close to
being dominated by the systematic uncertainty, particularly
for measurements from the e+e− B factory experiments.
This occurs due to the possible effect of tag-side interfer-
ence [302] on the Cb→ccs measurement, an effect which is
correlated between different e+e− → ϒ(4S)→ BB exper-
iments. Understanding of this effect may continue to improve
in future, allowing the uncertainty to reduce.
From the average for −ηSb→ccs above, we obtain the fol-
lowing solutions for β (in [0, π ]):
β = (22.2 ± 0.7)◦ or β = (67.8 ± 0.7)◦ . (156)
26 Previous analyses from Belle did include these channels [113], but
it is not possible to obtain separate results for those modes from the
published information.
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Table 26 Results and averages for Sb→ccs and Cb→ccs . The averages are given from a combination of the most precise results only, and also
including less precise measurements
Experiment Sample size −ηSb→ccs Cb→ccs
BABAR b → ccs [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.687 ± 0.028 ± 0.012 0.024 ± 0.020 ± 0.016
Belle b → ccs [343] N (BB) = 772M 0.667 ± 0.023 ± 0.012 −0.006 ± 0.016 ± 0.012
LHCb J/ψK 0S [344,345]
∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 0.75 ± 0.04 −0.014 ± 0.030
LHCb ψ(2S)K 0S [345]
∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 0.84 ± 0.10 ± 0.01 −0.05 ± 0.10 ± 0.01
Average 0.698 ± 0.017 −0.005 ± 0.015
Confidence level 0.09 (1.7σ) 0.54 (0.6σ)
BABAR χc0K 0S [284] N (BB) = 383M 0.69 ± 0.52 ± 0.04 ± 0.07 −0.29+0.53−0.44 ± 0.03 ± 0.05
BABAR J/ψK 0S (
∗) [346] N (BB) = 88M 1.56 ± 0.42 ± 0.21 –
ALEPH [347] N (Z → hadrons) = 4M 0.84 +0.82−1.04 ± 0.16 –
OPAL [348] N (Z → hadrons) = 4.4M 3.2 +1.8−2.0 ± 0.5 –
CDF [349]
∫ L dt = 110 pb−1 0.79+0.41−0.44 –
Belle ϒ(5S) [350]
∫ L dt = 121 fb−1 0.57 ± 0.58 ± 0.06 –
Average 0.699 ± 0.017 −0.005 ± 0.015
(∗) This result uses “hadronic and previously unused muonic decays of the J/ψ”. We neglect a small possible correlation of this result with the
main BABAR result [342] that could be caused by reprocessing of the data
Fig. 12 (Left) Average of measurements of Sb→ccs , interpreted as sin(2β). (Right) Constraints on the (ρ, η) plane, obtained from the average of
−ηSb→ccs and Eq. (156). Note that the solution with the smaller (larger) value of β has cos(2β) > 0 (< 0)
This result gives a precise constraint on the (ρ, η) plane, as
shown in Fig. 12. The measurement is in remarkable agree-
ment with other constraints from CP-conserving quantities,
and with CP violation in the kaon system, in the form of the
parameter εK . Such comparisons have been performed by
various phenomenological groups, such as CKMfitter [260]
and UTFit [351] (see also Refs. [352,353]).
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Table 27 Breakdown of results on Sb→ccs and Cb→ccs
Mode Sample size −ηSb→ccs Cb→ccs
BABAR
J/ψK 0S [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.657 ± 0.036 ± 0.012 0.026 ± 0.025 ± 0.016
J/ψK 0L [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.694 ± 0.061 ± 0.031 −0.033 ± 0.050 ± 0.027
J/ψK 0 [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.666 ± 0.031 ± 0.013 0.016 ± 0.023 ± 0.018
ψ(2S)K 0S [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.897 ± 0.100 ± 0.036 0.089 ± 0.076 ± 0.020
χc1K 0S [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.614 ± 0.160 ± 0.040 0.129 ± 0.109 ± 0.025
ηcK 0S [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.925 ± 0.160 ± 0.057 0.080 ± 0.124 ± 0.029
J/ψ K ∗0(892) [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.601 ± 0.239 ± 0.087 0.025 ± 0.083 ± 0.054
All [342] N (BB) = 465M 0.687 ± 0.028 ± 0.012 0.024 ± 0.020 ± 0.016
Belle
J/ψK 0S [343] N (BB) = 772M 0.670 ± 0.029 ± 0.013 0.015 ± 0.021+0.023−0.045
J/ψK 0L [343] N (BB) = 772M 0.642 ± 0.047 ± 0.021 −0.019 ± 0.026+0.041−0.017
ψ(2S)K 0S [343] N (BB) = 772M 0.738 ± 0.079 ± 0.036 −0.104 ± 0.055+0.027−0.047
χc1K 0S [343] N (BB) = 772M 0.640 ± 0.117 ± 0.040 0.017 ± 0.083+0.026−0.046
All [343] N (BB) = 772M 0.667 ± 0.023 ± 0.012 −0.006 ± 0.016 ± 0.012
LHCb
J/ψ(→ μ+μ−)K 0S [344]
∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 0.731 ± 0.035 ± 0.020 −0.038 ± 0.032 ± 0.005
J/ψ(→ e+e−)K 0S [345]
∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 0.83 ± 0.08 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.07 ± 0.02
ψ(2S)K 0S [345]
∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 0.84 ± 0.10 ± 0.01 −0.05 ± 0.10 ± 0.01
Averages
J/ψK 0S 0.695 ± 0.019 0.000 ± 0.020
J/ψK 0L 0.663 ± 0.041 −0.023 ± 0.030
ψ(2S)K 0S 0.817 ± 0.056 −0.019 ± 0.048
χc1K 0S 0.632 ± 0.099 0.066 ± 0.074
5.4.2 Time-dependent transversity analysis of
B0 → J/ψK ∗0 decays
B meson decays to the vector–vector final state J/ψK ∗0 are
also mediated by the b → ccs transition. When a final state
that is not flavour-specific (K ∗0 → K 0S π0) is used, a time-
dependent transversity analysis can be performed, yielding
sensitivity to both sin(2β) and cos(2β) [354]. Such analyses
have been performed by both B factory experiments. In prin-
ciple, the strong phases between the transversity amplitudes
are not uniquely determined by such an analysis, leading to a
discrete ambiguity in the sign of cos(2β). The BABAR col-
laboration resolves this ambiguity using the known variation
[355] of the P-wave phase (fast) relative to that of the S-wave
phase (slow) with the invariant mass of the Kπ system in the
vicinity of the K ∗(892) resonance. The result is in agree-
ment with the prediction from s-quark helicity conservation,
and corresponds to Solution II defined by Suzuki [356]. We
include only the solutions consistent with this phase variation
in Table 28 and Fig. 13.
At present, the results are dominated by large and non-
Gaussian statistical uncertainties, and exhibit significant cor-
relations. We perform uncorrelated averages, which necessi-
tates care in the interpretation of these averages. Nonetheless,
it is clear that cos(2β) > 0 is preferred by the experimental
data in J/ψK ∗0 (for example, BABAR [357] finds a confi-
dence level for cos(2β) > 0 of 89%).
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Table 28 Averages from
B0 → J/ψK ∗0 transversity
analyses
Experiment N (BB) sin 2β cos 2β Correlation
BABAR [357] 88M −0.10 ± 0.57 ± 0.14 3.32+0.76−0.96 ± 0.27 −0.37
Belle [337] 275M 0.24 ± 0.31 ± 0.05 0.56 ± 0.79 ± 0.11 0.22
Average 0.16 ± 0.28 1.64 ± 0.62 Uncorrelated averages
Confidence level 0.61 (0.5σ) 0.03 (2.2σ)
Fig. 13 Averages of (left) sin(2β) ≡ sin(2φ1) and (right) cos(2β) ≡ cos(2φ1) from time-dependent analyses of B0 → J/ψ K ∗0 decays
Table 29 Results from
time-dependent analysis of
B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S




BABAR [275] 230M 0.76 ± 0.18 ± 0.07 0.10 ± 0.24 ± 0.06 0.38 ± 0.24 ± 0.05
Belle [276] 449M 0.60 +0.25−0.28 ± 0.08 −0.17 ± 0.42 ± 0.09 −0.23+0.43−0.41 ± 0.13
Average 0.71 ± 0.16 0.03 ± 0.21 0.24 ± 0.22
Confidence level 0.63 (0.5σ) 0.59 (0.5σ) 0.23 (1.2σ)
Fig. 14 Averages of (left) (Jc/J0), (middle) (2Js1/J0) sin(2β) and (right) (2Js2/J0) cos(2β) from time-dependent analyses of B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S
decays
5.4.3 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in
B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S decays
Both BABAR [275] and Belle [276] have performed time-
dependent analyses of the B0 → D∗+D∗−K 0S decay, to
obtain information on the sign of cos(2β). More information
can be found in Sect. 5.2.6. The results are given in Table 29,
and shown in Fig. 14. From the above result and the assump-
tion that Js2 > 0, BABAR infers that cos(2β) > 0 at the
94% confidence level [275].
5.4.4 Time-dependent analysis of B0s decays through the
b → ccs transition
As described in Sect. 5.2.3, time-dependent analysis of
decays such as B0s → J/ψφ probes the CP violating phase
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Table 30 Results from analyses
of B0 → D(∗)h0, D → CP
eigenstates decays
Experiment N (BB) SCP CCP Correlation
BABAR & Belle [361] 1243M 0.66 ± 0.10 ± 0.06 −0.02 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 −0.05
of B0s –B
0
s oscillations, φs .
27 The combination of results on
B0s → J/ψ φ decays, including also results from channels
such a B0s → J/ψ π+π− and B0s → D+s D−s decays, is dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.
5.5 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in colour-suppressed
b → cud transitions
5.5.1 Time-dependent CP asymmetries: b → cud decays
to CP eigenstates
Decays of B mesons to final states such as Dπ0 are governed
by b → cud transitions. If the final state is a CP eigenstate,
e.g. DCPπ0, the usual time-dependent formulae are recov-
ered, with the sine coefficient sensitive to sin(2β). Since there
is no penguin contribution to these decays, there is even less
associated theoretical uncertainty than for b → ccs decays
such as B → J/ψ K 0S . Such measurements therefore allow
to test the Standard Model prediction that the CP violation
parameters in b → cud transitions are the same as those in
b → ccs [358]. Although there is an additional contribution
from CKM suppressed b → ucd amplitudes, which have
a different weak phase compared to the leading b → cud
transition, the effect is small and can be taken into account
in the analysis [359,360].
Results are available from a joint analysis of BABAR
and Belle data [361]. The following CP-even final states are
included: Dπ0 and Dη with D → K 0S π0 and D → K 0Sω;
Dω with D → K 0S π0; D∗π0 and D∗η with D∗ → Dπ0
and D → K+K−. The following CP-odd final states are
included: Dπ0, Dη and Dω with D → K+K−, D∗π0 and
D∗η with D∗ → Dπ0 and D → K 0S π0. All B0 → D(∗)h0
decays are analysed together, taking into account the differ-
entCP factors (denoted D(∗)CPh0). The results are summarised
in Table 30.
27 We use φs here to denote the same quantity labelled φccss in Sect. 4.
It should not be confused with the parameter φ12 ≡ arg [−M12/12],
which historically was also often referred to as φs .
5.5.2 Time-dependent Dalitz-plot analyses of b → cud
decays
When multibody D decays, such as D → K 0S π+π− are used,
a time-dependent analysis of the Dalitz plot of the neutral D
decay allows for a direct determination of the weak phase 2β
or, equivalently, of both sin(2β) and cos(2β). This informa-
tion can be used to resolve the ambiguity in the measurement
of 2β from sin(2β) [362].
Results are available from a joint analysis of BABAR and
Belle data [270,271]. The decays B → Dπ0, B → Dη,
B → Dω, B → D∗π0 and B → D∗η are used. (This
collection of states is denoted by D(∗)h0.) The daughter
decays are D∗ → Dπ0 and D → K 0S π+π−. These
results supersede those from previous analyses done sepa-
rately by Belle [268] and BABAR [269] and are given in
Table 31. Treating β as a free parameter in the fit, the result
β = (22.5± 4.4± 1.2± 0.6)◦ is obtained. This corresponds
to an observation of CP violation (β = 0) at 5.1σ signifi-
cance, and evidence for cos(2β) > 0 at 3.7σ . The ambiguous
solution with cos(2β) < 0, corresponding to the solution for
sin(2β) from b → ccs transitions, is ruled out at 7.3σ .
A comparison of the results for sin(2β) from B0 →
D(∗)h0 decays, with D decays to CP eigenstates or to
D → K 0S π+π−, is shown in Fig. 15. Averaging these results
gives sin(2β) = 0.71 ± 0.09, which is consistent with, but
not as precise as, the value from b → ccs transitions.
A model-independent time-dependent analysis of B0 →
D(∗)h0 decays, with D → K 0S π+π−, has been performed by
Belle [272]. The decays B0 → Dπ0, B0 → Dη, B0 → Dη′,
B0 → Dω, B0 → D∗π0 and B0 → D∗η are used. The
results are also included in Table 31. From these results, Belle
disfavours the cos(2φ1) < 0 solution that corresponds to the
sin(2φ1) results from b → ccs transitions at 5.1 σ signifi-
cance. The solution with cos(2φ1) > 0 is consistent with the
data at the level of 1.3 σ . Note that due to the strong statisti-
cal and systematic correlations, model-dependent results and
model-independent results from the same experiment cannot
be combined.
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Table 31 Averages from B0 → D(∗)h0, D → K 0S π+π− analyses
Experiment N (BB) sin 2β cos 2β
Model-dependent
BABAR & Belle [270,271] 1240M 0.80 ± 0.14 ± 0.06 ± 0.03 0.91 ± 0.22 ± 0.09 ± 0.07
Model-independent
Belle [272] 772M 0.43 ± 0.27 ± 0.08 1.06 ± 0.33+0.21−0.15
Fig. 15 Averages of sin(2β)measured in colour-suppressed b → cud
transitions
5.6 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in b → ccd
transitions
The transition b → ccd can occur via either a b → c tree or
a b → d penguin amplitude. The flavour changing neutral
current b → d penguin can be mediated by any up-type
quark in the loop, and hence the amplitude can be written as
Ab→d = FuVubV ∗ud + FcVcbV ∗cd + FtVtbV ∗td= (Fu − Fc)VubV ∗ud + (Ft − Fc)VtbV ∗td ,
(157)
where Fu,c,t describe all factors, except CKM suppression,
in each quark loop diagram. In the last line, both terms are
O(λ3), exposing that the b → d penguin amplitude contains
terms with different weak phases at the same order of CKM
suppression.
In Eq. (157), we have chosen to eliminate the Fc term
using unitarity. However, we could equally well write
Ab→d = (Fu − Ft )VubV ∗ud + (Fc − Ft )VcbV ∗cd= (Fc − Fu)VcbV ∗cd + (Ft − Fu)VtbV ∗td .
(158)
Since the b → ccd tree amplitude has the weak phase of
VcbV ∗cd , either of the above expressions allows the penguin
amplitude to be decomposed into a part with the same weak
phase as the tree amplitude and a part with another weak
phase, which can be chosen to be either β or γ . The choice of
parametrisation cannot, of course, affect the physics [363].
In any case, if the tree amplitude dominates, there is little
sensitivity to any phase other than that from B0–B0 mixing.
The b → ccd transitions can be investigated with stud-
ies of various final states. Results are available from both
BABAR and Belle using the final states J/ψ π0, D+D−,
D∗+D∗− and D∗±D∓, and from LHCb using the final states
J/ψ ρ0 and D+D−; the averages of these results are given
in Tables 32 and 33. The results using the CP-even modes
J/ψ π0 and D+D− are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively,
with two-dimensional constraints shown in Fig. 18.
Results for the vector–vector mode J/ψ ρ0 are obtained
from a full time-dependent amplitude analysis of B0 →
Table 32 Averages for the b → ccd modes, B0 → J/ψπ0 and D+D−
Experiment Sample size SCP CCP Correlation
J/ψπ0
BABAR [364] N (BB) = 466M −1.23 ± 0.21 ± 0.04 −0.20 ± 0.19 ± 0.03 0.20
Belle [365] N (BB) = 772M −0.59 ± 0.19 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.14 +0.03−0.04 0.01
Average −0.86 ± 0.14 0.04 ± 0.12 0.08
Confidence level 0.04 (2.0σ)
D+D−
BABAR [267] N (BB) = 467M −0.65 ± 0.36 ± 0.05 −0.07 ± 0.23 ± 0.03 −0.01
Belle [297] N (BB) = 772M −1.06+0.21−0.14 ± 0.08 −0.43 ± 0.16 ± 0.05 −0.12
LHCb [366]
∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 −0.54 +0.17−0.16 ± 0.05 0.26+0.18−0.17 ± 0.02 0.48
Average −0.84 ± 0.12 −0.13 ± 0.10 0.18
Confidence level 0.027 (2.2σ)
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Fig. 16 Averages of (left) Sb→ccd and (right) Cb→ccd for the mode B0 → J/ψπ0
Fig. 17 Averages of (left) Sb→ccd and (right) Cb→ccd for the mode B0 → D+D−
Fig. 18 Averages of two b → ccd dominated channels, for which correlated averages are performed, in the SCP vs.CCP plane. (Left) B0 → J/ψπ0
and (right) B0 → D+D−
J/ψ π+π− decays. LHCb [266] finds a J/ψ ρ0 fit fraction
of 65.6 ± 1.9% and a longitudinal polarisation fraction of
56.7 ± 1.8% (uncertainties are statistical only; both results
are consistent with those from a time-integrated amplitude
analysis [277] where systematic uncertainties were also eval-
uated). Fits are performed to obtain 2βeff in the cases that
all transversity amplitudes are assumed to have the same CP
violation parameter. A separate fit is performed allowing dif-
ferent parameters. The results in the former case are presented
in terms of SCP and CCP in Table 33.
The vector–vector mode D∗+D∗− is found to be domi-
nated by the CP-even, longitudinally polarised component.
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Fig. 19 Averages of (left) Sb→ccd and (right) Cb→ccd for the mode B0 → D∗+D∗−
Fig. 20 Averages of (left) −ηSb→ccd interpreted as sin(2βeff ) and (right) Cb→ccd . The −ηSb→ccd figure compares the results to the world average
for −ηSb→ccs (see Sect. 5.4.1)
BABAR measures a CP-odd fraction of 0.158 ± 0.028 ±
0.006 [267], and Belle measures 0.138±0.024±0.006 [368].
These values are listed as R⊥ in Table 33, and are included
in the averages so that correlations are taken into account.28
BABAR has also performed an additional fit in which theCP-
even and CP-odd components have independent pairs of CP
violation parameters S and C . These results are included in
Table 33. Results using D∗+D∗− are shown in Fig. 19.
As discussed in Sect. 5.2.6, the most recent papers on the
non-CP eigenstate mode D∗±D∓ use the (A, S,S,C ,C)
set of parameters. Therefore, we perform the averages with
this choice, with results presented in Table 33.
In the absence of the penguin contribution (so-called tree
dominance), the time-dependent parameters are given by
Sb→ccd = −η sin(2β), Cb→ccd = 0, S+− = sin(2β + δ),
S−+ = sin(2β − δ), C+− = −C−+ and A = 0, where δ is
28 Note that the BABAR value given in Table 33 differs from the value
quoted here, since that in the table is not corrected for efficiency.
the strong phase difference between the D∗+D− and D∗−D+
decay amplitudes. In the presence of the penguin contribu-
tion, there is no straightforward interpretation in terms of
CKM parameters; however, CP violation in decay may be
observed through any of Cb→ccd = 0, C+− = −C−+ or
A+− = 0.
The averages for the b → ccd modes are shown in
Figs. 20 and 21. Results are consistent with tree dominance
and with the Standard Model, although the Belle results in
B0 → D+D− [369] show an indication of CP violation in
decay, and hence a non-zero penguin contribution. The aver-
age of Sb→ccd in each of the J/ψπ0, D+D− and D∗+D∗−
final states is more than 5σ away from zero, correspond-
ing to observations of CP violation in these decay channels.
Possible non-Gaussian effects due to some of the input mea-
surements being outside the physical region (S2CP+C2CP ≤ 1)
should, however, be borne in mind.
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Fig. 21 Compilation of constraints in the −ηSb→ccd , interpreted as
sin(2βeff ), vs. Cb→ccd plane
5.6.1 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0s decays
mediated by b → ccd transitions
Time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0s decays mediated by
b → ccd transitions provide a determination of 2βeffs , where
possible effects from penguin amplitudes may cause a shift
from the value of 2βs seen in b → ccs transitions. Results
in the b → ccd case, with larger penguin effects, can be
used together with flavour symmetries to derive limits on the
possible size of penguin effects in the b → ccs transitions
[370,371].
The parameters have been measured in B0s → J/ψ K 0S
decays by LHCb, as summarised in Table 34. The results
supersede an earlier measurement of the effective lifetime,
which is directly related to A , in the same mode [142].
Table 34 Measurements of CP violation parameters from B0s →
J/ψ K 0S
Experiment
∫ L dt SCP CCP A
LHCb[372]3 fb−10.49+0.77−0.65 ± 0.06−0.28 ± 0.41 ± 0.08−0.08 ± 0.40 ± 0.08
5.7 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in charmless
b → qqs transitions
Similarly to Eq. (157), the b → s penguin amplitude can be
written as
Ab→s = FuVubV ∗us + FcVcbV ∗cs + FtVtbV ∗ts
= (Fu − Fc)VubV ∗us + (Ft − Fc)VtbV ∗ts, (159)
using the unitarity of the CKM matrix to eliminate the Fc
term. In this case, the first term in the last line is O(λ4)while
the second is O(λ2). Therefore, in the Standard Model, this
amplitude is dominated byVtbV ∗ts , and to within a few degrees
(
∣∣δβeff ∣∣ ≡ ∣∣βeff − β∣∣  2◦ for β ≈ 20◦) the time-dependent
parameters can be written as29 Sb→qqs ≈ −η sin(2β),
Cb→qqs ≈ 0, assuming b → s penguin contributions only
(q = u, d, s).
Due to the suppression of the Standard Model amplitude,
contributions of additional diagrams from physics beyond
the Standard Model, with heavy virtual particles in the pen-
guin loops, may have observable effects. In general, these
contributions will affect the values of Sb→qqs and Cb→qqs .
A discrepancy between the values of Sb→ccs and Sb→qqs can
therefore provide a solid indication of non-Standard Model
physics [358,373–375].
However, there is an additional consideration to take into
account. The above argument assumes that only the b → s
penguin contributes to the b → qqs transition. For q = s
this is a good assumption, which neglects only rescattering
effects. However, for q = u there is a colour-suppressed
b → u tree diagram (of order O(λ4)), which has a different
weak (and possibly strong) phase. In the caseq = d, any light
neutral meson that is formed from dd also has a uu compo-
nent, and so again there is “tree pollution”. The B0 decays to
π0K 0S , ρ
0K 0S and ωK
0
S belong to this category. The mesons
φ, f0 and η′ are expected to have predominant ss compo-
sition, which reduces the relative size of the possible tree
pollution. If the inclusive decay B0 → K+K−K 0 (exclud-
ing φK 0) is dominated by a nonresonant three-body tran-
sition, an Okubo–Zweig–Iizuka-suppressed [376–378] tree-
level diagram can occur through insertion of an ss pair. The
corresponding penguin-type transition proceeds via insertion
of a uu pair, which is expected to be favoured over the ss
insertion by fragmentation models. Neglecting rescattering,




S ) has no
tree pollution [379]. Various estimates, using different theo-
retical approaches, of the values ofS = Sb→qqs − Sb→ccs
29 The presence of a small (O(λ2)) weak phase in the dominant
amplitude of the s penguin decays introduces a phase shift given by
Sb→qqs = −η sin(2β)(1 + ). Using the CKMfitter results for the
Wolfenstein parameters [260], one finds  0.033, which corresponds
to a shift of 2β of +2.1◦. Nonperturbative contributions can alter this
result.
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exist in the literature [380–393]. In general, there is agree-
ment that the modes φK 0, η′K 0 and K 0K 0K 0 are the clean-
est, with values of |S| at or below the few percent level,
with S usually predicted to be positive. Nonetheless, the
uncertainty is sufficient that interpretation is given here in
terms of sin(2βeff).
5.7.1 Time-dependent CP asymmetries: b → qqs decays
to CP eigenstates
The averages for −ηSb→qqs and Cb→qqs can be found in
Tables 35 and 36, and are shown in Figs. 22, 23 and 24.
Results from both BABAR and Belle are averaged for the
modes η′K 0 (K 0 indicates that both K 0S and K 0L are used)
Table 35 Averages of −ηSb→qqs and Cb→qqs . Where a third source of uncertainty is given, it is due to model uncertainties arising in Dalitz plot
analyses
Experiment N (BB) −ηSb→qqs Cb→qqs Correlation
φK 0
BABAR [281] 470M 0.66 ± 0.17 ± 0.07 0.05 ± 0.18 ± 0.05 –
Belle [280] 657M 0.90 +0.09−0.19 −0.04 ± 0.20 ± 0.10 ± 0.02 –
Average 0.74 +0.11−0.13 0.01 ± 0.14 Uncorrelated averages
η′K 0
BABAR [397] 467M 0.57 ± 0.08 ± 0.02 −0.08 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 0.03
Belle [398] 772M 0.68 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 −0.03 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 0.03
Average 0.63 ± 0.06 −0.05 ± 0.04 0.02






BABAR [399] 468M 0.94 +0.21−0.24 ± 0.06 −0.17 ± 0.18 ± 0.04 0.16
Belle [400] 535M 0.30 ± 0.32 ± 0.08 −0.31 ± 0.20 ± 0.07 –
Average 0.72 ± 0.19 −0.24 ± 0.14 0.09
Confidence level 0.26 (1.1σ)
π0K 0
BABAR [397] 467M 0.55 ± 0.20 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.13 ± 0.03 0.06
Belle [394] 657M 0.67 ± 0.31 ± 0.08 −0.14 ± 0.13 ± 0.06 −0.04
Average 0.57 ± 0.17 0.01 ± 0.10 0.02
Confidence level 0.37 (0.9σ)
ρ0K 0S
BABAR [284] 383M 0.35+0.26−0.31 ± 0.06 ± 0.03 −0.05 ± 0.26 ± 0.10 ± 0.03 –
Belle [285] 657M 0.64 +0.19−0.25 ± 0.09 ± 0.10 −0.03+0.24−0.23 ± 0.11 ± 0.10 –
Average 0.54 +0.18−0.21 −0.06 ± 0.20 Uncorrelated averages
ωK 0S
BABAR [397] 467M 0.55+0.26−0.29 ± 0.02 −0.52 +0.22−0.20 ± 0.03 0.03
Belle [401] 772M 0.91 ± 0.32 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.19 ± 0.05 −0.00
Average 0.71 ± 0.21 −0.04 ± 0.14 0.01
Confidence level 0.007 (2.7σ)
f0K 0
BABAR [281,284] – 0.74 +0.12−0.15 0.15 ± 0.16 –
Belle [280,285] – 0.63+0.16−0.19 0.13 ± 0.17 –
Average 0.69+0.10−0.12 0.14 ± 0.12 Uncorrelated averages
f2K 0S
BABAR [284] 383M 0.48 ± 0.52 ± 0.06 ± 0.10 0.28+0.35−0.40 ± 0.08 ± 0.07 –
fX K 0S
BABAR [284] 383M 0.20 ± 0.52 ± 0.07 ± 0.07 0.13+0.33−0.35 ± 0.04 ± 0.09 –
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Table 36 Averages of −ηSb→qqs and Cb→qqs (continued). Where a third source of uncertainty is given, it is due to model uncertainties arising in
Dalitz plot analyses
Experiment N (BB) −ηSb→qqs Cb→qqs Correlation
π0π0K 0S
BABAR [402] 227M −0.72 ± 0.71 ± 0.08 0.23 ± 0.52 ± 0.13 −0.02
Belle [403] 772M 0.92 +0.27−0.31 ± 0.11 −0.28 ± 0.21 ± 0.04 0.00
Average 0.66 ± 0.28 −0.21 ± 0.20 0.00
Confidence level 0.08 (1.8σ)
φK 0S π
0
BABAR [404] 465M 0.97+0.03−0.52 −0.20 ± 0.14 ± 0.06 –
π+π−K 0S nonresonant
BABAR [284] 383M 0.01 ± 0.31 ± 0.05 ± 0.09 0.01 ± 0.25 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 –
K+K−K 0
BABAR [281] 470M 0.65 ± 0.12 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.09 ± 0.03 –
Belle [280] 657M 0.76+0.14−0.18 0.14 ± 0.11 ± 0.08 ± 0.03 –









30 Results onφK 0S and K
+K−K 0S
(implicitly excluding φK 0S and f0K
0
S ) are taken from time-
dependent Dalitz plot analyses of K+K−K 0S ; results on
ρ0K 0S , f2K
0
S , fX K
0
S and π
+π−K 0S nonresonant are taken
from time-dependent Dalitz-plot analyses of π+π−K 0S (see
Sect. 5.7.2).31 The results on f0K 0S are from combinations of
both Dalitz plot analyses. BABAR has also presented results




Of these final states, φK 0S , η
′K 0S , π0K 0S , ρ0K 0S , ωK 0S














resonant have η = +1. The final state K+K−K 0S (with φK 0S
and f0K 0S implicitly excluded) is not a CP eigenstate, but
the CP content can be absorbed in the amplitude analysis to
allow the determination of a single effective S parameter. (In
earlier analyses of the K+K−K 0 final state, its CP compo-
sition was determined using an isospin argument [395] and
a moments analysis [396].)
The final state φK 0S π
0 is also not a CP eigenstate but its
CP-composition can be determined from an angular analy-
sis. Since the parameters are common to the B0 → φK 0S π0
and B0 → φK+π− decays (because only Kπ resonances
contribute), BABAR performed a simultaneous analysis of
the two final states [404] (see Sect. 5.7.3).
It must be noted that Q2B parameters extracted from
Dalitz-plot analyses are constrained to lie within the physi-
30 Belle [394] includes the π0K 0L final state together with π
0K 0S in
order to improve the constraint on the parameter of CP violation in
decay; these events cannot be used for time-dependent analysis.
31 Throughout this section, f0 ≡ f0(980) and f2 ≡ f2(1270). Details
of the assumed lineshapes of these states, and of the fX (which is taken
to have even spin), can be found in the relevant experimental papers
[280,281,284,285].
cal boundary (S2CP + C2CP < 1). Consequently, the obtained
uncertainties are highly non-Gaussian when the central value
is close to the boundary. This is particularly evident in the
BABAR results for B0 → f0K 0 with f0 → π+π− [284].
These results must be treated with caution.
As explained above, each of the modes listed in Tables 35
and 36 has potentially different subleading contributions
within the Standard Model, and thus each may have a dif-
ferent value of −ηSb→qqs . Therefore, there is no strong
motivation to make a combined average over the differ-
ent modes. We refer to such an average as a “naïve s-
penguin average.” It is naïve not only because the theoreti-
cal uncertainties are neglected, but also since possible cor-
relations of systematic effects between different modes are
not included. In spite of these caveats, there remains inter-
est in the value of this quantity and therefore it is given
here: 〈−ηSb→qqs〉 = 0.648 ± 0.038, with confidence level
0.63 (0.5σ). This value is in agreement with the average
−ηSb→ccs given in Sect. 5.4.1. The average for Cb→qqs is
〈Cb→qqs〉 = −0.003 ± 0.029 with a confidence level of
0.43 (0.8σ).
From Table 35 it may be noted that the averages for
−ηSb→qqs in φK 0S , η′K 0, f0K 0S and K+K−K 0S are all now
more than 5σ away from zero, so that CP violation in these
modes can be considered well established. There is no evi-
dence (above 2σ ) for CP violation in decay in any of these
b → qqs transitions.
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Fig. 22 (Top) Averages of (left) −ηSb→qqs , interpreted as
sin(2βeff and (right) Cb→qqs . The −ηSb→qqs figure com-
pares the results to the world average for −ηSb→ccs (see
Sect. 5.4.1). (Bottom) Same, but only averages for each mode
are shown. More figures are available from the HFLAV web
pages
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Fig. 23 Averages of four b → qqs dominated channels, for which cor-
related averages are performed, in the SCP vs. CCP plane, where SCP
has been corrected by the CP eigenvalue to give sin(2βeff ). (Top left)
B0 → φK 0, (top right) B0 → η′K 0, (bottom left) B0 → K 0S K 0S K 0S ,
(bottom right) B0 → π0K 0S . More figures are available from the
HFLAV web pages
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Fig. 24 Compilation of constraints in the −ηSb→qqs , interpreted as
sin(2βeff ), vs. Cb→qqs plane
5.7.2 Time-dependent Dalitz plot analyses:
B0 → K+K−K 0 and B0 → π+π−K 0S
As mentioned in Sect. 5.2.5 and above, both BABAR and
Belle have performed time-dependent Dalitz plot analyses
of B0 → K+K−K 0 and B0 → π+π−K 0S decays. The
results are summarised in Tables 37 and 38. Averages for
the B0 → f0K 0S decay, which contributes to both Dalitz
plots, are shown in Fig. 25. Results are presented in terms of
the effective weak phase (from mixing and decay) difference
βeff and the parameter of CP violation in decay A (A =
−C) for each of the resonant contributions. Note that Dalitz-
plot analyses, including all those included in these averages,
often suffer from ambiguous solutions – we quote the results
corresponding to those presented as “solution 1” in all cases.
Results on flavour-specific amplitudes that may contribute to
these Dalitz plots (such as K ∗+π−) are given in Sect. 8.
For the B0 → K+K−K 0 decay, both BABAR and Belle
measure the CP violation parameters for the φK 0, f0K 0
and “other K+K−K 0” amplitudes, where the latter includes
all remaining resonant and nonresonant contributions to the
charmless three-body decay. For the B0 → π+π−K 0S decay,
BABAR reports CP violation parameters for all of the CP
eigenstate components in the Dalitz plot model (ρ0K 0S , f0K
0
S ,
f2K 0S , fX K
0
S and nonresonant decays; see Sect. 5.2.5), while
Belle reports the CP violation parameters for only the ρ0K 0S
and f0K 0S amplitudes, although the Dalitz-plot models used
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Table 38 Results from time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of the B0 → π+π−K 0S decay. Correlations (not shown) are taken into account in the
average
Experiment N (BB) ρ0K 0S f0K
0
S
βeff A βeff A
BABAR [284] 383M (10.2 ± 8.9 ± 3.0 ± 1.9)◦ 0.05 ± 0.26 ± 0.10 ± 0.03 (36.0 ± 9.8 ± 2.1 ± 2.1)◦ −0.08 ± 0.19 ± 0.03 ± 0.04
Belle [285] 657M (20.0 +8.6−8.5 ± 3.2 ± 3.5)◦ 0.03+0.23−0.24 ± 0.11 ± 0.10 (12.7+6.9−6.5 ± 2.8 ± 3.3)◦ −0.06 ± 0.17 ± 0.07 ± 0.09
Average 16.4 ± 6.8 0.06 ± 0.20 20.6 ± 6.2 −0.07 ± 0.14
Confidence level 0.39 (0.9σ)
Experiment N (BB) f2K 0S fXK
0
S
βeff A βeff A
BABAR [284] 383M (14.9 ± 17.9 ± 3.1 ± 5.2)◦ −0.28+0.40−0.35 ± 0.08 ± 0.07 (5.8 ± 15.2 ± 2.2 ± 2.3)◦ −0.13+0.35−0.33 ± 0.04 ± 0.09
Experiment N (BB) B0 → π+π−K 0S nonresonant χc0K 0S
βeff A βeff A
BABAR [284] 383M (0.4 ± 8.8 ± 1.9 ± 3.8)◦ −0.01 ± 0.25 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 (23.2 ± 22.4 ± 2.3 ± 4.2)◦ 0.29+0.44−0.53 ± 0.03 ± 0.05
Fig. 25 Averages of (left) βeff ≡ φeff1 and (right) ACP for the B0 → f0K 0S decay including measurements from Dalitz plot analyses of both
B0 → K+K−K 0S and B0 → π+π−K 0S
5.7.3 Time-dependent analyses of B0 → φK 0S π0
The final state in the decay B0 → φK 0S π0 is a mixture
of CP-even and CP-odd amplitudes. However, since only
φK ∗0 resonant states contribute (in particular, φK ∗0(892),
φK ∗00 (1430) and φK ∗02 (1430) are seen), the composition
can be determined from the analysis of B → φK+π−
decays, assuming only that the ratio of branching fractions
B(K ∗0 → K 0S π0)/B(K ∗0 → K+π−) is the same for each
excited kaon state.
BABAR [404] has performed a simultaneous analysis of
B0 → φK 0S π0 and B0 → φK+π− decays that is time-
dependent for the former mode and time-integrated for the
latter. Such an analysis allows, in principle, all parameters of
the B0 → φK ∗0 system to be determined, including mixing-
induced CP violation effects. The latter is determined to
be φ00 = 0.28 ± 0.42 ± 0.04, where φ00 is half the
weak phase difference between B0 and B0 decays to the
φK ∗00 (1430) final state. As discussed above, this can also
be presented in terms of the Q2B parameter sin(2βeff00 ) =
sin(2β + 2φ00) = 0.97+0.03−0.52. The highly asymmetric
uncertainty arises due to the conversion from the phase to the
sine of the phase, and the proximity of the physical boundary.
Similar sin(2βeff) parameters can be defined for each of
the helicity amplitudes for bothφK ∗0(892) andφK ∗02 (1430).
However, the relative phases between these decays are con-
strained due to the nature of the simultaneous analysis of
B0 → φK 0S π0 and B0 → φK+π−, decays and therefore
these measurements are highly correlated. Instead of quot-
ing all these results, BABAR provides an illustration of the
measurements with the following differences:
sin(2β − 2δ01)− sin(2β) = −0.42 +0.26−0.34, (160)
sin(2β − 2φ‖1)− sin(2β) = −0.32 +0.22−0.30, (161)
sin(2β − 2φ⊥1)− sin(2β) = −0.30 +0.23−0.32, (162)
sin(2β − 2φ⊥1)− sin(2β − 2φ‖1) = 0.02 ± 0.23,
(163)
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sin(2β − 2δ02)− sin(2β) = −0.10 +0.18−0.29, (164)
where the first subscript indicates the helicity amplitude and
the second indicates the spin of the kaon resonance. For the
complete definitions of the δ and φ parameters, refer to
the BABAR paper [404].
Parameters of CP violation in decay for each of the con-
tributing helicity amplitudes can also be measured. Again,
these are determined from a simultaneous fit of B0 →
φK 0S π
0 and B0 → φK+π− decays, with the precision
being dominated by the statistics of the latter mode. Mea-
surements of CP violation in decay, obtained from decay-
time-integrated analyses, are tabulated in Sect. 8.
5.7.4 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0s → K+K−
The decay B0s → K+K− involves a b → uus transition, and
hence has both penguin and tree contributions. Both mixing-
induced and CP violation in decay effects may arise, and
additional input is needed to disentangle the contributions
and determine γ and βeffs . For example, the observables in
B0 → π+π− can be related using U-spin, as proposed in
Refs. [405,406].
The observables are Amix = SCP , Adir = −CCP , and
A . They are related by A2mix + A2dir + A2 = 1, but are
usually treated as independent (albeit correlated) free param-
eters in experimental analyses, since this approach yields
results with better statistical behavior. Note that the untagged
decay distribution, from which an “effective lifetime” can be
measured, retains sensitivity to A; measurements of the
B0s → K+K− effective lifetime have been made by LHCb
[117,140]. Compilations and averages of effective lifetimes
are performed by the HFLAV Lifetimes and Oscillations sub-
group, see Sect. 4.
The observables in B0s → K+K− have been measured by
LHCb [407]. The results are shown in Table 39, and corre-
spond to evidence for CP violation both in the interference
between mixing and decay, and in the B0s → K+K− decay.
Interpretations of an earlier set of results [408], in terms
of constraints on γ and 2βs , have been separately published
by LHCb [251].
5.7.5 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0s → φφ
The decay B0s → φφ involves a b → sss transition, and
hence is a “pure penguin” mode (in the limit that the φmeson
is considered a pure ss state). Since the mixing phase and the
decay phase are expected to cancel in the Standard Model, the
phase from the interference of mixing and decay is predicted
to be φs(φφ) = 0 with low uncertainty [409]. Due to the
vector–vector nature of the final state, angular analysis is
needed to separate the CP-even and CP-odd contributions.
Such an analysis also makes it possible to fit directly for
φs(φφ).
A constraint on φs(φφ) has been obtained by LHCb using
5 fb−1 [410]. The result isφs(φφ) = −0.06±0.13±0.03 rad,
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
systematic.
5.8 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in b → qqd
transitions
Decays such as B0 → K 0S K 0S are pure b → qqd penguin
transitions. As shown in Eq. (157), this diagram has different
contributing weak phases, and therefore the observables are
sensitive to their difference (which can be chosen to be either
β or γ ). Note that if the contribution with the top quark in
the loop dominates, the weak phase from the decay ampli-
tudes should cancel that from mixing, so that noCP violation
(neither mixing-induced nor in decay) occurs. Non-zero con-
tributions from loops with intermediate up and charm quarks
can result in both types of effect (as usual, a strong phase
difference is required for CP violation in decay to occur).
Both BABAR [411] and Belle [412] have performed time-
dependent analyses of B0 → K 0S K 0S decays. The results are
given in Table 40 and shown in Fig. 26.
Table 39 Results from
time-dependent analysis of the
B0s → K+K− decay
Experiment Sample size SCP CCP A
LHCb [407]
∫ L dt = 3.0 fb−1 0.18 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 0.20 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 −0.79 ± 0.07 ± 0.10
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Table 40 Results for
B0 → K 0S K 0S Experiment N (BB) SCP CCP Correlation
BABAR [411] 350M −1.28+0.80−0.73 +0.11−0.16 −0.40 ± 0.41 ± 0.06 −0.32
Belle [412] 657M −0.38+0.69−0.77 ± 0.09 0.38 ± 0.38 ± 0.05 0.48
Average −1.08 ± 0.49 −0.06 ± 0.26 0.14
Confidence level 0.29 (1.1σ)
Fig. 26 Averages of (left) SCP and (right) CCP for the mode B0 → K 0S K 0S
5.9 Time-dependent asymmetries in b → sγ transitions
The radiative decays b → sγ produce photons that are highly
polarised in the Standard Model. The decays B0 → Fγ and
B0 → Fγ , where F is a strange hadronic system, produce
photons with opposite helicities, and since the polarisation
is, in principle, observable, these final states cannot interfere.
The finite mass of the s quark introduces small corrections
to the limit of maximum polarisation, but any large mixing-
induced CP violation would be a signal for new physics.
Since a single weak phase dominates the b → sγ transition
in the Standard Model, the cosine term is also expected to be
small.
Atwood et al. [310] have shown that an inclusive analy-
sis of K 0S π
0γ can be performed, since the properties of the
decay amplitudes are independent of the angular momen-
tum of the K 0S π
0 system. However, if non-dipole operators
contribute significantly to the amplitudes, then the Standard
Model mixing-induced CP violation could be larger than
the naïve expectation S  −2(ms/mb) sin (2β) [311,312].
In this case, the CP parameters may vary over the K 0S π
0γ
Dalitz plot, for example, as a function of the K 0S π
0 invariant
mass.
With the above in mind, we quote two averages: one for
the final state K ∗(892)γ only, and one for the inclusive
K 0S π
0γ final state (including K ∗(892)γ ). If the Standard
Model dipole operator is dominant, both should give the same
CP-violation parameters (the latter, naturally, with smaller
statistical uncertainties). If not, care needs to be taken in
interpretation of the inclusive parameters, while the results
on the K ∗(892) resonance remain relatively clean. Results
from BABAR and Belle are used for both averages; both
experiments use the invariant-mass range 0.60 < MK 0Sπ0
<
1.80 GeV/c2 in the inclusive analysis.
In addition to the K 0S π
0γ decay, both BABAR and Belle
have presented results using the K 0S ργ mode, while BABAR
(Belle) has in addition presented results using the K 0S ηγ
(K 0S φγ ) channel. For the K
0
S ργ case, due to the non-
negligible width of the ρ0 meson, decays selected as B0 →
K 0S ρ
0γ can include a significant contribution from K ∗±π∓γ
decays, which are flavour-specific and do not have the same
oscillation phenomenology. Both BABAR and Belle measure
Seff for all B decay candidates with the ρ0 selection being
0.6 < m(π+π−) < 0.9 GeV/c2, obtaining 0.14±0.25+0.04−0.03
(BABAR) and 0.09±0.27+0.04−0.07 (Belle). These values are then
corrected for a “dilution factor” [413], that is evaluated with
different methods in the two experiments: BABAR [414,415]
obtains a dilution factor of −0.78+0.19−0.17, while Belle [416]
obtains+0.83+0.19−0.03. Until the discrepancy between these val-
ues is understood, the average of the results should be treated
with caution.
The results are given in Table 41, and shown in Figs. 27
and 28. No significant CP violation is seen; the results are
consistent with the Standard Model and with other measure-
ments in the b → sγ system (see Sect. 8).
A similar analysis can be performed for radiative B0s
decays to, for example, theφγ final state. As for other observ-
ables determined with self-conjugate final states produced in
B0s decays, the effective lifetime also provides sensitivity
to the underlying amplitudes, and can be determined with-
out tagging the initial flavour of the decaying meson. The
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Table 41 Averages for b → sγ
modes Experiment N (BB) SCP (b → sγ ) CCP (b → sγ ) Correlation
K ∗(892)γ
BABAR [417] 467M −0.03 ± 0.29 ± 0.03 −0.14 ± 0.16 ± 0.03 0.05
Belle [418] 535M −0.32 +0.36−0.33 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.24 ± 0.05 0.08
Average −0.16 ± 0.22 −0.04 ± 0.14 0.06
Confidence level 0.40 (0.9σ)
K 0S π
0γ (including K ∗(892)γ )
BABAR [417] 467M −0.17 ± 0.26 ± 0.03 −0.19 ± 0.14 ± 0.03 0.04
Belle [418] 535M −0.10 ± 0.31 ± 0.07 0.20 ± 0.20 ± 0.06 0.08
Average −0.15 ± 0.20 −0.07 ± 0.12 0.05
Confidence level 0.30 (1.0σ)
K 0S ηγ
BABAR [419] 465M −0.18+0.49−0.46 ± 0.12 −0.32 +0.40−0.39 ± 0.07 −0.17
Belle [420] 772M −1.32 ± 0.77 ± 0.36 0.48 ± 0.41 ± 0.07 −0.15
Average −0.49 ± 0.42 0.06 ± 0.29 −0.15
Confidence level 0.24 (1.2σ)
K 0S ρ
0γ
BABAR [415] 471M −0.18 ± 0.32 +0.06−0.05 −0.39 ± 0.20 +0.03−0.02 −0.09
Belle [416] 657M 0.11 ± 0.33+0.05−0.09 −0.05 ± 0.18 ± 0.06 0.04
Average −0.06 ± 0.23 −0.22 ± 0.14 −0.02
Confidence level 0.38 (0.9σ)
K 0S φγ
Belle [421] 772M 0.74 +0.72−1.05
+0.10
−0.24 −0.35 ± 0.58+0.10−0.23 –
Fig. 27 Averages of (left) Sb→sγ and (right) Cb→sγ . Recall that the data for K ∗γ is a subset of that for K 0S π0γ
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Fig. 28 Averages of four b → sγ dominated channels in the SCP vs. CCP plane. (Top left) B0 → K ∗γ , (top right) B0 → K 0S π0γ (including
K ∗γ ), (bottom left) B0 → K 0S ηγ , (bottom right) B0 → K 0S ρ0γ
LHCb collaboration has determined the associated parame-
ter A(φγ ) = −0.98+0.46−0.52 +0.23−0.20 [422].
5.10 Time-dependent asymmetries in b → dγ transitions
The formalism for the radiative decays b → dγ is much the
same as that for b → sγ discussed above. Assuming domi-
nance of the top quark in the loop, the weak phase in decay
should cancel with that from mixing, so that the mixing-
induced CP violation parameter SCP should be very small.
Corrections due to the finite light-quark mass are smaller
compared to b → sγ , since md < ms , but QCD corrections
of O (QCD/mb
)
may be sizable [311]. Large CP violation
effects could be seen through a non-zero value of Cb→dγ ,
since the top loop is not the only contribution.
Results using the mode B0 → ρ0γ are available from
Belle and are given in Table 42.
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Table 42 Averages for
B0 → ρ0γ Experiment N (BB) SCP CCP Correlation
Belle [423] 657M −0.83 ± 0.65 ± 0.18 0.44 ± 0.49 ± 0.14 −0.08
5.11 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in b → uud
transitions
The b → uud transition can be mediated by either a b → u
tree amplitude or a b → d penguin amplitude. These tran-
sitions can be investigated using the time dependence of B0
decays to final states containing light mesons. Results are
available from both BABAR and Belle for the CP eigen-
state (η = +1) π+π− final state and for the vector–vector
final state ρ+ρ−, which is found to be dominated by the
CP-even longitudinally polarised component (BABAR mea-
sures flong = 0.992±0.024 +0.026−0.013 [424], and Belle measures
flong = 0.988±0.012±0.023 [425]). BABAR has also per-
formed a time-dependent analysis of the vector–vector final
state ρ0ρ0 [426], in which flong = 0.70 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 is
determined; Belle measures a smaller branching fraction than
BABAR for B0 → ρ0ρ0 [427] with corresponding signal
yields too small to perform a time-dependent analysis, and
finds flong = 0.21+0.18−0.22 ± 0.13 for the longitudinal polarisa-
tion. LHCb has measured the branching fraction and longi-
tudinal polarisation for B0 → ρ0ρ0, and for the latter finds
flong = 0.745+0.048−0.058±0.034 [428], but has not yet performed
a time-dependent analysis of this decay. The Belle measure-
ment for flong is thus in some tension with the other results.
Both BABAR and Belle have furthermore performed time-
dependent analyses of the B0 → a±1 π∓ decay [429,430];
BABAR in addition has reported further experimental input
for the extraction of α from this channel in a later publication
[431].
Table 43 Averages for b → uud modes
Experiment Sample size SCP CCP Correlation
π+π−
BABAR [432] N (BB) = 467M −0.68 ± 0.10 ± 0.03 −0.25 ± 0.08 ± 0.02 −0.06
Belle [433] N (BB) = 772M −0.64 ± 0.08 ± 0.03 −0.33 ± 0.06 ± 0.03 −0.10
LHCb [407]
∫ L dt = 3.0 fb−1 −0.63 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 −0.34 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 0.45
Average −0.63 ± 0.04 −0.32 ± 0.04 0.21
Confidence level 0.90 (0.1σ)
ρ+ρ−
BABAR [424] N (BB) = 387M −0.17 ± 0.20 +0.05−0.06 0.01 ± 0.15 ± 0.06 −0.04
Belle [425] N (BB) = 772M −0.13 ± 0.15 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.10 ± 0.06 −0.02
Average −0.14 ± 0.13 0.00 ± 0.09 −0.02
Confidence level 0.99 (0.02σ)
ρ0ρ0
BABAR [426] N (BB) = 465M 0.3 ± 0.7 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.8 ± 0.3 −0.04
Experiment N (BB) Aa1πCP Ca1π Sa1π Ca1π Sa1π
a±1 π∓
BABAR [429] 384M −0.07 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 −0.10 ± 0.15 ± 0.09 0.37 ± 0.21 ± 0.07 0.26 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 −0.14 ± 0.21 ± 0.06
Belle [430] 772M −0.06 ± 0.05 ± 0.07 −0.01 ± 0.11 ± 0.09 −0.51 ± 0.14 ± 0.08 0.54 ± 0.11 ± 0.07 −0.09 ± 0.14 ± 0.06
Average −0.06 ± 0.06 −0.05 ± 0.11 −0.20 ± 0.13 0.43 ± 0.10 −0.10 ± 0.12
Confidence level 0.03 (2.1σ)
Experiment N (BB) A−+a1π A+−a1π Correlation
BABAR [429] 384M 0.07 ± 0.21 ± 0.15 0.15 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 0.63
Belle [430] 772M −0.04 ± 0.26 ± 0.19 0.07 ± 0.08 ± 0.10 0.61
Average 0.02 ± 0.20 0.10 ± 0.10 0.38
Confidence level 0.92 (0.1σ)
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Fig. 29 Averages of (left) SCP and (right) CCP for the mode B0 → π+π−
Fig. 30 Averages of (left) SCP and (right) CCP for the mode B0 → ρ+ρ−
Fig. 31 Averages of b → uud dominated channels, for which correlated averages are performed, in the SCP vs. CCP plane. (Left) B0 → π+π−
and (right) B0 → ρ+ρ−
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Fig. 32 Averages ofCP violation parameters in B0 → a±1 π∓ in A−+a1π
vs. A+−a1π space
Results and averages of time-dependent CP violation
parameters in b → uud transitions are listed in Table 43.
The averages for π+π− are shown in Fig. 29, and those for
ρ+ρ− are shown in Fig. 30, with the averages in the SCP vs.
CCP plane shown in Fig. 31, and averages of CP violation
parameters in B0 → a±1 π∓ decay shown in Fig. 32.
If the penguin contribution is negligible, the time-dependent
parameters for B0 → π+π− and B0 → ρ+ρ− are given by
Sb→uud = η sin(2α) and Cb→uud = 0. In the presence of
the penguin contribution, CP violation in decay may arise,
and there is no straightforward interpretation of Sb→uud and
Cb→uud . An isospin analysis [434] can be used to disentan-
gle the contributions and extract α, as discussed further in
Sect. 5.11.1.
For the non-CP eigenstate ρ±π∓, both BABAR [291]
and Belle [293,294] have performed time-dependent Dalitz-
plot analyses of the π+π−π0 final state [289]; such analy-
ses allow direct measurements of the phases. Both experi-
ments have measured the U and I parameters discussed in
Sect. 5.2.5 and defined in Table 23. We have performed a full
correlated average of these parameters, the results of which
are summarised in Fig. 33.
Both experiments have also extracted the Q2B parame-
ters for the ρπ channels. We have performed a full correlated
average of these parameters, which is equivalent to determin-
ing the values from the averaged U and I parameters. The
Fig. 33 Summary of the U and I parameters measured in the time-dependent B0 → π+π−π0 Dalitz plot analysis
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Table 44 Averages of quasi-two-body parameters extracted from time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of B0 → π+π−π0
Experiment N (BB) AρπCP Cρπ Sρπ Cρπ Sρπ
BABAR [292] 471M −0.10 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.06 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.08 ± 0.03 0.23 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.08 ± 0.04
Belle [293,294] 449M −0.12 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 −0.13 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.13 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.10 ± 0.05 −0.08 ± 0.13 ± 0.05
Average −0.11 ± 0.03 −0.03 ± 0.06 0.06 ± 0.07 0.27 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.08
Confidence level 0.63 (0.5σ)
Experiment N (BB) A−+ρπ A+−ρπ Correlation
BABAR [292] 471M −0.12 ± 0.08+0.04−0.05 0.09+0.05−0.06 ± 0.04 0.55
Belle [293,294] 449M 0.08 ± 0.16 ± 0.11 0.21 ± 0.08 ± 0.04 0.47
Average −0.08 ± 0.08 0.13 ± 0.05 0.37
Confidence level 0.47 (0.7σ)
Experiment N (BB) Cρ0π0 Sρ0π0 Correlation
BABAR [292] 471M 0.19 ± 0.23 ± 0.15 −0.37 ± 0.34 ± 0.20 0.00
Belle [293,294] 449M 0.49 ± 0.36 ± 0.28 0.17 ± 0.57 ± 0.35 0.08
Average 0.27 ± 0.24 −0.23 ± 0.34 0.02
Confidence level 0.68 (0.4σ)
Fig. 34 Averages of (left) Sb→uud and (right) Cb→uud for the mode B0 → ρ0π0
results are given in Table 44.32 Averages of the B0 → ρ0π0
Q2B parameters are shown in Figs. 34 and 35.
With the notation described in Sect. 5.2 (Eq. (134)), the
time-dependent parameters for the Q2B B0 → ρ±π∓ analy-


















and Cρπ = AρπCP = 0, where δ = arg(A−+A∗+−) is the
strong phase difference between the ρ−π+ and ρ+π− decay
amplitudes. In the presence of penguin contributions, there
is no straightforward interpretation of the Q2B observables
32 The B0 → ρ±π∓ Q2B parameters are comparable to the parameters
used for B0 → a±1 π∓ decays, reported in Table 43. For the B0 →
a±1 π∓ case there has not yet been a full amplitude analysis of B0 →
π+π−π+π− and therefore only the Q2B parameters are available.
in the B0 → ρ±π∓ system in terms of CKM parameters.
However,CP violation in decay may arise, resulting in either
or both ofCρπ = 0 andAρπCP = 0. Equivalently,CP violation
in decay may be detected via deviation from zero of either of
the decay-type-specific observables A+−ρπ and A−+ρπ , defined
in Eq. (135). Results and averages for these parameters are
also given in Table 44. Averages of CP violation parameters
in B0 → ρ±π∓ decays are shown in Fig. 36, both in AρπCP
vs. Cρπ space and in A−+ρπ vs. A+−ρπ space.
The averages for Sb→uud and Cb→uud in B0 → π+π−
decays are both more than 5σ away from zero, suggest-
ing that both mixing-induced and CP violation in decay are
well-established in this channel. The discrepancy between
results from BABAR and Belle that used to exist in this
channel (see, for example, Ref. [435]) is no longer appar-
ent, and the results from LHCb are also fully consistent
with other measurements. Some difference is, however, seen
between the BABAR and Belle measurements in the a±1 π∓
system. The confidence level of the five-dimensional aver-
age is 0.03, which corresponds to a 2.1σ discrepancy. As
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Fig. 35 Averages of b → uud dominated channels, for the mode
B0 → ρ0π0 in the SCP vs. CCP plane
seen in Table 43, this discrepancy is primarily in the values
of Sa1π , and is not evident in the A−+a1π vs. A+−a1π projection
shown in Fig. 32. Since there is no evidence of underestima-
tion of uncertainties in either analysis, we do not rescale the
uncertainties of the averages.
In B0 → ρ±π∓ decays, both experiments see an indica-
tion ofCP violation in theAρπCP parameter (as seen in Fig. 36).
The average is more than 3σ from zero, providing evidence of
CP violation in decay in this channel. In B0 → ρ+ρ− decays
there is no evidence for CP violation, either mixing-induced
or in decay. The absence of evidence of penguin contributions
in this mode leads to strong constraints on α ≡ φ2.
5.11.1 Constraints on α ≡ φ2
The precision of the measured CP violation parameters in
b → uud transitions allows constraints to be set on the UT
angle α ≡ φ2. Constraints have been obtained with various
methods:
• Both BABAR [432] and Belle [433] have performed
isospin analyses in the ππ system. Belle excludes
23.8◦ < φ2 < 66.8◦ at 68% CL while BABAR gives
a confidence level interpretation for α, and constrain α ∈
[71◦, 109◦] at 68% CL. Values in the range [23◦, 67◦]
are excluded at 90% CL. In both cases, only solutions in
0◦–180◦ are quoted.
• Both experiments have also performed isospin anal-
yses in the ρρ system. The most recent result from
BABAR is given in an update of the measurements of





. The most recent result from Belle
is given in their paper on time-dependent CP violation
Fig. 36 CP violation in B0 → ρ±π∓ decays. (Left) AρπCP vs. Cρπ space, (right) A−+ρπ vs. A+−ρπ space
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parameters in B0 → ρ+ρ− decays, and sets the con-
straint φ2 = (93.7 ± 10.6)◦ [425].
• The time-dependent Dalitz-plot analysis of the B0 →
π+π−π0 decay allows a determination of α without
input from any other channels. BABAR [292] presents a
scan, but not an interval, for α, since their studies indicate
that the scan is not statistically robust and cannot be inter-
preted in terms of 1-CL. Belle [293,294] has obtained a
constraint on α using additional information from SU(2)
relations between B → ρπ decay amplitudes, which
can be used to constrain α via an isospin pentagon rela-
tion [437]. With this analysis, Belle obtains the constraint
φ2 = (83+12−23)◦.
• The results from BABAR on B0 → a±1 π∓ [429]
can be combined with results from modes related by
flavour symmetries (a1K and K1π ) [438]. This has been
done by BABAR [431], resulting in the constraint α =
(79 ± 7 ± 11)◦, where the first uncertainty is from the
analysis of B0 → a±1 π∓ that obtains αeff , and the sec-
ond is due to the constraint on
∣∣αeff − α∣∣. This approach
gives a result with several ambiguous solutions; only the
one that is consistent with other determinations of α and
with global fits to the CKM matrix parameters is quoted
here.
• The CKMfitter [260] and UTFit [351] groups use the
measurements from Belle and BABAR given above with
other branching fractions and CP asymmetries in B →
ππ , πππ0 and ρρ modes to perform isospin analyses for
each system, and to obtain combined constraints on α.
• The BABAR and Belle collaborations have combined
their results on B → ππ , πππ0 and ρρ decays to obtain
[439]
α ≡ φ2 = (88 ± 5)◦ . (166)
The above solution is that consistent with the Standard
Model (there exists an ambiguous solution, shifted by
180◦). The strongest constraint currently comes from the
B → ρρ system. The inclusion of results from B0 →
a±1 π∓ does not significantly affect the average.
• All results for α ≡ φ2 based on isospin symmetry have a
theoretical uncertainty due to possible isospin-breaking
effects. This is expected to be small,  1◦ [440–442], but
is hard to quantify reliably and is usually not included in
the quoted uncertainty.
Note that methods based on isospin symmetry make exten-
sive use of measurements of branching fractions and CP
asymmetries, for which averages are reported in Sect. 8. Note
also that each method suffers from discrete ambiguities in
the solutions. The model assumption in the B0 → π+π−π0
analysis helps resolve some of the multiple solutions, and
results in a single preferred value forα in [0, π ]. All the above
Table 45 List of measurements used in the α combination. Results are
obtained from either time-dependent (TD) CP asymmetries of decays
to CP eigenstates or vector–vector final states, or time-integrated CP
asymmetry measurements (CP). Results from time-dependent asymme-
tries in decays to self-conjugate three-body final states (TD-Dalitz) are
also used in the form of the U and I parameters defined in Table 23
B decay Method Parameters Experiment Reference
B0 → π+π− TD SCP , CCP BABAR [432]
Belle [433]
LHCb [407]
B0 → π0π0 CP CCP BABAR [432]
Belle [444]
B0 → ρ+ρ− TD SCP , CCP BABAR [424]
Belle [425]
B0 → ρ0ρ0 TD SCP , CCP BABAR [426]
B0 → π+π−π0 TD-Dalitz {U, I } BABAR [292]
Belle [293]
Table 46 List of the auxiliary inputs used in the α combination
Particle/decay Parameters Source Reference
B+/B0 τ(B+)/τ(B0) HFLAV Section 4
B0 → π+π− BR HFLAV Section 8
B0 → π0π0 BR HFLAV Section 8
B± → π±π0 BR HFLAV Section 8
B0 → ρ+ρ− BR, fL HFLAV Section 8
B0 → ρ0ρ0 BR, fL HFLAV Section 8
B± → ρ±ρ0 BR, fL HFLAV Section 8
Table 47 Averages of α ≡ φ2
split by B meson decay mode.
Only solutions consistent with
the obtained world average are
shown
Decay Mode Value
B → ππ (84 +21−6 )◦
(98+7−20)◦
B → ρρ (91 ± 6)◦
B0 → (ρπ)0 (53+8−10)◦
measurements correspond to the choice that is in agreement
with the global CKM fit.
Independently from the constraints on α ≡ φ2 obtained
by the experiments, the results summarised in Sect. 5.11 are
statistically combined to produce world average constraints
on α ≡ φ2. The combination is performed with the Gam-
maCombo framework [443] and follows a frequentist pro-
cedure, similar to that used by BABAR and Belle [439], and
described in detail in Ref. [442].
The input measurements used in the combination are those
listed above and are summarised in Table 45. Additional
inputs, summarised in Table 46, for the branching fractions
and (for ρρ) polarisation fractions, for the relevant modes
and their isospin partners are taken from Sect. 8, whilst the
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Fig. 37 World average of α ≡ φ2, in terms of 1−CL, split by decay
mode
ratio of B+ to B0 lifetimes is taken from Sect. 4. Individ-
ual measurements are used as inputs, rather than the HFLAV
averages, in order to facilitate cross-checks and to ensure the
most appropriate treatment of correlations. A combination
based on HFLAV averages gives consistent results. Results
on B0 → a±1 π∓ decays are not included, as to do so requires
additional theoretical assumptions, but as shown in Ref. [439]
this does not significantly affect the average.
The fit has aχ2 of 16.4 with 51 observables and 24 parame-
ters. Using the χ2 distribution, this corresponds to a p-value
of 94.4% (or 0.1σ ). A coverage check with pseudoexperi-
ments gives a p-value of (92.9 ± 0.3)%.
The obtained world average for the Unitarity Triangle
angle α ≡ φ2 is





An ambiguous solution also exists at α ≡ φ2 ⇔ α + π ≡
φ2 + π . The quoted uncertainty does not include effects due
to isospin-breaking. A secondary minimum close to zero is
disfavoured, as discussed in Ref. [442]. Results split by decay
mode are shown in Table 47 and Fig. 37.
5.12 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in b → cud/ucd
transitions
Non-CP eigenstates such as D∓π±, D∗∓π± and D∓ρ± can
be produced in decays of B0 mesons either via Cabibbo-
favoured (b → c) or doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed (b → u)
tree amplitudes. Since no penguin contribution is possible,
these modes are theoretically clean. The ratio of the magni-
tudes of the suppressed and favoured amplitudes, R, is suffi-
ciently small (predicted to be about 0.02), that O(R2) terms
can be neglected, and the sine terms give sensitivity to the
combination of UT angles 2β + γ .
As described in Sect. 5.2.6, the averages are given in terms
of the parameters a and c of Eq. (139). CP violation would
appear as a = 0. Results for the D∓π± mode are available
from BABAR, Belle and LHCb, while for D∗∓π± BABAR
and Belle have results with both full and partial reconstruc-
tion techniques. Results are also available from BABAR
using D∓ρ±. These results, and their averages, are listed in
Table 48 and shown in Fig. 38. It is notable that the average
Table 48 Averages for b → cud/ucd modes
Experiment Sample size a c Correlation
D∓π±
BABAR (full rec.) [300] N (BB) = 232M −0.010 ± 0.023 ± 0.007 −0.033 ± 0.042 ± 0.012 —
Belle (full rec.) [304] N (BB) = 386M −0.050 ± 0.021 ± 0.012 0.019 ± 0.021 ± 0.012 —
LHCb [306]
∫ L dt = 3.0 fb−1 −0.048 ± 0.018 ± 0.005 0.010 ± 0.009 ± 0.008 −0.46 (syst)
Average −0.038 ± 0.013 0.009 ± 0.010 −0.05
Confidence level 0.56 (0.6σ)
D∗∓π±
BABAR (full rec.) [300] N (BB) = 232M −0.040 ± 0.023 ± 0.010 0.049 ± 0.042 ± 0.015
BABAR (partial rec.) [301] N (BB) = 232M −0.034 ± 0.014 ± 0.009 −0.019 ± 0.022 ± 0.013
Belle (full rec.) [304] N (BB) = 386M −0.039 ± 0.020 ± 0.013 −0.011 ± 0.020 ± 0.013
Belle (partial rec.) [303] N (BB) = 657M −0.046 ± 0.013 ± 0.015 −0.015 ± 0.013 ± 0.015
Average −0.039 ± 0.010 −0.010 ± 0.013
Confidence level 0.97 (0.03σ) 0.59 (0.6σ)
D∓ρ±
BABAR (full rec.) [300] N (BB) = 232M −0.024 ± 0.031 ± 0.009 −0.098 ± 0.055 ± 0.018
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Fig. 38 Averages for b → cud/ucd modes
value of a from D∗π is more than 3σ from zero, providing
evidence of CP violation in this channel.
For each mode, Dπ , D∗π and Dρ, there are two mea-
surements (a and c, or S+ and S−) that depend on three
unknowns (R, δ and 2β + γ ), of which two are different for
each decay mode. Therefore, there is not enough informa-
tion to solve directly for 2β+γ . Constraints can be obtained
if one is willing to use theoretical input on the values of R
and/or δ. One popular choice is the use of SU(3) symme-
try to obtain R by relating the suppressed decay mode to B
decays involving Ds mesons. More details can be found in
Refs. [305,445–448].
5.13 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in b → cus/ucs
transitions
5.13.1 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in
B0 → D∓K 0S π±
Time-dependent analyses of transitions such as B0 →
D∓K 0S π± can be used to probe sin(2β + γ ) in a similar
way to that discussed above (Sect. 5.12). Since the final state
contains three particles, a Dalitz-plot analysis is necessary
to maximise the sensitivity. BABAR [449] has carried out
such an analysis, finding 2β + γ = (83 ± 53 ± 20)◦ (with
an ambiguity 2β + γ ↔ 2β + γ + π ) assuming the ratio of
the b → u and b → c amplitude to be constant across the
Dalitz plot at 0.3.
5.13.2 Time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0s → D∓s K±
Time-dependent analysis of B0s → D∓s K± decays can be
used to determine γ − 2βs [450,451]. Compared to the situ-
ation for B0 → D(∗)∓π± decays discussed in Sect. 5.12, the
larger value of the ratio R of the magnitudes of the suppressed
and favoured amplitudes allows it to be determined from the
data. Moreover, the non-zero value ofs allows the deter-
mination of additional terms, labelled A and A , that
break ambiguities in the solutions for γ − 2βs .
LHCb [308] has measured the time-dependent CP viola-
tion parameters in B0s → D∓s K± decays, using 3.0 fb−1 of
data. The results are given in Table 49, and correspond to
3.8 σ evidence for CP violation in the interference between
mixing and B0s → D∓s K± decays. From these results, and
the world average constraint on 2βs [1], LHCb determine
γ = (128+17−22)◦, δDsK = (358+13−14)◦ and RDsK = 0.37+0.10−0.09.
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Table 49 Results for B0s → D∓s K±
Experiment
∫ L dt C A A S S
LHCb [308] 3 fb−1 0.73 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.28 ± 0.15 0.31 ± 0.28 ± 0.15 −0.52 ± 0.20 ± 0.07 −0.49 ± 0.20 ± 0.07
5.14 Rates and asymmetries in B → D(∗)K (∗) decays
As explained in Sect. 5.2.7, rates and asymmetries in B+ →
D(∗)K (∗)+ decays are sensitive to γ , and have negligible the-
oretical uncertainty [323]. Various methods using different
D(∗) final states have been used.
5.14.1 D decays to CP eigenstates
Results are available from BABAR, Belle, CDF and LHCb
on GLW analyses in the decay mode B+ → DK+. All
experiments use the CP-even D decay final states K+K−
and π+π−; BABAR and Belle in addition use the CP-odd
decay modes K 0S π
0, K 0Sω and K
0
S φ, though care is taken to
avoid statistical overlap with the K 0S K
+K− sample used for
Dalitz plot analyses (see Sect. 5.14.4). BABAR and Belle
also have results in the decay mode B+ → D∗K+, using
both the D∗ → Dπ0 decay, for which CP(D∗) = CP(D),
and the D∗ → Dγ decay, for which CP(D∗) = −CP(D).
LHCb also has results in the B+ → D∗K+ decay mode,
exploiting a partial reconstruction technique in which the π0
or γ produced in the D∗ decay is not explicitly reconstructed.
Results obtained with this technique have significant correla-
tions, and therefore a correlated average is performed for the
B+ → D∗K+ observables. In addition, BABAR and LHCb
have results in the decay mode B+ → DK ∗+, and LHCb has
results in the decay mode B+ → DK+π+π−. In many cases
LHCb presents results separately for the cases of D decay
to K+K− and π+π− to allow for possible effects related
to D0–D0 mixing and CP violation in charm decays [452],
which, however, are known to be small and are neglected in
our averages. These separate results are presented together
with their combination, as provided in the LHCb publica-
tions, where possible. The results and averages are given in
Table 50 and shown in Fig. 39. LHCb has performed a GLW
analysis using the B0 → DK ∗0 decay with the CP-even
D → K+K− and D → π+π− channels, which are also
included in Table 50.
As pointed out in Refs. [326,327], a Dalitz plot analysis of
B0 → DK+π− decays provides more sensitivity to γ ≡ φ3
than the Q2B DK ∗0 approach. The analysis provides direct
sensitivity to the hadronic parameters rB and δB associated
with the B0 → DK ∗0 decay amplitudes, rather than effective
hadronic parameters averaged over the K ∗0 selection window
as in the Q2B case.
Such an analysis has been performed by LHCb. A simul-
taneous fit is performed to the B0 → DK+π− Dalitz
plots with the neutral D meson reconstructed in the K+π−,
K+K− and π+π− final states. The reported results in
Table 51 are for the Cartesian parameters, defined in Eq. (153)
associated with the B0 → DK ∗(892)0 decay. Note that,
since the measurements use overlapping data samples, these
results cannot be combined with the LHCb results for
GLW observables in B0 → DK ∗(892)0 decays reported
in Table 50.
LHCb uses these results to obtain confidence levels for γ ,
rB(DK ∗0) and δB(DK ∗0). In addition, results are reported
for the hadronic parameters needed to relate these results to
Q2B measurements of B0 → DK ∗(892)0 decays, where
a selection window of m(K+π−) within 50 MeV/c2 of the
pole mass and helicity angle satisfying
∣∣cos(θK ∗0)
∣∣ > 0.4 is
assumed. These parameters are the coherence factor κ , the
ratio of Q2B and amplitude level rB values, RB = r B/rB ,
and the difference between Q2B and amplitude level δB val-
ues, δB = δB − δB . LHCb [462] obtains
κ = 0.958+0.005−0.010 +0.002−0.045 , RB = 1.02 +0.03−0.01 ± 0.06 ,
δB = 0.02 +0.03−0.02 ± 0.11. (168)
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Table 50 Averages from GLW analyses of b → cus/ucs modes. The sample size is given in terms of number of BB pairs, N (BB), for the e+e−
B factory experiments BABAR and Belle, and in terms of integrated luminosity,




ACP+ ACP− RCP+ RCP−
B+ → DCP K+
BABAR [453] 467M 0.25 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 −0.09 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 1.18 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 1.07 ± 0.08 ± 0.04
Belle [454] 275M 0.06 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 −0.12 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 1.13 ± 0.16 ± 0.08 1.17 ± 0.14 ± 0.14
CDF [455] 1 fb−1 0.39 ± 0.17 ± 0.04 – 1.30 ± 0.24 ± 0.12 –
LHCb KK [456] 5 fb−1 0.126 ± 0.014 ± 0.002 – 0.988 ± 0.015 ± 0.011 –
LHCb ππ [456] 5 fb−1 0.115 ± 0.025 ± 0.007 – 0.992 ± 0.027 ± 0.015 –
LHCb average [456] 5 fb−1 0.124 ± 0.012 ± 0.002 – 0.989 ± 0.013 ± 0.010 –
Average 0.129 ± 0.012 −0.10 ± 0.07 0.996 ± 0.016 1.09 ± 0.08
Confidence level 0.17 (1.4σ) 0.86 (0.2σ) 0.26 (1.1σ) 0.65 (0.5σ)
B+ → D∗CP K+
BABAR [457] 383M −0.11 ± 0.09 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.10 ± 0.02 1.31 ± 0.13 ± 0.03 1.09 ± 0.12 ± 0.04
Belle [454] 275M −0.20 ± 0.22 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.30 ± 0.08 1.41 ± 0.25 ± 0.06 1.15 ± 0.31 ± 0.12
LHCb [456] 5 fb−1 −0.151 ± 0.033 ± 0.011 0.276 ± 0.094 ± 0.047 1.138 ± 0.029 ± 0.016 0.902 ± 0.087 ± 0.112
Average −0.142 ± 0.032 0.15 ± 0.07 1.140 ± 0.031 1.03 ± 0.09
Confidence level 0.67 (0.4σ)
B+ → DCP K ∗+
BABAR [458] 379M 0.09 ± 0.13 ± 0.06 −0.23 ± 0.21 ± 0.07 2.17 ± 0.35 ± 0.09 1.03 ± 0.27 ± 0.13
LHCb KK [459] 4.8 fb−1 0.06 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 – 1.22 ± 0.09 ± 0.01 –
LHCb ππ [459] 4.8 fb−1 0.15 ± 0.13 ± 0.02 – 1.08 ± 0.14 ± 0.03 –
LHCb average [459] 4.8 fb−1 0.08 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 – 1.18 ± 0.08 ± 0.02 –
Average 0.08 ± 0.06 −0.23 ± 0.22 1.22 ± 0.07 1.03 ± 0.30
Confidence level 0.83 (0.2σ) 0.02 (2.3σ)
B+ → DCP K+π+π−
LHCb KK [460] 3 fb−1 −0.045 ± 0.064 ± 0.011 – 1.043 ± 0.069 ± 0.034 –
LHCb ππ [460] 3 fb−1 −0.054 ± 0.101 ± 0.011 – 1.035 ± 0.108 ± 0.038 –
LHCb average [460] 3 fb−1 −0.048 ± 0.055 – 1.040 ± 0.064 –
B0 → DCP K ∗0
LHCb KK [461] 3 fb−1 −0.20 ± 0.15 ± 0.02 – 1.05+0.17−0.15 ± 0.04 –
LHCb ππ [461] 3 fb−1 −0.09 ± 0.22 ± 0.02 – 1.21+0.28−0.25 ± 0.05 –
Average −0.16 ± 0.12 – 1.10 ± 0.14 –
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Fig. 39 Averages of ACP and RCP from GLW analyses
Table 51 Results from Dalitz plot analysis of B0 → DK+π− decays with D → K+K− and π+π−
Experiment
∫ L dt x+ y+ x− y−
LHCb [462] 3 fb−1 0.04 ± 0.16 ± 0.11 −0.47 ± 0.28 ± 0.22 −0.02 ± 0.13 ± 0.14 −0.35 ± 0.26 ± 0.41
5.14.2 D decays to quasi-CP eigenstates
As discussed in Sect. 5.2.7, if a multibody neutral D meson
decay can be shown to be dominated by one CP eigenstate,
it can be used in a “GLW-like” (sometimes called “quasi-
GLW”) analysis [331]. The same observables RCP , ACP as
for the GLW case are measured, but an additional factor of
(2F+−1), where F+ is the fractionalCP-even content, enters
the expressions relating these observables to γ ≡ φ3. The
F+ factors have been measured using CLEO-c data to be
F+(π+π−π0) = 0.973±0.017, F+(K+K−π0) = 0.732±
0.055, F+(π+π−π+π−) = 0.737 ± 0.028 [463].
The GLW-like observables for B+ → DK+ with D →
π+π−π0, K+K−π0 and D → π+π−π+π− have been
Table 52 Averages from
GLW-like analyses of
b → cus/ucs modes




∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 0.05 ± 0.09 ± 0.01 0.98 ± 0.11 ± 0.05
BABAR [335] N (BB) = 324M −0.02 ± 0.15 ± 0.03 –
Average 0.03 ± 0.08 0.98 ± 0.12












∫ L dt = 4.8 fb−1 0.02 ± 0.11 ± 0.01 1.08 ± 0.13 ± 0.03
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measured by LHCb. The AqGLW observable for B+ → DK+
with D → π+π−π0 was measured in an earlier analysis by
BABAR, from which additional observables, discussed in
Sect. 5.2.7 and reported in Table 56 below, were reported.
The observables for B+ → DK ∗+ with D → π+π−π+π−
have also been measured by LHCb. The results are given in
Table 52.
5.14.3 D decays to suppressed final states
For ADS analyses, all of BABAR, Belle, CDF and LHCb
have studied the modes B+ → DK+ and B+ → Dπ+.
BABAR has also analysed the B+ → D∗K+ mode. There
is an effective shift of π in the strong phase difference
between the cases that the D∗ is reconstructed as Dπ0 and
Dγ [328], therefore these modes are studied separately. In
addition, BABAR has studied the B+ → DK ∗+ mode,
where K ∗+ is reconstructed as K 0S π+, and LHCb has stud-
ied the B+ → DK+π+π− mode. In all the above cases
the suppressed decay D → K−π+ has been used. BABAR,
Belle and LHCb also have results using B+ → DK+ with
D → K−π+π0, while LHCb has results using B+ → DK+
with D → K−π+π+π−. The results and averages are given
in Table 53 and shown in Fig. 40.
Similar phenomenology as for B → DK decays holds
for B → Dπ decays, although in this case the interference
is between b → cud and b → ucd transitions, and the ratio
of suppressed to favoured amplitudes is expected to be much
smaller, O(1%). For most D meson final states this implies
that the interference effect is too small to be of interest, but
in the case of the ADS analysis it is possible that effects
due to γ may be observable. Accordingly, the experiments
now measure the corresponding observables in the Dπ final
states. The results and averages are given in Table 54 and
shown in Fig. 41.
Table 53 Averages from ADS




DK+, D → K−π+
BABAR [466] 467M −0.86 ± 0.47+0.12−0.16 0.011 ± 0.006 ± 0.002
Belle [467] 772M −0.39+0.26−0.28 +0.04−0.03 0.0163+0.0044−0.0041 +0.0007−0.0013
CDF [468] 7 fb−1 −0.82 ± 0.44 ± 0.09 0.0220 ± 0.0086 ± 0.0026
LHCb [465] 3 fb−1 −0.403 ± 0.056 ± 0.011 0.0188 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0010
Average −0.415 ± 0.055 0.0183 ± 0.0014
Confidence level 0.64 (0.5σ) 0.61 (0.5σ)
DK+, D → K−π+π0
BABAR [469] 474M – 0.0091+0.0082−0.0076
+0.0014
−0.0037
Belle [470] 772M 0.41 ± 0.30 ± 0.05 0.0198 ± 0.0062 ± 0.0024
LHCb [464] 3 fb−1 −0.20 ± 0.27 ± 0.03 0.0140 ± 0.0047 ± 0.0019
Average 0.07 ± 0.20 0.0148 ± 0.0036
Confidence level 0.13 (1.5σ) 0.59 (0.5σ)
DK+, D → K−π+π+π−
LHCb [465] 3 fb−1 −0.313 ± 0.102 ± 0.038 0.0140 ± 0.0015 ± 0.0006
D∗K+, D∗ → Dπ0, D → K−π+
BABAR [466] 467M 0.77 ± 0.35 ± 0.12 0.018 ± 0.009 ± 0.004
D∗K+, D∗ → Dγ , D → K−π+
BABAR [466] 467M 0.36 ± 0.94 +0.25−0.41 0.013 ± 0.014 ± 0.008
DK ∗+, D → K−π+, K ∗+ → K 0S π+
BABAR [458] 379M −0.34 ± 0.43 ± 0.16 0.066 ± 0.031 ± 0.010
LHCb [459] 4.8 fb−1 −0.81 ± 0.17 ± 0.04 0.011 ± 0.004 ± 0.001
Average −0.75 ± 0.16 0.012 ± 0.004
Confidence level 0.34 (1.0σ) 0.09 (1.7σ)
DK ∗+, D → K−π+π+π−, K ∗+ → K 0S π+
LHCb [459] 4.8 fb−1 −0.45 ± 0.21 ± 0.14 0.011 ± 0.005 ± 0.003
DK+π+π−, D → K−π+
LHCb [460] 3 fb−1 −0.32 +0.27−0.34 0.0082 +0.0038−0.0030
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Fig. 40 Averages of RADS and AADS for B → D(∗)K (∗) decays
Table 54 Averages from ADS
analyses of b → cud/ucd
modes




Dπ+, D → K−π+
BABAR [466] 467M 0.03 ± 0.17 ± 0.04 0.0033 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0004
Belle [467] 772M −0.04 ± 0.11+0.02−0.01 0.00328+0.00038−0.00036 +0.00012−0.00018
CDF [468] 7 fb−1 0.13 ± 0.25 ± 0.02 0.0028 ± 0.0007 ± 0.0004
LHCb [465] 3 fb−1 0.100 ± 0.031 ± 0.009 0.00360 ± 0.00012 ± 0.00009
Average 0.088 ± 0.030 0.00353 ± 0.00014
Confidence level 0.66 (0.4σ) 0.68 (0.4σ)
Dπ+, D → K−π+π0
Belle [470] 772M 0.16 ± 0.27+0.03−0.04 0.00189 ± 0.00054 +0.00022−0.00025
LHCb [464] 3 fb−1 0.44 ± 0.19 ± 0.01 0.00235 ± 0.00049 ± 0.00004
Average 0.35 ± 0.16 0.00216 ± 0.00038
Confidence level 0.40 (0.8σ) 0.55 (0.6σ)
Dπ+, D → K−π+π+π−
LHCb [465] 3 fb−1 0.023 ± 0.048 ± 0.005 0.00377 ± 0.00018 ± 0.00006
D∗π+, D∗ → Dπ0, D → K−π+
BABAR [466] 467M −0.09 ± 0.27 ± 0.05 0.0032 ± 0.0009 ± 0.0008
D∗π+, D∗ → Dγ , D → K−π+
BABAR [466] 467M −0.65 ± 0.55 ± 0.22 0.0027 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0022
Dπ+π+π−, D → K−π+
LHCb [460] 3 fb−1 −0.003 ± 0.090 0.00427 ± 0.00043
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Fig. 41 Averages of RADS and AADS for B → D(∗)π decays
Table 55 Results from ADS analysis of B0 → DK ∗0, D → K−π+
Experiment Sample size R+ R−
LHCb [461]
∫ L dt = 3fb−1 0.06 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.03 ± 0.01
BABAR, Belle and LHCb have also presented results from
a similar analysis method with self-tagging neutral B decays:
B0 → DK ∗0 with D → K−π+ (all), D → K−π+π0 and
D → K−π+π+π− (BABAR only). All these results are
obtained with the K ∗0 → K+π− decay. Effects due to the
natural width of the K ∗0 are handled using the parametrisa-
tion suggested by Gronau [324].
The following 95% CL limits are set by BABAR [471]:
RADS(Kπ) < 0.244 RADS(Kππ
0) < 0.181
RADS(Kπππ) < 0.391, (169)
while Belle [472] obtains
RADS(Kπ) < 0.16 . (170)
The results from LHCb, which are presented in terms of the
parameters R+ and R− instead of RADS and AADS, are given
in Table 55.
Combining the results and using additional input from
CLEO-c [473,474] a limit on the ratio between the b → u
and b → c amplitudes of r B(DK ∗0) ∈ [0.07, 0.41] at 95%
CL limit is set by BABAR. Belle sets a limit of r B < 0.4
at 95% CL. LHCb takes input from Sect. 9 and obtain r B =
0.240 +0.055−0.048 (different from zero with 2.7σ significance).
5.14.4 D decays to multiparticle self-conjugate final states
(model-dependent analysis)
For the model-dependent Dalitz plot analysis, both BABAR
and Belle have studied the modes B+ → DK+, B+ →
D∗K+ and B+ → DK ∗+. For B+ → D∗K+, both exper-
iments have used both D∗ decay modes, D∗ → Dπ0 and
D∗ → Dγ , taking the effective shift in the strong phase dif-
ference into account.33 In all cases the decay D → K 0S π+π−
has been used. BABAR also used the decay D → K 0S K+K−.
LHCb has also studied B+ → DK+ decays with D →
K 0S π
+π−. BABAR has also performed an analysis of B+ →
DK+ with D → π+π−π0. Results and averages are given
in Table 56, and shown in Figs. 42 and 43. The third error on
each measurement is due to D decay model uncertainty.
The parameters measured in the analyses are explained in
Sect. 5.2.7. All experiments measure the Cartesian variables,
defined in Eq. (153), and perform frequentist statistical pro-
cedures, to convert these into measurements of γ , rB and
δB . In the B+ → DK+ with D → π+π−π0 analysis, the
parameters (ρ±, θ±) are used instead.
In the B+ → DK ∗+ analysis both BABAR and Belle
experiments reconstruct K ∗+ as K 0S π+, but the treatment of
possible nonresonant K 0S π
+ differs: Belle assigns an addi-
33 Belle [475] quotes separate results for B+ → D∗K+ with
D∗ → Dπ0 and D∗ → Dγ . The results presented in Table 56 are
from our average, performed using the statistical correlations provided,
and neglecting all systematic correlations; model uncertainties are not
included. The first uncertainty on the given results is combined statisti-
cal and systematic, the second is the model error (taken from the Belle
results on B+ → D∗K+ with D∗ → Dπ0).
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Fig. 42 Contours in the (x±, y±) from model-dependent analysis of B+ → D(∗)K (∗)+, D → K 0S h+h− (h = π, K ). (Left) B+ → DK+, (middle)
B+ → D∗K+, (right) B+ → DK ∗+. Note that the uncertainties assigned to the averages given in these plots do not include model uncertainties
tional model uncertainty, while BABAR uses a parametrisa-
tion suggested by Gronau [324] in which the parameters rB
and δB are replaced with effective parameters κr B and δB .
In this case no attempt is made to extract the true hadronic
parameters of the B+ → DK ∗+ decay.
We perform averages using the following procedure,
which is based on a set of reasonable, though imperfect,
assumptions.
• It is assumed that effects due to differences in the D
decay models used by the two experiments are negligible.
Therefore, we do not rescale the results to a common
model.
• It is further assumed that the D decay model uncertainty
is 100% correlated between experiments. (This approx-
imation is compromised by the fact that the BABAR
results include D → K 0S K+K− decays in addition to
D → K 0S π+π−.) Other than the D decay model, we do
not consider common sources of systematic uncertainty.
• We include in the average the effect of correlations within
each experiment’s set of measurements.
• At present it is unclear how to assign a model uncer-
tainty to the average. We have not attempted to do so. An
unknown amount of model uncertainty should be added
to the final error.
• We follow the suggestion of Gronau [324] in making the
DK ∗ averages. Explicitly, we assume that the selection
of K ∗+ → K 0S π+ is the same across experiments (so that
κ , r B and δB are the same), and drop the additional source
of model uncertainty assigned by Belle due to possible
nonresonant decays.
Constraints on γ ≡ φ3
The measurements of (x±, y±) can be used to obtain con-
straints on γ ≡ φ3, as well as the hadronic parameters rB and
δB . BABAR [476], Belle [475,478] and LHCb [477] have all
done so using a frequentist procedure, with some differences
in the details of the techniques used.
• BABAR obtains γ = (68+15−14 ± 4 ± 3)◦ from DK+,
D∗K+ and DK ∗+.
• Belle obtains φ3 = (78+11−12 ± 4 ± 9)◦ from DK+ and
D∗K+.
• LHCb obtains γ = (84 +49−42)◦ from DK+ using 1 fb−1 of
data (a more precise result using 3 fb−1 and the model-
independent method is reported below).
• The experiments also obtain values for the hadronic
parameters as detailed in Table 57.
• In the BABAR analysis of B+ → DK+ with D →
π+π−π0 decays [335], a constraint of −30◦ < γ < 76◦
is obtained at the 68% confidence level.
• The results discussed here are included in the HFLAV
combination to obtain a world average value for γ ≡ φ3,
as discussed in Sect. 5.14.7.
BABAR and LHCb have performed a similar analysis
using the self-tagging neutral B decay B0 → DK ∗0 (with
K ∗0 → K+π−). Effects due to the natural width of the K ∗0
are handled using the parametrisation suggested by Gronau
[324]. LHCb [479] gives results in terms of the Cartesian
parameters, as shown in Table 56. BABAR [480] presents
results only in terms of γ and the hadronic parameters. The
obtained constraints are:
• BABAR obtains γ = (162 ± 56)◦;
• LHCb obtains γ = (80 +21−22)◦;
• Values for the hadronic parameters are given in Table 57.
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Fig. 43 Averages of (x±, y±) from model-dependent analyses of
B+ → D(∗)K (∗)+ with D → K 0S h+h− (h = π, K ). (Top left) x+, (top
right) x−, (bottom left) y+, (bottom right) y−. The top plots include
constraints on x± obtained from GLW analyses (see Sect. 5.14.1). Note
that the uncertainties assigned to the averages given in these plots do
not include model uncertainties
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Table 57 Summary of constraints on hadronic parameters from model-dependent analyses of B+ → D(∗)K (∗)+ and B0 → DK ∗0 decays. Note
the alternative parametrisation of the hadronic parameters used by BABAR in the DK ∗+ mode
Experiment Sample size rB δB
In DK+
BABAR [476] N (BB) = 468M 0.096 ± 0.029 ± 0.005 ± 0.004 (119+19−20 ± 3 ± 3)◦
Belle [475] N (BB) = 657M 0.160 +0.040−0.038 ± 0.011+0.05−0.010 (138+13−16 ± 4 ± 23)◦
LHCb [477]
∫ L dt = 1fb−1 0.06 ± 0.04 (115+41−51)◦
In D∗K+
BABAR [476] N (BB) = 468M 0.133+0.042−0.039 ± 0.014 ± 0.003 (−82 ± 21 ± 5 ± 3)◦
Belle [475] N (BB) = 657M 0.196+0.072−0.069 ± 0.012 +0.062−0.012 (342 +19−21 ± 3 ± 23)◦
In DK ∗+ r B δB
BABAR [476] N (BB) = 468M κr B = 0.149+0.066−0.062 ± 0.026 ± 0.006 (111 ± 32 ± 11 ± 3)◦
Belle [478] N (BB) = 386M 0.56+0.22−0.16 ± 0.04 ± 0.08 (243+20−23 ± 3 ± 50)◦
In DK ∗0
BABAR [480] N (BB) = 371M < 0.55 at 95% probability (62 ± 57)◦
LHCb [479]
∫ L dt = 3 fb−1 0.39 ± 0.13 (197+24−20)◦
5.14.5 D decays to multiparticle self-conjugate final states
(model-independent analysis)
A model-independent approach to the analysis of B+ →
D(∗)K+ with multibody D decays was proposed by Giri,
Grossman, Soffer and Zupan [321], and further developed
by Bondar and Poluektov [332,333]. The method relies on
information on the average strong phase difference between
Fig. 44 Contours in the (x±, y±) plane from model-independent anal-
ysis of B+ → DK+ with D → K 0S h+h− (h = π, K )
D0 and D0 decays in bins of Dalitz plot position that can
be obtained from quantum-correlated ψ(3770) → D0D0
events. This information is measured in the form of parame-
ters ci and si that are the weighted averages of the cosine and
sine of the strong phase difference in a Dalitz plot bin labelled
by i , respectively. These quantities have been obtained for
D → K 0S π+π− (and D → K 0S K+K−) decays by CLEO-c
[273,481].
Belle [482] and LHCb [483,484] have used the model-
independent Dalitz-plot analysis approach to study the mode
B+ → DK+. LHCb has presented results separately for
two subsamples of their data, with the averaged result also
given. Both Belle [485] and LHCb [486] have also used this
approach to study B0 → DK ∗(892)0 decays. In both cases,
the experiments use D → K 0S π+π− decays, and LHCb has
also included the D → K 0S K+K− decay. The Cartesian vari-
ables (x±, y±), defined in Eq. (153), were determined from
the data. Note that due to the strong statistical and system-
atic correlations with the model-dependent results given in
Sect. 5.14.4, these sets of results cannot be combined.
The results and averages are given in Table 58, and shown
in Fig. 44. Most results have three sets of errors, which are,
respectively, statistical, systematic, and the uncertainty com-
ing from the knowledge of ci and si . To perform the aver-
age, we first remove the last uncertainty, which should be
100% correlated between the measurements. Since the size
of the uncertainty from ci and si is found to depend on the
size of the B → DK data sample, we assign the LHCb
uncertainties (which are mostly the smaller of the Belle
and LHCb values) to the averaged result. This procedure
should be conservative. In the LHCb B0 → DK ∗(892)0
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results [486], the values of ci and si are constrained to
their measured values within uncertainties in the fit to data,
and hence the systematic uncertainties associated with the
knowledge of these parameters is absorbed in their sta-
tistical uncertainties. The B0 → DK ∗(892)0 average is
performed neglecting the model uncertainties on the Belle
results.
Constraints on γ ≡ φ3
The measurements of (x±, y±) can be used to obtain con-
straints on γ , as well as the hadronic parameters rB and
δB . The experiments have done so using frequentist proce-
dures, with some differences in the details of the techniques
used.
• From B+ → DK+, Belle [482] obtainsφ3 = (77.3+15.1−14.9
± 4.1 ± 4.3)◦.
• From B+ → DK+, LHCb [484] obtains γ = (80 +10−9 )◦.
• From B0 → DK ∗(892)0, LHCb [486] obtains γ =
(71 ± 20)◦.
• The experiments also obtain values for the hadronic
parameters as detailed in Table 60.
• The results discussed here are included in the HFLAV
combination to obtain a world average value for γ ≡ φ3,
as discussed in Sect. 5.14.7.
5.14.6 D decays to multiparticle non-self-conjugate final
states (model-independent analysis)
Following the original suggestion of Grossman, Ligeti and
Soffer [330], decays of D mesons to K 0S K
±π∓ can be used
in a similar approach to that discussed above to determine
γ ≡ φ3. Since these decays are less abundant, the event
samples available to date have not been sufficient for a fine
binning of the Dalitz plots, but the analysis can be performed
using only an overall coherence factor and related strong
phase difference for the decay. These quantities have been
determined by CLEO-c [488] both for the full Dalitz plots
and in a restricted region ±100 MeV/c2 around the peak of
the K ∗(892)± resonance.
LHCb [487] has reported results of an analysis of B+ →
DK+ and B+ → Dπ+ decays with D → K 0S K±π∓. The
decays with different final states of the D meson are distin-
guished by the charge of the kaon from the decay of the D
meson relative to the charge of the B meson, and are labelled
“same sign” (SS) and “opposite sign” (OS). Six observables
potentially sensitive to γ ≡ φ3 are measured: two ratios
of rates for DK and Dπ decays (one each for SS and OS)
and four asymmetries (for DK and Dπ , SS and OS). This
is done both for the full Dalitz plot of the D decay and for
the K ∗(892)±-dominated region (with the same boundaries
as used by CLEO-c). Note that there is a significant over-
lap of events between the two samples. The results, shown in
Table 59, do not yet have sufficient precision to set significant
constraints on γ ≡ φ3.
5.14.7 Combinations of results on rates and asymmetries in
B → D(∗)K (∗) decays to obtain constraints on
γ ≡ φ3
BABAR and LHCb have both produced constraints on γ ≡
φ3 from combinations of their results on B+ → DK+ and
related processes. The experiments use a frequentist proce-
dure, with some differences in the details of the techniques
used.
• BABAR [489] uses results from DK , D∗K and DK ∗
modes with GLW, ADS and BPGGSZ analyses, to obtain
γ = (69+17−16)◦.
• LHCb [490,491] uses results from the DK+ mode with
GLW, GLW-like, ADS, BPGGSZ (K 0S h
+h−) and GLS
(K 0S K
±π∓) analyses, as well as DK ∗0 with GLW, ADS
and BPGGSZ analyses, DK+π− GLW Dalitz plot anal-
ysis, DK+π−π+ with GLW and ADS analyses and
B0s → D∓s K± decays. The LHCb combination takes
into account subleading effects due to charm mixing and
CP violation [452]. The result is γ = (74.0 +5.0−5.8)◦.• All the combinations use inputs determined fromψ(3770)
→ D0D0 data samples (and/or from the HFLAV global
fits on charm mixing parameters; see Sect. 9.1) to con-
strain the hadronic parameters in the charm system.
• Constraints are also obtained on the hadronic parameters
involved in the decays. A summary of these is given in
Table 61.
• The CKMfitter [260] and UTFit [351] groups perform
similar combinations of all available results to obtain
combined constraints on γ ≡ φ3.
Independently from the constraints on γ ≡ φ3 obtained
by the experiments, the results summarised in Sect. 5.14 are
statistically combined to produce world average constraints
on γ ≡ φ3 and the hadronic parameters involved. The com-
bination is performed with the GammaCombo framework
[443] and follows a frequentist procedure, identical to that
used in Ref. [492].
The input measurements used in the combination are listed
in Table 62. Individual measurements are used as inputs,
rather than the averages presented in Sect. 5.14, in order
to facilitate cross-checks and to ensure the most appropri-
ate treatment of correlations. A combination based on our
averages for each of the quantities measured by experiments
gives consistent results.
All results from GLW and GLW-like analyses of B+ →
D(∗)K (∗)+ modes, as listed in Tables 50 and 52, are used.
All results from ADS analyses of B+ → D(∗)K (∗)+ as
listed in Table 53 are also used. Regarding B0 → DK ∗0
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Table 60 Summary of constraints on hadronic parameters from model-independent analyses of B+ → DK+ and B0 → DK ∗0, D → K 0S h+h−
(h = π, K ) decays
Experiment Sample size rB(DK+) δB(DK+)
Belle [482] N (BB) = 772M 0.145 ± 0.030 ± 0.010 ± 0.011 (129.9 ± 15.0 ± 3.8 ± 4.7)◦
LHCb [484]
∫ L dt = 5fb−1 0.080 ± 0.011 (110 ± 10)◦
r B(DK ∗0) δB(DK ∗0)
Belle [485] N (BB) = 772M < 0.87 at 68% confidence level
LHCb [486]
∫ L dt = 3fb−1 0.56 ± 0.17 (204 +21−20)◦
Table 61 Summary of constraints on hadronic parameters obtained from global combinations of results in B+ → D(∗)K (∗)+ and B0 → DK ∗0
decays. Results for parameters associated with the other decay modes discussed in this section are less precise and are not included in this summary
Experiment rB(DK+) δB(DK+) rB(D∗K+) δB(D∗K+)







LHCb [491] 0.1019 ± 0.0056 (142.6+5.7−6.6)◦ 0.191+0.045−0.038 (332 +8−10)◦
decays, the results of the B0 → DK+π− GLW-Dalitz anal-
ysis (Table 51) are included, as are the LHCb results of
the ADS analysis of B0 → DK ∗0 (Table 55). Concern-
ing results of BPGGSZ analyses of B+ → D(∗)K (∗)+ with
D → K 0S h+h−, the model-dependent results, as listed in
Table 56, are used for the BABAR and Belle experiments,
whilst the model-independent results, as listed in Table 58,
are used for LHCb. This choice is made in order to main-
tain consistency of the approach across experiments whilst
maximising the size of the samples used to obtain inputs for
the combination. For BPGGSZ analyses of B0 → DK ∗0
with D → K 0S h+h−, the model-independent result from
LHCb (given in Table 58) is used for consistency with the
treatment of the LHCb B+ → DK+ BPGGSZ result; the
model-independent result by Belle is also included. Finally,
results from the time-dependent analysis of B0s → D∓s K±
from LHCb (Table 49) are used.
Several results with sensitivity to γ are not included in
the combination. Results from time-dependent analyses of
B0 → D(∗)∓π± and D∓ρ± (Table 48) are not used, as there
are insufficient constraints on the associated hadronic param-
eters. Similarly, results from B0 → D∓K 0S π± (Sect. 5.13.1)
are not used. Results from the LHCb B0 → DK ∗0 GLW
analysis (Table 50) are not used because of the statistical
overlap with the GLW-Dalitz analysis, which is used instead.
Limits on ADS parameters reported in Sect. 5.14.3 are not
used. Results on B+ → Dπ+ decays, given in Table 54,
are not used, since the small value of rB(Dπ+) means that
these channels have less sensitivity to γ and are more vul-
nerable to biases from subleading effects [490]. Results from
the BABAR Dalitz plot analysis of B+ → DK+ with
D → π+π−π0 (given in Table 56) are not included due
to their limited sensitivity. Results from the B+ → DK+,
D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ model-dependent analysis by
LHCb (given in Table 56), and of the model-independent
analysis of the same decay by Belle (given in Table 58) are
not included due to the statistical overlap with results from
model-(in)dependent analyses of the same data.
Auxiliary inputs are used in the combination in order
to constrain the D system parameters and subsequently
improve the determination of γ ≡ φ3. These include the
ratio of suppressed to favoured decay amplitudes and the
strong phase difference for D → K±π∓ decays, taken
from the charm global fits (see Sect. 9). The amplitude
ratios, strong phase differences and coherence factors of
D → K±π∓π0, D → K±π∓π+π− and D → K 0S K±π±
decays are taken from CLEO-c and LHCb measurements
[488,493,494]. The fraction of CP-even content for the
GLW-like D → π+π−π+π−, D → K+K−π0 and D →
π+π−π0 decays are taken from CLEO-c measurements
[463]. Constraints required to relate the hadronic parameters
of the B0 → DK ∗0 GLW-Dalitz analysis to the effective
hadronic parameters of the Q2B approaches are taken from
LHCb measurements [462]. Finally, the value of −2βs is
taken from the HFLAV averages (see Sect. 4); this is required
to obtain sensitivity to γ ≡ φ3 from the time-dependent anal-
ysis of B0s → D∓s K± decays. A summary of the auxiliary
constraints is given in Table 63.
The following reasonable, although imperfect, assump-
tions are made when performing the averages.
• CP violation in D → K+K− and D → π+π− decays is
assumed to be zero. The results of Sect. 9 anyhow suggest
such effects to be negligible.
• The combination is potentially sensitive to subleading
effects from D0–D0 mixing [452,495,496], but these are
expected to have little impact and are not accounted for.
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Table 62 List of measurements used in the γ combination
B decay D decay Method Experiment Reference
B+ → DK+ D → K+K−, D → π+π−, GLW BABAR [453]
D → K 0S π0, D → K 0Sω, D → K 0S φ
B+ → DK+ D → K+K−, D → π+π−, GLW Belle [454]
D → K 0S π0, D → K 0Sω, D → K 0S φ
B+ → DK+ D → K+K−, D → π+π− GLW CDF [455]
B+ → DK+ D → K+K−, D → π+π− GLW LHCb [456]
B+ → D∗K+ D → K+K−, D → π+π−, GLW BABAR [457]
D∗ → Dγ (π0) D → K 0S π0, D → K 0Sω, D → K 0S φ
B+ → D∗K+ D → K+K−, D → π+π−, GLW Belle [454]
D∗ → Dγ (π0) D → K 0S π0, D → K 0Sω, D → K 0S φ
B+ → D∗K+ D → K+K−, D → π+π− GLW LHCb [456]
D∗ → Dγ (π0)
B+ → DK ∗+ D → K+K−, D → π+π−, GLW BABAR [458]
D → K 0S π0, D → K 0Sω, D → K 0S φ
B+ → DK ∗+ D → K+K−, D → π+π− GLW LHCb [459]
B+ → DK+π+π− D → K+K−, D → π+π− GLW LHCb [460]
B+ → DK+ D → π+π−π0 GLW-like BABAR [335]
B+ → DK+ D → K+K−π0, D → π+π−π0 GLW-like LHCb [464]
B+ → DK+ D → π+π−π+π− GLW-like LHCb [465]
B+ → DK ∗+ D → π+π−π+π− GLW-like LHCb [459]
B0 → DK+π− D → K+K−, D → π+π− GLW-Dalitz LHCb [462]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓ ADS BABAR [466]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓ ADS Belle [467]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓ ADS CDF [468]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓ ADS LHCb [465]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓π0 ADS BABAR [469]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓π0 ADS Belle [470]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓π0 ADS LHCb [464]
B+ → DK+ D → K±π∓π+π− ADS LHCb [465]
B+ → D∗K+ D → K±π∓ ADS BABAR [466]
D∗ → Dγ (π0)
B+ → DK ∗+ D → K±π∓ ADS BABAR [458]
B+ → DK ∗+ D → K±π∓ ADS LHCb [459]
B+ → DK ∗+ D → K±π∓π+π− ADS LHCb [459]
B0 → DK ∗0 D → K±π∓ ADS LHCb [461]
B+ → DK+π+π− D → K±π∓ ADS LHCb [460]
B+ → DK+ D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ MD BABAR [476]
B+ → DK+ D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ MD Belle [475]
B+ → DK+ D → K 0S π+π−, D → K 0S K+K− BPGGSZ MI LHCb [483,484]
B+ → D∗K+ D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ MD BABAR [476]
D∗ → Dγ (π0)
B+ → D∗K+ D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ MD Belle [475]
D∗ → Dγ (π0)
B+ → DK ∗+ D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ MD BABAR [476]
B+ → DK ∗+ D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ MD Belle [478]
B0 → DK ∗0 D → K 0S π+π− BPGGSZ MI Belle [485]
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Table 62 continued
B decay D decay Method Experiment Reference
B0 → DK ∗0 D → K 0S π+π−, D → K 0S K+K− BPGGSZ MI LHCb [486]
B0s → D∓s K± D+s → h+h−π+ TD LHCb [308]
Table 63 List of the auxiliary
inputs used in the combinations
Decay Parameters Source Reference
D → K±π∓ r KπD , δKπD HFLAV Section 9
D → K±π∓π+π− δK3πD , κK3πD , r K3πD CLEO+LHCb [493]
D → π+π−π+π− F+(π+π−π+π−) CLEO [463]
D → K±π∓π0 δK2πD , κK2πD , r K2πD CLEO+LHCb [493]
D → h+h−π0 F+(π+π−π0), F+(K+K−π0) CLEO [463]
D → K 0S K±π∓ δKSKπD , κKSKπD , r KS KπD CLEO [488]
r KS KπD LHCb [494]





B0s → D∓s K± φs HFLAV Section 4
Table 64 Averages values obtained for the hadronic parameters in B →
D(∗)K (∗) decays
Parameter Value
rB(DK+) 0.0993 ± 0.0046
rB(D∗K+) 0.140 ± 0.019
rB(DK ∗+) 0.076 ± 0.020




δB(DK ∗0) (194 +30−22)◦
Table 65 Averages of γ ≡ φ3
split by B meson decay mode
Decay Mode Value
B0s → D∓s K± (128+18−22)◦
B+ → DK ∗+ (45+16−12)◦
B+ → D∗K+ (55+11−12)◦
B0 → DK ∗0 (99+19−21)◦
B+ → DK+ (73.6+5.4−6.2)◦
Table 66 Averages of γ ≡ φ3
split by method. For GLW
method only the solution nearest





Fig. 45 World average of γ ≡ φ3, in terms of 1−CL, split by decay
mode
• All B+ → DK ∗+ modes are treated as two-body decays.
In other words any dilution caused by non-K ∗+ contribu-
tions in the selected regions of the DK 0S π
+ or DK+π0
Dalitz plots is assumed to be negligible. As a check of
this assumption, it was found that including a coherence
factor for B+ → DK ∗+ modes, κB(DK ∗+) = 0.9, had
negligible impact on the results.
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Fig. 46 World average of γ ≡ φ3, in terms of 1−CL, split by analysis
method
Fig. 47 World averages for the hadronic parameters rB in the different
decay modes, in terms of 1−CL
• Each individual set of input measurements listed in Table
38 is assumed to be completely uncorrelated, though cor-
relations between observables in a set are used if provided
by the experiment. Whilst this assumption is true for the
statistical uncertainties, it is not necessarily the case for
systematic uncertainties. In particular, the model uncer-
tainties for different model-dependent BPGGSZ analyses
are fully correlated (when the same model is used). Sim-
ilarly, the model-independent BPGGSZ analyses have
correlated systematic uncertainties originating from the
measurement of the strong phase variation across the
Dalitz plot. The effect of including these correlations is
estimated to be < 1◦.
In total, there are 136 observables and 29 free parameters.
The combination has a χ2 value of 123.4, which corresponds
to a global p-value of 0.133. A coverage check with pseudo-
experiments gives a p-value of (11.4± 0.3)%. The obtained
world average for the Unitarity Triangle angle γ ≡ φ3 is





An ambiguous solution at γ ≡ φ3 −→ γ ≡ φ3 + π also
exists. The results for the hadronic parameters are listed in
Table 64. Results for input analyses split by B meson decay
mode are shown in Table 65 and Fig. 45. Results for input
analyses split by the method are shown in Table 66 and
Fig. 46. Results for the hadronic ratios, rB , are shown in
Fig. 47. A demonstration of how the various analyses con-
tribute to the combination is shown in Fig. 48.
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Fig. 48 Contributions to the combination from different input mea-
surements, shown in the plane of the relevant rB parameter vs. γ ≡ φ3.
From left to right, top to bottom: B+ → DK+, B+ → D∗K+,
B+ → DK ∗+ and B0 → DK ∗0. Contours show the two-dimensional
68 % and 95 % CL regions
5.15 Summary of the constraints on the angles of the
Unitarity Triangle
World averages for the angles of the Unitarity Triangle β ≡
φ1, α ≡ φ2 and γ ≡ φ3 are given in Sects. 5.4.1, 5.11.1
and 5.14.7, respectively. These constraints are summarised
in Fig. 49 in terms of the CKM parameters ρ and η defined in
Eq. (102) using the relations, tan γ = η/ρ, tan β = η/(1 −
ρ), α = tan−1(ρ/η) + tan−1((1 − ρ)/η). The overlap of
the constraints demonstrates agreement with the unitarity of
the CKM matrix as predicted in the Standard Model. The
obtained values of ρ and η from this angles only combination
are
ρ = 0.119 ± 0.022 , η = 0.360 ± 0.013 , (172)
with a correlation of −0.42.
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Fig. 49 Summary of the constraints on the angles of the Unitarity
Triangle
6 Semileptonic B decays
This section contains averages for semileptonic B meson
decays, i.e. decays of the type B → Xν, where X refers
to one or more hadrons,  to a charged lepton and ν to its
associated neutrino. Unless otherwise stated,  stands for an
electron or a muon, lepton universality is assumed, and both
charge conjugate states are combined. Some averages assume
isospin symmetry, explicitly mentioned at every instance.
Averages are presented separately for CKM favored b →
c quark transitions and CKM suppressed b → u transitions.
We further distinguish exclusive decays involving a specific
meson (X = D, D∗, π, ρ, . . . ) from inclusive decay modes,
i.e. the sum over all possible hadronic states. Semileptonic
decays proceed via first order weak interactions and are well
described in the framework of the SM. Their decay rates are
sensitive to the magnitude squared of the CKM elements Vcb
and Vub, the determination of which is one of the primary
goals for the study of these decays. Semileptonic decays
involving the τ lepton might be more sensitive to beyond-SM
processes, because the high τ mass might result in enhanced
couplings to a hypothetical charged Higgs boson or lepto-
quarks.
The technique for obtaining the averages follows the gen-
eral HFLAV procedure (Sect. 3) unless otherwise stated.
More information on the averages, in particular on the com-
mon input parameters, is available on the HFLAV semilep-
tonic webpage [497]. In general, averages in this section
use experimental results available through September 2018.
Some averages include more recent results and the corre-
sponding figures are labeled Spring 2019 for easier identifi-
cation.
6.1 Exclusive CKM-favoured decays
6.1.1 B → D∗−ν
B → D∗−ν decays are described in terms of the recoil
variable w = vB · vD(∗) , the product of the four-velocities of
the initial and final state mesons. The differential decay rate












where GF is Fermi’s constant, mB and mD∗ are the B and
D∗ meson masses, χ(w) is a known phase-space factor, and
ηEW is a small electroweak correction [499]. Some authors
also include a long-distance EM radiation effect (Coulomb
correction) in this factor. The form factor F(w) for the
B → D∗−ν decay contains three independent functions,





















where r = mD∗/mB .
Branching fraction First, we perform separate one-
dimensional averages of the B0 → D∗+−ν and B− →
D∗0−ν branching fractions. The measurements listed in
Tables 67 and 68 are rescaled to the latest values of the input
parameters (mainly branching fractions of charmed mesons)
[500] and the following results are obtained
B(B0 → D∗+−ν) = (5.06 ± 0.02 ± 0.12)% , (175)
B(B− → D∗0−ν) = (5.66 ± 0.07 ± 0.21)% , (176)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second one
is systematic. The results of these two fits are also shown in
Fig. 50.
Extraction of |Vcb| based on the CLN form factor To extract
|Vcb|, we consider the parametrizations of the form factor
functions hA1(w), R1(w) and R2(w) by Caprini, Lellouch
and Neubert (CLN) [511],
hA1(w) = hA1(1)
[
1 − 8ρ2z + (53ρ2 − 15)z2
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Table 67 Average of the B0 → D∗+−ν branching fraction measurements
Experiment B(B0 → D∗+−ν) [%] (calculated) B(B0 → D∗+−ν) [%] (published)
ALEPH [501] 5.56 ± 0.27stat ± 0.33syst 5.53 ± 0.26stat ± 0.52syst
OPAL incl [502] 6.13 ± 0.28stat ± 0.57syst 5.92 ± 0.27stat ± 0.68syst
OPAL excl [502] 5.17 ± 0.20stat ± 0.36syst 5.11 ± 0.19stat ± 0.49syst
DELPHI incl [503] 4.96 ± 0.14stat ± 0.35syst 4.70 ± 0.13stat +0.36−0.31 syst
DELPHI excl [504] 5.23 ± 0.20stat ± 0.42syst 5.90 ± 0.22stat ± 0.50syst
CLEO [505] 6.17 ± 0.19stat ± 0.37syst 6.09 ± 0.19stat ± 0.40syst
Belle untagged [506] 4.90 ± 0.02stat ± 0.16syst 4.90 ± 0.02stat ± 0.16syst
Belle tagged [507] 4.95 ± 0.11stat ± 0.22syst 4.95 ± 0.11stat ± 0.22syst
BABAR untagged [508] 4.52 ± 0.04stat ± 0.33syst 4.69 ± 0.04stat ± 0.34syst
BABAR tagged [509] 5.26 ± 0.16stat ± 0.31syst 5.49 ± 0.16stat ± 0.25syst
Average 5.06± 0.02stat ± 0.12syst χ2/dof = 16.0/9 (CL = 6.61%)
Table 68 Average of the B− → D∗0−ν branching fraction measurements
Experiment B(B− → D∗0−ν) [%] (rescaled) B(B− → D∗0−ν) [%] (published)
CLEO [505] 6.29 ± 0.20stat ± 0.26syst 6.50 ± 0.20stat ± 0.43syst
BABAR tagged [509] 5.35 ± 0.15stat ± 0.33syst 5.83 ± 0.15stat ± 0.30syst
BABAR untagged [510] 5.08 ± 0.08stat ± 0.31syst 5.56 ± 0.08stat ± 0.41syst
Average 5.66 ± 0.07stat ± 0.21syst χ2/dof = 7.45/2 (CL = 2.41%)
(a) (b)
Fig. 50 Branching fractions of exclusive semileptonic B decays: (a) B0 → D∗+−ν (Table 67) and (b) B− → D∗0−ν (Table 68)
−(231ρ2 − 91)z3] , (177)
R1(w) = R1(1)− 0.12(w − 1)+ 0.05(w − 1)2 , (178)
R2(w) = R2(1)+ 0.11(w − 1)− 0.06(w − 1)2 , (179)
where z = (√w + 1−√2)/(√w + 1+√2). The form factor
F(w) in Eq. 173 is thus described by the slope ρ2 and the
ratios R1(1) and R2(1).
We use the measurements of these form factor parame-
ters, shown in Table 69, and rescale them as described above.
Most of the measurements in Table 69 are based on the decay
B
0 → D∗+−ν. Some measurements [505,512] are sensi-
tive also to B− → D∗0−ν, and one measurement [510]
is based on the decay B− → D∗0−ν. Isospin symmetry
is assumed in this average. We note that the earlier results
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Table 69 Measurements of the
Caprini, Lellouch and Neubert
(CLN) [511] form factor
parameters in B → D∗−ν
before and after rescaling. Most
analyses (except [508]) measure
only ηEWF(1)|Vcb|, and ρ2, so
only these two parameters are
shown here
Experiment ηEWF(1)|Vcb|[10−3] (rescaled) ρ2 (rescaled)
ηEWF(1)|Vcb|[10−3] (published) ρ2 (published)
ALEPH [501] 31.78 ± 1.83stat ± 1.21syst 0.489 ± 0.226stat ± 0.145syst
31.9 ± 1.8stat ± 1.9syst 0.37 ± 0.26stat ± 0.14syst
CLEO [505] 40.47 ± 1.25stat ± 1.55syst 1.363 ± 0.084stat ± 0.087syst
43.1 ± 1.3stat ± 1.8syst 1.61 ± 0.09stat ± 0.21syst
OPAL excl [502] 36.50 ± 1.60stat ± 1.46syst 1.212 ± 0.209stat ± 0.148syst
36.8 ± 1.6stat ± 2.0syst 1.31 ± 0.21stat ± 0.16syst
OPAL partial reco [502] 37.44 ± 1.20stat ± 2.32syst 1.091 ± 0.138stat ± 0.297syst
37.5 ± 1.2stat ± 2.5syst 1.12 ± 0.14stat ± 0.29syst
DELPHI partial reco [503] 35.64 ± 1.41stat ± 2.29syst 1.144 ± 0.123stat ± 0.381syst
35.5 ± 1.4stat +2.3−2.4syst 1.34 ± 0.14stat +0.24−0.22syst
DELPHI excl [504] 36.29 ± 1.71stat ± 1.94syst 1.079 ± 0.142stat ± 0.152syst
39.2 ± 1.8stat ± 2.3syst 1.32 ± 0.15stat ± 0.33syst
Belle [506] 35.07 ± 0.15stat ± 0.56syst 1.106 ± 0.031stat ± 0.008syst
35.06 ± 0.15stat ± 0.56syst 1.106 ± 0.031stat ± 0.007syst
BABAR excl [508] 33.77 ± 0.29stat ± 0.98syst 1.184 ± 0.048stat ± 0.029syst
34.7 ± 0.3stat ± 1.1syst 1.18 ± 0.05stat ± 0.03syst
BABAR D∗0 [510] 34.81 ± 0.58stat ± 1.06syst 1.125 ± 0.058stat ± 0.053syst
35.9 ± 0.6stat ± 1.4syst 1.16 ± 0.06stat ± 0.08syst
BABAR global fit [512] 35.75 ± 0.20stat ± 1.09syst 1.180 ± 0.020stat ± 0.061syst
35.7 ± 0.2stat ± 1.2syst 1.21 ± 0.02stat ± 0.07syst
Average 35.27± 0.11stat ± 0.36syst 1.122± 0.015stat ± 0.019syst
from the LEP experiments and CLEO required significant
rescaling and have significantly larger uncertainties than the
recent measurements by Belle and BABAR.
In the next step, we perform a four-parameter fit of
ηEWF(1)|Vcb|, ρ2, R1(1) and R2(1) to the rescaled mea-
surements, taking into account correlated statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties. Only two measurements constrain all
four parameters [506,508], and the remaining measurements
determine only the normalization ηEWF(1)|Vcb| and the
slope ρ2. The result of the fit is
ηEWF(1)|Vcb| = (35.27 ± 0.38)× 10−3 , (180)
ρ2 = 1.122 ± 0.024 , (181)
R1(1) = 1.270 ± 0.026 , (182)
R2(1) = 0.852 ± 0.018 , (183)
and the correlation coefficients are
ρηEWF(1)|Vcb|,ρ2 = 0.313 , (184)
ρηEWF(1)|Vcb|,R1(1) = −0.097 , (185)
ρηEWF(1)|Vcb|,R2(1) = −0.076 , (186)
ρρ2,R1(1) = 0.566 , (187)
ρρ2,R2(1) = −0.824 , (188)
ρR1(1),R2(1) = −0.715 . (189)
The uncertainties and correlations quoted here include both
statistical and systematic contributions. The χ2 of the fit is
42.3 for 23 degrees of freedom, which corresponds to a con-
fidence level of 0.84%. The largest contribution to the χ2 of
the average is due to the ALEPH and CLEO measurements
[501,505]. An illustration of this fit result is given in Fig. 51.
To convert this result into |Vcb|, theory input for the form
factor normalization is required. We use the result of the
FLAG 2019 average [228], which LQCD results from Refs.
[513,514],
ηEWF(1) = 0.910 ± 0.013 , (190)
where ηEW = 1.0066 ± 0.0050 has been used. The central
value of the latter corresponds to the electroweak correction
only. The uncertainty has been increased to accommodate
the Coulomb effect [513,515]. With Eq. (180), this gives
|Vcb| = (38.76 ± 0.42exp ± 0.55th)× 10−3 , (191)
where the first uncertainty is experimental and the second
is theoretical (lattice QCD calculation and electro-weak cor-
rection).
Extraction of |Vcb| based on the BGL form factor
A more general parameterization of the B → D∗−ν
form factor is provided by BGL [516–518]. Both Belle
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 51 Illustration of (a) the average and (b) the dependence of ηEWF(1)|Vcb| on ρ2. The error ellipses correspond to χ2 = 1 (CL = 39%).
(c) is a zoomed in view of the Belle and BABAR measurements
[506] and BABAR [519] have recently published analyses of
B → D∗−ν using the BGL form factor: While Belle per-
forms an extraction of |Vcb| using BGL, the BABAR analysis
only fits the BGL form factor parameters but not the normal-
ization. Due to the limited set of input measurements we do
not perform a combination of the BGL form factor parame-
ters or |Vcb| obtained with the BGL form factor at this point.
We simply note that |Vcb| obtained in Refs. [506,519] using
BGL is consistent with Eq. (191).
6.1.2 B → D−ν
The differential decay rate for massless fermions as a function











(w2 − 1)3/2η2EWG2(w)|Vcb|2 , (192)
where GF is Fermi’s constant, and mB and mD are the B
and D meson masses. Again, ηEW is the electroweak cor-
rection introduced in the previous section. In contrast to
B → D∗−ν, G(w) contains a single form-factor function
f+(w),
G2(w) = 4r
(1 + r)2 f
2+(w) , (193)
where r = mD/mB .
Branching fraction Separate one-dimensional averages of
the B0 → D+−ν and B− → D0−ν branching frac-
tions are shown in Tables 70 and 71. We obtain
B(B0 → D+−ν) = (2.31 ± 0.04 ± 0.09)% , (194)
B(B− → D0−ν) = (2.35 ± 0.03 ± 0.09)% , (195)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second one is
systematic. These fits are also shown in Fig. 52.
Extraction of |Vcb| based on the CLN form factor
As for B → D∗−ν decays, we adopt the prescription
by Caprini, Lellouch and Neubert [511], which describes the
shape and normalization of the measured decay distributions
in terms of two parameters: the normalization G(1) and the
slope ρ2,
G(w) = G(1)[1−8ρ2z+(51ρ2−10)z2−(252ρ2−84)z3] ,
(196)
where z = (√w + 1 −√2)/(√w + 1 +√2).
Table 72 shows experimental measurements of the two
CLN parameters, which are corrected to match the latest val-
ues of the input parameters [500]. Both measurements of
B0 → D+−ν and B− → D0−ν are used and isospin
symmetry is assumed in the analysis.
The form factor parameters are extracted by a two-
parameter fit to the rescaled measurements of ηEWG(1)|Vcb|
and ρ2 taking into account correlated statistical and system-
atic uncertainties. The result of the fit is
ηEWG(1)|Vcb| = (42.00 ± 1.00)× 10−3 , (197)
ρ2 = 1.131 ± 0.033 , (198)
with a correlation of
ρηEWG(1)|Vcb|,ρ2 = 0.751 . (199)
The uncertainties and the correlation coefficient include both
statistical and systematic contributions. Theχ2 of the fit is 5.0
for 8 degrees of freedom, which corresponds to a probability
of 76.1%. An illustration of this fit result is given in Fig. 53.
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Table 70 Average of
B0 → D+−ν branching
fraction measurements
Experiment B(B0 → D+−ν) [%] (rescaled) B(B0 → D+−ν) [%] (published)
ALEPH [501] 2.32 ± 0.18stat ± 0.36syst 2.35 ± 0.20stat ± 0.44syst
CLEO [520] 2.15 ± 0.13stat ± 0.16syst 2.20 ± 0.16stat ± 0.19syst
BABAR [521] 2.19 ± 0.11stat ± 0.14syst 2.23 ± 0.11stat ± 0.11syst
Belle [522] 2.43 ± 0.04stat ± 0.12syst 2.39 ± 0.04stat ± 0.11syst
Average 2.31± 0.04stat ± 0.09syst χ2/dof = 2.20/3 (CL = 53.1%)
Table 71 Average of
B− → D0−ν branching
fraction measurements
Experiment B(B− → D0−ν) [%] (rescaled) B(B− → D0−ν) [%] (published)
CLEO [520] 2.19 ± 0.13stat ± 0.17syst 2.32 ± 0.17stat ± 0.20syst
BABAR [521] 2.19 ± 0.08stat ± 0.13syst 2.31 ± 0.08stat ± 0.09syst
Belle [522] 2.53 ± 0.04stat ± 0.12syst 2.54 ± 0.04stat ± 0.13syst
Average 2.35± 0.03stat ± 0.09syst χ2/dof = 3.78/2 (CL = 15.1%)
(a) (b)
Fig. 52 Branching fractions of exclusive semileptonic B decays: (a) B0 → D+−ν (Table 70) and (b) B− → D0−ν (Table 71)
Table 72 Measurements of the
Caprini, Lellouch and Neubert
(CLN) [511] form factor
parameters in B → D−ν
before and after rescaling
Experiment ηEWG(1)|Vcb| [10−3] (rescaled) ρ2 (rescaled)
ηEWG(1)|Vcb| [10−3] (published) ρ2 (published)
ALEPH [501] 38.75 ± 9.51stat ± 6.93syst 0.955 ± 0.834stat ± 0.425syst
31.1 ± 9.9stat ± 8.6syst 0.70 ± 0.98stat ± 0.50syst
CLEO [520] 44.97 ± 5.70stat ± 3.47syst 1.270 ± 0.215stat ± 0.121syst
44.8 ± 6.1stat ± 3.7syst 1.30 ± 0.27stat ± 0.14syst
Belle [522] 42.22 ± 0.60stat ± 1.21syst 1.090 ± 0.036stat ± 0.019syst
42.29 ± 1.37 1.09 ± 0.05
BABAR global fit [512] 43.84 ± 0.76stat ± 2.19syst 1.215 ± 0.035stat ± 0.062syst
43.1 ± 0.8stat ± 2.3syst 1.20 ± 0.04stat ± 0.07syst
BABAR tagged [521] 42.76 ± 1.71stat ± 1.26syst 1.200 ± 0.088stat ± 0.043syst
42.3 ± 1.9stat ± 1.0syst 1.20 ± 0.09stat ± 0.04syst
Average 42.00 ± 0.45stat ± 0.89syst 1.131 ± 0.024stat ± 0.023syst
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 53 Illustration of (a) the average and (b) dependence of ηEWG(w)|Vcb| on ρ2. The error ellipses correspond toχ2 = 1 (CL=39%). (c) is a
zoomed in view of the Belle and BABAR measurements
The most recent lattice QCD result obtained for the form
factor normalization is [515]
G(1) = 1.0541 ± 0.0083. (200)
Using again ηEW = 1.0066 ± 0.0050, we determine |Vcb|
from Eq. (197),
|Vcb| = (39.58 ± 0.94exp ± 0.37th)× 10−3, (201)
where the first error is experimental and the second theo-
retical. This number is in excellent agreement with |Vcb|
obtained from B → D∗−ν decays given in Eq. (191).
Extraction of |Vcb| based on the BGL form factor
A more general expression for the B → D−ν form
factor is again BGL. If experimental data on the w spectrum
is available, a BGL fit allows to include available lattice QCD
data at non-zero recoil w > 1 [515,523] to improve the
extrapolation to the zero recoil point w = 1. A w spectrum
of B → D−ν has been published by BABAR [524] and
Belle [522]. As the BABAR result does not include the full
error matrix of the w spectrum, we refrain from performing
a combined BGL fit at this point. Instead we refer to [522]
for the impact of the non-zero recoil lattice data on the value
of |Vcb| from B → D−ν.
6.1.3 B → D(∗)π−ν
The average inclusive branching fractions for B →
D(∗)π−ν decays, where no constraint is applied to the
mass of the D(∗)π system, are determined by the combination
of the results provided in Table 73 for B
0 → D0π+−ν,
B
0 → D∗0π+−ν, B− → D+π−−ν, and B− →
D∗+π−−ν decays. For the B
0 → D0π+−ν decays a
veto to reject the D∗+ → D0π+ decays is applied. The
measurements included in the average are scaled to a consis-
tent set of input parameters and their uncertainties [500]. For
both the BABAR and Belle results, the B semileptonic signal
yields are extracted from a fit to the missing mass squared
distribution for a sample of fully reconstructed BB events.
Figure 54 shows the measurements and the resulting average
for the four decay modes.
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Table 73 Averages of the B → D(∗)π−−ν branching fractions and individual results
Experiment B(B− → D+π−−ν)[%] (rescaled) B(B− → D+π−−ν)[%] (published)
Belle [525] 0.455 ± 0.027stat ± 0.039syst 0.455 ± 0.027stat ± 0.039syst
BABAR [509] 0.415 ± 0.060stat ± 0.031syst 0.42 ± 0.06stat ± 0.03syst
Average 0.443 ± 0.037 χ2/dof = 0.25 (CL = 61.4%)
Experiment B(B− → D∗+π−−ν)[%] (rescaled) B(B− → D∗+π−−ν)[%] (published)
Belle [525] 0.603 ± 0.043stat ± 0.038syst 0.604 ± 0.043stat ± 0.038syst
BABAR [509] 0.569 ± 0.050stat ± 0.045syst 0.59 ± 0.05stat ± 0.04syst
Average 0.589 ± 0.044 χ2/dof = 0.145 (CL = 70.3%)
Experiment B(B0 → D0π+−ν)[%] (rescaled) B(B0 → D0π+−ν)[%] (published)
Belle [525] 0.405 ± 0.036stat ± 0.041syst 0.405 ± 0.036stat ± 0.041syst
BABAR [509] 0.410 ± 0.080stat ± 0.035syst 0.43 ± 0.08stat ± 0.03syst
Average 0.406 ± 0.047 χ2/dof = 0.002 (CL = 96.4%)
Experiment B(B0 → D∗0π+−ν)[%] (rescaled) B(B0 → D∗0π+−ν)[%] (published)
Belle [525] 0.646 ± 0.053stat ± 0.052syst 0.646 ± 0.053stat ± 0.052syst
BABAR [509] 0.462 ± 0.080stat ± 0.044syst 0.48 ± 0.08stat ± 0.04syst
Average 0.565 ± 0.061 χ2/dof = 2.25 (CL = 13.3%)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 54 Average branching fraction of exclusive semileptonic B decays (a) B
0 → D0π+−ν, (b) B0 → D∗0π+−ν, (c) B− → D+π−−ν,
and (d) B− → D∗+π−−ν. The corresponding individual results are also shown
6.1.4 B → D∗∗−ν
D∗∗ mesons contain one charm quark and one light anti-
quark with relative angular momentum L = 1. According to
Heavy Quark Symmetry (HQS) [526], they form one dou-




and another doublet with j = 1/2[
D∗0(2400), D′1(2430)
]
, where sq is the light quark spin. Par-
ity and angular momentum conservation constrain the decays
allowed for each state. The D1 and D∗2 states decay via D-
wave to D∗π and D(∗)π , respectively, and have small decay
widths, while the D∗0 and D′1 states decay via S-wave to Dπ
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Table 74 Published and rescaled individual measurements and their averages for of the branching fractionB(B− → D01−ν)×B(D01 → D∗+π−)
Experiment B(B− → D01(D∗+π−)−ν)[%] (rescaled) B(B− → D01(D∗+π−)−ν)[%] (published)
ALEPH [530] 0.436 ± 0.085stat ± 0.056syst 0.47 ± 0.10stat ± 0.07syst
OPAL [531] 0.568 ± 0.210stat ± 0.100syst 0.70 ± 0.21stat ± 0.10syst
CLEO [532] 0.349 ± 0.085stat ± 0.056syst 0.373 ± 0.085stat ± 0.057syst
D0 [533] 0.214 ± 0.018stat ± 0.035syst 0.219 ± 0.018stat ± 0.035syst
Belle Tagged B− [528] 0.430 ± 0.070stat ± 0.059syst 0.42 ± 0.07stat ± 0.07syst
Belle Tagged B0 [528] 0.593 ± 0.200stat ± 0.076syst 0.42 ± 0.07stat ± 0.07syst
BABAR Tagged [527] 0.277 ± 0.030stat ± 0.029syst 0.29 ± 0.03stat ± 0.03syst
BABAR Untagged B− [534] 0.293 ± 0.017stat ± 0.016syst 0.30 ± 0.02stat ± 0.02syst
BABAR Untagged B0 [534] 0.282 ± 0.026stat ± 0.023syst 0.30 ± 0.02stat ± 0.02syst
Average 0.281 ± 0.010 ± 0.015 χ2/dof = 12.3/8 (CL = 13.8%)
Table 75 Published and rescaled individual measurements and their averages for B(B− → D02−ν)× B(D02 → D∗+π−)
Experiment B(B− → D02(D∗+π−)−ν)[%] (rescaled) B(B− → D02(D∗+π−)−ν)[%] (published)
CLEO [532] 0.055 ± 0.066stat ± 0.011syst 0.059 ± 0.066stat ± 0.011syst
D0 [533] 0.086 ± 0.018stat ± 0.020syst 0.088 ± 0.018stat ± 0.020syst
Belle tagged [528] 0.190 ± 0.060stat ± 0.025syst 0.18 ± 0.06stat ± 0.03syst
BABAR tagged [527] 0.075 ± 0.013stat ± 0.009syst 0.078 ± 0.013stat ± 0.010syst
BABAR untagged B− [534] 0.087 ± 0.009stat ± 0.007syst 0.087 ± 0.013stat ± 0.007syst
BABAR untagged B0 [534] 0.065 ± 0.010stat ± 0.004syst 0.087 ± 0.013stat ± 0.007syst
Average 0.077 ± 0.006 ± 0.004 χ2/dof = 5.4/5 (CL = 36.7%)
Table 76 Published and rescaled individual measurements and their averages for B(B− → D′01 −ν)× B(D
′0
1 → D∗+π−)




DELPHI [529] 0.73 ± 0.17stat ± 0.18syst 0.83 ± 0.17stat ± 0.18syst
Belle [528] −0.03 ± 0.06stat ± 0.07syst −0.03 ± 0.06stat ± 0.07syst
BABAR [527] 0.26 ± 0.04stat ± 0.04syst 0.27 ± 0.04stat ± 0.05syst
Average 0.19 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 χ2/dof = 11.9/2 (CL = 0.003%)
Table 77 Published and rescaled individual measurements and their averages for B(B− → D∗00 −ν)× B(D∗00 → D+π−)
Experiment B(B− → D∗00 (D+π−)−ν)[%] (rescaled) B(B− → D∗00 (D+π−)−ν)[%] (published)
Belle Tagged B− [528] 0.25 ± 0.04stat ± 0.06syst 0.24 ± 0.04stat ± 0.06syst
Belle Tagged B0 [528] 0.22 ± 0.08stat ± 0.06syst 0.24 ± 0.04stat ± 0.06syst
BABAR Tagged [527] 0.32 ± 0.04stat ± 0.05syst 0.26 ± 0.05stat ± 0.04syst
Average 0.28 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 χ2/dof = 0.82/2 (CL = 66.4%)
and D∗π and are very broad. For the narrow states, the aver-
ages are determined by the combination of the results pro-
vided in Tables 74 and 75 forB(B− → D01−ν)×B(D01 →
D∗+π−) and B(B− → D02−ν)×B(D02 → D∗+π−). For
the broad states, the averages are determined by the com-
bination of the results provided in Tables 76 and 77 for
B(B− → D′01 −ν) × B(D′01 → D∗+π−) and B(B− →
D∗00 −ν) × B(D∗00 → D+π−). The measurements are
scaled to a consistent set of input parameters and their uncer-
tainties [500]. The results are reported for B−, and when
measurements for both B0 and B− are available, the com-
bination assumes the validity of the isospin. It is worth to
notice that, while the results for the narrow resonances and
the D∗0 are consistent between the various experiments, the
available measurements for B− → D′01 −ν obtained by
BABAR [527], Belle [528] and DELPHI [529], are not com-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 55 Rescaled individual measurements and their averages for (a) B(B− → D01−ν) × B(D01 → D∗+π−) and (b) B(B− → D02−ν) ×
B(D02 → D∗+π−)
(a) (b)
Fig. 56 Rescaled individual measurements and their averages for (a) B(B− → D′01 −ν)× B(D′01 → D∗+π−) and (b) B(B− → D∗00 −ν)×
B(D∗00 → D+π−)
patible. In particular Belle did not observed a significant
B− → D′01 −ν contribution and put an upper limit on the
presence of the D′01 state.
For both the B-factory and the LEP and Tevatron results,
the B semileptonic signal yields are extracted from a fit to
the invariant mass distribution of the D(∗)+π− system. The
LEP and Tevatron measurements are for the inclusive decays
B → D∗∗(D∗π−)X−ν. In the average with the results
from the B-Factories, we use these measurements assuming
that no particles are left in the X system. The BABAR tagged
analysis of B → D∗2−ν was performed selecting D∗2 →
Dπ decays.
The BABAR result reported in Table 75 is translated in a
branching fraction for the D∗2 → D∗π decay mode assum-
ing B(D∗2 → Dπ)/B(D∗2 → D∗π) = 1.54 ± 0.15 [21].
Figures 55 and 56 show the measurements and the resulting
averages.
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6.2 Inclusive CKM-favored decays
6.2.1 Global analysis of B → Xc−ν
The semileptonic decay width (B → Xc−ν) has been
calculated in the framework of the operator production
expansion (OPE) [57–59]. The result is a double-expansion
in QCD/mb and αs , which depends on a number of
non-perturbative parameters. These parameters describe the
dynamics of the b-quark inside the B hadron and can be
measured using observables in B → Xc−ν decays, such
as the moments of the lepton energy and the hadronic mass
spectrum.
Two renormalization schemes are commonly used to
define the b-quark mass and other theoretical quantities: the
kinetic [535–538] and the 1S [539] schemes. An indepen-
dent set of theoretical expressions is available for each, with
several non-perturbative parameters. The non-perturbative
parameters in the kinetic scheme are: the quark masses









O(1/m3b). In the 1S scheme, the parameters are: mb, λ1 at
O(1/m2b), and ρ1, τ1, τ2 and τ3 at O(1/m
3
b). Note that the
numerical values of the kinetic and 1S b-quark masses can-
not be compared without converting one or the other, or both,
to the same renormalization scheme.
We use two sets of inclusive observables in B → Xc−ν
decays to constrain OPE parameters: the moments of the
hadronic system effective mass 〈MnX 〉 of order n = 2, 4, 6,
and the moments of the charged lepton momentum 〈En 〉 of
order n = 0, 1, 2, 3. Moments are determined for differ-
ent values of Ecut, the lower limit on the lepton momen-
Table 78 Experimental inputs used in the global analysis of B →
Xc−ν. n is the order of the moment, c is the threshold value of the
lepton momentum in GeV. In total, there are 23 measurements from
BABAR, 15 measurements from Belle and 12 from other experiments
Experiment Hadron moments 〈MnX 〉 Lepton moments 〈En 〉
BABAR n = 2, c = 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5 n = 0, c = 0.6, 1.2, 1.5
n = 4, c = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 n = 1, c = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5
n = 6, c = 0.9, 1.3 [540] n = 2, c = 0.6, 1.0, 1.5
n = 3, c = 0.8, 1.2 [540,541]
Belle n = 2, c = 0.7, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5 n = 0, c = 0.6, 1.4
n = 4, c = 0.7, 0.9, 1.3 [542] n = 1, c = 1.0, 1.4
n = 2, c = 0.6, 1.4
n = 3, c = 0.8, 1.2 [543]
CDF n = 2, c = 0.7
n = 4, c = 0.7 [544]
CLEO n = 2, c = 1.0, 1.5
n = 4, c = 1.0, 1.5 [545]
DELPHI n = 2, c = 0.0 n = 1, c = 0.0
n = 4, c = 0.0 n = 2, c = 0.0
n = 6, c = 0.0 [529] n = 3, c = 0.0 [529]
tum. Moments derived from the same spectrum with different
value of Ecut are highly correlated. The list of measurements
used in our analysis is given in Table 78. The only exter-
nal input is the average lifetime τB of neutral and charged
B mesons, taken to be (1.579 ± 0.004) ps (Sect. 4).
In the kinetic and 1S schemes, the moments in B →
Xc−ν are not sufficient to determine the b-quark mass pre-
cisely. In the kinetic scheme analysis only a combination of
mb and mc is well determined and we constrain the c-quark
mass (defined in the MS scheme) to the value of Ref. [546]
to pinpoint mb,
mMSc (3 GeV) = 0.986 ± 0.013 GeV . (202)
In the 1S scheme analysis, the b-quark mass is constrained by
measurements of the photon energy moments in B → Xsγ
[547–550].
6.2.2 Analysis in the kinetic scheme
We obtain |Vcb| and the six non-perturbative parameters
mentioned above with a fit that follows closely the pro-
cedure described in Ref. [551] and relies on the calcula-
tions of the lepton energy and hadronic mass moments in
B → Xc−ν decays described in Refs. [537,538]. The
detailed fit result and the matrix of the correlation coeffi-
cients is given in Table 79. Projections of the fit onto the lep-
ton energy and hadronic mass moments are shown in Figs. 57
and 58, respectively. The result in terms of the main param-
eters is
|Vcb| = (42.19 ± 0.78)× 10−3 , (203)
mkinb = 4.554 ± 0.018 GeV , (204)
μ2π = 0.464 ± 0.076 GeV2 , (205)
with a χ2 of 15.6 for 43 degrees of freedom. The scale μ of
the quantities in the kinetic scheme is 1 GeV.
The inclusive B → Xc−ν branching fraction deter-
mined by this analysis is
B(B → Xc−ν) = (10.65 ± 0.16)%. (206)
Including the branching fraction of charmless semileptonic
decays (Sect. 6.4),B(B → Xu−ν) = (2.13±0.30)×10−3,
we obtain the semileptonic branching fraction,
B(B → X−ν) = (10.86 ± 0.16)%. (207)
6.2.3 Analysis in the 1S scheme
The fit relies on the same set of moment measurements
and the calculations of the spectral moments described in
Ref. [539]. The theoretical uncertainties are estimated as
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Table 79 Fit result in the kinetic scheme, using a precise c-quark mass constraint. The error matrix of the fit contains experimental and theoretical
contributions. In the lower part of the table, the correlation matrix of the parameters is given. The scale μ of the quantities in the kinematic scheme
is 1 GeV
|Vcb| [10−3] mkinb [GeV] mMSc [GeV] μ2π [GeV2] ρ3D [GeV3] μ2G [GeV2] ρ3LS [GeV3]
Value 42.19 4.554 0.987 0.464 0.169 0.333 − 0.153
Error 0.78 0.018 0.015 0.076 0.043 0.053 0.096
|Vcb| 1.000 − 0.257 − 0.078 0.354 0.289 − 0.080 − 0.051
mkinb 1.000 0.769 − 0.054 0.097 0.360 − 0.087
mMSc 1.000 − 0.021 0.027 0.059 − 0.013
μ2π 1.000 0.732 0.012 0.020
ρ3D 1.000 − 0.173 − 0.123
μ2G 1.000 0.066
ρ3LS 1.000
Fig. 57 Fit to the inclusive partial semileptonic branching fractions
and to the lepton energy moments in the kinetic mass scheme. In all
plots, the grey band is the theory prediction with total theory error.
BABAR data are shown by circles, Belle by squares and other experi-
ments (DELPHI, CDF, CLEO) by triangles. Filled symbols mean that
the point was used in the fit. Open symbols are measurements that were
not used in the fit
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Fig. 58 Same as Fig. 57 for the fit to the hadronic mass moments in the kinetic mass scheme
explained in Ref. [552]. No theory error correlations between
different moments are assumed (except between identical
moments, i.e., moments with same values of n and c). The
detailed result of the fit using the B → Xsγ constraint is
given in Table 80. The result in terms of the main parameters
is
|Vcb| = (41.98 ± 0.45)× 10−3, (208)
m1Sb = 4.691 ± 0.037 GeV, (209)
λ1 = −0.362 ± 0.067 GeV2, (210)
with a χ2 of 23.0 for 59 degrees of freedom. We find a good
agreement in the central values of |Vcb| between the kinetic
and 1S scheme analyses. No conclusion should, however,
been drawn regarding the uncertainties in |Vcb|, as the two
approaches are not equivalent in the number of higher-order
corrections that are included.
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Table 80 Fit result in the 1S
scheme, using
B → Xsγ moments as a
constraint. In the lower part of
the table, the correlation matrix
of the parameters is given
m1Sb [GeV] λ1 [GeV
2] ρ1 [GeV3] τ1 [GeV3] τ2 [GeV3] τ3 [GeV3] |Vcb| [10−3]
Value 4.691 − 0.362 0.043 0.161 − 0.017 0.213 41.98
Error 0.037 0.067 0.048 0.122 0.062 0.102 0.45
m1Sb 1.000 0.434 0.213 − 0.058 − 0.629 − 0.019 − 0.215
λ1 1.000 − 0.467 − 0.602 − 0.239 − 0.547 − 0.403
ρ1 1.000 0.129 − 0.624 0.494 0.286
τ1 1.000 0.062 − 0.148 0.194
τ2 1.000 − 0.009 − 0.145
τ3 1.000 0.376
|Vcb| 1.000
6.3 Exclusive CKM-suppressed decays
In this section, we give results on exclusive charmless
semileptonic branching fractions and the determination of
|Vub| based on B → πν decays. The measurements are
based on two different event selections: tagged events, in
which the second B meson in the event is fully (or partially)
reconstructed, and untagged events, for which the momentum
of the undetected neutrino is inferred from measurements of
the total momentum sum of the detected particles and the
knowledge of the initial state. The LHCb experiment has
reported a direct measurement of |Vub|/|Vcb| [553], recon-
structing the0b → pμν decays and normalizing the branch-
ing fraction to the0b → +c (→ pKπ)μν decays. We show
a combination of |Vub| and |Vcb| using the LHCb constraint
on |Vub|/|Vcb|, the exclusive determination of |Vub| from
B → πν, and |Vcb| from both B → D∗ν and B → Dν.
We also present branching fraction averages for B0 → ρ+ν,
B+ → ω+ν, B+ → η+ν and B+ → η′+ν.
6.3.1 B → πν branching fraction and q2 spectrum
We use the four most precise measurements of the differential
B → πν decay rate as a function of the four-momentum
transfer squared, q2, from BABAR and Belle [554–557]
to obtain an average q2 spectrum and an average for the
total branching fraction. The measurements are presented in
Fig. 59. From the two untagged BABAR analyses [556,557],
the combined results for B0 → π−+ν and B+ → π0+ν
decays based on isospin symmetry are used. The hadronic-tag
analysis by Belle [555] provides results for B0 → π−+ν
and B+ → π0+ν separately, but not for the combination of
both channels. In the untagged analysis by Belle [554], only
B0 → π−+ν decays were measured. The experimental
measurements use different binnings in q2, but have match-
ing bin edges, which allows them to be easily combined.
To arrive at an average q2 spectrum, a binned maximum-
likelihood fit to determine the average partial branching frac-
tion in each q2 interval is performed, differentiating between
common and individual uncertainties and correlations for the
various measurements. Shared sources of systematic uncer-
tainty of all measurements are included in the likelihood as
nuisance parameters constrained using normal distributions.
The most important shared sources of uncertainty are due
to continuum subtraction, branching fractions, the number
of B-meson pairs (only correlated among measurement by
the same experiment), tracking efficiency (only correlated
among measurements by the same experiment), uncertainties
from modelling the b → u  ν contamination, modelling
of final state radiation, and contamination from b → c ν
decays.
The averaged q2 spectrum is shown in Fig. 59. The proba-
bility of the average is computed as theχ2 probability quanti-
fying the agreement between the input spectra and the aver-
aged spectrum and amounts to 6%. The partial branching
fractions and the full covariance matrix obtained from the
likelihood fit are given in Tables 81 and 82. The average for
the total B0 → π−+ν branching fraction is obtained by
summing up the partial branching fractions:
B(B0 → π−+ν) = (1.50 ± 0.02stat ± 0.06syst)× 10−4.
(211)
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Fig. 59 The B → πν q2
spectrum measurements and the
average spectrum obtained from
the likelihood combination
(shown in black)
Table 81 Partial B0 → π−+ν branching fractions per GeV2 for the input measurements and the average obtained from the likelihood fit. The
uncertainties are the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties
q2 [GeV2] B(B0 → π−+ν)/q2 [10−7]







0 − 2 58.7 ± 12.9 97.5 ± 16.7 84.1 ± 15.5 58.7 ± 9.4 79.9 ± 9.1 72.0 ± 7.0
2 − 4 76.3 ± 8.0 53.0 ± 13.8 65.3 ± 7.1 71.4 ± 4.6
4 − 6 60.6 ± 6.4 75.5 ± 14.5 73.0 ± 16.2 67.3 ± 6.4 80.1 ± 5.3 67.0 ± 3.9
6 − 8 73.3 ± 7.6 48.5 ± 11.8 74.7 ± 7.1 75.6 ± 4.3
8 − 10 73.7 ± 8.1 39.0 ± 11.2 50.2 ± 12.8 67.9 ± 7.8 58.7 ± 5.5 64.4 ± 4.3
10 − 12 70.2 ± 8.8 79.5 ± 14.6 81.3 ± 8.2 71.7 ± 4.6
12 − 14 72.5 ± 9.1 67.5 ± 13.9 86.0 ± 16.4 62.4 ± 7.4 54.9 ± 6.2 66.7 ± 4.7
14 − 16 63.0 ± 8.4 68.0 ± 14.4 64.0 ± 7.9 63.3 ± 4.8
16 − 18 59.3 ± 7.8 53.5 ± 12.8 49.7 ± 13.3 66.1 ± 8.2 50.2 ± 5.7 62.0 ± 4.4
18 − 20 36.8 ± 7.2 58.0 ± 12.8 40.5 ± 7.6 43.2 ± 4.3
20 − 22 47.1 ± 6.2 59.0 ± 14.3 23.7 ± 12.1 42.0 ± 7.5 18.4 ± 3.2 42.5 ± 4.1
22 − 24 39.9 ± 6.2 33.5 ± 10.6 16.8 ± 5.9 34.0 ± 4.2
24 − 26.4 13.2 ± 2.9 12.4 ± 13.0 17.8 ± 19.4 11.7 ± 2.6
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6 6.3.2 |Vub| from B → πν
The |Vub| average can be determined from the averaged q2
spectrum in combination with a prediction for the normal-
ization of the B → π form factor. The differential decay rate
for light leptons (e, μ) is given by














where GF is Fermi’s constant, | pπ | is the magnitude of the
three-momentum of the final state π (a function of q2), mB
the B0-meson mass, and H0(q2) the only non-zero helicity
amplitude. The helicity amplitude is a function of the form
factor f+,
H0 = 2mB | pπ |√
q2
f+(q2). (213)
The form factor f+ can be calculated with non-perturbative
methods, but its general form can be constrained by the dif-
ferential B → πν spectrum. Here, we parametrize the form
factor using the BCL parametrization [558].
The decay rate is proportional to |Vub|2| f+(q2)|2. Thus to
extract |Vub| one needs to determine f+(q2) (at least at one
value of q2). In order to enhance the precision, a binned χ2
fit is performed using a χ2 function of the form
χ2 =
( B − τ
)T
C−1
( B − τ
)
+ χ2LQCD + χ2LCSR
(214)
where C denotes the covariance matrix given in Table 82,
B is the vector of averaged partial branching fractions, and
 τ is the product of the vector of theoretical predictions
of the partial decay rates and the B0-meson lifetime. The
form factor normalization is included in the fit by the two
extra terms in Eq. (214): χLQCD uses the latest FLAG lattice
average [559] from two state-of-the-art unquenched lattice
QCD calculations [560,561]. The resulting constraints are
quoted directly in terms of the coefficients b j of the BCL








with b the vector containing the free parameters of the χ2 fit
constraining the form factor, bLQCD the averaged values from
Ref. [559], and CLQCD their covariance matrix. Additional
information about the form factor can be obtained from light-
cone sum rule calculations. The state-of-the-art calculation
includes up to two-loop contributions [562]. It is included in
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Fig. 60 Fit of the BCL
parametrization to the averaged
q2 spectrum from BABAR and
Belle and the LQCD and LCSR
calculations. The error bands
represent the 1 σ (dark green)
and 2 σ (light green)
uncertainties of the fitted
spectrum
Table 83 Best fit values and uncertainties for the combined fit to data,
LQCD and LCSR results
Parameter Value
|Vub| (3.67 ± 0.15)× 10−3
b0 0.418 ± 0.012
b1 −0.399 ± 0.033









The |Vub| average is obtained for two versions: the first
combines the data with the LQCD constraints and the sec-
ond additionally includes the information from the LCSR
calculation. The resulting values for |Vub| are
|Vub| =
(
3.70 ± 0.10 exp ± 0.12 theo
)
× 10−3 (data + LQCD), (217)
|Vub| =
(
3.67 ± 0.09 exp ± 0.12 theo
)
Table 84 Covariance matrix for the combined fit to data, LQCD and
LCSR results
Parameter|Vub| b0 b1 b2
|Vub| 2.064 × 10−8−1.321 × 10−6−1.881 × 10−6 7.454 × 10−6
b0 1.390 × 10−4 8.074 × 10−5−8.953 × 10−4
b1 1.053 × 10−3−2.879 × 10−3
b2 1.673 × 10−2
× 10−3 (data + LQCD + LCSR), (218)
for the first and second fit version, respectively. The result of
the fit including both LQCD and LCSR is shown in Fig. 60.
The χ2 probability of the fit is 47%. We quote the result of
the fit including both LQCD and LCSR calculations as our
average for |Vub|. The best fit values for |Vub| and the BCL
parameters and their covariance matrix are given in Tables 83
and 84.
6.3.3 Combined extraction of |Vub| and |Vcb|
The LHCb experiment reported the first observation of the
CKM suppressed decay0b → pμν [553] and the measure-
ment of the ratio of partial branching fractions at high q2 for
0b → pμν and 0b → +c (→ pKπ)μν decays,
R = B(
0
b → pμν)q2>15 GeV 2
B(0b → +c μν)q2>7 GeV 2
= (1.00 ± 0.04 ± 0.08)× 10−2. (219)
The ratio R is proportional to (|Vub|/|Vcb|)2 and sensitive to
the form factors of 0b → p and 0b → +c transitions that
have to be computed with non-perturbative methods, such
as lattice QCD. The uncertainty on B(+c → pKπ) is the
largest source of systematic uncertainties on R. Using the
recent average of B(+c → pKπ) = (6.28 ± 0.32)% [21],
the rescaled value for R is
R = (0.92 ± 0.04 ± 0.07)× 10−2. (220)
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Fig. 61 Combined average on
|Vub| and |Vcb| including the
LHCb measurement of
|Vub|/|Vcb|, the exclusive |Vub|
measurement from B → πν,
and |Vcb| measurements from
both B → D∗ν and B → Dν.
The dashed ellipse corresponds
to a 1σ two-dimensional
contour (68% of CL). The point
with the error bars corresponds
to the inclusive |Vcb| from the
kinetic scheme (Sect. 6.2.2), and
the inclusive |Vub| from GGOU
calculation (Sect. 6.4.3)
Using the precise lattice QCD prediction [563] of the form
factors in the experimentally interesting q2 region consid-
ered, we obtain
|Vub|
|Vcb| = 0.079 ± 0.004exp ± 0.004FF (221)
where the first uncertainty is the total experimental uncer-
tainty, and the second one is due to the knowledge of the
form factors. A combined fit for |Vub| and |Vcb| that includes
the constraint from LHCb, and the determination of |Vub|
and |Vcb| from exclusive B meson decays, results in
|Vub| = (3.49 ± 0.13)× 10−3 (222)
|Vcb| = (39.25 ± 0.56)× 10−3 (223)
ρ(|Vub|, |Vcb|) = 0.14 , (224)
where the uncertainties in the inputs are considered uncorre-
lated. The χ2 of the fit is 5.1 for 2 d.o.f., corresponding to a
P(χ2) of 7.7%. The fit result is shown in Fig. 61, where both
theχ2 and the two-dimensional 68% CL contours are indi-
cated. The |Vub|/|Vcb| value extracted from R is more com-
patible with the exclusive determinations of |Vub|. Another
calculation, by Faustov and Galkin [564], based on a rela-
tivistic quark model, gives a value of |Vub|/|Vcb| closer to
the inclusive determinations.
6.3.4 Other exclusive charmless semileptonic B decays
We report the branching fraction averages for B0 →
ρ+ν, B+ → ω+ν, B+ → η+ν and B+ → η′+ν
decays. The measurements and their averages are listed in
Tables 85, 86, 87, 88, and presented in Figs. 62 and 63.
Table 85 Summary of exclusive determinations of B0 → ρ+ν. The
errors quoted correspond to statistical and systematic uncertainties,
respectively
B[10−4]
CLEO (untagged) ρ+ [567] 2.77 ± 0.41 ± 0.52
CLEO (untagged) ρ+ [568] 2.93 ± 0.37 ± 0.37
Belle (hadronic tag) ρ+ [555] 3.22 ± 0.27 ± 0.24
Belle (hadronic tag) ρ0 [555] 3.39 ± 0.18 ± 0.18
Belle (semileptonic tag) ρ+ [569] 2.24 ± 0.54 ± 0.31
Belle (semileptonic tag) ρ0 [569] 2.50 ± 0.43 ± 0.33
BABAR (untagged) ρ+ [556] 1.96 ± 0.21 ± 0.38
BABAR (untagged) ρ0 [556] 1.86 ± 0.19 ± 0.32
Average 2.937± 0.093± 0.178
Table 86 Summary of exclusive determinations of B+ → ω+ν. The
errors quoted correspond to statistical and systematic uncertainties,
respectively
B[10−4]
Belle (untagged) [570] 1.30 ± 0.40 ± 0.36
BABAR (loose ν reco.) [557] 1.19 ± 0.16 ± 0.09
BABAR (untagged) [571] 1.21 ± 0.14 ± 0.08
Belle (hadronic tag) [555] 1.07 ± 0.16 ± 0.07
BABAR (semileptonic tag) [572] 1.35 ± 0.21 ± 0.11
Average 1.189± 0.084± 0.055
In the B0 → ρ−+ν average, both the B0 → ρ−+ν and
B+ → ρ0+ν decays are used, where the B+ → ρ0+ν
are rescaled by 2τB0/τB+ assuming the isospin symmetry.
For B+ → ω+ν and B+ → η+ν decays, the agreement
between the different measurements is good. B+ → η′+ν
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Table 87 Summary of exclusive determinations of B+ → η+ν. The
errors quoted correspond to statistical and systematic uncertainties,
respectively
B[10−4]
CLEO [573] 0.45 ± 0.23 ± 0.11
BABAR (untagged) [574] 0.31 ± 0.06 ± 0.08
BABAR (semileptonic tag) [575] 0.64 ± 0.20 ± 0.04
BABAR (loose ν-reco.) [557] 0.38 ± 0.05 ± 0.05
Belle (hadronic tag) [576] 0.42 ± 0.11 ± 0.09
Average 0.39± 0.04± 0.04
Table 88 Summary of exclusive determinations of B+ → η′+ν.
The errors quoted correspond to statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties, respectively
B[10−4]




0.04 ± 0.22 ± 0.04, (< 0.47 @ 90%CL)
BABAR (untagged)
[557]
0.24 ± 0.08 ± 0.03
Belle (hadronic tag)
[576]
0.36 ± 0.27 ± 0.04
Average 0.24 ± 0.07 ± 0.03
shows a discrepancy between the old CLEO measurement
and the BABAR untagged analysis, but the statistical uncer-
tainties of the CLEO measurement are large. The B0 →
ρ+ν results, instead, show significant differences, in partic-
ular the BABAR untagged analysis gives a branching fraction
significantly lower (by about 2σ ) than the Belle measure-
ment based on the hadronic-tag. A possible reason for such
discrepancy could be the broad nature of the ρ resonance that
makes the control of the background under the ρ mass peak
more difficult in the untagged analysis than in the hadronic-
tag analysis.
We do not report |Vub| for these exclusive charmless
decays, because the form factor calculations have not yet
reached the precision achieved for B → πν decays.
Unquenched lattice QCD calculations of the form factors are
not available for these decays, but LCSR calculations exist
for all these decay modes. The most recent of these calcula-
tions for the B → ρν and B → ων decays are reported in
Refs. [565,566].
(a) (b)
Fig. 62 (a) Summary of exclusive determinations of B(B0 → ρ+ν) and their average. Measurements of B+ → ρ0+ν branching fractions have
been multiplied by 2τB0/τB+ in accordance with isospin symmetry. (b) Summary of exclusive determinations of B
+ → ω+ν and their average
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(a) (b)
Fig. 63 (a) Summary of exclusive determinations of B(B+ → η+ν) and their average. (b) Summary of exclusive determinations of B(B+ →
η′+ν) and their average
6.4 Inclusive CKM-suppressed decays
Measurements of B → Xu+ν decays are very challeng-
ing because of background from the Cabibbo-favoured B →
Xc+ν decays, whose branching fraction is about 50 times
larger than that of the signal. Cuts designed to suppress this
dominant background severely complicate the perturbative
QCD calculations required to extract |Vub|. Tight cuts neces-
sitate parameterization of the so-called shape functions in
order to describe the unmeasured regions of phase space. We
use several theoretical calculations to extract |Vub| and do
not advocate the use of one method over another. The authors
of the different calculations have provided codes to compute
the partial rates in limited regions of phase space covered by
the measurements. Belle [577] and BABAR [578] produced
measurements that explore large portions of phase space,
with consequent reduction of the theoretical uncertainties.
In the averages, the systematic uncertainties associated
with the modeling of B → Xc+ν and B → Xu+ν
decays and the theoretical uncertainties are taken as fully
correlated among all measurements. Reconstruction-related
uncertainties are taken as fully correlated within a given
experiment. Measurements of partial branching fractions for
B → Xu+ν transitions from ϒ(4S) decays, together with
the corresponding selected region, are given in Table 89. The
signal yields for all the measurements shown in Table 89 are
not rescaled to common input values of the B meson life-
time (see Sect. 4) and the semileptonic width [21]. We use
all results published by BABAR in Ref. [578], since the sta-
tistical correlations are given. To make use of the theoretical
calculations of Ref. [579], we restrict the kinematic range of
the invariant mass of the hadronic system, MX , and the square
of the invariant mass of the lepton pair, q2. This reduces the
size of the data sample significantly, but also the theoretical
uncertainty, as stated by the authors [579]. The dependence
of the quoted error on the measured value for each source
of uncertainty is taken into account in the calculation of the
averages.
It was first suggested by Neubert [580] and later detailed
by Leibovich, Low, and Rothstein (LLR) [581] and Lange,
Neubert and Paz (LNP) [582], that the uncertainty of the lead-
ing shape functions can be eliminated by comparing inclu-
sive rates for B → Xu+ν decays with the inclusive photon
spectrum in B → Xsγ , based on the assumption that the
shape functions for transitions to light quarks, u or s, are the
same at first order. However, shape function uncertainties are
only eliminated at the leading order and they still enter via
the signal models used for the determination of efficiency.
In the following, the different theoretical methods and the
resulting averages are described.
In a recent paper by BABAR [583], detailed studies are
performed to assess the impact of four QCD-based theo-
retical predictions, used also below, on the measurements
of the electron spectrum, the branching fraction, and the
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Table 89 Summary of measurements of partial branching fractions for B → Xu+ν decays. The errors quoted on B correspond to statistical
and systematic uncertainties. Ee is the electron energy in the B rest frame, p∗ the lepton momentum in the B frame and mX is the invariant mass
of the hadronic system. The light-cone momentum P+ is defined in the B rest frame as P+ = EX − | pX |. The smaxh variable is described in Refs.
[585,586]
Measurement Accepted region B[10−4] Notes
CLEO [587] Ee > 2.1 GeV 3.3 ± 0.2 ± 0.7
BABAR [586] Ee > 2.0 GeV, smaxh < 3.5 GeV
2 4.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.4
BABAR [583] Ee > 0.8 GeV 1.55 ± 0.08 ± 0.09 Using the GGOU model
Belle [588] Ee > 1.9 GeV 8.5 ± 0.4 ± 1.5
BABAR [578] MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4 6.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.4
Belle [589] MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4 7.4 ± 0.9 ± 1.3
Belle [590] MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4 8.5 ± 0.9 ± 1.0 Used only in BLL average
BABAR [578] P+ < 0.66 GeV 9.9 ± 0.9 ± 0.8
BABAR [578] MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 11.6 ± 1.0 ± 0.8
BABAR [578] MX < 1.55 GeV/c2 10.9 ± 0.8 ± 0.6
Belle [577] (MX , q2) fit, p∗ > 1 GeV/c 19.6 ± 1.7 ± 1.6
BABAR [578] (MX , q2) fit, p∗ > 1 GeV/c 18.2 ± 1.3 ± 1.5
BABAR [578] p∗ > 1.3 GeV/c 15.5 ± 1.3 ± 1.4
extraction of |Vub|, where the lower limit on the electron
momentum is varied from 0.8GeV/c to the kinematic end-
point. An important difference of this paper with respect to
the other ones is that the dependency on the theoretical mod-
els enters primarily through the partial branching fractions,
as the fit is sensitive to signal decays only in regions with
good signal-to-noise such as the endpoint region. All other
measurements instead determine a partial branching fraction
by using a single model, and this partial branching fraction
is then converted into a |Vub| measurement by taking the
corresponding partial rate predicted by the theory calcula-
tions. Due to this difference, the |Vub| results obtained in
this paper, with a lower limit of 0.8GeV/c on the electron
momentum, are directly used as input to the BLNP, DGE
and GGOU averages. These determinations supersede the
previous BABAR endpoint measurement [584]. The partial
branching ratio quoted in Table 89 for Ref. [583] is taken as
that obtained with the GGOU calculation.
6.4.1 BLNP
Bosch, Lange, Neubert and Paz (BLNP) [591–594] provide
theoretical expressions for the triple differential decay rate
for B → Xu+ν events, incorporating all known contri-
butions, whilst smoothly interpolating between the “shape-
function region” of large hadronic energy and small invari-
ant mass, and the “OPE region” in which all hadronic kine-
matical variables scale with the b-quark mass. BLNP assign
uncertainties to the b-quark mass, which enters through the
leading shape function, to sub-leading shape function forms,
to possible weak annihilation contribution, and to matching
scales. The BLNP calculation uses the shape function renor-
malization scheme; the heavy quark parameters determined
from the global fit in the kinetic scheme, described in 6.2.2,
were therefore translated into the shape function scheme by
using a prescription by Neubert [595,596]. The resulting
parameters are mb(SF) = (4.582 ± 0.023 ± 0.018) GeV,
μ2π (SF) = (0.202± 0.089+0.020−0.040) GeV/c2, where the second
uncertainty is due to the scheme translation. The extracted
values of |Vub| for each measurement along with their aver-
age are given in Table 90 and illustrated in Fig. 64a. The total
uncertainty is +5.6−5.7% and is due to: statistics (
+1.8
−1.9%), detector
effects (+1.7−1.7%), B → Xc+ν model (+0.9−1.0%), B → Xu+ν
model (+1.5−1.5%), heavy quark parameters (
+2.7
−2.8%), SF func-
tional form (+0.1−0.3%), sub-leading shape functions (
+0.8
−0.8%),
BLNP theory: matching scales μ,μi , μh (
+3.8
−3.8%), and weak
annihilation (+0.0−0.7%). The error assigned to the matching
scales is the source of the largest uncertainty, while the uncer-
tainty due to HQE parameters (b-quark mass and μ2π ) is sec-
ond. The uncertainty due to weak annihilation is assumed to
be asymmetric, i.e. it only tends to decrease |Vub|.
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Table 90 Summary of input parameters used by the different theory calculations, corresponding inclusive determinations of |Vub| and their average.
The errors quoted on |Vub| correspond to experimental and theoretical uncertainties, respectively
BLNP DGE GGOU ADFR BLL
Input parameters
scheme SF MS kinetic MS 1S
Ref. [595,596] Ref. [597] see Sect. 6.2.2 Ref. [598] Ref. [579]
mb (GeV) 4.582 ± 0.026 4.188 ±0.043 4.554 ±0.018 4.188 ±0.043 4.704 ±0.029
μ2π (GeV
2) 0.145 +0.091−0.097 - 0.414 ±0.078 - -
Ref. |Vub| values [10−3]
CLEO Ee [587] 4.22 ± 0.49+0.29−0.34 3.86 ± 0.45+0.25−0.27 4.23 ± 0.49+0.22−0.31 3.42 ± 0.40+0.17−0.17 -
Belle MX , q2 [589] 4.51 ± 0.47+0.27−0.29 4.43 ± 0.47+0.19−0.21 4.52 ± 0.48+0.25−0.28 3.93 ± 0.41+0.18−0.17 4.68 ± 0.49+0.30−0.30
Belle Ee [588] 4.93 ± 0.46+0.26−0.29 4.82 ± 0.45+0.23−0.23 4.95 ± 0.46+0.16−0.21 4.48 ± 0.42+0.20−0.20 -
BABAR Ee [583] 4.41 ± 0.12+0.27−0.27 3.85 ± 0.11+0.08−0.07 3.96 ± 0.10+0.17−0.17 - -
BABAR Ee, smaxh [586] 4.71 ± 0.32+0.33−0.38 4.35 ± 0.29+0.28−0.30 - 3.81 ± 0.19+0.19−0.18
Belle p∗ , (MX , q2) fit [577] 4.50 ± 0.27+0.20−0.22 4.62 ± 0.28+0.13−0.13 4.62 ± 0.28+0.09−0.10 4.50 ± 0.30+0.20−0.20 -
BABAR MX [578] 4.24 ± 0.19+0.25−0.25 4.47 ± 0.20+0.19−0.24 4.30 ± 0.20+0.20−0.21 3.83 ± 0.18+0.20−0.19 -
BABAR MX [578] 4.03 ± 0.22+0.22−0.22 4.22 ± 0.23+0.21−0.27 4.10 ± 0.23+0.16−0.17 3.75 ± 0.21+0.18−0.18 -
BABAR MX , q2 [578] 4.32 ± 0.23+0.26−0.28 4.24 ± 0.22+0.18−0.21 4.33 ± 0.23+0.24−0.27 3.75 ± 0.20+0.17−0.17 4.50 ± 0.24+0.29−0.29
BABAR P+ [578] 4.09 ± 0.25+0.25−0.25 4.17 ± 0.25+0.28−0.37 4.25 ± 0.26+0.26−0.27 3.57 ± 0.22+0.19−0.18 -
BABAR p∗ , (MX , q2) fit [578] 4.33 ± 0.24+0.19−0.21 4.45 ± 0.24+0.12−0.13 4.44 ± 0.24+0.09−0.10 4.33 ± 0.24+0.19−0.19 -
BABAR p∗ [578] 4.34 ± 0.27+0.20−0.21 4.43 ± 0.27+0.13−0.13 4.43 ± 0.27+0.09−0.11 4.28 ± 0.27+0.19−0.19 -
Belle MX , q2 [590] - - - - 5.01 ± 0.39+0.32−0.32
Average 4.44+0.13−0.14
+0.21
−0.22 3.99 ± 0.10+0.09−0.10 4.32 ± 0.12+0.12−0.13 3.99 ± 0.13+0.18−0.12 4.62 ± 0.20+0.29−0.29
(a) (b)
Fig. 64 Measurements of |Vub| from inclusive semileptonic decays and their average based on the BLNP (a) and DGE (b) prescription. The labels
indicate the variables and selections used to define the signal regions in the different analyses
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6.4.2 DGE
Andersen and Gardi (Dressed Gluon Exponentiation, DGE)
[597] provide a framework where the on-shell b-quark cal-
culation, converted into hadronic variables, is directly used
as an approximation to the meson decay spectrum without
the use of a leading-power non-perturbative function (or, in
other words, a shape function). The on-shell mass of the b-
quark within the B-meson (mb) is required as input. The DGE
calculation uses the MS renormalization scheme. The heavy
quark parameters determined from the global fit in the kinetic
scheme, described in 6.2.2, were therefore translated into the
MS scheme by using code provided by Einan Gardi (based on
Refs. [599,600]), giving mb(MS) = (4.188 ± 0.043) GeV.
The extracted values of |Vub| for each measurement along
with their average are given in Table 90 and illustrated in
Fig. 64b. The total error is+3.3−3.4%, whose breakdown is: statis-
tics (+1.8−1.8%), detector effects (
+1.7
−1.7%), B → Xc+ν model
(+1.3−1.3%), B → Xu+ν model (+2.1−1.7%), strong coupling αs
(+0.5−0.6%), mb (
+3.2
−2.9%), weak annihilation (
+0.0
−1.1%), matching
scales in DGE (+0.5−0.4%). The largest contribution to the total
error is due to the effect of the uncertainty on mb. The uncer-
tainty due to weak annihilation has been assumed to be asym-
metric, i.e. it only tends to decrease |Vub|.
6.4.3 GGOU
Gambino, Giordano, Ossola and Uraltsev (GGOU) [601]
compute the triple differential decay rates of B → Xu+ν,
including all perturbative and non-perturbative effects through
O(α2s β0) and O(1/m
3
b). The Fermi motion is parameter-
ized in terms of a single light-cone function for each struc-
ture function and for any value of q2, accounting for all
subleading effects. The calculations are performed in the
kinetic scheme, a framework characterized by a Wilsonian
treatment with a hard cutoff μ ∼ 1 GeV. GGOU have not
included calculations for the “(Ee, smaxh )” analysis [586]. The
heavy quark parameters determined from the global fit in the
kinetic scheme, described in Sect. 6.2.2, are used as inputs:
mkinb = (4.554±0.018)GeV,μ2π = (0.464±0.076)GeV/c2.
The extracted values of |Vub| for each measurement along
with their average are given in Table 90 and illustrated in
Fig. 65a. The total error is +4.0−4.0% whose breakdown is: statis-
tics (+1.6−1.6%), detector effects (
+1.6
−1.6%), B → Xc+ν model
(+0.9−0.9%), B → Xu+νmodel (+1.5−1.5%),αs ,mb and other non-
perturbative parameters (+1.9−1.9%), higher order perturbative
and non-perturbative corrections (+1.5−1.5%), modelling of the
q2 tail (+1.3−1.3%), weak annihilations matrix element (
+0.0
−1.1%),
functional form of the distribution functions (+0.1−0.1%). The
leading uncertainties on |Vub| are both from theory, and are
due to perturbative and non-perturbative parameters and the
(a) (b)
Fig. 65 Measurements of |Vub| from inclusive semileptonic decays and their average based on the GGOU (a) and ADFR (b) prescription. The
labels indicate the variables and selections used to define the signal regions in the different analyses
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modelling of the q2 tail. The uncertainty due to weak annihi-
lation has been assumed to be asymmetric, i.e. it only tends
to decrease |Vub|.
6.4.4 ADFR
Aglietti, Di Lodovico, Ferrera and Ricciardi (ADFR) [602]
use an approach to extract |Vub|, that makes use of the ratio
of the B → Xc+ν and B → Xu+ν widths. The nor-
malized triple differential decay rate for B → Xu+ν
[598,603–605] is calculated with a model based on (i) soft–
gluon resummation to next-to-next-leading order and (ii) an
effective QCD coupling without a Landau pole. This cou-
pling is constructed by means of an extrapolation to low
energy of the high-energy behaviour of the standard cou-
pling. More technically, an analyticity principle is used. The
lower cut on the electron energy for the endpoint analyses is
2.3 GeV [598]. The ADFR calculation uses the MS renor-
malization scheme; the heavy quark parameters determined
from the global fit in the kinetic scheme, described in 6.2.2,
were therefore translated into the MS scheme by using code
provided by Einan Gardi (based on Refs.[599,600]), giving
mb(MS) = (4.188 ± 0.043) GeV. The extracted values of
|Vub| for each measurement along with their average are
given in Table 90 and illustrated in Fig. 65b. The total error
is +5.6−5.6% whose breakdown is: statistics (
+1.9
−1.9%), detector
effects (+1.7−1.7%), B → Xc+ν model (+1.4−1.4%), B → Xu+ν
model (+1.5−1.4%), αs (
+1.1
−1.0%), |Vcb| (+1.9−1.9%), mb (+0.7−0.7%), mc
(+1.3−1.3%), semileptonic branching fraction (
+0.8
−0.7%), theory
model (+3.6−3.6%). The leading uncertainty is due to the theory
model.
6.4.5 BLL
Bauer, Ligeti, and Luke (BLL) [579] give a HQET-based pre-
scription that advocates combined cuts on the dilepton invari-
ant mass, q2, and hadronic mass,mX , to minimise the overall
uncertainty on |Vub|. In their reckoning a cut on mX only,
although most efficient at preserving phase space (∼80%),
makes the calculation of the partial rate untenable due to
uncalculable corrections to the b-quark distribution function
or shape function. These corrections are suppressed if events
in the low q2 region are removed. The cut combination used
in measurements is Mx < 1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4.
The extracted values of |Vub| for each measurement along
with their average are given in Table 90 and illustrated in
Fig. 66. The total error is +7.7−7.7% whose breakdown is: statis-
tics (+3.3−3.3%), detector effects (
+3.0
−3.0%), B → Xc+ν model
(+1.6−1.6%), B → Xu+νmodel (+1.1−1.1%), spectral fraction (mb)
(+3.0−3.0%), perturbative approach: strong coupling αs (
+3.0
−3.0%),
residual shape function (+2.5−2.5%), third order terms in the OPE
Fig. 66 Measurements of |Vub| from inclusive semileptonic decays
and their average in the BLL prescription
(+4.0−4.0%). The leading uncertainties, both from theory, are due
to residual shape function effects and third order terms in the
OPE expansion. The leading experimental uncertainty is due
to statistics.
6.4.6 Summary
The averages presented in several different frameworks are
presented in Table 91. In summary, we recognize that the
experimental and theoretical uncertainties play out differ-
ently between the schemes and the theoretical assumptions
for the theory calculations are different. Therefore, it is dif-
ficult to perform an average between the various determina-
tions of |Vub|. Since the methodology is similar to that used
to determine the inclusive |Vcb| average, we choose to quote
as reference value the average determined by the GGOU cal-
culation, which gives |Vub| = (4.32 ± 0.12+0.12−0.13)× 10−3.
Table 91 Summary of inclusive determinations of |Vub|. The errors





DGE 4.52 ± 0.10+0.09−0.10
GGOU 4.32 ± 0.12+0.12−0.13
ADFR 3.99 ± 0.13+0.18−0.12
BLL (mX/q2 only) 4.62 ± 0.20 ± 0.29
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6.5 B → D(∗)τντ decays
In the SM the semileptonic decay are tree level processes
which proceed via coupling to the W± boson. These cou-
plings are assumed to be universal for all leptons and are
well understood theoretically, (see Sects. 5.1 and 5.2). This
universality has been tested in purely leptonic and semilep-
tonic B meson decays involving a τ lepton, which might
be sensitive to a hypothetical charged Higgs boson or other
non-SM processes.
Compared to B+ → τντ , the B → D(∗)τντ decay has
advantages: the branching fraction is relatively high, because
it is not Cabibbo-suppressed, and it is a three-body decay
allowing access to many observables besides the branching
fraction, such as D(∗) momentum, q2 distributions, and mea-
surements of the D∗ and τ polarisations (see Ref. [606] and
references therein for recent calculations).
Experiments have measured two ratios of branching frac-
tions defined as
R(D) = B(B → Dτντ )B(B → Dν) , (225)
R(D∗) = B(B → D
∗τντ )
B(B → D∗ν) (226)
where  refers either to electron or μ. These ratios are inde-
pendent of |Vcb| and to a large extent, also of the B → D(∗)
form factors. As a consequence, the SM predictions for these
ratios are quite precise:
• R(D) = 0.299 ± 0.003: which is an average of the pre-
dictions from Refs. [607–609]. These predictions use as
input the latest results on the B → Dν form factors
from BABAR and Belle, and the most recent lattice cal-
culations [515,523].
• R(D∗) = 0.258 ± 0.005: where the central value and
the uncertainty are obtained from an arithmetic average of
the predictions from Refs. [608–610]. These calculations
are in good agreement between each other, and consis-
tent with the old prediction [611] extensively used in the
past, but more robust. There are differences in the evalua-
tion of the theoretical uncertainty associated mainly with
assumptions on the pseudoscalar form factor.
In Ref. [612], Gambino, Jung and Schacht re-analysed the
recent Belle results of B → D∗ν form factors [506], obtain-
ing R(D∗) = 0.254+0.007−0.006, compatible with the predictions
mentioned before. Another calculation, based on the full
angular analysis of B → D∗ν decay by BABAR [519],
gives an independent prediction of R(D∗) = 0.253±0.005.
Recently, the authors of Ref. [613] obtained predictions
with and without using experimental inputs. The results
for R(D) are consistent with the other predictions, while
R(D∗) are slightly shifted toward lower value, resulting in
R(D∗) = 0.250± 0.003 and R(D∗) = 0.247± 0.006 using
and not using the experimental results, respectively.
On the experimental side, in the case of the leptonic τ
decay, the ratios R(D(∗)) can be directly measured, and
many systematic uncertainties cancel in the measurement.
The B0 → D∗+τντ decay was first observed by Belle [614]
performing an “inclusive” reconstruction, which is based on
the reconstruction of the Btag from all the particles of the
events, other than the D(∗) and the lepton candidate, without
looking for any specific Btag decay chain. Since then, both
BABAR and Belle have published improved measurements
and have observed the B → Dτντ decays [615,616].
The most powerful way to study these decays at the B-
Factories exploits the hadronic or semileptonic Btag . Using
the full dataset and an improved hadronic Btag selection,
BABAR measured [617]:
R(D) = 0.440 ± 0.058 ± 0.042,
R(D∗) = 0.332 ± 0.024 ± 0.018 (227)
where decays to both e± and μ± were summed, and results
for B0 and B− decays were combined in an isospin-
constrained fit. The fact that the BABAR result exceeded
SM predictions by 3.4σ raised considerable interest.
Belle, exploiting the full dataset, published measurements
using both the hadronic [618] and the semileptonic tag [619].
Belle also performed a combined measurement of R(D∗)
and τ polarization by reconstructing the τ in the hadronic
τ → πν and τ → ρν decay modes [620]. LHCb mea-
surements of R(D∗) use both the muonic τ decay [621],
and the three-prong hadronic τ → 3π(π0)ν decays [622].
The latter is a direct measurement of the ratio B(B0 →
D∗−τ+ντ )/B(B0 → D∗−π+π−π+), and is translated into
a measurement of R(D∗) using the independently mea-
sured branching fractions B(B0 → D∗−π+π−π+) and
B(B0 → D∗−μ+νμ).
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Table 92 Measurements of
R(D∗) and R(D), their
correlations and the combined
average
Experiment R(D∗) R(D) ρ
BABAR [617,623] 0.332 ± 0.024stat ± 0.018syst 0.440 ± 0.058stat ± 0.042syst −0.27
Belle [618] 0.293 ± 0.038stat ± 0.015syst 0.375 ± 0.064stat ± 0.026syst −0.49
LHCb [621] 0.336 ± 0.027stat ± 0.030syst
Belle [620] 0.270 ± 0.035stat +0.028−0.025syst
LHCb [622,624] 0.280 ± 0.018stat ± 0.029syst
Belle [619] 0.283 ± 0.018stat ± 0.014syst 0.307 ± 0.037stat ± 0.016syst −0.51
Average 0.295± 0.011± 0.008 0.340± 0.027 ± 0.013 −0.38
Fig. 67 Measurements of
R(D) and R(D∗) listed in Table
92 and their two-dimensional
average. Contours correspond to
χ2 = 1, i.e., 68% CL for the
bands and 39% CL for the
ellipses. The black point with
errors is the SM prediction for
R(D∗) and R(D). The SM
prediction is based on results
from Refs. [607–609], as
explained in the text. The
prediction and the experimental
average deviate from each other
by 3.08σ . The dashed ellipse
correspond to a 3σ contour
(99.73% CL)
The most important source of systematic uncertainties
that are correlated among the different measurement is the
B → D∗∗ background components, which are difficult to
disentangle from the signal. In our average, the systematic
uncertainties due to the B → D∗∗ composition and kinemat-
ics are considered fully correlated among the measurements.
The results of the individual measurements, their averages
and correlations are presented in Table 92 and Fig.67. The
combined results, projected separately onR(D) and R(D∗),
are reported in Fig.68a and b respectively.
The averaged R(D) and R(D∗) exceed the SM pre-
dictions by 1.4σ and 2.5σ respectively. Considering the
R(D) and R(D∗) total correlation of −0.38, the difference
with respect to the SM is about 3.08 σ , and the combined
χ2 = 12.33 for 2 degrees of freedom corresponds to a p-
value of 2.07×10−3, assuming Gaussian error distributions.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 68 (a) Measurements of R(D) and (b) R(D∗). The green bands are the averages obtained from the combined fit. The red bands are the
averages of the theoretical predictions obtained as explained in the text
7 Decays of b-hadrons into open or hidden charm
hadrons
Ground state B mesons and b baryons dominantly decay to
particles containing a charm quark via the b → c quark
transition. In this section, measurements of such decays to
hadronic final states are summarized. The use of such decays
for studying fundamental properties of the bottom hadrons
and for obtaining parameters of the CKM matrix is discussed
in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. The properties of certain b
hadron decays to open or hidden charm hadrons, such as
small Q values and similar topologies for different modes,
allow the minimization of systematic uncertainties in mea-
surements of particle and decay properties.
The fact that decays to final states containing open or
hidden charm hadrons dominate the b-hadron widths makes
them a very important part of the experimental programme
in heavy flavour physics. Understanding the rate of charm
production in b-hadron decays is crucial for validation of the
heavy-quark expansion (HQE) that underpins much of the
theoretical framework for b physics (see, for example, Ref.
[625] for a review). Moreover, such decays are often used as
normalization modes for measurements of rarer decays. In
addition, they are the dominant background in many analy-
ses. To model accurately such backgrounds with simulated
data, it is essential to have precise knowledge of the contribut-
ing decay modes. In particular, with the expected increase in
the data samples at LHCb and Belle II, the enhanced statis-
tical sensitivity has to be matched by low systematic uncer-
tainties due to knowledge of the dominant b-hadron decay
modes. For multibody decays, knowledge of the distribution
of decays across the phase-space (e.g., the Dalitz plot den-
sity for three-body decays or the polarization amplitudes for
vector–vector final states) is required in addition to the total
branching fraction.
The large yields of b → c decays to multibody final states
make them ideal for studying the spectroscopy of both open
and hidden charm hadrons. In particular, they have been used
to both discover, and measure the properties of exotic parti-
cles, such as the X (3872) [626,627], Z(4430)+ [628,629]
and Pc(4450)+ [630] states. Similarly, b → c transitions are
very useful for studying baryon-antibaryon pair production
in B-meson decays.
In addition to the dominant b → c decays, there are sev-
eral decays in this category that are expected to be highly
suppressed in the Standard Model. These are of interest
for probing particular decay topologies (e.g., the annihila-
tion diagram, which dominates the B− → D−s φ decay),
which thereby constrain effects in other hadronic decays, or
for searching for new physics. There are also open charm
production modes that involve b → u transitions, such as
B0 → D−s π+, which are mediated by the W emission
involving the |Vub| CKM matrix element. Finally, b → c
decays involving lepton flavour or number violation are
extremely suppressed in the Standard Model, and therefore
provide highly sensitive tests of new physics.
In this section, we give an exhaustive list of measured
branching ratios of decay modes to hadrons containing charm
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quarks. The averaging procedure follows the methodology
described in Sect. 3. Where available, correlations between
measurements are taken into account. If an insignificant mea-
surement and a limit for the same parameter are provided, the
former is quoted, so that it can be included in averages. In
case of asymmetric uncertainties, a variable width Gaussian
likelihood with linear variance in the range [σ−, σ+] around
the central value is assumed, following a suggestion in [631].
The confidence level of an average is quoted if it is below
1%. We provide averages of the polarization amplitudes of
B meson decays to vector–vector states, but we do not cur-
rently provide detailed averages of quantities obtained from
Dalitz plot analyses, due to the complications arising from
the dependence on the model used.
The results are presented in subsections organized accord-
ing to the type of decaying bottom hadron: B0 (Sect. 7.1), B−
(Sect. 7.2), B0/B− admixture (Sect. 7.3), B0s (Sect. 7.4), B−c
(Sect. 7.5), b baryons (Sect. 7.6). For each subsection, the
measurements are arranged according to the final state into
the following groups: a single charmed meson, two charmed
mesons, a charmonium state, a charm baryon, or other states,
such as, e.g. the X (3872). The individual measurements and
averages are shown as numerical values in tables. The sym-
bol B is used for branching ratios, and f for production
fractions (see Sect. 4). The decay amplitudes for longitu-
dinal, parallel, and perpendicular transverse polarization in
pseudoscalar to vector–vector decays are denoted A0, A‖,
and A⊥, respectively, and the definitions δ‖ = arg(A‖/A0)
and δ⊥ = arg(A⊥/A0) are used for their relative phases.
For normalized P-wave amplitudes we use the notation fi =
|Ai |2/(|A0|2+|A‖|2+|A⊥|2). Broad orbitally excited states
are denoted by a trailing (H). The inclusion of charge con-
jugate modes is always implied.
Following the approach used by the PDG [21], for decays
that involve neutral kaons we mainly quote results in terms
of final states including either a K 0 or K 0 meson (instead
of a K 0S or K
0
L ), although the flavour of the neutral kaon is
never determined experimentally. The specification as K 0
or K 0 simply follows the quark model expectation for the
dominant decay and the inclusion of the conjugate final state
neutral kaon is implied. An exception occurs for some B0s
decays, specifically those to CP eigenstates, where the width
difference between the mass eigenstates (see Sect. 4) means
that the measured branching fraction, integrated over decay
time, is specific to the studied final state [632]. In such cases it
is appropriate to quote the branching fraction for, e.g., B0s →
J/ψ K 0S instead of B
0
s → J/ψ K 0.
Several measurements assume (ϒ(4S) → B+B−) =
(ϒ(4S)→ B0B0). While there is no evidence for isospin
violation in ϒ(4S) decays, deviations from this assumption
can be of the order of a few percent, see Sect. 4.1.1 and
Ref. [633]. As the effect is negligible for many averages,
we take the quoted values without applying a correction or
additional systematic uncertainty. However, we note that this
can be relevant for averages with percent-level uncertainty.





decays to charmed hadrons are summa-
rized in Sects. 7.1.1–7.1.5.
7.1.1 Decays to a single open charm meson
Averages of B
0
decays to a single open charm meson are
shown in Tables 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102,
103, 104, 105 and 106. In this section D∗∗ refers to the sum
of all the non-strange charm meson states with masses in the
range 2.2 − 2.8 GeV/c2.
Table 93 Branching fractions
to a D(∗) meson and one or
more pions, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D+π−) BABAR [634]: 2.55 ± 0.05 ± 0.16 2.65 ± 0.15
BABAR [635]: 3.03 ± 0.23 ± 0.23
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π−) Belle [636]: 2.22 ± 0.04 ± 0.19 2.58 ± 0.13
BABAR [634]: 2.79 ± 0.08 ± 0.17
BABAR [635]: 2.99 ± 0.23 ± 0.24
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π−π+π−) Belle [637]: 6.81 ± 0.23 ± 0.72 7.19 ± 0.30
BABAR [638]: 7.26 ± 0.11 ± 0.31
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0π−π+π−π+) Belle [637]: 2.60 ± 0.47 ± 0.37 2.60 ± 0.60
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π−π+π−π+π−) Belle [637]: 4.72 ± 0.59 ± 0.71 4.72 ± 0.92
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+ω(782)π−) Belle [639]: 2.31 ± 0.11 ± 0.14 2.41 ± 0.16
BABAR [640]: 2.88 ± 0.21 ± 0.31
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Table 94 Branching fractions
to a D(∗) meson and one or
more pions, II
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → D0π0) Belle [641]: 2.25 ± 0.14 ± 0.35 2.62 ± 0.15
BABAR [642]: 2.69 ± 0.09 ± 0.13
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0π0) Belle [641]: 1.39 ± 0.18 ± 0.26 2.23 ± 0.22 CL=0.2%
BABAR [642]: 3.05 ± 0.14 ± 0.28
B(B0 → D0π+π−) LHCb [643]: 8.46 ± 0.14 ± 0.49 8.45 ± 0.45
Belle [636]: 8.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.8
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0π+π−) Belle [644]: 6.2 ± 1.2 ± 1.8 6.2 ± 2.2
Table 95 Branching fractions to
a D(∗)0 meson and a light meson Parameter Measurements [10
−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → D0ρ(770)0) Belle [636]: 3.19 ± 0.20 ± 0.45 3.19 ± 0.49
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0ρ(770)0) Belle [644]: < 5.1 < 5.1
B(B0 → D0η) Belle [641]: 1.77 ± 0.16 ± 0.21 2.36 ± 0.13
BABAR [642]: 2.53 ± 0.09 ± 0.11
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0η) Belle [641]: 1.40 ± 0.28 ± 0.26 2.26 ± 0.22 CL=5.8%
BABAR [642]: 2.69 ± 0.14 ± 0.23
B(B0 → D0η′(958)) Belle [645]: 1.14 ± 0.20 +0.10−0.13 1.38 ± 0.12
BABAR [642]: 1.48 ± 0.13 ± 0.07
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0η′(958)) Belle [645]: 1.21 ± 0.34 ± 0.22 1.40 ± 0.22
BABAR [642]: 1.48 ± 0.22 ± 0.13
B(B0 → D0ω(782)) LHCb [643]: 2.81 ± 0.72 +0.30−0.33 2.54 ± 0.16
Belle [641]: 2.37 ± 0.23 ± 0.28
BABAR [642]: 2.57 ± 0.11 ± 0.14
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0ω(782)) Belle [641]: 2.29 ± 0.39 ± 0.40 3.64 ± 0.35 CL=1.8%
BABAR [642]: 4.55 ± 0.24 ± 0.39
B(B0 → D0 f2(1270)) LHCb [643]: 1.61 ± 0.11+0.19−0.18 1.57 ± 0.21
Belle [636]: 1.20 ± 0.18 ± 0.38
Table 96 Branching fractions
to a D(∗)+ meson and one or
more kaons
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D+K−) LHCb [49]: 0.220 ± 0.003 ± 0.013 0.219 ± 0.013
Belle [646]: 0.204 ± 0.045 ± 0.034
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+K−) Belle [646]: 0.204 ± 0.041 ± 0.023 0.204 ± 0.047
B(B0 → D+K ∗(892)−) BABAR [647]: 0.46 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.08
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+K ∗(892)−) BABAR [647]: 0.32 ± 0.06 ± 0.03 0.32 ± 0.07
B(B0 → D+K 0π−) BABAR [647]: 0.49 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.09
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+K 0π−) BABAR [647]: 0.30 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.08
B(B0 → D+K−K 0) Belle [648]: < 0.31 < 0.31
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+K−K 0) Belle [648]: < 0.47 < 0.47
B(B0 → D+K−K ∗(892)0) Belle [648]: 0.88 ± 0.11 ± 0.15 0.88 ± 0.19
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+K−K ∗(892)0) Belle [648]: 1.29 ± 0.22 ± 0.25 1.29 ± 0.33
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Table 97 Branching fractions to a D(∗)0 meson and a kaon
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → D0K 0) Belle [649]: 0.50 +0.13−0.12 ± 0.06 0.52 ± 0.07
BABAR [650]: 0.53 ± 0.07 ± 0.03
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0K 0) Belle [649]: < 0.66 0.36 ± 0.12
BABAR [650]: 0.36 ± 0.12 ± 0.03
B(B0 → D0K−π+) BABAR [651]: 0.88 ± 0.15 ± 0.09 0.88 ± 0.17
B(B0 → D0K ∗(892)0) Belle [649]: 0.48+0.11−0.10 ± 0.05 0.42 ± 0.06
BABAR [650]: 0.40 ± 0.07 ± 0.03
B(B0 → D0K ∗(892)0)× B(K ∗(892)0 → K−π+) BABAR [651]: 0.38 ± 0.06 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.07
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0K ∗(892)0) Belle [649]: < 0.69 < 0.69
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0K ∗(892)0) Belle [649]: < 0.40 < 0.40
B(B0 → D0K−π+) BABAR [651]: < 0.19 < 0.19
B(B0 → D0K ∗(892)0) Belle [649]: < 0.18 0.00 ± 0.06
BABAR [650]: 0.00 ± 0.05 ± 0.03
Table 98 Branching fractions
to a D(∗)0 meson and more than
one kaon or a φ
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → D0K−K+) LHCb [652]: 6.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.4 6.1 ± 0.6
B(B0 → D0φ(1020)) LHCb [653]: < 0.20 < 0.20
Table 99 Branching fractions
to a D(∗)s meson
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → D−s π+) Belle [654]: 0.199 ± 0.026 ± 0.018 0.216 ± 0.026
BABAR [655]: 0.25 ± 0.04 ± 0.02
B(B0 → D∗−s π+) Belle [656]: 0.175 ± 0.034 ± 0.020 0.214 ± 0.031
BABAR [655]: 0.26+0.05−0.04 ± 0.02
B(B0 → D−s ρ(770)+) BABAR [655]: 0.11+0.09−0.08 ± 0.03 0.11+0.09−0.09
B(B0 → D∗−s ρ(770)+) BABAR [655]: 0.41+0.13−0.12 ± 0.04 0.41+0.14−0.13
B(B0 → D−s a0(980)+) BABAR [657]: 0.06+0.14−0.11 ± 0.01 0.06+0.14−0.11
B(B0 → D∗−s a0(980)+) BABAR [657]: 0.14 +0.21−0.16 ± 0.03 0.14 +0.21−0.16
B(B0 → D−s a2(1320)+) BABAR [657]: 0.64 +1.04−0.57 ± 0.15 0.64 +1.05−0.59
B(B0 → D∗−s a2(1320)+) BABAR [657]: < 2.0 < 2.0
B(B0 → D+s K−) Belle [654]: 0.191 ± 0.024 ± 0.017 0.221 ± 0.025
BABAR [655]: 0.29 ± 0.04 ± 0.02
B(B0 → D∗+s K−) Belle [656]: 0.202 ± 0.033 ± 0.022 0.219 ± 0.031
BABAR [655]: 0.24 ± 0.04 ± 0.02
B(B0 → D+s K ∗(892)−) BABAR [655]: 0.35+0.10−0.09 ± 0.04 0.35+0.11−0.10
B(B0 → D∗+s K ∗(892)−) BABAR [655]: 0.32 +0.14−0.12 ± 0.04 0.32 +0.15−0.13
B(B0 → D+s K 0Sπ−) BABAR [658]: 0.55 ± 0.13 ± 0.10 0.55 ± 0.17
B(B0 → D∗+s K 0π−) BABAR [658]: < 0.55 < 0.55
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Table 100 Branching fraction ratios, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0 → D0ρ(770)0)/B(B0 → D0ω(782)) Belle [644]: 1.6 ± 0.8 1.6 ± 0.8
B(B0 → D+π+π−π−)/B(B0 → D+π−) LHCb [659]: 2.38 ± 0.11 ± 0.21 2.38 ± 0.24
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π−)/B(B0 → D+π−) BABAR [635]: 0.99 ± 0.11 ± 0.08 0.99 ± 0.14
B(B0 → D∗∗+π−)/B(B0 → D+π−) BABAR [635]: 0.77 ± 0.22 ± 0.29 0.77 ± 0.36
B(B0 → D+s K−π+π−)/B(B0s → D+s K−π+π−) LHCb [660]: 0.54 ± 0.07 ± 0.07 0.54 ± 0.10
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π+π−π−)/B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π−) LHCb [661]: 2.64 ± 0.04 ± 0.13 2.64 ± 0.14
Table 101 Branching fraction ratios, II
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0 → D0K−π+)/B(B0 → D0π−π+) LHCb [662]: 0.106 ± 0.007 ± 0.008 0.106 ± 0.011
B(B0 → D0K−K+)/B(B0 → D0π−π+) LHCb [652]: 0.069 ± 0.004 ± 0.003 0.069 ± 0.005
B(B0 → D0φ(1020))/B(B0 → D0π+π−) LHCb [653]: 0.0012 ± 0.0007 ± 0.0003 0.0012 ± 0.0008
B(B0 → D+K−)/B(B0 → D+π−) LHCb [49]: 0.0822 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0025
Belle [646]: 0.068 ± 0.015 ± 0.007 0.0818 ± 0.0027
B(B0 → D+K−π+π−)/B(B0 → D+π+π−π−) LHCb [663]: 0.059 ± 0.011 ± 0.005 0.059 ± 0.012
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+K−)/B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π−) Belle [646]: 0.074 ± 0.015 ± 0.006
BABAR [651]: 0.0776 ± 0.0034 ± 0.0029 0.0773 ± 0.0043
B(B0 → D+s K−)/B(B0 → D+s π−) LHCb [664]: 0.0129 ± 0.0005 ± 0.0008 0.0129 ± 0.0009
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π+K−π−)/
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+π−π−π+)




LHCb [661]: 0.0204 ± 0.0042 ± 0.0022 0.0204 ± 0.0047
Table 102 Product branching fractions to excited D mesons, I
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → D1(2420)+π−)× B(D1(2420)+ → D+π−π+) Belle [665]: 0.89 ± 0.15+0.17−0.31 0.89+0.23−0.34
B(B0 → D01(H)ω(782))× B(D01(H)→ D∗(2010)+π−) BABAR [640]: 4.1 ± 1.2 ± 1.1 4.1 ± 1.6
B(B0 → D∗0 (2400)+π−)× B(D∗0 (2400)+ → D0π+) Belle [636]: 0.60 ± 0.13 ± 0.27 0.60 ± 0.30
B(B0 → D∗2 (2460)+π−)× B(D∗2 (2460)+ → D0π+) Belle [636]: 2.15 ± 0.17 ± 0.31 2.15 ± 0.36
Table 103 Product branching fractions to excited D mesons, II
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → D1(2420)+π−)× B(D1(2420)+ → D∗(2010)+π−π+) Belle [665]: < 3.3 < 3.3
B(B0 → D∗2 (2460)+π−)× B(D∗2 (2460)+ → D∗(2010)+π−π+) Belle [665]: < 2.4 < 2.4
B(B0 → D∗2 (2460)+K−)× B(D∗2 (2460)+ → D0π+) BABAR [651]: 1.83 ± 0.40 ± 0.31 1.83 ± 0.51
B(B0 → DsJ (2460)−π+)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s γ ) Belle [666]: < 0.40 < 0.40
B(B0 → D+s J (2460)K−)× B(D+s J (2460)→ D+s γ ) Belle [666]: < 0.94 < 0.94
B(B0 → D∗s J (2317)−π+)× B(D∗s J (2317)− → D−s π0) Belle [666]: < 2.5 < 2.5
B(B0 → D∗s J (2317)+K−)× B(D∗s J (2317)+ → D+s π0) Belle [666]: 5.3+1.5−1.3 ± 1.6 5.3+2.2−2.0
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Table 104 Branching fractions and ratios to excited D mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B0 → D∗∗+π−) BABAR [635]: 0.234 ± 0.065 ± 0.088 0.234 ± 0.109
[B(B0 → D1(2420)+π−)× B(D1(2420)+ → D+π+π−)]/
B(B0 → D+π+π−π−)
LHCb [659]: 2.1 ± 0.5+0.3−0.5 2.1+0.6−0.7
Table 105 Branching fractions
to baryonic decays, I
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → D+ ppπ−) BABAR [667]: 3.32 ± 0.10 ± 0.29 3.32 ± 0.31
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+ ppπ−) BABAR [667]: 4.55 ± 0.16 ± 0.39 4.55 ± 0.42
B(B0 → D0 ppπ−π+) BABAR [667]: 2.99 ± 0.21 ± 0.45 2.99 ± 0.50
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0 ppπ−π+) BABAR [667]: 1.91 ± 0.36 ± 0.29 1.91 ± 0.46
Table 106 Branching fractions
to baryonic decays, II Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → D0 pp) Belle [668]: 11.8 ± 1.5 ± 1.6 10.4 ± 0.7
BABAR [667]: 10.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.6
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0 pp) Belle [668]: 12.0 +3.3−2.9 ± 2.1 9.9 ± 1.1
BABAR [667]: 9.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.9
B(B0 → D+s p) Belle [669]: 2.9 ± 0.7 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 0.9
B(B0 → D000) Belle [670]: 1.05+0.57−0.44 ± 0.14 1.00 ± 0.28
BABAR [671]: 0.98+0.29−0.26 ± 0.19
B(B0 → D00+ B0 → D00) BABAR [671]: 1.5+0.9−0.8 ± 0.3 1.5+0.9−0.9
B(B0 → D+p) Belle [672]: 3.36 ± 0.63 ± 0.44 3.36 ± 0.77
B(B0 → D∗+p) Belle [672]: 2.51 ± 0.26 ± 0.35 2.51 ± 0.44
7.1.2 Decays to two open charm mesons
Averages of B
0
decays to two open charm mesons are shown
in Tables 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114 and 115.
Table 107 Branching fractions
to D(∗)+D(∗)− Parameter Measurements [10
−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D+D−) Belle [297]: 0.212 ± 0.016 ± 0.018 0.220 ± 0.023
BABAR [673]: 0.28 ± 0.04 ± 0.05
B(B0 → D∗(2010)−D+) Belle [297]: 0.614 ± 0.029 ± 0.050 0.603 ± 0.050
BABAR [673]: 0.57 ± 0.07 ± 0.07
B(B0 → D∗(2010)−D∗(2010)+) Belle [368]: 0.782 ± 0.038 ± 0.060 0.790 ± 0.061
BABAR [673]: 0.81 ± 0.06 ± 0.10
B(B0 → D0D0) Belle [674]: < 0.043
BABAR [673]: < 0.06 < 0.043
B(B0 → D0D∗(2007)0) BABAR [673]: < 0.29 < 0.29
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0D∗(2007)0) BABAR [673]: < 0.09 < 0.09
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Table 108 Branching fractions
to two D mesons and a kaon
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+D−K 0) BABAR [675]: 6.41 ± 0.36 ± 0.39 6.41 ± 0.53
B(B0 → D∗(2010)−D∗(2010)+K 0) BABAR [675]: 8.26 ± 0.43 ± 0.67 8.26 ± 0.80
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+D∗(2010)−K 0S) Belle [276]: 3.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 0.6
BABAR [275]: 4.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.7
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+D0K−) BABAR [675]: 2.47 ± 0.10 ± 0.18 2.47 ± 0.21
B(B0 → D+D∗(2007)0K−) BABAR [675]: 3.46 ± 0.18 ± 0.37 3.46 ± 0.41
B(B0 → D∗(2010)+D∗(2007)0K−) BABAR [675]: 10.6 ± 0.3 ± 0.9 10.6 ± 0.9
B(B0 → D0D∗(2007)0K 0) BABAR [675]: 1.08 ± 0.32 ± 0.36 1.08 ± 0.48
B(B0 → D∗(2007)0D∗(2007)0K 0) BABAR [675]: 2.40 ± 0.55 ± 0.67 2.40 ± 0.87
B(B0 → D+D−K 0) BABAR [675]: 0.75 ± 0.12 ± 0.12 0.75 ± 0.17
B(B0 → D+D0K−) BABAR [675]: 1.07 ± 0.07 ± 0.09 1.07 ± 0.11
B(B0 → D0D0K 0) BABAR [675]: 0.27 ± 0.10 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.11
B(B0 → D0D0π0K 0) Belle [676]: 0.173 ± 0.070 +0.031−0.053 0.173+0.077−0.088
Table 109 Branching fractions
to D(∗)−s D(∗)+, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D−s D+) Belle [677]: 7.5 ± 0.2 ± 1.1 7.8 ± 1.0
BABAR [678]: 9.0 ± 1.8 ± 1.4
B(B0 → D−s D∗(2010)+) BABAR [678]: 5.7 ± 1.6 ± 0.9 6.8 ± 1.6
BABAR [679]: 10.3 ± 1.4 ± 2.9
B(B0 → D∗−s D∗(2010)+) BABAR [678]: 16.5 ± 2.3 ± 1.9 18.2 ± 1.6
BABAR [680]: 18.8 ± 0.9 ± 1.7
BABAR [679]: 19.7 ± 1.5 ± 5.7
B(B0 → D∗−s D+) BABAR [678]: 6.7 ± 2.0 ± 1.1 6.7 ± 2.3
Table 110 Branching fractions to D(∗)−s D(∗)+, II
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → D−s D+)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 2.67 ± 0.61 ± 0.47 2.67 ± 0.77
B(B0 → D−s D∗(2010)+)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 5.11 ± 0.94 ± 0.72 5.11 ± 1.18
B(B0 → D∗−s D+)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 4.14 ± 1.19 ± 0.94 4.14 ± 1.52
B(B0 → D∗−s D∗(2010)+)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 12.2 ± 2.2 ± 2.2 12.2 ± 3.1
Table 111 Branching fractions
to D(∗)+s D(∗)−s
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D−s D+s ) Belle [677]: < 0.036 < 0.036
BABAR [681]: < 0.10
B(B0 → D−s D∗+s ) BABAR [681]: < 0.13 < 0.13
B(B0 → D∗+s D∗−s ) BABAR [681]: < 0.24 < 0.24
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Table 112 Branching fraction
ratios
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D0D0)/B(B− → D0D−s ) LHCb [682]: 1.4 ± 0.6 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.6
Table 113 Branching fractions
to excited Ds mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → DsJ (2460)−D+) BABAR [678]: 2.6 ± 1.5 ± 0.7 2.6 ± 1.7
B(B0 → DsJ (2460)−D∗(2010)+) BABAR [678]: 8.8 ± 2.0 ± 1.4 8.8 ± 2.4
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)−D∗(2010)+) BABAR [275]: 92 ± 24 ± 1 92 ± 24
Table 114 Product branching fractions to excited Ds mesons, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → D+DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s γ ) Belle [683]: 0.82 +0.22−0.19 ± 0.25 0.81 ± 0.23
BABAR [684]: 0.8 ± 0.2 +0.3−0.2
B(B0 → D+DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D∗−s π0) Belle [683]: 2.27+0.73−0.62 ± 0.68 2.48 ± 0.75
BABAR [684]: 2.8 ± 0.8+1.1−0.8
B(B0 → DsJ (2460)−D∗(2010)+)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D∗−s π0) BABAR [684]: 5.5 ± 1.2 +2.1−1.6 5.5+2.5−2.0
B(B0 → DsJ (2460)−D∗(2010)+)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s γ ) BABAR [684]: 2.3 ± 0.3+0.9−0.6 2.3+0.9−0.7
B(B0 → D∗s J (2317)−D∗(2010)+)× B(D∗s J (2317)− → D−s π0) BABAR [684]: 1.5 ± 0.4 +0.5−0.4 1.5+0.7−0.5
B(B0 → D+D∗s J (2317)−)× B(D∗s J (2317)− → D−s π0) Belle [685]: 1.02 +0.13−0.12 ± 0.11 1.05 ± 0.16
BABAR [684]: 1.8 ± 0.4 +0.7−0.5
B(B0 → D+D∗s J (2317)−)× B(D∗s J (2317)− → D∗−s γ ) Belle [683]: < 0.95 < 0.95
Table 115 Product branching fractions to excited Ds mesons, II
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)−D+)× B(Ds1(2536)− → D∗(2010)−K 0) BABAR [686]: 2.61 ± 1.03 ± 0.31 2.61 ± 1.08
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)−D+)× B(Ds1(2536)− → K−D∗(2007)0) BABAR [686]: 1.71 ± 0.48 ± 0.32 1.71 ± 0.58
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)−D∗(2010)+)× B(Ds1(2536)−
→ D∗(2010)−K 0)
BABAR [686]: 5.00 ± 1.51 ± 0.67 5.00 ± 1.65
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)−D∗(2010)+)× B(Ds1(2536)−
→ D∗(2007)0K+)
BABAR [686]: 3.32 ± 0.88 ± 0.66 3.32 ± 1.10
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)+D−)× B(Ds1(2536)+
→ D∗(2007)0K+ + D∗(2010)+K 0)
Belle [687]: 2.75 ± 0.62 ± 0.36 2.75 ± 0.72
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)+D∗(2010)−)× B(Ds1(2536)+
→ D∗(2007)0K+ + D∗(2010)+K 0)
Belle [687]: 5.01 ± 1.21 ± 0.70 5.01 ± 1.40
B(B0 → Ds1(2536)+D∗(2010)−)× B(Ds1(2536)+
→ D∗(2010)+K 0S)
Belle [276]: < 6.0 < 6.0
B(B0 → D+DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s π+π−) Belle [683]: < 2.0 < 2.0
B(B0 → D+DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s π0) Belle [683]: < 3.6 < 3.6
B(B0 → D+DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D∗−s γ ) Belle [683]: < 6.0 < 6.0
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Table 116 Branching fractions
to J/ψ and one kaon
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → J/ψK 0) CDF [688]: 1.15 ± 0.23 ± 0.17 0.863 ± 0.035
Belle [689]: 0.79 ± 0.04 ± 0.09
BABAR [9]: 0.869 ± 0.022 ± 0.030
B(B0 → J/ψK−π+) Belle [690]: 1.15 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 1.15 ± 0.05
B(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)0) CDF [691]: 1.74 ± 0.20 ± 0.18 1.270 ± 0.056
Belle [690]: 1.19 ± 0.01 ± 0.08
BABAR [9]: 1.309 ± 0.026 ± 0.077
B(B0 → J/ψK 0π+π−) LHCb [692]: 0.430 ± 0.030 ± 0.037 0.440 ± 0.047
CDF [693]: 1.03 ± 0.33 ± 0.15
B(B0 → J/ψK 0ρ(770)0) CDF [693]: 0.54 ± 0.29 ± 0.09 0.54 ± 0.30
B(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)−π+) CDF [693]: 0.77 ± 0.41 ± 0.13 0.77 ± 0.43
B(B0 → J/ψω(782)K 0) BABAR [694]: 0.23 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 0.23 ± 0.04
B(B0 → J/ψφ(1020)K 0) BABAR [695]: 0.102 ± 0.038 ± 0.010 0.102 ± 0.039
B(B0 → J/ψK 01(1270)) Belle [696]: 1.30 ± 0.34 ± 0.31 1.30 ± 0.46
B(B0 → J/ψηK 0S) Belle [697]: 0.0522 ± 0.0078 ± 0.0049 0.0540 ± 0.0089
BABAR [698]: 0.084 ± 0.026 ± 0.027
B(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)0π+π−) CDF [693]: 0.66 ± 0.19 ± 0.11 0.66 ± 0.22
7.1.3 Decays to charmonium states
Averages of B
0
decays to charmonium states are shown in
Tables 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122 and 123.
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Table 117 Branching fractions to charmonium other than J/ψ and one kaon, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → ψ(2S)K 0) LHCb [692]: 0.47 ± 0.07 ± 0.07 0.599 ± 0.055
Belle [689]: 0.67 ± 0.11
BABAR [9]: 0.646 ± 0.065 ± 0.051
B(B0 → ψ(2S)K ∗(892)0) CDF [691]: 0.90 ± 0.22 ± 0.09 0.592 ± 0.054
Belle [699]: 0.552 +0.035−0.032
+0.053
−0.058
BABAR [9]: 0.649 ± 0.059 ± 0.097
B(B0 → ψ(2S)K 0)× B(ψ(2S)→ χc1γ ) Belle [700]: 0.68 ± 0.10 ± 0.07 0.68 ± 0.12
B(B0 → ψ(2S)K 0)× B(ψ(2S)→ χc2γ ) Belle [700]: 0.47 ± 0.16 ± 0.08 0.47 ± 0.18
B(B0 → χc0K 0) BABAR [701]: < 1.24 < 1.24
B(B0 → χc0K ∗(892)0) BABAR [701]: < 0.77 0.17 ± 0.04
BABAR [702]: 0.17 ± 0.03 ± 0.02
B(B0 → χc1K 0) Belle [703]: 0.378+0.017−0.016 ± 0.033 0.396 ± 0.028
BABAR [704]: 0.42 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
B(B0 → χc1K−π+) Belle [705]: 0.497 ± 0.012 ± 0.028 0.500 ± 0.027
BABAR [706]: 0.511 ± 0.014 ± 0.058
B(B0 → χc1K ∗(892)0) Belle [707]: 0.31 ± 0.03 ± 0.07 0.26 ± 0.03
BABAR [704]: 0.25 ± 0.02 ± 0.02
B(B0 → χc1K−π+π0) Belle [705]: 0.352 ± 0.052 ± 0.024 0.352 ± 0.057
B(B0 → χc1K 0π+π−) Belle [705]: 0.316 ± 0.035 ± 0.032 0.316 ± 0.047
B(B0 → ηcK 0) Belle [708]: 1.23 ± 0.23+0.40−0.41 0.88 ± 0.27
BABAR [709]: 0.64 +0.22−0.20
+0.28
−0.16
BABAR [710]: 1.14 ± 0.15 ± 0.34
B(B0 → ηcK ∗(892)0) Belle [708]: 1.62 ± 0.32 +0.55−0.60 0.62 ± 0.10
BABAR [711]: 0.57 ± 0.06 ± 0.09
BABAR [709]: 0.80 +0.21−0.19
+0.37
−0.23
B(B0 → ηc(2S)K ∗(892)0) BABAR [711]: < 0.39 < 0.39
B(B0 → hc(1P)K ∗(892)0)× B(hc(1P)→ ηcγ ) BABAR [711]: < 0.22 < 0.22
B(B0 → ηcK−π+) LHCb [712]: 0.573 ± 0.024 ± 0.067 0.573 ± 0.071
Table 118 Branching fractions to charmonium other than J/ψ and one kaon, II
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → ψ(3770)K 0)× B(ψ(3770)→ D0D0) BABAR [686]: < 1.23 < 1.23
B(B0 → ψ(3770)K 0)× B(ψ(3770)→ D+D−) BABAR [686]: < 1.88 < 1.88
B(B0 → χc2K 0) Belle [703]: < 0.15 0.15 ± 0.09
BABAR [704]: 0.15 ± 0.09 ± 0.03
B(B0 → χc2K ∗(892)0) BABAR [704]: 0.66 ± 0.18 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.19
B(B0 → χc2K−π+) Belle [705]: 0.72 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.10
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Table 119 Branching fractions to charmonium and light mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → J/ψπ0) Belle [689]: 2.3 ± 0.5 ± 0.2 1.74 ± 0.15
BABAR [364]: 1.69 ± 0.14 ± 0.07
B(B0 → J/ψπ+π−) BABAR [713]: < 1.2 < 1.2
B(B0 → J/ψρ(770)0) BABAR [713]: 2.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.4
B(B0 → J/ψη) Belle [714]: 1.23+0.18−0.17 ± 0.07 1.23+0.19−0.18
BABAR [695]: < 2.7
B(B0 → J/ψη′(958)) Belle [714]: < 0.74 < 0.74
BABAR [695]: < 6.3
B(B0 → J/ψ f2(1270)) BABAR [713]: < 0.46 < 0.46
B(B0 → J/ψ f1(1285)) LHCb [715]: 0.837 ± 0.195+0.079−0.075 0.837+0.210−0.209
B(B0 → J/ψK 0K±π∓) LHCb [692]: < 2.1 < 2.1
B(B0 → J/ψK 0K+K−) LHCb [692]: 2.02 ± 0.43 ± 0.19 2.02 ± 0.47
B(B0 → χc1π0) Belle [716]: 1.12 ± 0.25 ± 0.12 1.12 ± 0.28
B(B0 → J/ψa0(980))× B(a0(980)→ K+K−) LHCb [717]: < 0.090 < 0.090
B(B0 → J/ψ f0(980))× B( f0(980)→ π+π−) LHCb [718]: < 0.11 < 0.11
B(B0 → J/ψ f1(1285))× B( f1(1285)→ π+π−π+π−) LHCb [715]: 0.0921 ± 0.0214 ± 0.0064 0.0921 ± 0.0223
B(B0 → J/ψK+K−) LHCb [717]: 0.253 ± 0.031 ± 0.019 0.253 ± 0.036
B(B0 → J/ψφ(1020)) LHCb [717]: < 0.019 < 0.019
Belle [719]: < 0.094
BABAR [695]: < 0.9
Table 120 Branching fractions
to J/ψ and photons, baryons, or
heavy mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → J/ψγ ) LHCb [720]: < 0.15 < 0.15
BABAR [721]: < 0.16
B(B0 → J/ψ pp) LHCb [722]: < 0.052 < 0.052
Belle [723]: < 0.083
BABAR [724]: < 0.19
B(B0 → J/ψD0) Belle [725]: < 2.0 < 1.3
BABAR [726]: < 1.3
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Table 121 Branching fraction ratios, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0 → J/ψK 01(1270))/B(B− → J/ψK−) Belle [696]: 1.30 ± 0.34 ± 0.28 1.30 ± 0.44
B(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)0)/B(B0 → J/ψK 0) CDF [727]: 1.39 ± 0.36 ± 0.10 1.50 ± 0.09
BABAR [9]: 1.51 ± 0.05 ± 0.08
B(B0 → J/ψω(782))/B(B0 → J/ψρ) LHCb [728]: 0.89 ± 0.19+0.07−0.13 0.89+0.20−0.23
B(B0 → J/ψω(782)K 0)/B(B− → J/ψω(782)K−) BABAR [694]: 0.7 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1
B(B0 → J/ψK 0π−π+)/B(B0 → J/ψK 0) LHCb [692]: 0.493 ± 0.034 ± 0.027 0.493 ± 0.043
[B(B0 → ψ(2S)K 0)× B(ψ(2S)→ J/ψπ−π+)]/B(B0 → J/ψK 0) LHCb [692]: 0.183 ± 0.027 ± 0.015 0.183 ± 0.031
B(B0 → ψ(2S)K ∗(892)0)/B(B0 → ψ(2S)K 0) BABAR [9]: 1.00 ± 0.14 ± 0.09 1.00 ± 0.17
BB0 → ψ(2S)π+π−/BB0 → J/ψπ+π− LHCb [729]: 0.56 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 0.56 ± 0.09
B(B0 → ηcK 0)/B(B− → ηcK−) BABAR [710]: 0.87 ± 0.13 ± 0.07 0.87 ± 0.15
B(B0 → ηcK 0)/B(B0 → J/ψK 0) BABAR [710]: 1.34 ± 0.19 ± 0.40 1.34 ± 0.44
B(B0 → ηcK ∗(892)0)/B(B− → ηcK−) BABAR [711]: 0.62 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 0.62 ± 0.08
B(B0 → ηcK ∗(892)0)/B(B0 → ηcK 0) Belle [708]: 1.33 ± 0.36+0.24−0.33 1.33+0.43−0.49
B(B0 → χc1K ∗(892)0)/B(B0 → χc1K 0) BABAR [9]: 0.72 ± 0.11 ± 0.12 0.72 ± 0.16
[B(B0 → hc(1P)K ∗(892)0)× B(hc(1P)→ ηcγ )]/B(B− → ηcK−) BABAR [711]: < 0.236 < 0.236
B(B0 → ψ(2S)K (892)∗0)/B(B0 → J/ψK (892)∗0) LHCb [730]: 0.476 ± 0.014 ± 0.016 0.476 ± 0.021
B(B0 → χc1K−π+)/B(B0 → J/ψK−π+) BABAR [706]: 0.474 ± 0.013 ± 0.054 0.474 ± 0.056
B(B0 → ηcK−π+)/B(B0 → J/ψK−π+) LHCb [712]: 0.357 ± 0.015 ± 0.008 0.357 ± 0.017
Table 122 Branching fraction ratios, II
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B0 → J/ψη)/B(B0s → J/ψη) LHCb [731]: 1.85 ± 0.61 ± 0.14 1.85 ± 0.63
B(B0 → J/ψη′)/B(B0s → J/ψη′) LHCb [731]: 2.28 ± 0.65 ± 0.16 2.28 ± 0.67
B(B0 → J/ψK 0S K±π∓)/B(B
0 → J/ψK 0Sπ+π−) LHCb [692]: < 4.8 < 4.8
B(B0 → J/ψK 0S K+K−)/B(B
0 → J/ψK 0Sπ+π−) LHCb [692]: 4.7 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 1.1
Table 123 Polarization fractions
Parameter Measurements Average
|A0|2(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)0)/|A0|2(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)0) BABAR [732]: < 0.32 < 0.32
|A0|2(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)0)/|A0|2(B0 → J/ψK ∗(892)0) BABAR [732]: < 0.26 < 0.26
7.1.4 Decays to charm baryons
Averages of B
0
decays to charm baryons are shown in
Tables 124, 125, 126 and 127.
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Table 124 Branching fractions,
I
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → +c pπ0) BABAR [733]: 1.94 ± 0.17 ± 0.52 1.94 ± 0.55
B(B0 → +c pπ+π−) Belle [734]: 11.0 +1.2−1.2 ± 3.5 11.9 ± 3.2
BABAR [735]: 12.3 ± 0.5 ± 3.3
B(B0 → ++c pπ−) Belle [736]: 2.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.6 2.13 ± 0.55
BABAR [735]: 2.13 ± 0.10 ± 0.56
B(B0 → ∗++c pπ−) Belle [736]: 1.2 ± 0.1 ± 0.4 1.16 ± 0.32
BABAR [735]: 1.15 ± 0.10 ± 0.30
B(B0 → 0c pπ+) Belle [736]: 1.4 ± 0.2 ± 0.4 0.77 ± 0.23
BABAR [735]: 0.91 ± 0.07 ± 0.24
B(B0 → +c −c K 0) Belle [737]: 7.9+2.9−2.3 ± 4.3 4.9 ± 3.5
BABAR [738]: 3.8 ± 3.1 ± 2.1
B(B0 → +c pπ+π−non−c ) BABAR [735]: 7.9 ± 0.4 ± 2.0 7.9 ± 2.1
Table 125 Branching fractions, II
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → +c pK+K−) BABAR [739]: 2.5 ± 0.4 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 0.7
B(B0 → +c pφ(1020)) BABAR [739]: < 1.2 < 1.2
B(B0 → ∗0c pπ+) Belle [736]: < 3.3 2.2 ± 0.9
BABAR [735]: 2.2 ± 0.7 ± 0.6
B(B0 → +c p) Belle [740]: 2.19+0.56−0.49 ± 0.65 1.90 ± 0.54
BABAR [741]: 1.89 ± 0.21 ± 0.49
B(B0 → +c pK ∗(892)0) BABAR [742]: 1.60 ± 0.61 ± 0.44 1.60 ± 0.75
B(B0 → ++c pK−) BABAR [742]: 1.11 ± 0.30 ± 0.30 1.11 ± 0.43
B(B0 → +c −c )× B(+c → −π+π+) Belle [743]: 9.3+3.7−2.8 ± 3.1 1.7 ± 1.2
BABAR [738]: 1.5 ± 1.1 ± 0.4
B(B0 → +c −c ) Belle [744]: < 5.7 < 5.7
B(B0 → +c K−) BABAR [745]: 3.8 ± 0.8 ± 1.0 3.8 ± 1.3
B(B0 → +c pK−π+) BABAR [742]: 4.33 ± 0.82 ± 1.18 4.33 ± 1.43
Table 126 Branching fractions,
III
Parameter Measurements [10−6] Average [10−6]
B(B0 → +c p)× B(+c → pK−π+) BABAR [733]: < 1.5 < 1.5
B(B0 → +c p p p)× B(+c → pK−π+) BABAR [746]: < 0.14 < 0.14
Table 127 Branching fraction
ratios
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B0 → −c +c )/B(B0 → D+D−s ) LHCb [747]: < 2 < 2
7.1.5 Decays to XY Z P states
New charmonium-like states that are not clearly identified
as charmonium with specific quantum numbers are often
labeled by X , Y , or Z . Averages of B
0
decays to such states
are shown in Tables 128, 129, 130 and 131.
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Table 128 Branching fractions to X (3872)
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψπ+π−) BABAR [748]: 0.35 ± 0.19 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.19
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψω(782)) BABAR [694]: 0.6 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.3
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψγ ) Belle [703]: 0.24 +0.13−0.14 ± 0.07 0.25 ± 0.12
BABAR [704]: 0.26 ± 0.18 ± 0.02
B(B0 → X (3872)K ∗(892)0)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψγ ) BABAR [704]: 0.07 ± 0.14 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.14
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)× B(X (3872)→ ψ(2S)γ ) Belle [703]: 0.662 +0.130−0.140 ± 0.070 0.694 ± 0.145
BABAR [704]: 1.14 ± 0.55 ± 0.10
B(B0 → X (3872)K ∗(892)0)× B(X (3872)→ ψ(2S)γ ) BABAR [704]: −0.13 ± 0.31 ± 0.03 −0.13 ± 0.31
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)× B(X (3872)→ χc1γ ) Belle [700]: < 0.96 < 0.96
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)× B(X (3872)→ χc2γ ) Belle [700]: < 1.22 < 1.22
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)× B(X (3872)→ D∗(2007)0D0) BABAR [686]: < 43.7 < 43.7
Table 129 Branching fractions to neutral states other than X (3872)
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0 → X (3823)K 0)× B(X (3823)→ χc1γ ) Belle [700]: < 0.099 < 0.099
B(B0 → X (3823)K 0)× B(X (3823)→ χc2γ ) Belle [700]: < 0.228 < 0.228
B(B0 → Y (3940)K 0)× B(Y (3940)→ J/ψω(782)) BABAR [694]: 0.21 ± 0.09 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.09
B(B0 → Z1(4050)K−)× B(Z1(4050)→ χc1π+) Belle [749]: 0.30 +0.15−0.08 +0.37−0.16 0.30 +0.40−0.18
BABAR [706]: < 0.18
B(B0 → Z2(4250)K−)× B(Z2(4250)→ χc1π+) Belle [749]: 0.40 +0.23−0.09 +1.97−0.05 0.40 +1.98−0.10
BABAR [706]: < 0.47
Table 130 Branching fractions to charged states
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0 → X (3872)+K−) BABAR [750]: < 50 < 50
B(B0 → X (3872)+K−)× B(X (3872)+ → J/ψπ+π0) BABAR [751]: < 0.54 < 0.54
B(B0 → Z(4430)+K−)× B(Z(4430)+ → J/ψπ+) Belle [690]: 0.54 +0.40−0.10 +0.11−0.09 0.54 +0.41−0.13
BABAR [752]: < 0.4
B(B0 → Z(4430)+K−)× B(Z(4430)+ → ψ(2S)π+) LHCb [629]: 3.4 ± 0.5+0.9−1.9 3.4 ± 1.3
Belle [699]: 3.2 +1.8−0.9
+5.3
−1.6
BABAR [752]: < 3.1
B(B0 → Zc(3900)+K−)× B(Zc(3900)+ → J/ψπ+) Belle [690]: < 0.09 < 0.09
B(B0 → Zc(4200)+K−)× B(Zc(4200)+ → J/ψπ+) Belle [690]: 2.2 +0.7−0.5 +1.1−0.6 2.2 +1.3−0.8
Table 131 Branching fraction ratios
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0 → X (3872)K 0)/B(B− → X (3872)K−) BABAR [694]: 1.0 +0.8−0.6 +0.1−0.2 0.49 ± 0.23
BABAR [748]: 0.41 ± 0.24 ± 0.05
B(B0 → Y (3940)K 0)/B(B− → Y (3940)K−) BABAR [694]: 0.7+0.4−0.3 ± 0.1 0.7+0.4−0.3
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7.2 Decays of B− mesons
Measurements of B− decays to charmed hadrons are sum-
marized in Sects. 7.2.1–7.2.5.
7.2.1 Decays to a single open charm meson
Averages of B− decays to a single open charm meson are
shown in Tables 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140,
141, 142, 143, 144, 145, and 146. In this section D∗∗ refers
to the sum of all the non-strange charm meson states with
masses in the range 2.2–2.8 GeV/c2.
Table 132 Branching fractions
to a D(∗) meson and one or
more pions
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D∗(2010)−π0) Belle [753]: < 0.0036 < 0.0036
B(B− → D0π−) Belle [754]: 4.34 ± 0.10 ± 0.25 4.62 ± 0.15
BABAR [634]: 4.90 ± 0.07 ± 0.22
BABAR [635]: 4.49 ± 0.21 ± 0.23
B(B− → D∗(2007)0π−) Belle [754]: 4.82 ± 0.12 ± 0.35 5.11 ± 0.22
BABAR [634]: 5.52 ± 0.17 ± 0.42
BABAR [635]: 5.13 ± 0.22 ± 0.28
B(B− → D+π−π−) Belle [755]: 1.02 ± 0.04 ± 0.15 1.07 ± 0.05
BABAR [756]: 1.08 ± 0.03 ± 0.05
B(B− → D∗(2010)+π−π−) Belle [755]: 1.25 ± 0.08 ± 0.22 1.23 ± 0.15
BABAR [757]: 1.22 ± 0.05 ± 0.18
B(B− → D∗(2007)0π−π+π−) Belle [637]: 10.55 ± 0.47 ± 1.29 10.55 ± 1.37
B(B− → D∗(2010)+π−π+π−π−) Belle [637]: 2.56 ± 0.26 ± 0.33 2.56 ± 0.42
B(B− → D∗(2007)0π−π+π−π+π−) Belle [637]: 5.67 ± 0.91 ± 0.85 5.67 ± 1.25
Table 133 Branching fractions to a D(∗)0 meson and one or more kaons
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D0K−) Belle [758]: 0.383 ± 0.025 ± 0.037 0.383 ± 0.045
B(B− → D∗(2007)0K−) Belle [646]: 0.359 ± 0.087 ± 0.051 0.359 ± 0.101
B(B− → D0K−K 0) Belle [648]: 0.55 ± 0.14 ± 0.08 0.55 ± 0.16
B(B− → D∗(2007)0K−K 0) Belle [648]: < 1.06 < 1.06
B(B− → D0K−K ∗(892)0) Belle [648]: 0.75 ± 0.13 ± 0.11 0.75 ± 0.17
B(B− → D∗(2007)0K−K ∗(892)0) Belle [648]: 1.53 ± 0.31 ± 0.29 1.53 ± 0.42
B(B− → D0K ∗(892)−) BABAR [759]: 0.529 ± 0.030 ± 0.034 0.529 ± 0.045
B(B− → D∗(2007)0K ∗(892)−) BABAR [760]: 0.83 ± 0.11 ± 0.10 0.83 ± 0.15
B(B− → D+K−π−) LHCb [761]: 0.0731 ± 0.0019 ± 0.0045 0.0731 ± 0.0049
Table 134 Branching fractions
to a D(∗)− meson and a neutral
kaon or a kaon and a pion
Parameter Measurements [10−6] Average [10−6]
B(B− → D−K 0) BABAR [762]: −3.8+2.2−1.8 +1.2−1.6 −3.8+2.5−2.4
B(B− → D−K ∗(892)0) BABAR [762]: −5.3+2.3−2.0 +1.4−1.8 −5.3+2.7−2.7
B(B− → D−K−π+) LHCb [763]: 5.31 ± 0.90 ± 0.59 5.31 ± 1.08
B(B− → D∗(2010)−K 0) BABAR [764]: < 9 < 9
Table 135 Branching fraction
ratios to D0 mesons, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B− → D0π−)/B(B0 → D+π−) CDF [765]: 1.97 ± 0.10 ± 0.21 1.97 ± 0.23
B(B− → D0π+π−π−)/B(B− → D0π−) LHCb [659]: 1.27 ± 0.06 ± 0.11 1.27 ± 0.13
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Table 136 Branching fraction ratios to D0 mesons, II
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B− → D0K−)/B(B− → D0K−) Belle [766]: < 19 < 19
B(B− → D0K−)/B(B− → D0π−) LHCb [465]: 7.79 ± 0.06 ± 0.19 7.69 ± 0.16 CL=3.5%
Belle [766]: 6.77 ± 0.23 ± 0.30
Belle [758]: 7.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.6
BABAR [767]: 8.31 ± 0.35 ± 0.20
B(B− → D0K−π+π−)/B(B− → D0π+π−π−) LHCb [663]: 9.4 ± 1.3 ± 0.9 9.4 ± 1.6
Table 137 Branching fractions
to excited D mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D∗∗0π−) BABAR [635]: 5.50 ± 0.52 ± 1.04 5.50 ± 1.16
Table 138 Product branching fractions to excited D mesons, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D01(2420)π−)× B(D01(2420)→ D∗(2010)+π−) Belle [755]: 0.68 ± 0.07 ± 0.13 0.62 ± 0.09
BABAR [757]: 0.59 ± 0.03 ± 0.11
B(B− → D01(2420)π−)× B(D01(2420)→ D0π−π+) Belle [665]: 0.185 ± 0.029+0.035−0.058 0.185+0.045−0.065
B(B− → D∗00 π−)× B(D∗00 → D+π−) Belle [755]: 0.61 ± 0.06 ± 0.18 0.63 ± 0.19
BABAR [756]: 0.68 ± 0.03 ± 0.20
B(B− → D01(H)π−)× B(D01(H)→ D∗(2010)+π−) Belle [755]: 0.50 ± 0.04 ± 0.11 0.50 ± 0.11
B(B− → D∗02 (2460)π−)× B(D∗02 (2460)→ D∗(2010)+π−) Belle [755]: 0.18 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.04
BABAR [757]: 0.18 ± 0.03 ± 0.05
B(B− → D∗02 (2460)π−)× B(D∗02 (2460)→ D+π−) Belle [755]: 0.34 ± 0.03 ± 0.07 0.35 ± 0.05
BABAR [756]: 0.35 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
Table 139 Product branching fractions to excited D mesons, II
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B− → D01(2420)π−)× B(D01(2420)→ D∗(2007)0π−π+) Belle [665]: < 0.6 < 0.6
B(B− → D∗02 (2460)π−)× B(D∗02 (2460)→ D∗(2007)0π−π+) Belle [665]: < 2.2 < 2.2
Table 140 Branching fraction ratios to excited D mesons
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B− → D∗(2007)0π−)/B(B− → D0π−) BABAR [635]: 1.14 ± 0.07 ± 0.04 1.14 ± 0.08
B(B− → D∗∗0π−)/B(B− → D0π−) BABAR [635]: 1.22 ± 0.13 ± 0.23 1.22 ± 0.26
B(B− → D∗02 (2460)π−)/B(B− → D01(2420)π−) BABAR [757]: 0.80 ± 0.07 ± 0.16 0.80 ± 0.17
B(B− → D∗(2007)0K−)/B(B− → D∗(2007)0π−) Belle [646]: 0.078 ± 0.019 ± 0.009 0.0811 ± 0.0052
BABAR [768]: 0.0813 ± 0.0040 +0.0042−0.0031
B(B− → D∗(2010)+K−π−)/B(B− → D∗(2010)+π−π−) LHCb [769]: 0.0639 ± 0.0027 ± 0.0048 0.0639 ± 0.0055
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Table 141 Relative product branching fractions to excited D mesons
Parameter Measurements Average
[B(B− → D01π−)× B(D01 → D0π+π−)]/B(B− → D0π+π−π−) LHCb [659]: 0.040 ± 0.007 ± 0.005 0.040 ± 0.009
[B(B− → D∗01 π−)× B(D∗01 → D∗+π−)]/B(B− → D0π+π−π−) LHCb [659]: 0.093 ± 0.016 ± 0.009 0.093 ± 0.018
[B(B− → D∗01 π−)× B(D∗01 → D0π+π−)]/B(B− → D0π+π−π−) LHCb [659]: 0.103 ± 0.015 ± 0.009 0.103 ± 0.017
[B(B− → D∗02 π−)× B(D∗02 → D∗+π−)]/B(B− → D0π+π−π−) LHCb [659]: 0.039 ± 0.012 ± 0.004 0.039 ± 0.013
[B(B− → D∗02 π−)× B(D∗02 → D0π+π−)]/B(B− → D0π+π−π−) LHCb [659]: 0.040 ± 0.010 ± 0.004 0.040 ± 0.011
[B(B− → D∗+2 π−)× B(D∗+2 → D0π−π+)]/B(B− → D0π+π−π−) LHCb [659]: 0.014 ± 0.006 ± 0.002 0.014 ± 0.006
Table 142 Branching fractions to D(∗)s mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B− → D+s K−π−) Belle [770]: 19.4 +0.9−0.8 +2.6−2.6 19.7 ± 2.3
BABAR [658]: 20.2 ± 1.3 ± 3.8
B(B− → D∗+s K−π−) Belle [770]: 14.7+1.5−1.4 +2.3−2.3 15.4 ± 2.2
BABAR [658]: 16.7 ± 1.6 ± 3.5
B(B− → D+s K−K−) BABAR [658]: 1.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.4
B(B− → D∗+s K−K−) BABAR [658]: < 1.5 < 1.5
B(B− → D−s π0) BABAR [771]: 1.5+0.5−0.4 ± 0.2 1.5+0.5−0.5
B(B− → D−s φ) LHCb [772]: 0.012 +0.016−0.014 ± 0.008 0.012 +0.018−0.016
BABAR [773]: < 0.19
B(B− → D∗−s φ(1020)) BABAR [773]: < 1.2 < 1.2
Table 143 Branching fraction ratios to D(∗)s mesons
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B− → D−s K+K−)/[B(B− → D−s D0)× B(D0 → K+K−)] LHCb [772]: 0.197 ± 0.015 ± 0.017 0.197 ± 0.023
Table 144 Branching fractions
to baryonic decays, I
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B− → D0 ppπ−) BABAR [667]: 3.72 ± 0.11 ± 0.25 3.72 ± 0.27
B(B− → D∗(2007)0 ppπ−) BABAR [667]: 3.73 ± 0.17 ± 0.27 3.73 ± 0.32
B(B− → D+ ppπ−π−) BABAR [667]: 1.66 ± 0.13 ± 0.27 1.66 ± 0.30
B(B− → D∗(2010)+ ppπ−π−) BABAR [667]: 1.86 ± 0.16 ± 0.19 1.86 ± 0.25
Table 145 Branching fractions
to baryonic decays, II Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B− → D0p) Belle [774]: 1.43+0.28−0.25 ± 0.18 1.43+0.33−0.31
B(B− → D∗(2007)0p) Belle [774]: < 4.8 < 4.8
B(B− → D− pp) Belle [668]: < 1.5 < 1.5
B(B− → D∗(2010)− pp) Belle [668]: < 1.5 < 1.5
Table 146 Branching fractions
to lepton number violating
decays
Parameter Measurements [10−6] Average [10−6]
B(B− → D−e+e+) Belle [775]: < 2.6 < 2.6
B(B− → D−e+μ+) Belle [775]: < 1.8 < 1.8
B(B− → D−μ+μ+) Belle [775]: < 1.0 < 1.0
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7.2.2 Decays to two open charm mesons
Averages of B− decays to two open charm mesons are shown
in Tables 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153 and 154.
Table 147 Branching fractions
to D(∗)−D(∗)0 Parameter Measurements [10
−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D−D0) Belle [674]: 0.385 ± 0.031 ± 0.038 0.384 ± 0.042
BABAR [673]: 0.38 ± 0.06 ± 0.05
B(B− → D∗0D−) BABAR [673]: 0.63 ± 0.14 ± 0.10 0.63 ± 0.17
B(B− → D∗−(2010)D0) Belle [776]: 0.459 ± 0.072 ± 0.056 0.393 ± 0.052
BABAR [673]: 0.36 ± 0.05 ± 0.04
B(B− → D∗(2007)0D∗(2010)−) BABAR [673]: 0.81 ± 0.12 ± 0.12 0.81 ± 0.17
Table 148 Branching fractions to two D mesons and a kaon
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D∗(2007)0D0K−) BABAR [675]: 2.26 ± 0.16 ± 0.17 2.26 ± 0.23
B(B− → D0D∗(2007)0K−) BABAR [675]: 6.32 ± 0.19 ± 0.45 6.32 ± 0.49
B(B− → D∗(2007)0D∗(2007)0K−) BABAR [675]: 11.23 ± 0.36 ± 1.26 11.23 ± 1.31
B(B− → D∗(2007)0D−K 0) BABAR [675]: 2.06 ± 0.38 ± 0.30 2.06 ± 0.48
B(B− → D0D∗(2010)−K 0) BABAR [675]: 3.81 ± 0.31 ± 0.23 3.81 ± 0.39
B(B− → D∗(2007)0D∗(2010)−K 0) BABAR [675]: 9.17 ± 0.83 ± 0.90 9.17 ± 1.22
B(B− → D0D0K−) Belle [777]: 2.22 ± 0.22 +0.26−0.24 1.45 ± 0.13
BABAR [675]: 1.31 ± 0.07 ± 0.12
B(B− → D0D0π0K−) Belle [676]: 0.107 ± 0.031+0.019−0.033 0.107+0.036−0.045
B(B− → D+D−K−) Belle [778]: < 0.90 0.22 ± 0.07
BABAR [675]: 0.22 ± 0.05 ± 0.05
B(B− → D∗(2010)+D−K−) BABAR [675]: 0.60 ± 0.10 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.13
B(B− → D+D∗(2010)−K−) BABAR [675]: 0.63 ± 0.09 ± 0.06 0.63 ± 0.11
B(B− → D∗(2010)−D∗(2010)+K−) BABAR [675]: 1.32 ± 0.13 ± 0.12 1.32 ± 0.18
B(B− → D0D−K 0) BABAR [675]: 1.55 ± 0.17 ± 0.13 1.55 ± 0.21
Table 149 Branching fractions
to D(∗)−s D(∗)+
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B− → D−s D0) BABAR [678]: 1.33 ± 0.18 ± 0.32 1.33 ± 0.37
B(B− → D−s D∗(2007)0) BABAR [678]: 1.21 ± 0.23 ± 0.20 1.21 ± 0.30
B(B− → D∗−s D0) BABAR [678]: 0.93 ± 0.18 ± 0.19 0.93 ± 0.26
B(B− → D∗−s D∗(2007)0) BABAR [678]: 1.70 ± 0.26 ± 0.24 1.70 ± 0.35
Table 150 Product branching fractions to D(∗)−s D(∗)+
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B− → D−s D0)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 4.00 ± 0.61 ± 0.61 4.00 ± 0.86
B(B− → D−s D∗(2007)0)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 2.95 ± 0.65 ± 0.36 2.95 ± 0.74
B(B− → D∗−s D0)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 3.13 ± 1.19 ± 0.58 3.13 ± 1.32
B(B− → D∗−s D∗(2007)0)× B(D−s → φ(1020)π−) BABAR [678]: 8.57 ± 1.48 ± 1.12 8.57 ± 1.86
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Table 151 Branching fraction
ratios
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B− → D−s D0)/B(B0 → D+s D−) LHCb [682]: 1.22 ± 0.02 ± 0.07 1.22 ± 0.07
Table 152 Branching fractions
to excited Ds mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → DsJ (2460)−D0) BABAR [678]: 4.3 ± 1.6 ± 1.3 4.3 ± 2.1
B(B− → DsJ (2460)−D∗(2007)0) BABAR [678]: 11.2 ± 2.6 ± 2.0 11.2 ± 3.3
Table 153 Product branching fractions to excited Ds mesons, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D0DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D∗−s π0) Belle [683]: 1.19+0.61−0.49 ± 0.36 1.65 ± 0.59
BABAR [684]: 2.7 ± 0.7+1.0−0.8
B(B− → DsJ (2460)−D∗(2007)0)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s γ ) BABAR [684]: 1.4 ± 0.4 +0.6−0.4 1.4 +0.7−0.6
B(B− → DsJ (2460)−D∗(2007)0)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D∗−s π0) BABAR [684]: 7.6 ± 1.7+3.2−2.4 7.6+3.6−2.9
Table 154 Product branching fractions to excited Ds mesons, II
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → D0D∗s J (2317)−)× B(D∗s J (2317)− → D−s π0) Belle [685]: 0.80 +0.13−0.12 ± 0.12 0.82 ± 0.16
BABAR [684]: 1.0 ± 0.3+0.4−0.2
B(B− → D0D∗s J (2317)−)× B(D∗s J (2317)− → D∗−s γ ) Belle [683]: < 0.76 < 0.76
B(B− → D∗s J (2317)−D∗(2007)0)× B(D∗s J (2317)− → D−s π0) BABAR [684]: 0.9 ± 0.6+0.4−0.3 0.9+0.7−0.7
B(B− → D0DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s γ ) Belle [683]: 0.56+0.16−0.15 ± 0.17 0.58 ± 0.17
BABAR [684]: 0.6 ± 0.2 +0.2−0.1
B(B− → D0DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D∗−s γ ) Belle [683]: < 0.98 < 0.98
B(B− → D0DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s π0) Belle [683]: < 0.27 < 0.27
B(B− → D0DsJ (2460)−)× B(DsJ (2460)− → D−s π+π−) Belle [683]: < 0.22 < 0.22
B(B+ → Ds1(2536)+D0)× B(Ds1(2536)+ → D∗(2007)0K+ + D∗(2010)+K 0) Belle [687]: 0.397 ± 0.085 ± 0.056 0.397 ± 0.102
B(B− → Ds1(2536)−D0)× B(Ds1(2536)− → D∗(2007)0K−) BABAR [686]: 0.216 ± 0.052 ± 0.045 0.216 ± 0.069
B(B− → Ds1(2536)−D0)× B(Ds1(2536)− → D∗(2010)−K 0) BABAR [686]: 0.230 ± 0.098 ± 0.043 0.230 ± 0.107
B(B− → Ds1(2536)−D∗(2007)0)× B(Ds1(2536)− → D∗(2007)0K−) BABAR [686]: 0.546 ± 0.117 ± 0.104 0.546 ± 0.157
B(B− → Ds1(2536)−D∗(2007)0)× B(Ds1(2536)− → D∗(2010)−K 0) BABAR [686]: < 1.069 < 1.069
7.2.3 Decays to charmonium states
Averages of B− decays to charmonium states are shown in
Tables 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162 and 163.
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Table 155 Branching fractions
to J/ψ and one kaon
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B− → J/ψK−) Belle [754]: 8.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.5 9.99 ± 0.36
Belle [689]: 10.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.7
BABAR [750]: 8.1 ± 1.3 ± 0.7
BABAR [9]: 10.61 ± 0.15 ± 0.48
B(B− → J/ψK ∗(892)−) CDF [688]: 15.8 ± 4.7 ± 2.7 14.04 ± 0.89
Belle [779]: 12.8 ± 0.7 ± 1.4
BABAR [9]: 14.54 ± 0.47 ± 0.97
B(B− → J/ψK1(1270)−) Belle [696]: 18.0 ± 3.4 ± 3.9 18.0 ± 5.2
B(B− → J/ψK−π+π−) CDF [780]: 6.9 ± 1.8 ± 1.2 8.07 ± 0.52 CL = 0.5%
Belle [781]: 7.16 ± 0.10 ± 0.60
BABAR [782]: 11.6 ± 0.7 ± 0.9
B(B− → J/ψηK−) Belle [697]: 1.27 ± 0.11 ± 0.11 1.24 ± 0.14
BABAR [698]: 1.08 ± 0.23 ± 0.24
B(B− → J/ψω(782)K−) BABAR [694]: 3.2 ± 0.1+0.6−0.3 3.2 +0.6−0.3
B(B− → J/ψφ(1020)K−) BABAR [695]: 0.44 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.15
Table 156 Branching fractions to charmonium other than J/ψ and one kaon, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
B(B− → ψ(2S)K−) CDF [691]: 0.55 ± 0.10 ± 0.06 0.633 ± 0.035
Belle [754]: 0.64 ± 0.10 ± 0.04
Belle [689]: 0.69 ± 0.06
BABAR [750]: 0.49 ± 0.16 ± 0.04
BABAR [9]: 0.617 ± 0.032 ± 0.044
B(B− → ψ(2S)K−)× B(ψ(2S)→ χc1γ ) Belle [700]: 0.77 ± 0.08 ± 0.09 0.77 ± 0.12
B(B− → ψ(2S)K−)× B(ψ(2S)→ χc2γ ) Belle [700]: 0.63 ± 0.09 ± 0.06 0.63 ± 0.11
B(B− → ψ(2S)K ∗(892)−) BABAR [9]: 0.592 ± 0.085 ± 0.089 0.592 ± 0.123
B(B− → ψ(2S)K−π+π−) Belle [781]: 0.431 ± 0.020 ± 0.050 0.431 ± 0.054
B(B− → ψ(3770)K−) Belle [778]: 0.48 ± 0.11 ± 0.07 0.26 ± 0.09 CL = 8.3%
Belle [754]: −0.02 ± 0.14 ± 0.00
BABAR [750]: 0.35 ± 0.25 ± 0.03
B(B− → ψ(3770)K−)× B(ψ(3770)→ D+D−) BABAR [686]: 0.084 ± 0.032 ± 0.021 0.084 ± 0.038
B(B− → ψ(3770)K−)× B(ψ(3770)→ D0D0) BABAR [686]: 0.141 ± 0.030 ± 0.022 0.141 ± 0.037
B(B− → χc0K−) Belle [783]: 0.60 +0.21−0.18 ± 0.11 0.201 ± 0.039
Belle [754]: 0.20 ± 0.09 ± 0.01
BABAR [750]: < 0.18
BABAR [283]: 0.184 ± 0.032 ± 0.031
B(B− → χc0K ∗(892)−) BABAR [701]: < 2.86 0.14 ± 0.05
BABAR [702]: 0.14 ± 0.05 ± 0.02
B(B− → χc1K−) CDF [780]: 1.55 ± 0.54 ± 0.20 0.484 ± 0.023 CL = 1.9%
Belle [703]: 0.494 ± 0.011 ± 0.033
Belle [754]: 0.58 ± 0.09 ± 0.05
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Table 156 continued
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
BABAR [750]: 0.80 ± 0.14 ± 0.07
BABAR [704]: 0.45 ± 0.01 ± 0.03
B(B− → χc1K ∗(892)−) Belle [707]: 0.41 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 0.30 ± 0.06
BABAR [704]: 0.26 ± 0.05 ± 0.04
B(B− → χc1K−π0) Belle [705]: 0.329 ± 0.029 ± 0.019 0.329 ± 0.035
B(B− → χc1K 0π−) Belle [705]: 0.575 ± 0.026 ± 0.032 0.569 ± 0.035
BABAR [706]: 0.552 ± 0.026 ± 0.061
B(B− → χc1K−π+π−) Belle [705]: 0.374 ± 0.018 ± 0.024 0.374 ± 0.030
B(B− → χc2K 0π−) Belle [705]: 0.116 ± 0.022 ± 0.012 0.116 ± 0.025
B(B− → χc2K−π+π−) Belle [705]: 0.134 ± 0.017 ± 0.009 0.134 ± 0.019
B(B− → ηcK−) Belle [708]: 1.25 ± 0.14 +0.39−0.40 1.10 ± 0.08
Belle [754]: 1.20 ± 0.08 ± 0.07
BABAR [750]: 0.87 ± 0.15
BABAR [710]: 1.29 ± 0.09 ± 0.38
B(B− → ηcK ∗(892)−) BABAR [709]: 1.21+0.43−0.35 +0.64−0.40 1.21+0.77−0.53
B(B− → ηc(2S)K−) Belle [754]: 0.48 ± 0.11 ± 0.03 0.44 ± 0.10
BABAR [750]: 0.34 ± 0.18 ± 0.03
Table 157 Branching fractions to charmonium other than J/ψ and one kaon, II
Parameter Measurements [10−6] Average [10−6]
B(B− → χc2K−) Belle [703]: 11.1+3.6−3.4 ± 0.9 10.8 ± 3.1
BABAR [704]: 10 ± 6 ± 1
B(B− → χc2K ∗(892)−) BABAR [704]: 11 ± 43 ± 55 11 ± 70
B(B− → hc(1P)K−)× B(hc(1P)→ ηcγ ) BABAR [711]: < 48 < 48
B(B− → ψ(2S)φ(1020)K−) CMS [784]: 4.0 ± 0.4 ± 0.6 4.0 ± 0.7
B(B− → K−ηc)× B(ηc → K 0K+π+) Belle [785]: 0.267 ± 0.014 +0.057−0.055 0.267+0.059−0.057
B(B− → ηcK−)× B(ηc → pp) Belle [786]: 1.42 ± 0.11+0.16−0.20 1.54 ± 0.15
BABAR [787]: 1.8+0.3−0.2 ± 0.2
B(B− → ηcK−)× B(ηc → ) Belle [786]: 0.95+0.25−0.22 +0.08−0.11 0.95+0.26−0.25
B(B− → K−ηc(2S))× B(ηc(2S)→ K 0K−π+) Belle [785]: 0.034 +0.022−0.015 +0.005−0.004 0.034 +0.023−0.016
B(B− → hc(1P)K−) Belle [788]: < 3.8 < 3.8
B(B− → hc(1P)K−)× B(hc(1P)→ J/ψπ+π−) BABAR [782]: < 3.4 < 3.4
Table 158 Branching fractions
to charmonium and light mesons Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B− → J/ψπ−) LHCb [789]: 3.88 ± 0.11 ± 0.15 4.04 ± 0.17 CL = 5.6%
Belle [689]: 3.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3
BABAR [790]: 5.37 ± 0.45 ± 0.24
B(B− → J/ψπ−π0) BABAR [713]: < 0.73 < 0.73
B(B− → J/ψρ−(770)) BABAR [713]: 5 ± 1 ± 0 5 ± 1
B(B− → ψ(2S)π−) LHCb [789]: 2.52 ± 0.26 ± 0.15 2.52 ± 0.30
B(B− → χc0π−) BABAR [791]: < 6.1 < 6.1
B(B− → χc1π−) Belle [792]: 2.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.5
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Table 159 Branching fractions
to J/ψ and a heavy mesons
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B− → J/ψD−) BABAR [726]: < 1.2 < 1.2
B(B− → J/ψD0π−) Belle [725]: < 0.25 < 0.25
BABAR [782]: < 0.52
Table 160 Branching fractions
to J/ψ and baryons
Parameter Measurements [10−6] Average [10−6]




B(B− → J/ψ0 p) Belle [723]: < 11 < 11
B(B− → J/ψppπ−) LHCb [722]: < 0.50 < 0.50
B(B− → J/ψK−)× B(J/ψ → ) Belle [786]: 2.0 +0.3−0.3 ± 0.3 2.0 +0.5−0.4
B(B− → J/ψK−)× B(J/ψ → pp) Belle [786]: 2.21 ± 0.13 ± 0.10 2.21 ± 0.13
BABAR [787]: 2.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.1
Table 161 Branching fraction ratios, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B− → J/ψK ∗(892)−)/B(B− → J/ψK−) CDF [727]: 1.92 ± 0.60 ± 0.17 1.38 ± 0.09
BABAR [9]: 1.37 ± 0.05 ± 0.08
B(B− → J/ψK1(1270)−)/B(B− → J/ψK−) Belle [696]: 1.80 ± 0.34 ± 0.34 1.80 ± 0.48
B(B− → J/ψK−1 (1400))/B(B− → J/ψK1(1270)−) Belle [696]: < 0.30 < 0.30
B(B− → ψ(2S)K−)/B(B− → J/ψK−) LHCb [730]: 0.594 ± 0.006 ± 0.022 0.598 ± 0.022
D0 [793]: 0.65 ± 0.04 ± 0.08
B(B− → ψ(2S)K ∗(892)−)/B(B− → ψ(2S)K−) BABAR [9]: 0.96 ± 0.15 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.17
B(B− → χc0K−)/B(B− → J/ψK−) Belle [783]: 0.60 +0.21−0.18 ± 0.09 0.60 +0.23−0.20
B(B− → χc1K ∗(892)−)/B(B− → χc1K−) BABAR [9]: 0.51 ± 0.17 ± 0.16 0.51 ± 0.23
B(B− → χc1K 0π−)/B(B− → J/ψK 0π−) BABAR [706]: 0.501 ± 0.024 ± 0.055 0.501 ± 0.060
B(B− → ηcK−)/B(B− → J/ψK−) BABAR [750]: 1.06 ± 0.23 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 0.20
BABAR [710]: 1.28 ± 0.10 ± 0.38
[B(B− → ηcK−)× B(ηc → pp)]/[B(B− → J/ψK−)× B(J/ψ → pp)] LHCb [794]: 0.578 ± 0.035 ± 0.027 0.578 ± 0.044
Table 162 Branching fraction ratios,II
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B− → J/ψπ−)/B(B− → J/ψK−) CDF [795]: 0.050 +0.019−0.017 ± 0.001 0.0524 ± 0.0040
CDF [796]: 0.0486 ± 0.0082 ± 0.0015
BABAR [790]: 0.0537 ± 0.0045 ± 0.0011
[B(B− → ψ(2S)K−)× B(ψ(2S)→ pp)]/
[B(B− → J/ψK−)× B(J/ψ → pp)]
LHCb [794]: 0.080 ± 0.012 ± 0.009 0.080 ± 0.015
B(B− → χc1π−)/B(B− → χc1K−) Belle [792]: 0.043 ± 0.008 ± 0.003 0.043 ± 0.009
[B(B− → hc(1P)K−)× B(hc(1P)→ ηcγ )]/
B(B− → ηcK−)
BABAR [711]: < 0.052 < 0.052
Table 163 Direct CP violation
parameters
Parameter Measurements Average
ACP(B− → J/ψK−) D0 [797]: 0.0059 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0007 0.0059 ± 0.0037
ACP(B− → J/ψπ−) D0 [797]: −0.042 ± 0.044 ± 0.009 −0.042 ± 0.045
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7.2.4 Decays to charm baryons
Averages of B− decays to charm baryons are shown in
Tables 164 and 165.
Table 164 (Product) branching fractions
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B− → +c −c K−) Belle [798]: 4.80 ± 0.43 ± 0.60 4.89 ± 0.73
BABAR [738]: 11.4 ± 1.5 ± 6.2
B(B− → 0c−c )× B(0c → −π+) Belle [743]: 0.48+0.10−0.09 ± 0.16 0.222 ± 0.089
BABAR [738]: 0.208 ± 0.065 ± 0.061
B(B− → 0c(2930)−c )× B(0c(2930)→ +c K−) Belle [798]: 1.73 ± 0.45 ± 0.21 1.73 ± 0.50
B(B− → +c pπ−) Belle [734]: 1.87+0.43−0.40 ± 0.56 2.12 ± 0.70
BABAR [741]: 3.38 ± 0.12 ± 0.89
B(B− → 0c p) Belle [734]: 0.45+0.26−0.19 ± 0.14 0.45+0.29−0.24
B(B− → ∗0c p) Belle [734]: < 0.46 < 0.46
B(B− → ++c pπ−π−) BABAR [799]: 2.98 ± 0.16 ± 0.78 2.98 ± 0.80
Table 165 Branching fraction ratios
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B− → +c pπ−)/B(B0 → +c p) BABAR [741]: 15.4 ± 1.8 ± 0.3 15.4 ± 1.8
B(B− → c(2455)0 p)/B(B− → +c pπ−) BABAR [741]: 0.123 ± 0.012 ± 0.008 0.123 ± 0.014
B(B− → c(2800)0 p)/B(B− → +c pπ−) BABAR [741]: 0.117 ± 0.023 ± 0.024 0.117 ± 0.033
Table 166 Branching fractions
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B− → X (3872)K−) Belle [754]: 1.2 ± 1.1 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 1.1
BABAR [750]: < 3.2
B(B− → X (3915)K−) Belle [754]: 0.4 ± 1.6 ± 0.0 0.4 ± 1.6
Table 167 Product branching fractions to X (3872), I
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ D∗(2007)0D0) BABAR [686]: 1.67 ± 0.36 ± 0.47 1.67 ± 0.59
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ D0D0π0) Belle [778]: < 0.6 < 0.6
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ D0D0) Belle [778]: < 0.6 < 0.6
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ D+D−) Belle [778]: < 0.4 < 0.4
7.2.5 Decays to XY Z P states
Averages of B− decays to XY Z P states are shown in
Tables 166, 167, 168, 169, 170 and 171.
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Table 168 Product branching fractions to X (3872), II
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B− → K−X (3872))× B(X (3872)→ J/ψπ+π−) Belle [800]: 0.861 ± 0.062 ± 0.052 0.857 ± 0.073
BABAR [748]: 0.84 ± 0.15 ± 0.07
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψω(782)) BABAR [694]: 0.6 ± 0.2 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.2
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψη) BABAR [698]: < 0.77 < 0.77
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψγ ) Belle [703]: 0.178+0.048−0.044 ± 0.012 0.206 ± 0.042
BABAR [704]: 0.28 ± 0.08 ± 0.01
B(B− → X (3872)K ∗(892)−)× B(X (3872)→ J/ψγ ) BABAR [704]: 0.07 ± 0.26 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.26
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ ψ(2S)γ ) Belle [703]: < 0.345 0.95 ± 0.28
BABAR [704]: 0.95 ± 0.27 ± 0.06
B(B− → X (3872)K ∗(892)−)× B(X (3872)→ ψ(2S)γ ) BABAR [704]: 0.64 ± 0.98 ± 0.96 0.64 ± 1.37
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ χc1γ ) Belle [700]: < 0.19 < 0.19
B(B− → X (3872)K−)× B(X (3872)→ χc2γ ) Belle [700]: < 0.67 < 0.67
Table 169 Product branching fractions to neutral states other than X (3872)
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B− → X (3823)K−)× B(X (3823)→ χc1γ ) Belle [700]: 0.97 ± 0.28 ± 0.11 0.97 ± 0.30
B(B− → X (3823)K−)× B(X (3823)→ χc2γ ) Belle [700]: < 0.36 < 0.36
B(B− → Y (3940)K−)× B(Y (3940)→ J/ψγ ) BABAR [801]: < 1.4 < 1.4
B(B− → Y (3940)K−)× B(Y (3940)→ J/ψω(782)) BABAR [694]: 3.0 +0.7−0.6 +0.5−0.3 3.0 +0.9−0.7
B(B− → Y (4260)K−)× B(Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) BABAR [802]: 2.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.7
B(B− → Y (4660)K−)× B(Y (4660)→ +c −c ) Belle [798]: < 12 < 12
B(B− → YηK−)× B(Yη → +c −c ) Belle [798]: < 20 < 20
Table 170 Relative product branching fractions to states with ss component
Parameter Measurements Average
[B(B− → X (4140)K−)× B(X (4140)→ J/ψφ(1020))]/
B(B− → J/ψφ(1020)K−)
LHCb [803]: 0.130 ± 0.032 +0.047−0.020 0.148 ± 0.048
D0 [804]: 0.21 ± 0.08 ± 0.04
[B(B− → X (4274)K−)× B(X (4274)→ J/ψφ(1020))]/
B(B− → J/ψφ(1020)K−)
LHCb [803]: 0.071 ± 0.025+0.035−0.024 0.071+0.043−0.035
Table 171 Product branching fractions to charged states
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B− → X (3872)−K 0)× B(X (3872)− → J/ψπ−π0) BABAR [751]: < 2.2 < 2.2
B(B− → Z(4430)−K 0)× B(Z(4430)− → J/ψπ−) BABAR [752]: < 1.5 < 1.5
B(B− → Z(4430)−K 0)× B(Z(4430)− → ψ(2S)π−) BABAR [752]: < 4.7 < 4.7





/B− decays to charmed hadrons are
summarized in Sects. 7.3.1–7.3.3. These results reflect the
B
0
/B− production admixture in ϒ(4S) decays.
7.3.1 Decays to two open charm mesons
Averages of B
0
/B− decays to two open charm mesons are
shown in Table 172.
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Table 172 Branching fractions
to double charm
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B → D0D0π0K ) Belle [676]: 1.27 ± 0.31+0.22−0.39 1.27+0.38−0.50
7.3.2 Decays to charmonium states
Averages of B
0
/B− decays to charmonium states are shown
in Tables 173, 174, 175, 176 and 177. The Belle and LHCb
results quoted in this section are only for B
0
decays. Assum-
ing isospin symmetry we combine them with the BaBar mea-
surements for the admixture.




|A‖|2(B → J/ψK ∗) LHCb [339]: 0.227 ± 0.004 ± 0.011 0.222 ± 0.007
Belle [337]: 0.231 ± 0.012 ± 0.008
BABAR [336]: 0.211 ± 0.010 ± 0.006
|A‖|2(B → χc1K ∗) BABAR [336]: 0.20 ± 0.07 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.08
|A‖|2(B → ψ(2S)K ∗) BABAR [336]: 0.22 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.06




|A⊥|2(B → J/ψK ∗) LHCb [339]: 0.201 ± 0.004 ± 0.008 0.210 ± 0.006
Belle [337]: 0.195 ± 0.012 ± 0.008
BABAR [336]: 0.233 ± 0.010 ± 0.005
|A⊥|2(B → χc1K ∗) BABAR [336]: 0.03 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.04
|A⊥|2(B → ψ(2S)K ∗) BABAR [336]: 0.30 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.06
Table 175 Decay amplitudes
for longitudinal polarization
Parameter Measurements Average
|A0|2(B → J/ψK ∗) Belle [337]: 0.574 ± 0.012 ± 0.009 0.564 ± 0.010
BABAR [336]: 0.556 ± 0.009 ± 0.010
|A0|2(B → χc1K ∗) BABAR [336]: 0.77 ± 0.07 ± 0.04 0.77 ± 0.08
|A0|2(B → ψ(2S)K ∗) BABAR [336]: 0.48 ± 0.05 ± 0.02 0.48 ± 0.05




δ‖(B → J/ψK ∗) LHCb [339]: −2.94 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 −2.932 ± 0.031
Belle [337]: −2.887 ± 0.090 ± 0.008
BABAR [336]: −2.93 ± 0.08 ± 0.04
δ‖(B → χc1K ∗) BABAR [336]: 0.0 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.3
δ‖(B → ψ(2S)K ∗) BABAR [336]: −2.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 −2.8 ± 0.4




δ⊥(B → J/ψK ∗) LHCb [339]: 2.94 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 2.935 ± 0.024
Belle [337]: 2.938 ± 0.064 ± 0.010
BABAR [336]: 2.91 ± 0.05 ± 0.03
δ⊥(B → ψ(2S)K ∗) BABAR [336]: 2.8 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.3
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Table 178 Branching fractions to X/Y states
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B → X (3872)K )× B(X (3872)→ D∗(2007)0D0) Belle [805]: 0.80 ± 0.20 ± 0.10 0.80 ± 0.22
B(B → Y (3940)K )× B(Y (3940)→ D∗(2007)0D0) Belle [805]: < 0.67 < 0.67
B(B → KY (3940))× B(Y (3940)→ J/ψω(782)) Belle [806]: 0.71 ± 0.13 ± 0.31 0.71 ± 0.34
7.3.3 Decays to XY Z P states
Averages of B
0
/B− decays to XY Z P states are shown in
Table 178.





s decays to charmed hadrons are sum-
marized in Sects. 7.4.1–7.4.4. These measurements require
knowledge of the production rates of B
0
s mesons, usually
measured relative to those of B
0
and B− mesons, in the same
experimental environment. Since these production fractions
are reasonably well known, see Sect. 4.1, they can be cor-
rected for allowing the results to be presented in terms of a B
0
s
branching fraction. This is usually done in the publications;
we do not attempt to rescale results according to more recent
determinations of the relative production fractions. Ratios of
branching fractions of two decays of the same hadron do not
require any such correction.
7.4.1 Decays to a single open charm meson
Averages of B
0
s decays to a single open charm meson are
shown in Tables 179, 180, 181, 182 and 183.
Table 179 Branching fractions
to a D(∗)s and a light meson
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]




B(B0s → D∗+s π−) Belle [808]: 2.4 +0.5−0.4 ± 0.4 2.4 +0.7−0.6
B(B0s → D+s ρ−(770)) Belle [808]: 8.5+1.3−1.2 ± 1.7 8.5+2.1−2.1
B(B0s → D∗+s ρ−(770)) Belle [808]: 11.8+2.2−2.0 ± 2.5 11.8+3.3−3.2
B(B0s → D+s K−) LHCb [807]: 0.190 ± 0.012 +0.018−0.019 0.192 ± 0.021
Belle [31]: 0.24 +0.12−0.10 ± 0.04
B(B0s → D∗+s K−) LHCb [809]: 0.163 ± 0.012 +0.049−0.048 0.163+0.050−0.050
Table 180 Branching fractions
to a D(∗) and light mesons Parameter Measurements [10
−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0s → D0K 0) LHCb [810]: 4.3 ± 0.5 ± 0.8 4.3 ± 0.9
B(B0s → D∗0K 0) LHCb [810]: 2.8 ± 1.0 ± 0.5 2.8 ± 1.1
B(B0s → D0K ∗0) LHCb [811]: 4.72 ± 1.07 ± 0.96 4.72 ± 1.44
B(B0s → D0φ(1020)) LHCb [653]: 0.30 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.04
B(B0s → D∗(2010)±π∓) LHCb [812]: < 0.061 < 0.061
B(B0s → D0 f0(980)) LHCb [813]: < 0.031 < 0.031
B(B0s → D∗(2007)0φ(1020)) LHCb [653]: 0.37 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.06
B(B0s → D0K+K−) LHCb [652]: 0.57 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 0.57 ± 0.08
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Table 181 Branching fraction ratios, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0s → D+s π−)/B(B0 → D+π−) CDF [814]: 1.13 ± 0.08 ± 0.23 1.13 ± 0.25
B(B0s → D+s π+π−π−)/B(B0s → D+s π−) LHCb [659]: 2.01 ± 0.37 ± 0.20 2.01 ± 0.42
B(B0s → D+s π+π−π−)/B(B0 → D+π+π−π−) CDF [814]: 1.05 ± 0.10 ± 0.22 1.05 ± 0.24
B(B0s → D0K ∗0)/B(B0 → D0ρ0) LHCb [811]: 1.48 ± 0.34 ± 0.19 1.48 ± 0.39
B(B0s → D0K ∗0)/B(B0 → D0K ∗0) LHCb [815]: 7.8 ± 0.7 ± 0.7 7.8 ± 1.0
B(B0s → D0K+π−)/B(B0 → D0π−π+) LHCb [662]: 1.18 ± 0.05 ± 0.12 1.18 ± 0.13
B(B0s → D∗(2007)0φ(1020))/B(B0s → D0φ(1020)) LHCb [653]: 1.23 ± 0.20 ± 0.06 1.23 ± 0.21
B(B0s → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0π+π−) LHCb [652]: 0.930 ± 0.089 ± 0.069 0.930 ± 0.113
Table 182 Branching fraction ratios, II
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B0s → D+s K−)/B(B0s → D+s π−) LHCb [664]: 7.52 ± 0.15 ± 0.19 7.55 ± 0.24
CDF [816]: 9.7 ± 1.8 ± 0.9
B(B0s → D∗+s K−)/B(B0s → D∗+s π−) LHCb [809]: 6.8 ± 0.5+0.3−0.2 6.8+0.6−0.5
B(B0s → D+s K−π+π−)/B(B0 → D+s π−π+π−) LHCb [660]: 5.2 ± 0.5 ± 0.3 5.2 ± 0.6
B(B0s → D0φ(1020))/B(B0s → D0K ∗0) LHCb [815]: 6.9 ± 1.3 ± 0.7 6.9 ± 1.5
[B(B0s → D+s1π−)× B(D+s1 → D+s π−π+)]/B(B0 → D+s π−π+π−) LHCb [660]: 0.40 ± 0.10 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.11
B(B0s → D0φ(1020))/B(B0 → D0π+π−) LHCb [653]: 3.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 3.4 ± 0.4




|A0|2(B0s → D∗(2007)0φ(1020)) LHCb [653]: 0.73 ± 0.15 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.15
7.4.2 Decays to two open charm mesons
Averages of B
0
s decays to two open charm mesons are shown
in Tables 184, 185 and 186.
Table 184 Branching fractions
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B0s → D+s D−s ) CDF [817]: 0.49 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 0.52 ± 0.09
Belle [18]: 0.58+0.11−0.09 ± 0.13
B(B0s → D+s D∗−s ) LHCb [818]: 1.35 ± 0.06 ± 0.17 1.38 ± 0.17
CDF [817]: 1.13 ± 0.12 ± 0.21
Belle [18]: 1.76+0.23−0.22 ± 0.40
B(B0s → D∗+s D∗−s ) LHCb [818]: 1.27 ± 0.08 ± 0.17 1.32 ± 0.18




B(B0s → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s ) LHCb [818]: 3.05 ± 0.10 ± 0.39 3.19 ± 0.37
D0 [216]: 3.5 ± 1.0 ± 1.1
CDF [817]: 3.38 ± 0.25 ± 0.64
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Table 185 Branching fraction
ratios, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0s → D−D+)/B(B0 → D−D+) LHCb [682]: 1.08 ± 0.20 ± 0.10 1.08 ± 0.22
B(B0s → D−s D+s )/B(B0 → D−s D+) LHCb [682]: 0.56 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 0.56 ± 0.05
Table 186 Branching fraction
ratios, II
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B0s → D+s D−)/B(B0 → D+s D−) LHCb [682]: 5.0 ± 0.8 ± 0.4 5.0 ± 0.9
B(B0s → D0D0)/B(B− → D0D−s ) LHCb [682]: 1.9 ± 0.3 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.4
7.4.3 Decays to charmonium states
Averages of B
0
s decays to charmonium states are shown in
Tables 187, 188, 189, 190, 191 and 192.
Table 187 Branching fractions, I
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0s → J/ψη) Belle [819]: 5.10 ± 0.50 +1.17−0.83 5.10 +1.27−0.97
B(B0s → J/ψη′) Belle [819]: 3.71 ± 0.61+0.85−0.60 3.71+1.05−0.85
B(B0s → J/ψφ(1020)) LHCb [820]: 10.5 ± 0.1 ± 1.0 10.0 ± 0.9
CDF [727]: 9.3 ± 2.8 ± 1.7
Belle [821]: 12.5 ± 0.7 ± 2.3
B(B0s → J/ψK 0K±π∓) LHCb [692]: 9.1 ± 0.6 ± 0.7 9.1 ± 0.9
B(B0s → J/ψ f0(980))× B( f0(980)→ π+π−) Belle [30]: 1.16+0.31−0.19 +0.30−0.25 1.16+0.43−0.32
Table 188 Branching fractions, II
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
B(B0s → J/ψK 0) LHCb [822]: 3.66 ± 0.42 ± 0.37 3.61 ± 0.46
CDF [823]: 3.5 ± 0.6 ± 0.6
B(B0s → J/ψK ∗0) LHCb [824]: 4.17 ± 0.18 ± 0.35 4.15 ± 0.40
CDF [823]: 8.3 ± 1.2 ± 3.6
B(B0s → J/ψpp) LHCb [722]: < 0.48 < 0.48
B(B0s → J/ψ f1(1285)) LHCb [715]: 7.14 ± 0.99+0.93−1.00 7.14 +1.36−1.41
B(B0s → J/ψK 0π+π−) LHCb [692]: < 4.4 < 4.4
B(B0s → J/ψK 0K+K−) LHCb [692]: < 1.2 < 1.2
B(B0s → J/ψ f0(1370))× B( f0(1370)→ π+π−) Belle [30]: 3.4 +1.1−1.4 +0.9−0.5 3.4 +1.4−1.5
B(B0s → J/ψ f1(1285))× B( f1(1285)→ π+π−π+π−) LHCb [715]: 0.785 ± 0.109+0.089−0.101 0.785+0.141−0.149
B(B0s → J/ψγ ) LHCb [720]: < 0.73 < 0.73
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Table 189 Branching fraction ratios, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0s → J/ψη)/B(B0 → J/ψρ) LHCb [728]: 14.0 ± 1.2 +1.6−1.8 14.0 +2.0−2.2
B(B0s → J/ψη′)/B(B0 → J/ψρ) LHCb [728]: 12.7 ± 1.1+1.1−0.9 12.7+1.6−1.4
B(B0s → J/ψK 0S K±π∓)/B(B
0 → J/ψπ+π−) LHCb [692]: 2.12 ± 0.15 ± 0.18 2.12 ± 0.23
Table 190 Branching fraction ratios, II
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0s → J/ψη)/B(B0 → J/ψη′) Belle [819]: 0.73 ± 0.14 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.14
B(B0s → J/ψη′)/B(B0s → J/ψη) LHCb [728]: 0.90 ± 0.09+0.06−0.02 0.90 +0.11−0.09
B(B0s → J/ψ f ′2)/B(B0s → J/ψφ(1020)) LHCb [825]: 0.264 ± 0.027 ± 0.024 0.246 ± 0.031
D0 [826]: 0.19 ± 0.05 ± 0.04
B(B0s → J/ψπ+π−)/B(B0s → J/ψφ(1020)) LHCb [827]: 0.162 ± 0.022 ± 0.016 0.162 ± 0.027
BB0s → ψ(2S)π+π−/BB0s → J/ψπ+π− LHCb [729]: 0.34 ± 0.04 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.05
B(B0s → ψ(2S)φ(1020))/B(B0s → J/ψφ(1020)) LHCb [730]: 0.489 ± 0.026 ± 0.024 0.494 ± 0.034
D0 [793]: 0.55 ± 0.11 ± 0.09
CDF [828]: 0.52 ± 0.13 ± 0.07
B(B0s → J/ψK 0Sπ+π−)/B(B
0 → J/ψπ+π−) LHCb [692]: < 0.10 < 0.10
[B(B0s → J/ψ f0(980))× B( f0(980)→ π+π−)]/
[B(B0s → J/ψφ(1020)))× B(φ→ K+K−)]
LHCb [827]: 0.252 +0.046−0.032
+0.027
−0.033 0.208 ± 0.016 CL = 0.2%
D0 [829]: 0.275 ± 0.041 ± 0.061
CMS [830]: 0.140 ± 0.008 ± 0.023
CDF [143]: 0.257 ± 0.020 ± 0.014
B(B0s → χc2K+K−)/B(B0s → χc1K+K−) LHCb [831]: 0.171 ± 0.031 ± 0.010 0.171 ± 0.033
Table 191 Branching fraction ratios, III
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(B0s → J/ψK 0S)/B(B
0 → J/ψK 0S) LHCb [822]: 4.20 ± 0.49 ± 0.40 4.20 ± 0.63
B(B0s → J/ψφ(1020)φ(1020))/B(B0s → J/ψφ(1020)) LHCb [832]: 1.15 ± 0.12 +0.05−0.09 1.15+0.13−0.15
B(B0s → ψ(2S)K+π−)/B(B0 → ψ(2S)K+π−) LHCb [833]: 5.38 ± 0.36 ± 0.38 5.38 ± 0.52
B(B0s → ψ(2S)K ∗0)/B(B0 → ψ(2S)K ∗0) LHCb [833]: 5.38 ± 0.57 ± 0.51 5.38 ± 0.77
B(B0s → J/ψK 0S K+K−)/B(B
0 → J/ψπ+π−) LHCb [692]: < 2.7 < 2.7
[B(B0s → J/ψ f0(500))× B( f0(500)→ π+π−)]/
[B(B0s → J/ψ f0(980)))× B( f0(500)→ π+π−)]
LHCb [834]: < 3.4 < 3.4





s → J/ψK ∗0) LHCb [824]: 0.497 ± 0.025 ± 0.025 0.497 ± 0.035
f‖(B
0
s → J/ψK ∗0) LHCb [824]: 0.179 ± 0.027 ± 0.013 0.179 ± 0.030
δ‖(B
0
s → J/ψK ∗0) LHCb [824]: −2.70 ± 0.16 ± 0.19 −2.70 ± 0.25
δ⊥(B
0
s → J/ψK ∗0) LHCb [824]: 0.01 ± 0.11+0.12−0.13 0.01+0.16−0.17
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7.4.4 Decays to charm baryons
Averages of B
0
s decays to charm baryons are shown in
Tables 193 and 194.
7.5 Decays of B−c mesons
Measurements of B−c decays to charmed hadrons are summa-
rized in Sects. 7.5.1–7.5.4. Since the absolute cross-section
for B−c meson production in any production environment is
currently not known, it is not possible to determine abso-
lute branching fractions. Instead, results are presented either
as ratios of branching fractions of different B−c decays, or
are normalised to the branching fraction of the decay of a
lighter B meson (usually B−). In the latter case the mea-
sured quantity is the absolute or relative B−c branching frac-
tion multiplied by the ratio of cross-sections (or, equivalently,
production fractions) of the B−c and the lighter B meson.
It should be noted that the ratio of cross-sections for dif-
ferent b hadron species can depend on production environ-
ment, and on the fiducial region accessed by each experiment.
While this has been studied for certain b hadron species (see
Sect. 4.1), there is currently little published data that would
allow to investigate the effect for B−c mesons. Therefore, we
do not attempt to apply any correction for this effect.
7.5.1 Decays to a single open charm meson
Averages of B−c decays to a single open charm meson are
shown in Table 195.
7.5.2 Decays to two open charm mesons
Averages of B−c decays to two open charm mesons are shown
in Tables 196 and 197.
7.5.3 Decays to charmonium states
Averages of B−c decays to charmonium states are shown in
Tables 198, 199 and 200.
Table 193 Branching fractions
to one charm baryon
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(B0s → +c π−) Belle [835]: 3.6 ± 1.1+1.2−1.2 3.6+1.6−1.7
Table 194 Branching fractions
to two charm baryons
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B0s → −c +c )/B(B0s → D−D+s ) LHCb [747]: < 0.30 < 0.30
Table 195 Branching fractions
to D(∗)0 meson and one or more
kaons
Parameter Measurements [10−7] Average [10−7]
[ fc × B(B−c → D0K−)]/ fu LHCb [836]: 9.3+2.8−2.5 ± 0.6 9.3+2.9−2.6
Table 196 Branching fraction ratios, I
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
[ fc × B(B−c → D−s D0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−s D0)] LHCb [837]: 0.30 ± 0.37 0.30 ± 0.37
[ fc × B(B−c → D−s D0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−s D0)] LHCb [837]: −0.38 ± 0.26 −0.38 ± 0.26
[ fc × B(B−c → D−D0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−D0)] LHCb [837]: 8.0 ± 7.5 8.0 ± 7.5
[ fc × B(B−c → D−D0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−D0)] LHCb [837]: 2.9 ± 5.3 2.9 ± 5.3
[ fc × (B(B−c → D∗−s D0)+ B(B+c → D−s D∗0))]/[ fu × B(B− → D−s D0)] LHCb [837]: −0.1 ± 1.5 −0.1 ± 1.5
[ fc × (B(B−c → D∗−s D0)+ B(B+c → D−s D∗0))]/[ fu × B(B− → D−s D0)] LHCb [837]: −0.3 ± 1.9 −0.3 ± 1.9
[ fc × B(B−c → D∗−s D∗0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−s D0)] LHCb [837]: 3.2 ± 4.3 3.2 ± 4.3
[ fc × B(B−c → D∗−s D∗0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−s D0)] LHCb [837]: 7.0 ± 9.2 7.0 ± 9.2
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Table 197 Branching fraction ratios, II
Parameter Measurements [10−1] Average [10−1]
[ fc × (B(B−c → D∗−D0)× B(D∗− →
D−(π0, γ ))+ B(B−c →
D−D∗0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−D0)]
LHCb [837]: 0.02 ± 0.32 0.02 ± 0.32
[ fc × (B(B−c → D∗−D0)× B(D∗− →
D−(π0, γ ))+ B(B−c →
D−D∗0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−D0)]
LHCb [837]: −0.15 ± 0.17 −0.15 ± 0.17
[ fc × B(B−c → D∗−s D∗0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−D0)] LHCb [837]: −0.41 ± 0.91 −0.41 ± 0.91
[ fc × B(B−c → D∗−s D∗0)]/[ fu × B(B− → D−D0)] LHCb [837]: 3.4 ± 2.3 3.4 ± 2.3
Table 198 Branching fraction ratios
Parameter Measurements Average
B(B−c → J/ψD−s )/B(B−c → J/ψπ−) LHCb [838]: 2.90 ± 0.57 ± 0.24 3.09 ± 0.55
ATLAS [839]: 3.8 ± 1.1 ± 0.4
B(B−c → J/ψD∗−s )/B(B−c → J/ψD−s ) ATLAS [839]: 2.8+1.2−0.8 ± 0.3 2.8+1.2−0.9
B(B−c → J/ψD∗−s )/B(B−c → J/ψπ−) ATLAS [839]: 10.4 ± 3.1 ± 1.6 10.4 ± 3.5
B(B−c → J/ψπ+π−π−)/B(B−c → J/ψπ−) LHCb [840]: 2.41 ± 0.30 ± 0.33 2.44 ± 0.40
CMS [841]: 2.55 ± 0.80 +0.33−0.33
B(B−c → J/ψD∗0K−)/B(B−c → J/ψD0K−) LHCb [842]: 5.1 ± 1.8 ± 0.4 5.1 ± 1.8
B(B−c → J/ψD∗−K ∗0)/B(B−c → J/ψD0K−) LHCb [842]: 2.10 ± 1.08 ± 0.34 2.10 ± 1.13
B(B−c → J/ψK−)/B(B−c → J/ψπ−) LHCb [843]: 0.069 ± 0.019 ± 0.005 0.069 ± 0.020
B(B−c → J/ψK−K+π−)/B(B−c → J/ψπ−) LHCb [844]: 0.53 ± 0.10 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.11
B(B−c → ψ(2S)π−)/B(B−c → J/ψπ−) LHCb [845]: 0.268 ± 0.032 ± 0.009 0.268 ± 0.033
B(B−c → J/ψD0K−)/B(B−c → J/ψπ−) LHCb [842]: 0.432 ± 0.136 ± 0.028 0.432 ± 0.139
B(B−c → J/ψD−K ∗0)/B(B−c → J/ψD0K−) LHCb [842]: 0.63 ± 0.39 ± 0.08 0.63 ± 0.40
Table 199 Production times branching fraction ratios
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
[ fc × B(B−c → J/ψπ−)]/[ fu × B(B− → J/ψK−)] LHCb [846]: 6.83 ± 0.18 ± 0.09 6.72 ± 0.19
LHCb [847]: 6.8 ± 1.0 ± 0.6
CMS [841]: 4.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.6
Table 200 Branching fractions
times production ratios
Parameter Measurements [10−6] Average [10−6]
fc
fu
× B(B−c → χc0π−) LHCb [848]: 9.8+3.4−3.0 ± 0.8 9.8+3.5−3.1
7.5.4 Decays to a B meson
Averages of B−c decays to a B meson are shown in Table 201.
Table 201 Branching fractions
to B0s meson
Parameter Measurements [10−3] Average [10−3]
[ fc/ fs ] × B(B+c → B0s π+) LHCb [849]: 2.37 ± 0.31+0.20−0.17 2.37+0.37−0.35
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7.6 Decays of b baryons
Measurements of b baryons decays to charmed hadrons are
summarized in Sects. 7.6.1–7.6.4. Comments regarding the




c mesons relative to lighter B
mesons, in Sects. 7.4 and 7.5 respectively, are also appro-
priate here. Specifically, since the cross-section for produc-
tion of 0b baryons is reasonably well-known, it is possible
to determine absolute or relative branching fractions for its
decays (although some older measurements are presented as
products involving the cross-section). The cross-sections for
production of heavier b baryons are not known, and there-
fore measured quantities are presented as absolute or relative
branching fraction multiplied by a ratio of cross-sections (or,
equivalently, production fractions).
7.6.1 Decays to a single open charm meson
Averages of b baryons decays to a single open charm meson
are shown in Table 202.
7.6.2 Decays to charmonium states
Averages of b baryons decays to charmonium states are
shown in Tables 203, 204, 205, 206, 207 and 208.
Table 202 Branching fraction ratios to D0 mesons
Parameter Measurements Average
B(0b → D0 pK−)/B(0b → D0 pπ−) LHCb [850]: 0.073 ± 0.008+0.005−0.006 0.073+0.009−0.010
[B(0b → D0 pπ−)× B(D0 → K+π−)]/
[B(0b → +c π−)× B(+c → pK−π+)]
LHCb [850]: 0.0806 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0035 0.0806 ± 0.0042
[ f0b × B(
0
b → D0 pK−)]/[ f0b × B(
0
b → D0 pK−)] LHCb [850]: 0.44 ± 0.09 ± 0.06 0.44 ± 0.11
Table 203 0b branching
fractions to charmonium
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
B(0b → J/ψpK−) LHCb [851]: 3.17 ± 0.04 +0.46−0.29 3.17+0.46−0.29
B(0b → J/ψ) CDF [852]: 4.7 ± 2.1 ± 1.9 4.7 ± 2.8
Table 204 Production times
branching fraction to
charmonium
Parameter Measurements [10−5] Average [10−5]
fb × B(0b → J/ψ) D0 [853]: 6.01 ± 0.60 ± 0.64 6.01 ± 0.88
Table 205 0b branching fraction ratios
Parameter Measurements Average
B(0b → ψ(2S))/B(0b → J/ψ) ATLAS [854]: 0.501 ± 0.033 ± 0.019 0.501 ± 0.038
B(0b → J/ψpπ−)/B(0b → J/ψpK−) LHCb [855]: 0.0824 ± 0.0025 ± 0.0042 0.0824 ± 0.0049
B(0b → J/ψπ+π− pK−)/B(0b → J/ψpK−) LHCb [856]: 0.2086 ± 0.0096 ± 0.0134 0.2086 ± 0.0165
B(0b → ψ(2S)pK−)/B(0b → J/ψpK−) LHCb [856]: 0.2070 ± 0.0076 ± 0.0059 0.2070 ± 0.0096
B(0b → χc1 pK−)/B(0b → J/ψpK−) LHCb [857]: 0.242 ± 0.014 ± 0.016 0.242 ± 0.021
B(0b → χc2 pK−)/B(0b → J/ψpK−) LHCb [857]: 0.248 ± 0.020 ± 0.017 0.248 ± 0.026
B(0b → χc2 pK−)/B(0b → χc1 pK−) LHCb [857]: 1.02 ± 0.10 ± 0.05 1.02 ± 0.11
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Table 206 −b and 
−
b production times branching fraction ratios to charmonium
Parameter Measurements Average
[ f−b × B(
−
b → J/ψ−)]/[ f0b × B(
0
b → J/ψ)] CDF [47]: 0.167+0.037−0.025 ± 0.012 0.167+0.039−0.028
[ f−b × B(
−
b → J/ψ−)]/[ f0b × B(
0
b → J/ψ)] CDF [47]: 0.045+0.017−0.012 ± 0.004 0.045+0.017−0.013
Table 207 Transverse
polarization of 0b produced in
pp collisions
Parameter Measurements Average
Pb(0b → J/ψ) LHCb [858]: 0.06 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.06
CMS [859]: 0.00 ± 0.06 ± 0.06
Table 208 Parity-violating





b → J/ψ) LHCb [858]: 0.05 ± 0.17 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.10
CMS [859]: −0.14 ± 0.14 ± 0.10
ATLAS [860]: 0.30 ± 0.16 ± 0.06
7.6.3 Decays to charm baryons
Averages of b baryons decays to charm baryons are shown
in Tables 209, 210, 211, 212 and 213.
7.6.4 Decays to XY Z P states
Averages of b baryons decays to XY Z P states are shown in
Table 214.
Table 209 b branching
fractions
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(0b → +c π−) LHCb [50]: 0.430 ± 0.003+0.036−0.035 0.430 +0.036−0.035
B(0b → +c π+π−π−) CDF [861]: 2.68 ± 0.29+1.15−1.09 2.68+1.19−1.12
Table 210 Branching fraction ratios, I
Parameter Measurements Average
B(0b → +c π−)/B(B
0 → D+π−) CDF [862]: 3.3 ± 0.3 ± 1.2 3.3 ± 1.2
B(0b → +c π+π−π−)/B(0b → +c π−) LHCb [659]: 1.43 ± 0.16 ± 0.13 1.58 ± 0.20
CDF [861]: 3.04 ± 0.33+0.70−0.55
[B(0b → +c K−)× B(+c → pK−π+)]/
[B(0b → D0 pK−)× B(D0 → K+π−)]
LHCb [850]: 0.57 ± 0.22 ± 0.21 0.57 ± 0.30
[B(0b → c(2860)+π−)× B(c(2860)+ → D0 p)]/






[B(0b → c(2940)+π−)× B(c(2940)+ → D0 p)]/
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Table 211 Branching fraction ratios, II
Parameter Measurements [10−2] Average [10−2]
B(0b → +c K−)/B(0b → +c π−) LHCb [850]: 7.31 ± 0.16 ± 0.16 7.31 ± 0.23
B(0b → +c D−)/B(0b → +c D−s ) LHCb [747]: 4.2 ± 0.3 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 0.4
B(0b → +c p pπ−)/B(0b → +c π−) LHCb [864]: 5.40 ± 0.23 ± 0.32 5.40 ± 0.39
[B(0b → c(2455)0 pp)× B(c(2455)0 → +c π−)]/
B(0b → +c p pπ−)
LHCb [864]: 8.9 ± 1.5 ± 0.6 8.9 ± 1.6
[B(0b → c(2520)∗0 pp)× B(c(2520)∗0 → +c π−)]/
B(0b → +c p pπ−)
LHCb [864]: 11.9 ± 2.0 ± 1.4 11.9 ± 2.4
Table 212 Branching fraction ratios, III
Parameter Measurements Average
[B(0b → c(2595)+π−)× B(c(2595)+ → +c π+π−)]/
B(0b → +c π+π−π−)
LHCb [659]: 0.044 ± 0.017+0.006−0.004 0.044 +0.018−0.017
[B(0b → c(2625)+π−)× B(c(2625)+ → +c π+π−)]/
B(0b → +c π+π−π−)
LHCb [659]: 0.043 ± 0.015 ± 0.004 0.043 ± 0.016
[B(0b → 0cπ+π−)× B(0c → +c π−)]/
B(0b → +c π+π−π−)
LHCb [659]: 0.074 ± 0.024 ± 0.012 0.074 ± 0.027
[B(0b → ++c π−π−)× B(++c → +c π+)]/
B(0b → +c π+π−π−)
LHCb [659]: 0.042 ± 0.018 ± 0.007 0.042 ± 0.019
Table 213 b branching
fractions
Parameter Measurements [10−4] Average [10−4]
[ f−b / f0b ] × B(
−
b → 0bπ−) LHCb [865]: 5.7 ± 1.8+0.8−0.9 5.7+2.0−2.0
Table 214 Branching fraction ratios involving pentaquarks
Parameter Measurements Average
B(0b → π−Pc(4380)+)/B(0b → K−Pc(4380)+) LHCb [866]: 0.050 ± 0.016+0.036−0.030 0.050 +0.039−0.034
B(0b → π−Pc(4450)+)/B(0b → K−Pc(4450)+) LHCb [866]: 0.033+0.016−0.014 +0.014−0.013 0.033+0.021−0.019
B(0b → π−Pc(4380)+)/B(0b → K− J/ψp) LHCb [866]: 0.051 ± 0.015+0.026−0.016 0.051+0.030−0.022
B(0b → π−Pc(4450)+)/B(0b → K− J/ψp) LHCb [866]: 0.016+0.008−0.006 +0.006−0.005 0.016+0.010−0.008
B(0b → pZc(4200)−)/B(0b → K− J/ψp) LHCb [866]: 0.077 ± 0.028+0.034−0.040 0.077+0.044−0.049
8 B decays to charmless final states
This section provides branching fractions (BF), polarization
fractions, partial rate asymmetries (ACP ) and other observ-
ables of B decays to final states that do not contain charm
hadrons or charmonia mesons. The order of entries in the
tables corresponds to that in the 2017 Review of Particle
Physics (PDG 2017) [5], and the quoted RPP numbers are
the PDG numbers of the corresponding branching fractions.
The CP asymmetry is defined as
ACP = Nb − Nb
Nb + Nb
, (228)
where Nb (Nb) is the number of hadrons containing a b
(b) quark decaying into a specific final state. This defi-
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nition is consistent with that of Eq. (106) in Sect. 5.2.1.
Four different B0 and B+ decay categories are consid-
ered: charmless mesonic (i.e., final states containing only
mesons), baryonic (only hadrons, but including a baryon–
antibaryon pair), radiative (including a photon or a lepton–
antilepton pair) and semileptonic/leptonic (including/only
leptons). We also include measurements of B0s , B
+
c and b-
baryon decays. Results from ACP measurements obtained
from time-dependent analyses are listed and described in
Sect. 5. Measurements supported with public notes are
accepted in the averages; public notes include journal papers,
conference contributed papers, preprints or conference pro-
ceedings. In all the tables of this section, values in italics
(bold) are new published (preliminary) results since PDG
2017 (considering the publication status at the time of the
closing of this report, September 2018).
Most of the branching fractions from BABAR and Belle
assume equal production of charged and neutral B pairs. The
best measurements to date show that this is still a reasonable
approximation (see Sect. 4). For branching fractions, we pro-
vide either averages or the most stringent upper limits. If one
or more experiments have measurements with a significance
of more than three standard deviations (σ ) for a decay chan-
nel, all available central values for that channel are used in the
averaging. The most stringent limit will be used for branching
fractions that do not satisfy this criterion. For ACP we provide
averages in all cases. At the end of some of the tables we give
a list of results that were not included. Typical cases are the
measurements of distributions, such as differential branching
fractions or longitudinal polarizations, which are measured
in different binning schemes by the different collaborations,
and thus cannot be directly used to obtain averages.
Our averaging is performed by maximizing the likelihood,
L = ∏i Pi (x), where Pi is the probability density function
(PDF) of the i th measurement, and x is, e.g., the branch-
ing fraction or ACP . The PDF is modelled by an asymmet-
ric Gaussian function with the measured central value as its
most probable value and the quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic errors, eventually asymmetric, as the standard
deviations on both sides of the central value. The experi-
mental uncertainties of results from different experiments are
assumed to be uncorrelated with each other when the aver-
aging is performed. As mentioned in Sect. 3, no error scaling
is applied when the fit χ2 is greater than 1, except for cases
of extreme disagreement (at present we have no such cases).
The largest improvement since the last report has come
from the inclusion of a variety of new measurements from
the LHC, especially LHCb. The measurements of B0s decays
are particularly noteworthy.
Sections 8.1 and 8.2 provide compilations of branching
fractions of B0 and B+ to mesonic and baryonic charmless
final states, respectively, while Sects. 8.3 and 8.4 give branch-
ing fractions of b-baryon and B0s -meson charmless decays,
respectively. In Sect. 8.5 various observables of interest are
given in addition to branching fractions. These observables
are related to radiative decays and FCNC decays with lep-
tons of B0 and B+ mesons, including limits from searches
for lepton-flavour/number-violating decays. Sections 8.6 and
8.7 giveCP asymmetries and results of polarization measure-
ments, respectively, in various b-hadron charmless decays.
Finally, Sect. 8.8 gives branching fractions of B+c meson
decays to charmless final states.
8.1 Mesonic decays of B0 and B+ mesons
This section provides branching fractions of charmless
mesonic decays: Tables 215, 216, 217 and 218 for B+ and
Tables 219, 220, 221, 222 and 223 for B0 mesons. The tables
are separated according to the presence or absence of strange
mesons in the final state. Finally, Table 224 details several
relative branching fractions of B0 decays.
Figure 69 gives a graphic representation of a selection of
high-precision branching fractions given in this section. Foot-
note symbols indicate that the footnote in the corresponding
table should be consulted.
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Fig. 69 Selection of high-precision charmless mesonic B meson
branching fraction measurements
8.2 Baryonic decays of B+ and B0 mesons
This section provides branching fractions of charmless
baryonic decays of B+ and B0 mesons in Tables 225
and 226, respectively. Relative branching fractions are given
in Table 227.
Figures 70 and 71 show graphic representations of a selec-
tion of results given in this section. Footnote symbols indi-
cate that the footnote in the corresponding table should be
consulted.
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Table 227 Relative branching fractions of charmless baryonic B decays. Where values are shown in red (blue), this indicates that they are new
published (preliminary) results since PDG 2017
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 avg. LHCb Our avg.
B(B+ → ppπ+,mpp <
2.85 GeV/c2)/B(B+ → J/ψ(→
pp)π+)
12.0 ± 1.2 ± 0.3 [973] 12.0 ± 1.2
B(B+ → ppK+)/B(B+ → J/ψ(→
pp)K+)
4.91 ± 0.19 ± 0.14 † [794] 4.91 ± 0.24
487 B(B+ → ppK+)/B(B+ → J/ψK+) 0.0104 ± 0.0005 ± 0.0001 0.0104 ± 0.0005 ± 0.0001 †‡ [794] 0.0100 ± 0.0010
B(B+ → (1520)(→
K+ p)p)/B(B+ → J/ψ(→ pp)π+)
0.033 ± 0.005 ± 0.007 [973] 0.033 ± 0.009
B(B0 → ppK+K−)/B(B0 →
ppK+π−)
0.019 ± 0.005 ± 0.002 [983] 0.019 ± 0.005
B(B0 → ppπ+π−)/B(B0 →
ppK+π−)
0.46 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 [983] 0.46 ± 0.03
Channels with no RPP# were not included in PDG Live as of Dec. 31, 2017
† Includes contribution where pp is produced in charmonia decays
‡ Original experimental relative BF multiplied by the best values (PDG 2014) of certain reference BFs. The first error is experimental, and the second is from the reference BFs
Fig. 70 Branching fractions of charmless baryonic B+ and B0 decays
into non-strange baryons
Fig. 71 Branching fractions of charmless baryonic B+ and B0 decay
into strange baryons
123
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Table 228 Branching fractions of charmless 0b decays in units of
×10−6. Upper limits are at 90% CL
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 avg. CDF LHCb Our avg.
12 K
0
pπ− 13.0 ± 4.0 12.6 ± 1.9 ± 0.9 ± 3.4 ± 0.5 § [987] 12.6 ± 4.0
13 K 0 pK− < 3.5 < 3.5 [987] < 3.5
33 pπ− 4.3 ± 0.8 3.5 ± 0.6 ± 0.9 [988] 3.5 ± 1.1
34 pK− 5.1 ± 0.9 5.6 ± 0.8 ± 1.5 [988] 5.6 ± 1.7
37 μ+μ− 1.08 ± 0.28 1.73 ± 0.42 ± 0.55 [989] 0.96 ± 0.16 ± 0.25 [990] 1.08 ± 0.27
38 γ < 1300 < 1300 [991] < 1300
39 η 9+7−5 9.3
+7.3
−5.3 ¶ [992] 9.3
+7.3
−5.3
40 η′ < 3.1 < 3.1 [992] < 3.1
41 π+π− 4.7 ± 1.9 4.6 ± 1.2 ± 1.4 ± 0.6 † 2 [993] 4.6 ± 1.9
42 K+π− 5.7 ± 1.3 5.6 ± 0.8 ± 0.8 ± 0.7 † 2 [993] 5.6 ± 1.3
43 K+K− 16.1 ± 2.3 15.9 ± 1.2 ± 1.2 ± 2.0 † 2 [993] 15.9 ± 2.6
44 φ 2.0 ± 0.5 5.18 ± 1.04 ± 0.35+0.67−0.62 ‡ 3 [994] 5.18+1.29−1.26
pπ−μ+μ− 0.069 ± 0.019 ± 0.011+0.013−0.010 † [995] 0.069+0.026−0.024
pπ−π+π− 19.0 ± 0.6 ± 1.0 ± 1.6 ± 0.7 1 [996] 19.0 ± 2.1
pK−π+π− 45.5 ± 0.8 ± 2.0 ± 3.9 ± 1.7 1 [996] 45.5 ± 4.8
pK−K+π− 3.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 1 [996] 3.7 ± 0.6
pK−K+K− 11.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.7 ± 1.0 ± 0.5 1 [996] 11.4 ± 1.4
(2S)pπ− 7.17 ± 0.82 ± 0.33+1.30−1.03 4 [831] 7.17+1.57−1.36
Channels with no RPP# were not included in PDG Live as of Dec. 31,
2017
Results for CDF and LHCb are relative BFs converted to absolute BFs
† Last quoted uncertainty is due to the precision with which the nor-
malization channel branching fraction is known
‡ Third uncertainty is related to external inputs
§ Third uncertainty is from the ratio of fragmentation fractions f0b
/ fd ,
and the fourth is due to the uncertainty on B(B0 → K 0π+π−)
¶ Result at 68% CL
1 Third uncertainty is from B(b → +c π−), and the fourth is due to
the uncertainty on B(+c → pK−π+)
2 Normalization taken directly from LHCb paper
3 Difference w.r.t. PDG value due to different values for the production
rate ratio fb/ fd
4 Calculated using the value ofB(0b → (2S)pK−) = (6.29±0.23±
0.14+1.14−0.90)× 10−6
8.3 Decays of b baryons
A compilation of branching fractions of0b baryon decays is
given in Table 228. Table 229 provides the partial branching
fractions of 0b → μ+μ− decays in intervals of q2 =
m2(μ+μ−). Compilations of branching fractions of 0b, 
−
b
and−b baryon decays are given in Tables 230, 231, and 232,
respectively.
Figure 72 shows a graphic representation of branching
fractions of 0b decays. Footnote symbols indicate that the
footnote in the corresponding table should be consulted.
List of other measurements that are not included in the
tables:
• In Ref. [997], LHCb provides a measurement of the dif-
ferential 0b → μ+μ− branching fraction. It is given
in bins ofm2(μ+μ−) that are different from those used in
the past by the LHCb and CDF collaborations (see table
of differential branching fractions).
• In Ref. [999], LHCb measures angular observables of
the decay 0b → μ+μ−, including the lepton-side,
hadron-side and combined forward-backward asymme-
tries of the decay.
• In Ref. [1000], LHCb measures the ratios
σ(pp → ′−b X)B(′−b → 0bπ−)
σ (pp → 0bX)
,
σ (pp → ′−b X)B(∗−b → 0bπ−)
σ (pp → ′−b X)B(′−b → 0bπ−)
.
• In Ref. [1001], LHCb measures the ratio
σ(pp → ∗−b X)B(∗−b → 0bπ−)
σ (pp → 0bX)
.
• In Ref. [1002], LHCb performs a search for baryon-
number-violating 0b oscillations and set an upper limit
of ω < 0.08 ps−1 on the oscillation rate.
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Table 229 Partial branching fractions of 0b → μ+μ− decays in intervals of q2 = m2(μ+μ−) in units of ×10−7
Mode q2 [GeV2/c4] † ‡ PDG 2017 avg. CDF LHCb Our avg.
μ+μ− < 2.0 0.71 ± 0.27 0.15 ± 2.01 ± 0.05 [989] 0.72+0.24−0.22 ± 0.14 [997] 0.71+0.27−0.26
μ+μ− [2.0, 4.3] 0.28+0.28−0.21 1.8 ± 1.7 ± 0.6 0.253+0.276−0.207 ± 0.046 [997] 0.281+0.286−0.218
μ+μ− [4.3, 8.68] 0.5 ± 0.7 −0.2 ± 1.6 ± 0.1 0.66 ± 0.72 ± 0.16 [990] 0.51 ± 0.67
μ+μ− [10.09, 12.86] 2.2 ± 0.6 3.0 ± 1.5 ± 1.0 2.08+0.42−0.39 ± 0.42 [997] 2.17+0.57−0.55
μ+μ− [14.18, 16.00] 1.7 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.3 2.04+0.35−0.33 ± 0.42 [997] 1.70 ± 0.44
μ+μ− > 16.00 7.0 ± 2.9 7.0 ± 1.9 ± 2.2 7.0 ± 2.9
Results for CDF and LHCb are relative BFs converted to absolute BFs
† See the original paper for the exact m2(μ+μ−) selection
‡ The two LHCb measurements include additional binning not reported here
Table 230 Branching fractions of charmless 0b decays in units of ×10−6. Upper limits are at 90% CL
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 avg. LHCb Our avg.
4 f0b
/ fdB(0b → K
0
pπ−) < 1.6 < 1.6 [987] < 1.6
5 f0b
/ fdB(0b → K
0
pK−) < 1.1 < 1.1 [987] < 1.1
10 f0b
/ f0b
B(0b → π+π−) < 1.7 < 1.7 [993] < 1.7
11 f0b
/ f0b
B(0b → K+π−) < 0.8 < 0.8 [993] < 0.8
12 f0b
/ f0b
B(0b → K+K−) < 0.3 < 0.3 [993] < 0.3
f0b
/ f0b
B(0b → pK−π+π−) 1.72 ± 0.21 ± 0.25 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 [996] 1.72 ± 0.37
f0b
/ f0b
B(0b → pK−π+K−) 1.56 ± 0.16 ± 0.19 ± 0.13 ± 0.06 [996] 1.56 ± 0.29
f0b
/ f0b
B(0b → pK−K+K−) < 0.25 [996] < 0.25
Channels with no RPP# were not included in PDG Live as of Dec. 31, 2017
Results for LHCb are relative BFs converted to absolute BFs
Table 231 Branching fractions of charmless −b decays in units of ×10−5. Upper limits are at 90% CL
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 avg. LHCb Our avg.
6 f−b
B(−b → pK−K−)/( fuB(B− → K+K−K−)) † 265 ± 35 ± 47 [998] 265 ± 58
f−b
B(−b → pK−π−)/( fuB(B− → K+K−K−)) 259 ± 64 ± 49 [998] 259 ± 80
8 B(−b → pπ−π−)/(B(−b → pK−K−)) < 0.56 < 0.56 [998] < 0.56
f−b
B(−b → pπ−π−)/( fuB(B− → K+K−K−)) < 147 [998] < 147
9 B(−b → pK−π−)/(B(−b → pK−K−)) 0.98 ± 0.27 ± 0.09 0.98 ± 0.27 ± 0.09 [998] 0.98 ± 0.28
Channels with no RPP# were not included in PDG Live as of Dec. 31, 2017
† PDG reports results multiplied by B(B+ → K+K−K+) and B(b → B+)
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Table 232 Branching fractions of charmless −b decays in units of ×10−5. Upper limits are at 90% CL
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 avg. LHCb Our avg.
2 f−b
B(−b → pK−K−)/( fuB(B− → K+K−K−)) † < 18 [998] < 18
3 f−b
B(−b → pK−π−)/( fuB(B− → K+K−K−)) † < 51 [998] < 51
4 f−b
B(−b → pπ−π−)/( fuB(B− → K+K−K−)) † < 109 [998] < 109
† PDG reports results multiplied by B(B+ → K+K−K+) and B(b → B+)
Fig. 72 Branching fractions of charmless 0b decays
8.4 Decays of B0s mesons
Tables 233 and 234 detail branching fractions and relative
branching fractions of B0s meson decays, respectively.
Figures 73 and 74 show graphic representations of a selec-
tion of results given in this section. Footnote symbols indi-
cate that the footnote in the corresponding table should be
consulted.
List of other measurements that are not included in the
tables:
• B0s → φμ+μ− : LHCb measures the differential BF in
bins of m2(μ+μ−). It also performs an angular analysis
and measures FL , S3, S4, S7, A5, A6, A8 and A9 in bins
of m2(μ+μ−) [1020].
• B0s → φγ : LHCb has measured the photon polarization
[422].
• B0s → μ+μ− : LHCb also measures the effective lifetime
[138].
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Fig. 73 Branching fractions of charmless leptonic B0s decays
Fig. 74 Branching fractions of charmless non-leptonic B0s decays
8.5 Rare decays of B0 and B+ mesons with photons and/or
leptons
This section reports different observables for radiative
decays, lepton-flavour/number-violating (LFV/LNV) decays
and FCNC decays with leptons of B0 and B+ mesons.
Tables 235, 236 and 237 provide compilations of branch-
ing fractions of radiative and FCNC decays with leptons of
B+ mesons, B0 mesons and their admixture, respectively.
Table 237 also includes LFV/LNV decays. Table 238, con-
tains branching fractions of leptonic and radiative-leptonic
B+ and B0 decays. It is followed by Tables 239 and 240,
which give relative branching fractions of B+ and B0 decays
and a compilation of inclusive decays, respectively. In the
modes listed in the last table, which is an exception in this
section, the radiated particle is a gluon. Table 241 con-
tains isospin asymmetry measurements. Finally, Tables 242
and 243 provide compilations of branching fractions of
B+ and B0 mesons to lepton-flavour/number-violating final
states, respectively.
Figures 75, 76, 77, 78, 79 and 80 show graphic represen-
tations of a selection of results given in this section. Footnote
symbols indicate that the footnote in the corresponding table
should be consulted.
List of other measurements that are not included in the
tables:
• B+ → K+π−π+γ : LHCb has measured the up-down
asymmetries in bins of the Kππγ mass [1109].
• In [1110], LHCb has also measured the branching frac-
tion of B+ → K+e−e+ in them2() bin [1, 6]GeV2/c4.
• In the B+ → π+μ+μ− paper [1042], LHCb has also
measured the differential branching fraction in bins of
m2().
• For B → K−+, LHCb has measured FH and AFB in
17 (5) bins of m2() for the K+ (K 0S ) final state [1111].
Belle has measured FL and AFB in 6 m2() bins [64].
• For the B → K ∗−+ analyses, partial branching frac-
tions and angular observables in bins of m2() are also
available:
– B0 → K ∗0e−e+ : LHCb has measured FL , A(2)T ,
AImT , A
Re
T in the [0.002, 1.120]GeV2/c4 bin ofm2()
[1112], and has also determined the branching frac-
tion in the dilepton mass region [10, 1000] MeV/c2
[1110].
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Table 242 Branching fractions of charmless semileptonic B+ decays to LFV and LNV final states in units of ×10−6. Upper limits are at 90% CL
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 Avg. BABAR BELLE LHCb Our avg.
552 π+e±μ∓ < 0.17 < 0.17 [1070] < 0.17
553 π+e+τ− < 74 < 74 [1101] < 74
554 π+e−τ+ < 20 < 20 [1101] < 20
555 π+e±τ∓ < 75 < 75 [1101] < 75
556 π+μ+τ− < 62 < 62 [1101] < 62
557 π+μ−τ+ < 45 < 45 [1101] < 45
558 π+μ±τ∓ < 72 < 72 [1101] < 72
559 K+e+μ− < 0.091 < 0.091 [1072] < 0.091
560 K+e−μ+ < 0.13 < 0.13 [1072] < 0.13
561 K+e±μ∓ < 0.091 < 0.091 [1072] < 0.091
562 K+e+τ− < 43 < 43 [1101] < 43
563 K+e−τ+ < 15 < 15 [1101] < 15
564 K+e±τ∓ < 30 < 30 [1101] < 30
565 K+μ+τ− < 45 < 45 [1101] < 45
566 K+μ−τ+ < 28 < 28 [1101] < 28
567 K+μ±τ∓ < 48 < 48 [1101] < 48
568 K ∗+e+μ− < 1.3 < 1.3 [1072] < 1.3
569 K ∗+e−μ+ < 0.99 < 0.99 [1072] < 0.99
570 K ∗+e±μ∓ < 1.4 < 1.4 [1072] < 1.4
571 π−e+e+ < 0.023 < 0.023 [1102] < 0.023
572 π−μ+μ+ < 0.013 < 0.107 [1102] < 0.004 † [1103] < 0.004 †
573 π−e+μ+ < 0.15 < 0.15 [1104] < 0.15
574 ρ−e+e+ < 0.17 < 0.17 [1104] < 0.17
575 ρ−μ+μ+ < 0.42 < 0.42 [1104] < 0.42
576 ρ−e+μ+ < 0.47 < 0.47 [1104] < 0.47
577 K−e+e+ < 0.03 < 0.03 [1102] < 0.03
578 K−μ+μ+ < 0.041 < 0.067 [1102] < 0.041 [1105] < 0.041
579 K−e+μ+ < 0.16 < 0.16 [1104] < 0.16
580 K ∗−e+e+ < 0.40 < 0.40 [1104] < 0.40
581 K ∗−μ+μ+ < 0.59 < 0.59 [1104] < 0.59
582 K ∗−e+μ+ < 0.30 < 0.30 [1104] < 0.30
583 D−e+e+ < 2.6 < 2.6 [1104] < 2.6 [775] < 2.6
584 D−e+μ+ < 1.8 < 2.1 [1104] < 1.8 [775] < 1.8
585 D−μ+μ+ < 0.69 < 1.7 [1104] < 1.1 [775] < 0.69 [1106] < 0.69
586 D−s μ+μ+ < 0.58 < 0.58 [1106] < 0.58
587 D
0
π−μ+μ+ < 1.5 < 1.5 [1106] < 1.5
589 0μ+ < 0.06 < 0.06 [1107] < 0.06
590 0e+ < 0.032 < 0.032 [1107] < 0.032
591 
0
μ+ < 0.06 < 0.06 [1107] < 0.06
592 
0
e+ < 0.08 < 0.08 [1107] < 0.08
Results for LHCb are relative BFs converted to absolute BFs
CLEO upper limits that have been greatly superseded are not shown
† UL at 95% CL
– B → K ∗−+ : Belle has measured FL , AFB, isospin
asymmetry in 6 m2() bins [1046] [41] and P ′4, P ′5,
P ′6, P ′8 in 4m2() bins [1113]. In a more recent paper
[1114], they report measurements of P ′4 and P ′5, sep-
arately for  = μ or e, in 4 m2() bins and in the
region [1, 6] GeV2/c4 bin of m2(). The measure-
ments use both B0 and B+ decays. They also measure
the LFV observables Qi = Pμi − Pei , for i = 4, 5.
BABAR has measured FL , AFB, P2 in 5 m2() bins
[1115].
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Table 243 Branching fractions
of charmless semileptonic B0
decays to LFV and LNV final
states in units of ×10−6. Upper
limits are at 90% CL. Where
values are shown in italics
(blue), this indicates that they
are new published (preliminary)
results since PDG 2017
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 Avg. BABAR BELLE LHCb Our avg.
525 π0e±μ∓ < 0.14 < 0.14 [1070] < 0.14
526 K 0e±μ∓ < 0.27 < 0.27 [1072] < 0.27
527 K ∗0e+μ− < 0.53 < 0.53 [1072] < 0.16 [1108] < 0.16
528 K ∗0e−μ+ < 0.34 < 0.34 [1072] < 0.12 [1108] < 0.12
529 K ∗0e±μ∓ < 0.58 < 0.58 [1072] < 0.18 [1108] < 0.18
532 +c μ− < 1.4 < 1.4 [1107] < 1.4
533 +c e− < 4 < 4 [1107] < 4
Channels with no RPP# were not included in PDG Live as of Dec. 31, 2017
Fig. 75 Branching fractions of B+ and B0 decays of the type b →
s+−
– B0 → K ∗0μ−μ+ : LHCb has measured FL , AFB,
S3 − S9, A3 − A9, P1 − P3, P ′4 − P ′8 in 8 m2()
bins [1116]. CMS has measured FL and AFB in 7
m2() bins [1117], and P1, P ′5 in [1118]. ATLAS
has measured FL , S3,4,5,7,8 and P ′1,4,5,6,8 in 6 m2()
bins [1119].
– For B → Xs−+ (Xs is a hadronic system with an
s quark), Belle has measured AFB in bins of m2()
with a sum of 10 exclusive final states [1120].
– B0 → K+π−μ+μ−, with 1330 < m(K+π−) <
1530 GeV/c2: LHCb has measured the partial branch-
ing fraction in bins of m2(μ+μ−) in the range
[0.1, 8.0]
GeV2/c4, and has also determined angular moments
[1121].
Fig. 76 Branching fractions of B+ and B0 decays of the types b →
+−(+−), +−γ and b → d+−
– In [1122], LHCb measures the phase difference
between the short- and long-distance contributions
to the B+ → K+μ+μ− decay. The measurement is
based on the analysis of the dimuon mass distribution
in the regions of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances and
far from their poles, to probe long and short distance
effects, respectively.
– In [1123] CMS studies the angular distribution of
B+ → K+μ+μ− and measures, in 7 m2(μ+μ−)
bins, AFB and the contribution FH from the pseu-
doscalar, scalar and tensor amplitudes to the decay.
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Fig. 77 Branching fractions for B+ and B0 decays → X+− with
inclusive lepton flavor (e, μ) and/or inclusive hadronic system X
Fig. 78 Limits on branching fractions of lepton-flavour-violating B+
and B0 decays
123
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Fig. 79 Limits on branching fractions of lepton-number-violating B+
and B0 decays
– In [1124] LHCb performs a search for a hypotheti-
cal new scalar particle χ , assumed to have a narrow
width, through the decay B+ → χ(μ+μ−) in the
ranges of mass 250 < m(χ) < 4700 MeV/c2 and
lifetime 0.1 < τ(χ) < 1000 ps. Upper limits are
given as a function of m(χ) and τ(χ).
Fig. 80 Limits on branching fractions of B+ and B0 decays into
charmless final states with neutrinos
8.6 Charge asymmetries in b-hadron decays
This section contains, in Tables 244, 245, 246, 247, 248 and
249, compilations of CP asymmetries in decays of various
b-hadrons: B+, B0 mesons, B±/B0 admixtures, B0s mesons
and finally0b baryons. Measurements of time-dependentCP
asymmetries are not listed here but are discussed in Sect. 5.
Figure 81 shows a graphic representation of a selection of
results given in this section. Footnote symbols indicate that
the footnote in the corresponding table should be consulted.
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Table 247 CP asymmetries of charmless hadronic decays of B±/B0 admixture. Where values are shown in italics (blue), this indicates that they
are new published (preliminary) results since PDG 2017
Mode PDG 2017 avg. BABAR Belle Our avg.
K ∗γ −0.003 ± 0.017 † −0.003 ± 0.017 ± 0.007 [1026] −0.004 ± 0.014 ± 0.003 1 [1027] −0.004 ± 0.011
sγ 0.015 ± 0.020 0.017 ± 0.019 ± 0.010 ‡ [1132] 0.002 ± 0.050 ± 0.030 [1133] 0.015 ± 0.020
ACP (sγ ) 0.0369 ± 0.0265 ± 0.0076 2 [1100] 0.0370 ± 0.0280
(s + d)γ 0.010 ± 0.031 0.057 ± 0.060 ± 0.018 § [1062] 0.022 ± 0.039 ± 0.009  [1125] 0.032 ± 0.034
sη −0.13+0.04−0.05 −0.13 ± 0.04+0.02−0.03 [1095] −0.13+0.04−0.05
π+X 0.10 ± 0.17 0.10 ± 0.16 ± 0.05 [1099] 0.10 ± 0.17
s 0.04 ± 0.11 0.04 ± 0.11 ± 0.01 [1067] 0.04 ± 0.11
K ∗e+e− −0.18 ± 0.15 −0.18 ± 0.15 ± 0.01 [1046] −0.18 ± 0.15
K ∗μ+μ− −0.03 ± 0.13 −0.03 ± 0.13 ± 0.02 [1046] −0.03 ± 0.13
K −0.03 ± 0.14 ± 0.01 [1069] −0.03 ± 0.14
K ∗ −0.04 ± 0.07 0.03 ± 0.13 ± 0.01 ¶ [1069] −0.10 ± 0.10 ± 0.01 [1046] −0.05 ± 0.08
† PDG includes also a result from CLEO
‡ BABAR also measures the difference in direct CP asymmetry for charged and neutral B mesons: ACP = +(5.0 ± 3.9 ± 1.5)%
§ There is another BABAR result using the recoil method (Phys. Rev. D 77, 051103), and a CLEO result (Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5661) that are used
in the PDG average
¶ Previous BABAR result is also included in the PDG Average
 Requires Eγ > 2.1 GeV
1 Belle also measures the difference in direct CP asymmetry for charged and neutral B mesons: ACP = +(2.4 ± 2.8 ± 0.5)%
2 ACP (sγ ) = ACP (B+ → X+s γ )− ACP (B0 → X0s γ )
Table 248 CP asymmetries of charmless hadronic B0s decays. Where values are shown in italics (blue), this indicates that they are new published
(preliminary) results since PDG 2017
Mode PDG 2017 avg. CDF LHCb Our avg.
π+K− 0.26 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 [1129] 0.213 ± 0.015 ± 0.007 [407] 0.213 ± 0.017
Table 249 CP asymmetries of charmless hadronic 0b decays. Where values are shown in italics (blue), this indicates that they are new published
(preliminary) results since PDG 2017
Mode PDG 2017 Avg. CDF LHCb Our Avg.
pπ− 0.06 ± 0.08 0.06 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 [1129] −0.035 ± 0.017 ± 0.020 † [1134] −0.025 ± 0.024
pK− −0.10 ± 0.09 −0.10 ± 0.08 ± 0.04 [1129] −0.020 ± 0.013 ± 0.019 † [1134] −0.025 ± 0.022
K 0 pπ− 0.22 ± 0.13 0.22 ± 0.13 ± 0.03 [987] 0.22 ± 0.13
K+π− −0.53 ± 0.25 −0.53 ± 0.23 ± 0.11 [993] −0.53 ± 0.26
K+K− −0.28 ± 0.12 −0.28 ± 0.10 ± 0.07 [993] −0.28 ± 0.12
pK−μ+μ− −0.035 ± 0.05 ± 0.002 [1135] −0.035 ± 0.050
† LHCb also reports ACP = ACP (0b → pK−)− ACP (0b → pπ−) = 0.014 ± 0.022 ± 0.010
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Fig. 81 Direct CP asymmetries (ACP ) for the most precisely measured
charmless B+ and B0 decays
8.7 Polarization measurements in b-hadron decays
In this section, compilations of polarization measurements
in b-hadron decays are given. Tables 250 and 251 details
measurements of the longitudinal fraction, fL , in B+ (B0)
decays, and Table 252, 253 the results of the full angular
analyses of B+ (B0)→ φK ∗ decays. Table 254 gives results
of the full angular analysis of B0 → φK ∗02 (1430) decays.
Tables 255, 256 and 257 detail quantities of B0s decays: fL
measurements, and observables from full angular analyses
of decays to φφ and φK ∗0.
Figures 82 and 83 show graphic representations of a selec-
tion of results shown in this section. Footnote symbols indi-
cate that the footnote in the corresponding table should be
consulted (Table 258).
List of other measurements that are not included in the
tables:
• In [1136], LHCb has measured the triple-product asym-
metries for the decays 0b → pπ−π+π− and 0b →
pπ−K+K−.
• In [1135], LHCb also measures aT̂−oddCP and aT̂−oddP .• In [903], Belle also measure the partial branching fraction
and CP asymmetry in different bins of K+K− mass.
• In [1137], LHCb has measured the triple-product asym-
metries for the decays 0b → pK−π+π−, 0b →
pK−K+K− and 0b → pK−K−π+.
• In Ref. [1138], LHCb presents a flavour-tagged, decay-
time-dependent amplitude analysis of B0s → (K+π−)
(K−π+) decays in the K±π∓ mass range from 750
to 1600 MeV/c2. The paper includes measurements of
19 CP-averaged amplitude parameters corresponding to
scalar, vector and tensor final states.
Table 250 Longitudinal polarization fraction fL for B+ decays
Mode PDG 2017 Avg. BABAR Belle Our Avg.
ωK ∗+ 0.41 ± 0.19 0.41 ± 0.18 ± 0.05 [881] 0.41 ± 0.19
ωK ∗2 (1430)+ 0.56 ± 0.11 0.56 ± 0.10 ± 0.04 [881] 0.56 ± 0.11
K ∗+K ∗0 0.82+0.15−0.21 0.75
+0.16
−0.26 ± 0.03 [906] 1.06 ± 0.30 ± 0.14 [907] 0.82+0.13−0.18
φK ∗+ 0.50 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 [911] 0.52 ± 0.08 ± 0.03 [1127] 0.50 ± 0.05
φK1(1270)+ 0.46 ± 0.14 0.46+0.12+0.06−0.13−0.07 [913] 0.46+0.13−0.15
φK ∗2 (1430)+ 0.80 ± 0.10 0.80+0.09−0.10 ± 0.03 [913] 0.80 ± 0.10
K ∗+ρ0 0.78 ± 0.12 0.78 ± 0.12 ± 0.03 [891] 0.78 ± 0.12
K ∗0ρ+ 0.48 ± 0.08 0.52 ± 0.10 ± 0.04 [894] 0.43 ± 0.11+0.05−0.02 [895] 0.48 ± 0.08
ρ+ρ0 0.950 ± 0.016 0.950 ± 0.015 ± 0.006 [436] 0.95 ± 0.11 ± 0.02 [923] 0.950 ± 0.016
ωρ+ 0.90 ± 0.06 0.90 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 [881] 0.90 ± 0.06
ppK ∗+ 0.32 ± 0.19 0.32 ± 0.17 ± 0.09 [975] 0.32 ± 0.19
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Table 255 Longitudinal polarization fraction fL for B0s decays
Mode PDG 2017 Avg. CDF LHCb Our Avg.
φφ 0.362 ± 0.014 0.348 ± 0.041 ± 0.021 [1005] 0.382± 0.008± 0.011 [410] 0.379 ± 0.013
K ∗0K ∗0 0.20 ± 0.07 0.208 ± 0.032 ± 0.046 [1138] 0.208 ± 0.056
φK
∗0
0.51 ± 0.17 0.51 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 [1009] 0.51 ± 0.17
Table 256 Results of the full angular analyses of B0s → φφ decays
Parameter PDG 2017 Avg. CDF LHCb Our Avg.
f⊥ = ⊥⊥ 0.309 ± 0.015 0.305 ± 0.013 ± 0.005 [1005] 0.287± 0.008± 0.005 [1139] 0.292 ± 0.008
φ‖ 2.55 ± 0.11 2.71+0.31−0.36 ± 0.22 2.52± 0.05± 0.07 2.53 ± 0.08
φ⊥ 2.67 ± 0.24 2.81± 0.21± 0.10 2.81 ± 0.23
The parameter φ is in radians. BF, fL and ACP are tabulated separately
Table 257 Results of the full angular analyses of B0s → φK ∗0 decays
Parameter PDG 2017 Avg. LHCb Our avg.
fL 0.51 ± 0.17 0.51 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 [1009] 0.51 ± 0.17
f‖ 0.21 ± 0.11 0.21 ± 0.11 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.11
φ‖ † 1.8 ± 0.6 1.75+0.59+0.38−0.53−0.30 1.75+0.70−0.61
The parameter φ is in radians. BF, fL and ACP are tabulated separately
† Converted from the measurement of cos(φ‖). PDG takes the smallest
resulting asymmetric error as parabolic
Fig. 82 Longitudinal polarization fraction in charmless B decays
Fig. 83 Longitudinal polarization fraction in charmless B0s decays
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Table 258 Results of the full angular analyses of B0s → K ∗0K ∗0 decays
Parameter PDG 2017 Avg. LHCb Our avg.
fL 0.20 ± 0.07 0.201 ± 0.057 ± 0.040 [1008] 0.201 ± 0.070
f⊥ 0.38 ± 0.12 0.38 ± 0.11 ± 0.004 0.380 ± 0.110
f‖ 0.21 ± 0.05 0.215 ± 0.046 ± 0.015 0.215 ± 0.048
|A+s |2 0.114 ± 0.037 ± 0.023 0.114 ± 0.044
|A−s |2 0.485 ± 0.051 ± 0.019 0.485 ± 0.054
|Ass |2 0.066 ± 0.022 ± 0.007 0.066 ± 0.023
δ‖ 5.31 ± 0.28 5.31 ± 0.24 ± 0.14 5.31 ± 0.28
δ⊥ − δ+s 1.95 ± 0.21 ± 0.04 1.95 ± 0.21
δ−s 1.79 ± 0.19 ± 0.19 1.79 ± 0.27
δss 1.06 ± 0.27 ± 0.23 1.06 ± 0.35
Table 259 Relative branching fractions of B+c decays
RPP# Mode PDG 2017 AVG. LHCb Our avg.
18 fcB(B+c → ppπ+)/ fu § 3.6 × 10−8 < 2.8 × 10−8 [1140] < 2.8 × 10−8
25 fcB(B+c → K+K 0)/ fuB(B+ → K 0Sπ+) ‡ < 5.8 × 10−2 [899] < 5.8 × 10−2
σ(B+c )B(B+c → K+K−π+)/σ (B+) † < 15 × 10−8 [848] < 15 × 10−8
Channels with no RPP# were not included in PDG Live as of Dec. 31,
2017
§ PDG result at 95% CL, LHCb at 90% CL
† Measured in the annihilation region m(K−π+) < 1.834 GeV/c2
‡ PDG converts the LHCb result to fcB(B+c → K+K 0) < 4.6× 10−7
8.8 Decays of B+c mesons
Table 259 details branching fractions of B+c meson decays
to charmless hadronic final states.
9 Charm physics
9.1 D0-D0 mixing and CP violation
9.1.1 Introduction
The first evidence for D0-D0 mixing was obtained in 2007
by Belle [1141] and BABAR [1142]. These results were con-
firmed by CDF [1143] and, much later, LHCb [1144]. There
are now numerous measurements of D0-D0 mixing with var-
ious levels of sensitivity. HFLAV performs a global fit to all
relevant measurements to determine world average values
of mixing parameters, CP-violation (CPV ) parameters, and
strong phase differences.
Our notation is as follows. We use the phase convention
CP|D0〉 = −|D0〉 and CP|D0〉 = −|D0〉 [1145] and denote
the mass eigenstates as
D1 = p|D0〉 − q|D0〉 (229)
D2 = p|D0〉 + q|D0〉. (230)
With this phase convention, in the absence ofCP violation
(p = q) D1 is CP-even and D2 is CP-odd. The global fit
determines central values and uncertainties for ten underlying
parameters. These consist of the following:
• mixing parameters x and y, where x = 2(m1−m2)/(1+
2), y = (1 −2)/(1 + 2), and m1, m2 and 1, 2
are the masses and decay widths of the mass eigenstates.
• CPV parameters |q/p| and Arg(q/p) ≡ φ; these give
rise to indirect C PV . Here we assume indirect CPV is
“universal,” i.e., independent of the final state in D0 → f
decays.
• direct CPV asymmetries
AD ≡
(D0 → K+π−)− (D0 → K−π+)
(D0 → K+π−)+ (D0 → K−π+)
AK ≡
(D0 → K+K−)− (D0 → K−K+)
(D0 → K+K−)+ (D0 → K−K+)
Aπ ≡
(D0 → π+π−)− (D0 → π−π+)
(D0 → π+π−)+ (D0 → π−π+) ,
where the decay rates correspond to pure D0 and D0
flavour eigenstates.
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Table 260 Left: decay modes used to determine the fitted parameters x , y, δ, δKππ , RD , AD , AK , Aπ , |q/p|, and φ. Middle: measured observables
for each decay mode. Right: relationships between the measured observables and the fitted parameters. The symbol 〈t〉denotes the mean reconstructed
decay time for D0 → K+K− or D0 → π+π− decays
Decay Mode Observables Relationship
D0 → K+K−/π+π− yCP
A
2yCP = (|q/p| + |p/q|) y cosφ−
(|q/p| − |p/q|) x sin φ
2A = (|q/p| − |p/q|) y cosφ−
(|q/p| + |p/q|) x sin φ





D0 → K+−ν RM RM = (x2 + y2)/2
D0 → K+π−π0 (Dalitz plot analysis) x
′′
y′′
x ′′ = x cos δKππ + y sin δKππ










RM = (x2 + y2)/2
D0 → K+π−
x ′2, y′
x ′2+, x ′2−
y′+, y′−
x ′ = x cos δ + y sin δ
y′ = y cos δ − x sin δ
AM ≡ (|q/p|4 − 1)/(|q/p|4 + 1)
x ′± = [(1 ± AM )/(1 ∓ AM )]1/4×
(x ′ cosφ ± y′ sin φ)
y′± = [(1 ± AM )/(1 ∓ AM )]1/4×
(y′ cosφ ∓ x ′ sin φ)
D0 → K+π−/K−π+ (time-integrated) RD
AD
D0 → K+K−, π+π− (time-integrated)
(D0 → K+K−)− (D0 → K+K−)
(D0 → K+K−)+ (D0 → K+K−)
(D0 → π+π−)− (D0 → π+π−)
(D0 → π+π−)+ (D0 → π+π−)
AK + 〈t〉τD A
indirect
CP (AindirectCP ≈ −A)
Aπ + 〈t〉τD A
indirect
CP (AindirectCP ≈ −A)
• the ratio of doubly Cabibbo-suppressed to Cabibbo-
favored decay rates
RD ≡
(D0 → K+π−)+ (D0 → K−π+)
(D0 → K−π+)+ (D0 → K+π−) ,
where the decay rates correspond to pure D0 and D0
flavour eigenstates.
• the strong phase difference δ between the D0 → K−π+
and D0 → K−π+ amplitudes; and
• the strong phase difference δKππ between D0 → K−ρ+
and D0 → K−ρ+ amplitudes.
The fit uses 49 measurements of observables from the
following34 decays: D0 → K+−ν, D0 → K+K−,
D0 → π+π−, D0 → K+π−, D0 → K+π−π0, D0 →
K 0S π
+π−, D0 → π0 π+π−, D0 → K 0S K+K−, and
D0 → K+π−π+π−. The fit also uses measurements of
34 Charge-conjugate modes are implicitly included.
mixing parameters and strong phases obtained from double-
tagged branching fractions measured at the ψ(3770) reso-
nance. The relationships between measured observables and
fitted parameters are given in Table 260. Correlations among
observables are accounted for by using covariance matrices
provided by the experimental collaborations. Uncertainties
are assumed to be Gaussian, and systematic uncertainties
among different experiments are assumed to be uncorre-
lated unless specific correlations have been identified. We
have compared this method with a second method that adds
together three-dimensional log-likelihood functions for x , y,
and δ obtained from several independent measurements; this
combination accounts for non-Gaussian uncertainties. When
both methods are applied to the same set of measurements,
equivalent results are obtained.
Mixing in the B0, and B0s heavy flavour systems is gov-
erned by a short-distance box diagram. In the D0 system, this
box diagram is both doubly Cabibbo-suppressed and GIM-
suppressed, and consequently the short-distance mixing rate
is tiny. Thus, D0-D0 mixing is expected to be dominated by
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long-distance processes. These are difficult to calculate, and
theoretical estimates for x and y range over three orders of
magnitude, up to the percent level [1146–1149].
Almost all experimental analyses besides that of the
ψ(3770) → DD measurements [1150] identify the flavour
of the D0 or D0 when produced by reconstructing the decay
D∗+ → D0π+ or D∗− → D0π−. The charge of the pion,
which has low momentum in the lab frame relative to that of
the D0 and is often referred to as the “soft” pion, identifies the
D0 flavour. For D∗+ → D0π+, (MD∗ − MD0 − Mπ+)c2 ≡
Q ≈ 6 MeV, which is close to the kinematic threshold; thus
analyses typically require that the reconstructed Q be small
in order to suppress backgrounds. An LHCb measurement
[1151] of the difference between time-integrated CP asym-
metries ACP (K+K−) − ACP (π+π−) identifies the flavour
of the D0 by partially reconstructing B → D0μ−X and
B → D0μ+X decays; in this case the charge of the μ±
identifies the flavour of the D0.
For time-dependent measurements, the D0 decay time is
calculated as t = ( d · p) × M
D0
/(cp2), where d is the dis-
placement vector from the D∗+ vertex to the D0 decay vertex;
p is the reconstructed D0 momentum; and p and M
D0
are
in GeV. The D∗+ vertex position is taken as the intersection
of the D0 momentum vector with the beamspot profile for
e+e− experiments, and at the primary interaction vertex for
pp and pp experiments [1143,1144].
9.1.2 Input observables
The global fit determines central values and errors for ten
parameters using a χ2 statistic. The fitted parameters are
x , y, RD , AD , |q/p|, φ, δ, δKππ , AK , and Aπ . In the
D → K+π−π0 Dalitz plot analysis [1152], the phases
of intermediate resonances in the D0 → K+π−π0 decay
amplitude are fitted relative to the phase for the amplitude
A(D0 → K+ρ−), and the phases of intermediate reso-
nances for D0 → K+π−π0 are fitted relative to the phase for
A(D0 → K+ρ−). As the D0 and D0 Dalitz plots are fitted
independently, the phase difference δKππ = Arg[A(D0 →
K+ρ−)/A(D0 → K+ρ−)] between the reference ampli-
tudes cannot be determined from these individual fits. How-
ever, this phase difference can be constrained in the global
fit and thus is included as a fitted parameter.
All input measurements are listed in Tables 261, 262 and
























































These world averages are calculated using the COMBOS
program [1153]. The observable RM is measured in both
D0 → K+−ν and D0 → K+π−π+π− [1154] decays,
and it is for the first case (measured by several experiments)
that the world average is used. The inputs used for this [1155–
1158] are plotted in Fig. 84. The inputs used for world aver-
ages of yCP and A are plotted in Figs. 85 and 86, respec-
tively.
The D0 → K+π− measurements used are from Belle
[1159,1160], BABAR [1142], CDF [1161], and LHCb
[1162]; earlier measurements are either superseded or have
much less precision and are not used. The observables for
D0 → K 0S π+π− decays are measured in two ways: assum-
ing CP conservation (D0 and d decays combined), and
allowing for CP violation (D0 and d decays fitted sepa-
rately). The no-CPV measurements are from Belle [1163],
BABAR [1164], and LHCb [1165]; for the CPV -allowed
case, Belle [1163] and LHCb [1166] measurements are
available. The D0 → K+π−π0, D0 → K 0S K+K−, and
D0 → π0 π+π− results are from BABAR [1152,1167]; the
D0 → K+π−π+π− results are from LHCb [1154]; and the
ψ(3770)→ DD results are from CLEO-c [1150].
As mentioned, Table 260 lists the relationships between
the observables and the global-fit parameters. For each set
of correlated observables, we use these relations to con-
struct a difference vector V between the measured values
and those calculated from the fitted parameters. For example,
for D0 → K 0S π+π− decays, V = (x,y,|q/p|,φ),
wherex ≡ xmeasured−xfitted (and similarly fory,|q/p|,
andφ). The contribution of a set of observables to the fit χ2
is calculated as V · (M−1) · V T , where M−1 is the inverse of
the covariance matrix for the measured observables. Covari-
ance matrices are constructed from the correlation coeffi-
cients among the observables. These correlation coefficients
are furnished by the experiments and listed in Tables 261,
262 and 263.
9.1.3 Fit results
The global fitter uses MINUIT with the MIGRAD minimizer,
and all uncertainties are obtained from MINOS [1184]. Four
separate fits are performed:
1. assuming CP conservation, i.e., fixing AD=0, AK =0,
Aπ =0, φ=0, and |q/p|=1;
2. assuming no direct CPV in doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
(DCS) decays (AD = 0) and fitting for the parameters
(x, y, |q/p|) or (x, y, φ);
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Table 262 Time-dependent D0 → K+π− observables used for the global fit. The observables R+D and R−D are related to parameters RD and AD
via R±D = RD(1 ± AD)
Mode Observable Values Correlation coefficients














































































































Table 263 Measurements of time-integratedCP asymmetries. The observable ACP ( f ) = [(D0 → f )−(D0 → f )]/[(D0 → f )+(D0 →
f )]. The symbol 〈t〉 denotes the difference between the mean reconstructed decay times for D0 → K+K− and D0 → π+π− decays due to
different trigger and reconstruction efficiencies
Mode Observable Values 〈t〉/τD




(+0.00 ± 0.34 ± 0.13)%
(−0.24 ± 0.52 ± 0.22)% 0











D0 → h+h− [1172] (LHCb 9.0 fb−1,
D∗+ → D0π+ + B → D0μ−X tags
combined)
ACP (K
+K−)− ACP (π+π−) (−0.154 ± 0.029)% 0.115 ± 0.002
3. assuming no direct CPV in DCS decays and fitting for
alternative parameters [1185,1186] x12 = 2|M12|/,
y12 = |12|/, and φ12 = Arg(M12/12), where M12
and 12 are the off-diagonal elements of the D
0-d mass
and decay matrices, respectively. The parameter φ12 is a
weak phase that is responsible for CP violation in mix-
ing. The conventional parameters (x, y, |q/p|, φ) can be
derived from (x12, y12, φ12); see Ref. [1186].
4. allowing full CPV , i.e., floating all parameters. For this
fit, we fit for (x, y, |q/p|, φ).
For fit (2), in addition to fixing AD = 0, we reduce four
independent parameters to three by imposing the relation
[1186,1187] tan φ = (1 − |q/p|2)/(1 + |q/p|2)× (x/y).35
35 One can also use Eq. (16) of Ref. [1185] to reduce four parameters
to three.
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Fig. 84 World average value of
RM = (x2 + y2)/2 as
calculated from D0 → K+−ν
measurements [1155–1158]
This constraint is imposed in two ways: in the first way we
float parameters x , y, and φ and from these derive |q/p|;
and in the second way we float x , y, and |q/p| and from
these derive φ. The central values returned by the two fits are
identical, but the first fit yields MINOS errors for φ while the
second fit yields MINOS errors for |q/p|. For the no-direct-
CPV fit (3), we fit for parameters x12, y12, and φ12 and
from these derive x , y, |q/p|, and φ; the latter parameters
are compared to measured observables to calculate the fit
χ2. All results are listed in Table 264. The χ2 for the CPV -
allowed fit (4) is 60.7 for 49 − 10 = 39 degrees of freedom.
Table 265 lists the individual contributions to this χ2.
Confidence contours in the two dimensions (x, y) or
(|q/p|, φ) are obtained by finding the minimum χ2 for each
fixed point in the two-dimensional plane. The resulting 1σ -
5σ contours are shown in Fig. 87 for the CP-conserving
fit (1); in Fig. 88 for the no-direct-CPV fit (3); and in Fig. 89
for the CPV -allowed fit (4). The contours are determined
from the increase of the χ2 above the minimum value. One
observes that the (x, y) contours for the no-CPV fit are
very similar to those for the CPV -allowed fit. In the CPV -
allowed fit, the χ2 at the no-mixing point (x, y)= (0, 0) is
2028 units above the minimum value, which, for two degrees
of freedom, corresponds to a confidence level (CL) greater
than 11.5σ . Thus, the no-mixing hypothesis is excluded at
this high level. In the (|q/p|, φ) plot (Fig. 89, bottom), the
no-CPV point (1, 0) is within the 1σ contour, and thus the
data is consistent with CP conservation.
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Fig. 85 World average value of
yCP as calculated from
D0 → K+K−, π+π−
measurements [1173–1180]
One-dimensional likelihood curves for individual param-
eters are obtained by finding, for a fixed value of a parameter,
the minimum χ2. The resulting functionsχ2 = χ2−χ2min,
where χ2min is the minimum value, are shown in Fig. 90. The
points where χ2 = 3.84 determine 95% CL intervals for
the parameters. These intervals are listed in Table 264.
9.1.4 Conclusions
From the results listed in Table 264 and shown in Figs. 89
and 90, we conclude the following:
• The experimental data consistently indicate D0-D0 mix-
ing. The no-mixing point x = y = 0 is excluded at
> 11.5σ . The parameter x differs from zero by 3.1σ ,
and y differs from zero by > 11.4σ . This mixing is pre-
sumably dominated by long-distance processes, which
are difficult to calculate.
• Since yCP is positive, the CP-even state is shorter-lived,
as in the K 0-K 0 system. However, since x also appears
to be positive, the CP-even state is heavier, unlike in the
K 0-K 0 system.
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Fig. 86 World average value of
A as calculated from
D0 → K+K−, π+π−
measurements
[1177,1179,1181–1183]
Table 264 Results of the global fit for different assumptions regarding CPV


































































χ2 89.2 (Fit 1) 61.1 (Fits 2, 3) 60.7 (Fit 4)
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Table 265 Individual
contributions to the χ2 for the
CPV -allowed fit (Fit 4)
Observable Degrees of freedom χ2
∑
χ2
yCP World Average (Fig. 85) 1 0.35 0.35
A World Average (Fig. 86) 1 2.07 2.41
x
K 0π+π− Belle [1163] 1 0.71 3.12
y
K 0π+π− Belle [1163] 1 4.42 7.54
|q/p|
K 0π+π− Belle [1163] 1 0.48 8.02
φ
K 0π+π− Belle [1163] 1 0.53 8.55
xCP (K
0π+π−) LHCb [1166] 1 0.55 9.10
yCP (K
0π+π−) LHCb [1166] 1 0.06 9.16
x (K 0π+π−) LHCb [1166] 1 0.00 9.16
y (K 0π+π−) LHCb [1166] 1 0.09 9.26
x
K 0h+h− BABAR [1164] 1 0.73 9.98
y
K 0h+h− BABAR [1164] 1 0.08 10.06
x
π0π+π− BABAR [1167] 1 0.68 10.74
y
π0π+π− BABAR [1167] 1 0.19 10.93
(x2 + y2)K+−ν World Average (Fig. 84) 1 0.14 11.07
x
K+π−π0 BABAR [1152] 1 7.10 18.17
y
K+π−π0 BABAR [1152] 1 3.91 22.08
CLEO-c [1150] (x/y/RD/ cos δ/ sin δ) 5 10.53 32.60
R+D/x ′2+/y′+ BABAR [1142] 3 8.69 41.30
R−D/x ′2−/y′− BABAR [1142] 3 4.02 45.32
R+D/x ′2+/y′+ Belle [1160] 3 1.88 47.20
R−D/x ′2−/y′− Belle [1160] 3 2.36 49.56
RD/x
′2/y′ CDF [1161] 3 1.20 50.76
R+D/x ′2+/y′+ LHCb [1162] 3 1.29 52.05
R−D/x ′2−/y′− LHCb [1162] 3 0.67 52.72
AKK /Aππ BABAR [1169] 2 0.35 53.08
AKK /Aππ CDF [1170] 2 4.07 57.14
AKK − Aππ LHCb [1172] (D∗, B → D0μX tags) 1 0.05 57.19
(x2 + y2)K+π−π+π− LHCb [1154] 1 3.47 60.67
• There is no evidence for CPV arising from D0-D0 mix-
ing (|q/p| = 1) or from a phase difference between the
mixing amplitude and a direct decay amplitude (φ = 0).
However, direct CP violation has recently been observed
by LHCb in time-integrated D0 → K+K−, π+π−
decays – see Ref. [1172]. The measured CP asymme-
try is small, 0.15%. Several theory calculations indi-
cate that this value is consistent with Standard Model
expectations, while new physics contributions cannot be
excluded.
Fig. 87 Two-dimensional contours for mixing parameters (x, y), for
no CPV (fit 1)
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Fig. 88 Two-dimensional contours for theoretical parameters (x12, y12) (top left), (x12, φ12) (top right), and (y12, φ12) (bottom), for no direct
CPV in DCS decays (fit 3)
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Fig. 89 Two-dimensional contours for parameters (x, y) (top) and
(|q/p| − 1, φ) (bottom), allowing for CPV (fit 4)
9.2 CP asymmetries
One way CP violation manifests itself is in a difference
between the decay rate for a particle and that of its CP-
conjugate[1188]. Such phenomena can be classified into two
broad categories, termed direct CP violation and indirect
CP violation [1189]. Direct CP violation refers to charm
changing C = 1 processes and can occur in both charged
and neutral charm hadron decays. It results from interfer-
ence between two different decay amplitudes, e.g., a penguin
amplitude and a tree amplitude, that have different weak and
strong phases. The weak phase difference (φ) will have
opposite sign for D → f and D → f decays, while the
strong phase difference (δ) will have the same sign. As a
result, squaring the total amplitudes to obtain the decay rates
gives an interference term proportional to cos(φ+δ) for
D → f decays, and proportional to cos(−φ + δ) for
D → f decays. Thus the decay rates will differ. This dif-
ference is unaffected when time-integrating the decay rates,
and the overall branching fractions will differ.
In the SM, a difference in strong phases can arise due to
final-state interactions (FSI)[1190], different isospin ampli-
tudes, intermediate resonance contributions, or different par-
tial waves. A difference in weak phases arises from differ-
ent CKM vertex couplings, as is often the case for tree and
penguin diagrams. Within the SM, direct CP violation is
expected only in singly Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) charm
decays, as only these decays receive a non-negligible con-
tribution from the penguin amplitude. This type of CP vio-
lation depends on the decay mode, and the CP asymmetries
can reach the percent level. Indirect CP violation refers to
C = 2 processes and arises in D0 decays due to D0-D0
mixing. It can occur as an asymmetry in the mixing itself,
or it can result from interference between a decay amplitude
following mixing and a non-mixed amplitude. Within the
SM, charm indirect CP violation is expected to be universal,
i.e., independent of final state. Current experimental limits
on indirect CP violation are discussed in Sect. 9.1.
The time-integrated CP asymmetry ACP is defined as the
difference between D and D partial widths divided by their
sum:
ACP = (D)− (D)
(D)+ (D) . (234)
In the case of D+ and D+s decays, ACP measures direct CP
violation; in the case of D0 decays, ACP measures direct and
indirect CP violation combined (see also Sect. 9.4). Given
experimental constraints on A , a contribution from indirect
CP violation would be negligible compared to current ACP
sensitivities. Values of ACP for D
+, D0 and D+s decays are
listed in Tables 266, 267, 268, 269, and 270, respectively.
Modes with a single KS meson in the final state can exhibit a
CP asymmetry due toCP violation in K 0-K 0 mixing [1191];
i.e., the rate for K 0 → KS differs slightly from that for
K 0 → KS . This small effect is visible thus far only in D+ →
KSπ
+ decays (see Table 266). Modes listed in Tables 266,
267, 268, 269, and 270 with a K 0 or K 0 in the final state
have this effect already corrected for, while modes with a
KS in the final state have not. The asymmetry for the DCS
decay D0 → K+π− is not included in these tables, as it
is a by-product of charm-mixing measurements and thus is
discussed in Sect. 9.1 (where it is referred to as AD).
In each experiment, care must be taken to correct for pro-
duction and detection asymmetries, as they can reach the
percent level. To take into account differences in production
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Fig. 90 The function χ2 = χ2 − χ2min for fitted parameters x, y, δ, δKππ , |q/p|, and φ. The points where χ2 = 3.84 (denoted by dashed
horizontal lines) determine 95% CL intervals
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Table 266 CP asymmetries
ACP = [(D+)−
(D−)]/[(D+)+ (D−)] for
two-body D± decays. In the
individual asymmetries listed,
the first uncertainties are
statistical, and the second
systematic, whereas the third
uncertainty in
ACP (D
+ → π+η′) from LHCb
is due to ACP (D
+ → π+KS)
used for calibration
Mode Year Collaboration ACP
D+ → μ+ν 2008 CLEO [1203] +0.08 ± 0.08
D+ → π+π0 2018 Belle [1202] +0.0231 ± 0.0124 ± 0.0023
2010 CLEO [1204] +0.029 ± 0.029 ± 0.003
HFLAV average +0.024 ± 0.012
D+ → π+η 2011 Belle [1205] +0.0174 ± 0.0113 ± 0.0019
2010 CLEO [1204] −0.020 ± 0.023 ± 0.003
HFLAV average +0.010 ± 0.010
D+ → π+η′ 2017 LHCb [1206] −0.0061 ± 0.0072 ± 0.0053 ± 0.0012
2011 Belle [1205] −0.0012 ± 0.0112 ± 0.0017
2010 CLEO [1204] −0.040 ± 0.034 ± 0.003
HFLAV average −0.006 ± 0.007
D+ → K+π0 2010 CLEO [1204] −0.035 ± 0.107 ± 0.009
D+ → KSπ+ 2014 CLEO [1207] −0.011 ± 0.006 ± 0.002
2012 Belle [1208] −0.00363 ± 0.00094 ± 0.00067
2011 BABAR [1209] −0.0044 ± 0.0013 ± 0.0010
2002 FOCUS [1210] −0.016 ± 0.015 ± 0.009
HFLAV average −0.0041 ± 0.0009
D+ → KSK+ 2013 BABAR [1211] +0.0013 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0025
2013 Belle [1212] −0.0025 ± 0.0028 ± 0.0014
2010 CLEO [1204] −0.002 ± 0.015 ± 0.009
2002 FOCUS [1210] +0.071 ± 0.061 ± 0.012
HFLAV average −0.0011 ± 0.0025
D+ → (K 0/K 0)K+ 2014 LHCb [1213] +0.0003 ± 0.0017 ± 0.0014
2013 BABAR [1211] +0.0046 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0025
2013 Belle [1212] −0.0008 ± 0.0028 ± 0.0014
HFLAV average +0.0011 ± 0.0017
Table 267 CP asymmetries ACP = [(D+) − (D−)]/[(D+) + (D−)] for three- and four-body D± decays. In the individual asymmetries
listed, the first uncertainties are statistical, and the second (if quoted) are systematic
Mode Year Collaboration ACP
D+ → π+π−π+ 2014 LHCb [1214] Model independent technique, no evidence for CPV
1997 E791 [1215] −0.017 ± 0.042 (stat.)
D+ → K−π+π+ 2014 D0 [1216] −0.0016 ± 0.0015 ± 0.0009
2014 CLEO [1207] −0.003 ± 0.002 ± 0.004
HFLAV average −0.0018 ± 0.0016
D+ → KSπ+π0 2014 CLEO [1207] −0.001 ± 0.007 ± 0.002
D+ → K+K−π+ 2014 CLEO [1207] −0.001 ± 0.009 ± 0.004
2013 BABAR [1217] +0.0037 ± 0.0030 ± 0.0015
2008 CLEO [1218] Dalitz plot analysis, no evidence for CPV
2000 FOCUS [1219] +0.006 ± 0.011 ± 0.005
1997 E791 [1215] −0.014 ± 0.029 (stat.)
HFLAV average +0.0032 ± 0.0031
D+ → K−π+π+π0 2014 CLEO [1207] −0.003 ± 0.006 ± 0.004
D+ → KSπ+π+π− 2014 CLEO [1207] +0.000 ± 0.012 ± 0.003
D+ → KSK+π+π− 2005 FOCUS [1220] −0.042 ± 0.064 ± 0.022
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Table 268 CP asymmetries
ACP = [(D0)− (d)]/
[(D0)+ (d)] for two-body
D0, d decays. In the individual
asymmetries listed, the first
uncertainties are statistical, and
the second are systematic,
unless explicitly stated that they
have been combined. The third
uncertainty in Belle
ACP (D
0 → KSKS) is due to
ACP (D
0 → KSπ0) used for
normalization
Mode Year Collaboration ACP
D0 → π+π− 2017 LHCb [1221] +0.0007 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0011
2012 CDF [1222] +0.0022 ± 0.0024 ± 0.0011
2008 BABAR [1169] −0.0024 ± 0.0052 ± 0.0022
2012 Belle [1223] +0.0043 ± 0.0052 ± 0.0012
2002 CLEO [1175] +0.019 ± 0.032 ± 0.008
2000 FOCUS [1219] +0.048 ± 0.039 ± 0.025
1998 E791 [1224] −0.049 ± 0.078 ± 0.030
HFLAV average +0.0012 ± 0.0014
D0 → π0π0 2014 Belle [1225] −0.0003 ± 0.0064 ± 0.0010
2001 CLEO [1226] +0.001 ± 0.048 (stat. and syst. combined)
HFLAV average −0.0003 ± 0.0064
D0 → KSπ0 2014 Belle [1225] −0.0021 ± 0.0016 ± 0.0007
2001 CLEO [1226] +0.001 ± 0.013 (stat. and syst. combined)
HFLAV average −0.0020 ± 0.0017
D0 → KSη 2011 Belle [1227] +0.0054 ± 0.0051 ± 0.0016
D0 → KSη′ 2011 Belle [1227] +0.0098 ± 0.0067 ± 0.0014
D0 → KSKS 2018 LHCb [1228] +0.023 ± 0.028 ± 0.009
2017 Belle [1229] −0.0002 ± 0.0153 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0017
2001 CLEO [1226] −0.23 ± 0.19 (stat. and syst. combined)
HFLAV average +0.004 ± 0.014
D0 → K−π+ 2014 CLEO [1207] +0.003 ± 0.003 ± 0.006
D0 → K+K− 2017 LHCb [1221] +0.0004 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0010
2012 CDF [1222] −0.0024 ± 0.0022 ± 0.0009
2008 BABAR [1169] +0.0000 ± 0.0034 ± 0.0013
2012 Belle [1223] −0.0043 ± 0.0030 ± 0.0011
2002 CLEO [1175] +0.000 ± 0.022 ± 0.008
2000 FOCUS [1219] −0.001 ± 0.022 ± 0.015
1998 E791 [1224] −0.010 ± 0.049 ± 0.012
HFLAV average −0.0009 ± 0.0011
rates between D and D, which would affect the number of
respective decays observed, some experiments (such as E791
and FOCUS) normalize ACP to that measured in a Cabibbo-
favored mode. This method assumes there is negligible CP
violation in the normalization mode. Explicitly, theCP asym-
metry is calculated as
ACP = η(D)− η(D)
η(D)+ η(D) , (235)
where (considering, for example, D0 → K−K+)
η(D) = N (D
0 → K−K+)
N (D0 → K−π+) , (236)
η(D) = N (D
0 → K−K+)
N (D0 → K+π−) . (237)
In this method there is the additional advantage that most
corrections due to reconstruction inefficiencies cancel out,
reducing systematic uncertainties.
Other experiments (such as Belle and LHCb) determine
ACP via the relation
Ameas = ACP + Aprod + Adet , (238)
where Ameas is the measured (raw) asymmetry, Aprod is the
asymmetry in the charm hadron production, and Adet is due
to a difference in detection efficiencies between positively
and negatively charged hadrons. The production asymmetry
at the LHC arises from a charge asymmetry of the colliding
particles: in pp collisions more charm baryons are produced
than anti-baryons, and, as a result, charm mesons are less
abundantly produced than anti-charm mesons. Such a pro-
duction asymmetry is expected to be dependent on kinemat-
ics of the produced charm hadrons. The production asymme-
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Table 269 CP asymmetries ACP = [(D0)−(d)]/[(D0)+(d)] for three- and four-body D0, d decays. In the individual asymmetries listed,
the first uncertainties are statistical, and the second are systematic, unless only the former is given, or explicitly stated that these two have been
combined. The Belle study of D0 → K+K−π+π− [1230] employs a T-odd method for P-even variables, which corresponds to measuring a global
ACP
Mode Year Collaboration ACP
D0 → π+π−π0 2015 LHCb [1231] Model-independent method, no evidence for CPV
2008 BABAR [1194] +0.0031 ± 0.0041 ± 0.0017
2008 Belle [1232] +0.0043 ± 0.0130 (stat. and syst. combined)
2005 CLEO [1233] +0.01+0.09−0.07 ± 0.05
HFLAV average +0.0032 ± 0.0042
D0 → K−π+π0 2014 CLEO [1207] +0.001 ± 0.003 ± 0.004
D0 → K+π−π0 2005 Belle [1234] −0.006 ± 0.053 (stat.)
2001 CLEO [1235] +0.09+0.25−0.22 (stat.)
HFLAV average −0.0014 ± 0.0517
D0 → KSπ+π− 2012 CDF [1236] −0.0005 ± 0.0057 ± 0.0054
2004 CLEO [1237] −0.009 ± 0.021+0.016−0.057
HFLAV average −0.0008 ± 0.0077
D0 → KSK−π+ 2016 LHCb [494] Amplitude analysis, no evidence for CPV
D0 → KSK+π− 2016 LHCb [494] Amplitude analysis, no evidence for CPV
D0 → K+K−π0 2008 BABAR [1194] −0.0100 ± 0.0167 ± 0.0025
D0 → π−π−π+π+ 2013 LHCb [1197] Model-independent method, no evidence for CPV
D0 → K−π+π+π− 2014 CLEO [1207] +0.002 ± 0.003 ± 0.004
D0 → K+π−π+π− 2005 Belle [1234] −0.018 ± 0.044 (stat.)
D0 → K+K−π+π− 2018 Belle [1230] +0.0034 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0006
2018 LHCb [1198] Amplitude analysis, no evidence for CPV
2013 LHCb [1197] Model-independent method, no evidence for CPV
2012 CLEO [1238] Amplitude analysis, no evidence for CPV
2005 FOCUS [1220] −0.082 ± 0.056 ± 0.047
HFLAV average +0.0032 ± 0.0036
D0 → K ∗0[→ K−π+]γ 2016 Belle [1239] −0.003 ± 0.020 ± 0.000
D0 → φ[→ K+K−]γ 2016 Belle [1239] −0.094 ± 0.066 ± 0.001
D0 → ρ0[→ π+π−]γ 2016 Belle [1239] +0.056 ± 0.152 ± 0.006
D0 → K+K−μ+μ− 2018 LHCb [1240] +0.00 ± 0.11 ± 0.02
D0 → π+π−μ+μ− 2018 LHCb [1240] +0.049 ± 0.038 ± 0.007
try in e+e− collisions appears as a forward–backward (FB)
asymmetry caused by an interference of the photon and off-
shell Z0 contributions. The detection asymmetries typically
arise from differences in hadron interactions with detector
material. In particular, the interaction cross sections for K+
and K− significantly differ, with the differences being depen-
dent on the kaon momentum.
The B-factory strategy to separate the production and CP
asymmetries relies on the former being odd, while the lat-
ter is even, with respect to the center-of-mass production
polar angle (θ∗). The Ameas is measured in | cos θ∗| bins and
subsequently averaged; this removes the Aprod contribution.
At LHCb, the production asymmetry is removed by mea-
suring ACP for D∗-tagged D0 → K−π+ decays; this also
corrects for the soft π detection asymmetry. Subsequently,
D+ → K−π+π+ decays are used to correct for the detec-
tion asymmetry introduced by the K−π+ system itself, and
D+ → KSπ+ decays are then used to remove the asymme-
tries in D+ production and π+ detection. Finally, the asym-
metry related to the neutral kaon, i.e., from regeneration and
different interactions of K 0 and K 0 with the detector, as
well as from CP violation occurring in the K 0-K 0 mixing,
is calculated. Put together, this gives
ACP (K
+K−) = Ameas(K+K−)− Ameas(K−π+)
+ Ameas(K−π+π+)− Ameas(KSπ+)+ A(K 0-K 0).
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Table 270 CP asymmetries
ACP = [(D+s )−
(D−s )]/[(D+s )+ (D−s )] for
D±s decays. In the individual
asymmetries listed, the first
uncertainties are statistical, and
the second systematic, whereas
the third uncertainty in
ACP (D
+
s → π+η′) from LHCb
is due to ACP (D
+ → π+φ)
used for calibration
Mode Year Collaboration ACP
D+s → μ+ν 2009 CLEO [1241] +0.048 ± 0.061
D+s → π+η 2013 CLEO [1242] +0.011 ± 0.030 ± 0.008
D+s → π+η′ 2017 LHCb [1206] −0.0082 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0022 ± 0.002
2013 CLEO [1242] −0.022 ± 0.022 ± 0.006
HFLAV average −0.0088 ± 0.0049
D+s → KSπ+ 2013 BABAR [1211] +0.006 ± 0.020 ± 0.003
2010 Belle [1243] +0.0545 ± 0.0250 ± 0.0033
2010 CLEO [1204] +0.163 ± 0.073 ± 0.003
HFLAV average +0.0311 ± 0.0154
D+s → (K 0/K 0)π+ 2014 LHCb [1213] +0.0038 ± 0.0046 ± 0.0017
2013 BABAR [1211] +0.003 ± 0.020 ± 0.003
HFLAV average +0.0038 ± 0.0048
D+s → KSK+ 2013 CLEO [1242] +0.026 ± 0.015 ± 0.006
2013 BABAR [1211] −0.0005 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0024
2010 Belle [1243] +0.0012 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0022
HFLAV average +0.0008 ± 0.0026
D+s → K+π0 2010 CLEO [1204] +0.266 ± 0.228 ± 0.009
D+s → K+η 2010 CLEO [1204] +0.093 ± 0.152 ± 0.009
D+s → K+η′ 2010 CLEO [1204] +0.060 ± 0.189 ± 0.009
D+s → π+π+π− 2013 CLEO [1242] −0.007 ± 0.030 ± 0.006
D+s → π+π0η 2013 CLEO [1242] −0.005 ± 0.039 ± 0.020
D+s → π+π0η′ 2013 CLEO [1242] −0.004 ± 0.074 ± 0.019
D+s → KSK+π0 2013 CLEO [1242] −0.016 ± 0.060 ± 0.011
D+s → KSKSπ+ 2013 CLEO [1242] +0.031 ± 0.052 ± 0.006
D+s → K+π+π− 2013 CLEO [1242] +0.045 ± 0.048 ± 0.006
D+s → K+K−π+ 2013 CLEO [1242] −0.005 ± 0.008 ± 0.004
D+s → KSK−π+π+ 2013 CLEO [1242] +0.041 ± 0.027 ± 0.009
D+s → KSK+π+π− 2013 CLEO [1242] −0.057 ± 0.053 ± 0.009
D+s → K+K−π+π0 2013 CLEO [1242] +0.000 ± 0.027 ± 0.012
For some decays, typically the ones with lower statistics, one
corrects for nuisance asymmetries by measuring ACP relative





π+) = Ameas(D+s → η
′
π+)
− Ameas(D+s → φπ+)+ ACP (D+s → φπ+).
The uncertainty of the reference ACP is treated as an external
input error.
Much easier than individual ACP measurements, and often
easier for theoretical interpretation, are measurements of
ACP differences, denoted ACP . The most important one
is that for D0 → K+K− and D0 → π+π− decays, which
is discussed in Sect. 9.4. The differenceACP in the baryon
asymmetries for +c → pK+K− and +c → pπ+π−
decays was recently measured by LHCb [1192]. We note
that, in the limit of U-spin symmetry, direct CP violation
in D0 → K+K− and D0 → π+π− decays is expected
to have equal magnitude and opposite sign [1193]; thus the
measurement of ACP “doubles” the effect. However, no
such argument holds for baryonic +c → pK+K− and
+c → pπ+π− decays.
CP asymmetries arise from the interplay between weak
and strong phases. The latter change over the phase space
of multi-body decays, which usually proceed via intermedi-
ate states. Therefore local CP asymmetries, i.e., measured in
the phase space of the multi-body decays, or asymmetries for
individual strong amplitudes, can offer better sensitivity than
a global asymmetry measurement, in which an effect can be
diluted. Probing the multi-body phase space is often done
in a model-dependent way by employing a Dalitz analysis
or more general amplitude analysis separately for D and D
decays; aCP asymmetry is then measured for each contribut-
ing amplitude. The CP-violating observables are asymme-
tries in magnitudes and phases of CP-conjugate amplitudes,
as well as asymmetries in the amplitude fit fractions.
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For multi-body decays, some experiments use model-
independent techniques to search for local CP asymmetries.
One technique (see Refs. [1194,1195]) uses a binned χ2
approach to compare the relative density in a bin of phase
space for D → f with that of the CP-conjugate decay.
Another technique (the “Energy Test technique” [1196]) uses
a test statistic variable (T ) to determine the average distance
between events in phase space. If the distribution of events in
two CP-conjugate samples are identical (the CP-symmetric
case), T will fluctuate around a value close to zero. This tech-
nique yields a p-value for the no-CP violation hypothesis and
localizes any CP-asymmetric phase space regions.
In Tables 266, 267, 268, 269, and 270, asymmetries
for three- and four-body decays are reported for their
observed final state, i.e., resonant substructure is implic-
itly included but not considered separately. Most asymme-
tries measured for three- and four-body channels are still
only global asymmetries. The reported model-independent
tests, which attempt to probe the decay phase space, yield
p-values typically at the level of a few percent or higher
and thus consistent with no CP violation. The lowest p-
value of 0.6%, corresponding to a significance for CP vio-
lation of 2.7σ , is obtained for the P-odd (parity-odd) test
of D0 → π+π−π+π− decays [1197]. This implies that
the effect, if not a statistical fluctuation, originates in a
P-odd amplitude such as D0 → [ρ0ρ0]L=1. For D0 →
K+K−π+π− decays [1198], a model-dependent amplitude
analysis was performed, and CP asymmetries were mea-
sured for 25 intermediate amplitudes. The uncertainties on
these asymmetries ranged from 1% to 15% and were dom-
inated by statistical errors. No significant CP violation was
observed, and the most significant asymmetry of 2.8σ was
observed for the phase of the P-odd amplitude D0 →
[φ(1020)ρ(1450)0]L=1.CP violation arising through P vio-
lation is discussed further in Sect. 9.3.
For the first time, ACP has been measured for decays
classified as rare: radiative modes D0 → V γ , with V =
K
∗0
, φ(1020), ρ0, as well as di-muon decays D0 →
π+π−μ+μ− and D0 → K+K−μ+μ−. For the di-muon
modes, in addition to their global asymmetries listed in
Table 269, ACP was measured in bins of di-muon invari-
ant mass. Asymmetries for mass regions away from μ+μ−
production via η, ρ-ω or φ decays still have very limited
sensitivities, ranging from 12 to 26%. These non-resonance
regions are particularly important for New Physics searches
(see Sect. 9.11). Overall, CP asymmetries have been mea-
sured for more than 50 charm decay modes, and in several
modes the sensitivity is well below 5 × 10−3. At the end of
2018, there was no evidence for CP violation in the charm
meson sector. The CP asymmetry observed for the mode
D+ → KSπ+ is consistent with that expected due to K 0-K 0
mixing [1191], and thus it is not attributed to charm.
In the charm baryon sector, there is no evidence of CP
violation. Until recently, there had been only two measure-
ments for +c ; these were performed by CLEO [1199] and
FOCUS [1200] and had limited sensitivity. The former used
semileptonic+c → e+νe decays, while the latter used CF
+c → π+ decays; both searched forCP violation through
an angular analysis exploiting the helicity angle.CP asym-
metry is accessed through comparison of P asymmetry in
decays of +c and −c , measured with the weak-asymmetry
parameters, respectively αc and αc . As αc = −αc






The CLEO measurement [1199] gives
AαCP (
+
c → e+νe) = 0.00 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.02,
where the third error is related to the uncertainty of the 




c → π+) = −0.07 ± 0.19 ± 0.12.
The first high-statisticsCPV measurement of charm baryons
comes from LHCb in the form of ACP for the +c →




c → ph+h−) ≡ ACP (pK+K−)
− ACP (pπ+π−) = 0.003 ± 0.009 ± 0.006.
The measurement, performed in a phase-space integrated
manner, has limited sensitivity and does not facilitate an inter-
pretation. However, the production asymmetry between +c
and −c baryons cancels in this difference. Given the poten-
tially rich dynamics of these decays in their five-dimensional
phase space,36 ACP measured in phase-space regions or
a model-dependent measurement of intermediate amplitude
asymmetries would be very desirable.
For charm decays one can build various SU(3)-based sum
rules which, in addition to testing SU(3) symmetry itself, are
also useful for performing model-independent tests of the
SM. Particularly interesting are sums exploiting the SU(3)
subgroups, U-spin or isospin (I), as they involve less decays
and offer more precise tests. While U-spin symmetry in
charm decays is broken by a non-negligible amount due to the
s-quark mass, isospin symmetry holds at the (mu−md) level
and thus is very precise. Important for our considerations are
36 For c produced unpolarized, the three-body phase space reduces
to a two-dimensional Dalitz distribution.
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isospin sum rules that relate individual CP asymmetries of
the isospin-related processes. Verifying such rules allows for
tests to be performed with reduced uncertainty due to strong
interaction effects. Such a sum rule has been proposed for
D → ππ decays in Ref. [1201].






Aπ0π0 = 2A3 −A1,
Aπ+π0 = 3A3,
where A1 and A3 are amplitudes corresponding to theI =
1/2 and I = 3/2 transitions, respectively (i.e., transitions
to ππ final states with I = 0 and I = 2). From this, one can
obtain an amplitude isospin sum rule
1√
2
Aπ+π− + Aπ0π0 − Aπ+π0 = 0. (240)
Probing such a sum requires knowledge of strong phases,
which are accessible only at charm-threshold experiments.
However, without this knowledge the sum of differences of
decay rates for D and D decays can be measured:
|Aπ+π−|2 − |Aπ+π−|2 + |Aπ0π0 |2 − |Aπ0π0 |2
− 2
3
(|Aπ+π0 |2 − |Aπ−π0 |2) = 3(|A1|2 − |A1|2). (241)
This equation suggests several SM tests. As the penguin
amplitude is, to excellent approximation within the SM,
purely I = 1/2, any CP asymmetry observed in D+ →
π+π0 would be a sign of New Physics in the I = 3/2
amplitude. If the sum in Eq. (241), depending only on A1,
is found to be non-zero, this would mean that CP violation
arises from the I = 1/2 transitions. Moreover, a scenario
in which the sum in Eq. (241) is zero and individual asymme-
tries are non-zero would suggest New Physics contributing
to the I = 3/2 amplitude.
To facilitate an experimental test, the left-hand side of
Eq. (241) is rewritten as a ratio [1202]:
R ≡ |Aπ+π− |
2 − |Aπ+π− |2 + |Aπ0π0 |2 − |Aπ0π0 |2 − 23 (|Aπ+π0 |2 − |Aπ−π0 |2)
|Aπ+π− |2 + |Aπ+π− |2 + |Aπ0π0 |2 + |Aπ0π0 |2 + 23 (|Aπ+π0 |2 + |Aπ−π0 |2)
.
(242)
Using the relations |A|2 ∝ B/τD and |A|2 − |A|2 =
ACP (|A|2 + |A|2), we rewrite Eq. (242) as























where B+−, B00, and B+0 denote the branching fractions for
D0 → π+π−, D0 → π0π0, and D+ → π+π0, respec-
tively. The sum R is calculated using our averages for CP
asymmetries (Tables 266, 268), and PDG averages [21] for
branching fractions and lifetimes. The result is
R = (+0.01 ± 2.65)× 10−3, (244)
which is consistent with zero. In addition, all the individ-
ual asymmetries contributing to R are consistent with zero.
The uncertainty on R is dominated by the uncertainties on
individual asymmetries.
The sum rule for D → KK decays involves full SU(3)
considerations and thus is imprecise. Reference [1201] pro-
poses a set of isospin sum rules for D → ρπ and D →
K
(∗)
K (∗)π , but to test these sum rules requires a number of
not-yet-performed experimental measurements.
9.3 T -odd asymmetries
Measuring T -odd asymmetries provides a complementary
way to search for CP violation in the charm sector, assum-
ingCPT invariance. T -odd asymmetries are measured using
triple-product correlations of the form a · (b × c), where a,
b, and c are spins or momenta; this combination is odd under
time reversal (T ). If a triple product is formed using both
spin and momenta, i.e.,
s1 · ( p2 × p3),
it can be even under P-conjugation. However, if only
momenta are used, i.e.,
p1 · ( p2 × p3),
it is odd under P-conjugation. Thus, in this case the T -odd
method becomes P-odd and allows one to probeCP violation
occurring via P-violation. This type of CPV , arising in P-
odd amplitudes, can be studied in decays of mesons into final
states with at least four spinless particles. Two- and three-
body hadronic decays of charm mesons to spinless particles
involve only P-even amplitudes,37 for which CP violation
can arise only through C-violation.
Taking as an example the decay mode D0 → K+K−π+π−,
involving spinless particles only, one forms a triple-product
correlation using momenta of the final-state particles in the
D0 center-of-mass frame.38 Defining the T -odd (and P-odd)
37 P-even amplitudes are accessed with P-even variables, like invariant
masses or helicity angles.
38 For momentum-only triple products, at least four-daughter final
states are required to give a nonzero correlation, as only three out of
four momenta are independent. For three-body decays, the daughters
are in a plane and the triple product is zero.
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correlation for D0
CT ≡ pK+ · ( pπ+ × pπ−), (245)
and the corresponding quantity for D0
CT ≡ pK− · ( pπ− × pπ+), (246)
one can construct the asymmetry for the D0 decays as
AT = (CT > 0)− (CT < 0)
(CT > 0)+ (CT < 0) , (247)
while for their CP-conjugate decays as
AT = (−CT > 0)− (−CT < 0)
(−CT > 0)+ (−CT < 0)
. (248)
In these expressions,  represents a partial width, and the
following applies:
P(CT ) = −CT , C(CT ) = CT , CP(AT ) = AT . (249)
The asymmetries AT and AT depend on angular distributions
of the daughter particles and may be nonzero due to final-state
interactions or P-violation in weak decays. Given Eq. (249),






where a nonzero value indicates CP violation (see Refs.
[1244–1249]). This asymmetry is referred to in the litera-
ture by several names: AT viol, a
P
CP , and a
T−odd
CP .
Values of AT for D+, D+s , and D0 decay modes are listed
in Table 271. The first measurements were made by FOCUS,
and subsequent BABAR measurements reached a sensitivity
of ∼ 1%. Currently the best sensitivity is from LHCb. How-
ever, despite relatively high precision (< 1%), there is no
evidence for CP violation.
All P-even contributions contributing to AT cancel out in
the difference; thus, it is only sensitive to P-odd amplitudes
or interference between P-odd and P-even ones. The can-
cellation typically applies also to detection asymmetries and,
at LHCb, the production asymmetry, and this is a significant
advantage of the T -odd method. Another way to probe P-odd
amplitudes is through amplitude analysis using P-odd vari-
ables. One example is sin , where is the angle between the
K+K− decay plane and the π+π− decay plane in the decay
D0 → K+K−π+π− [1198]. It can be shown that sin 
is proportional to the triple product. A model-independent
technique used for D0 → π+π−π+π−decays [1197] has
been carried out separately for P-odd and P-even contribu-
tions, separated out using a triple product. The largest P-
odd amplitudes in four-body decays of charm mesons are
D → [VV ]L=1, i.e., a final state with two vector mesons
in a P-wave state. However, these amplitudes are quite sup-
pressed (< 10%) [1198,1254].
Decays of charm baryons also offer access to P-odd
amplitudes, e.g.,+c decays with a weakly-decaying baryon
in the final state such as +c → π+. Moreover, for
polarized charm baryons, e.g., c produced weakly in b
decays, one can build a triple product using the c spin.
Recently, the topic of symmetries has been revisited (see
Refs. [1255,1256]), with the suggestion to exploit additional
asymmetries constructed from triple products in multi-body
decays.
9.4 Interplay of direct and indirect CP violation
In decays of D0 mesons, CP asymmetry measurements have
contributions from both direct and indirect CP violation as
Table 271 Measurements of the
T -odd CP asymmetry
AT = (AT − AT )/2
Mode Year Collaboration AT
D0 → K+K−π+π− 2018 Belle [1230] +0.0052 ± 0.0037 ± 0.0007
2014 LHCb [1250] +0.0018 ± 0.0029 ± 0.0004
2010 BABAR [1251] +0.0010 ± 0.0051 ± 0.0044
2005 FOCUS [1220] +0.010 ± 0.057 ± 0.037
HFLAV average +0.0035 ± 0.0021
D0 → KSπ+π−π0 2017 Belle [1252] −0.00028 ± 0.00138+0.00023−0.00076
D+ → KSK+π+π− 2011 BABAR [1253] −0.0120 ± 0.0100 ± 0.0046
2005 FOCUS [1220] +0.023 ± 0.062 ± 0.022
HFLAV average −0.0110 ± 0.0109
D+s → KSK+π+π− 2011 BABAR [1253] −0.0136 ± 0.0077 ± 0.0034
2005 FOCUS [1220] −0.036 ± 0.067 ± 0.023
HFLAV average −0.0139 ± 0.0084
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Table 272 Inputs to the fit for
direct and indirect CP violation.
The first uncertainty listed is
statistical and the second is
systematic
Year Experiment Results 〈t〉/τ 〈t〉/τ Reference
2012 BABAR A = (+0.09 ± 0.26 ± 0.06)% – – [1177]
2016 LHCb prompt A(KK ) = (−0.030 ± 0.032 ± 0.010)% - - [1183]
A(ππ) = (+0.046 ± 0.058 ± 0.012)% – –
2014 CDF A = (−0.12 ± 0.12)% – – [1181]
2015 LHCb SL A = (−0.125 ± 0.073)% – – [1182]
2015 Belle A = (−0.03 ± 0.20 ± 0.07)% – – [1179]
2008 BABAR ACP (KK ) = (+0.00 ± 0.34 ± 0.13)%
ACP (ππ) = (−0.24 ± 0.52 ± 0.22)% 0.00 1.00 [1169]
2012 CDF ACP = (−0.62 ± 0.21 ± 0.10)% 0.25 2.58 [1171]
2014 LHCb SL ACP = (+0.14 ± 0.16 ± 0.08)% 0.01 1.07 [1151]
2016 LHCb prompt ACP = (−0.10 ± 0.08 ± 0.03)% 0.12 2.10 [1259]
2019 LHCb SL2 ACP = (−0.09 ± 0.08 ± 0.05)% 0.00 1.21 [1172]
2019 LHCb prompt2 ACP = (−0.18 ± 0.03 ± 0.09)% 0.13 1.74 [1172]
discussed in Sect. 9.1. The contribution from indirect CP
violation depends on the decay-time distribution of the data
sample [1186]. This section describes a combination of mea-
surements that allows the determination of the individual
contributions of the two types of CP violation. At the same
time, the level of agreement for a no-CP-violation hypothesis
is tested. The observables are:
A ≡ τ(D
0 → h+h−)− τ(D0 → h+h−)
τ (D0 → h+h−)+ τ(D0 → h+h−) , (251)
where h+h− can be K+K− or π+π−, and
ACP ≡ ACP (K+K−)− ACP (π+π−), (252)
where ACP are time-integrated CP asymmetries. The under-
lying theoretical parameters are:
adirCP ≡
|AD0→ f |2 − |AD0→ f |2




























where AD→ f is the amplitude for D → f [1257]. We use
the relations [1258]
A = −aindCP − adirCP yCP , (254)
ACP = adirCP
(



















between the observables and the underlying parameters.
Equation (254) constrains mostly indirect CP violation, and
the direct CP violation contribution can differ for different
final states. In Eq. (255), 〈t〉/τ denotes the mean decay time
in units of the D0 lifetime; X denotes the difference in
quantity X between K+K− and π+π− final states; and X
denotes the average for quantity X . We neglect the last term
in this relation as all three factors are O(10−2) or smaller,
and thus this term is negligible with respect to the other
two terms. Note that 〈t〉/τ 
 〈t〉/τ , and it is expected
that |adirCP | < |adirCP | because adirCP (K+K−) and adirCP (π+π−)
are expected to have opposite signs in the Standard Model
[1257].
A χ2 fit is performed in the plane adirCP vs. a
ind
CP . For
the BABAR result, the difference of the quoted values for
ACP (K+K−) and ACP (π+π−) is calculated, adding all
uncertainties in quadrature. This may overestimate the sys-
tematic uncertainty for the difference, as it neglects corre-
lated uncertainties; however, the result is conservative and
the effect is small, as all measurements are statistically lim-
ited. For all measurements, statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties are added in quadrature when calculating the χ2. We
use the HFLAV average value yCP = (0.715±0.111)% (see
Sect. 9.1) and the measurements listed in Table 272. In this
fit, A(KK ) and A(ππ) are assumed to be identical. This
assumption, which is expected in the SM at the current level
of experimental sensitivity, is supported by all measurements
to date. A significant relative shift due to final-state depen-
dent A values betweenACP measurements with different
mean decay times is excluded by these measurements.
The combination plot (see Fig. 91) shows the measure-
ments listed in Table 272 forACP and A . From the fit, the
change in χ2 from the minimum value for the no-CPV point
(0,0) is 33.5, which corresponds to a CL of 5.4×10−8 for two
degrees of freedom or 5.4 standard deviations. The central
values and ±1σ uncertainties for the individual parameters
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Fig. 91 Plot of all data and the
fit result. Individual
measurements are plotted as
bands showing their ±1σ range.
The no-CPV point (0,0) is
shown as a filled circle, and the




99.7% CL, and 99.99997% CL
regions are plotted as ellipses
are
aindCP = (+0.028 ± 0.026)%
adirCP = (−0.164 ± 0.028)%. (256)
This constitutes the first time that the average rejects the
hypothesis of CP symmetry with a significance exceeding
5σ . The average clearly indicates CP violation in SCS decays
to two charged hadrons.
9.5 Semileptonic decays
9.5.1 Introduction
Semileptonic decays of D mesons involve the interaction of
a leptonic current with a hadronic current. The latter is non-
perturbative and cannot be calculated from first principles;
thus it is usually parameterized in terms of form factors. The
transition matrix element is written




where GF is the Fermi constant and Vcq is a CKM matrix ele-
ment. The leptonic current Lμ is evaluated directly from the
lepton spinors and has a simple structure; this allows one to
extract information about the form factors (in Hμ) from data
on semileptonic decays [1260]. Conversely, because there are
no strong final-state interactions between the leptonic and
hadronic systems, semileptonic decays for which the form
factors can be calculated allow one to determine |Vcq | [3].
9.5.2 D → Pν decays
When the final state hadron is a pseudoscalar, the hadronic

















where mD and p′ are the mass and four momentum of the
parent D meson, mP and p are those of the daughter meson,
f+(q2) and f0(q2) are form factors, and q = p′ − p. Kine-
matics require that f+(0) = f0(0). The contraction qμLμ
results in terms proportional to m [1261], and thus for  = e
the terms proportional to qμ in Eq. (258) are negligible and
only the f+(q2) vector form factor is relevant. The corre-
sponding differential partial width is
d(D → Peνe)





p∗ 3| f+(q2)|2 sin θ2e , (259)
where p∗ is the magnitude of the momentum of the final
state hadron in the D rest frame, and θe is the angle of the
electron in the eν rest frame with respect to the direction of
the pseudoscalar meson in the D rest frame.
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9.5.3 Form factor parameterizations
The form factor is traditionally parameterized with an explicit















where ρk and γk are expansion parameters, and α is a param-
eter that normalizes the form factor at q2 = 0, f+(0). The
parameter mpole is the mass of the lowest-lying cq reso-
nance with the vector quantum numbers; this is expected
to provide the largest contribution to the form factor for the
c → q transition. The sum over N gives the contribution
of higher mass states. For example, for D → π transitions
the dominant resonance is expected to be the D∗(2010), and
thus mpole = mD∗(2010). For D → K transitions, the dom-
inant resonance is expected to be the D∗s (2112), and thus
mpole = mD∗s (2112).
9.5.4 Simple pole
Equation (260) can be simplified by neglecting the sum over
effective poles, leaving only the explicit vector meson pole.
This approximation is referred to as “nearest pole domi-





However, values of mpole that give a good fit to the data do
not agree with the expected vector meson masses [1262].
To address this problem, the “modified pole” or Becirevic-
Kaidalov (BK) parameterization [1263] was introduced. In
this parameterization,mpole/
√
αBK is interpreted as the mass
of an effective pole higher than mpole, i.e., it is expected that








This parameterization is used by several experiments to deter-
mine form factor parameters. Measured values of mpole and
αBK are listed in Tables 273 and 274 for D → Kν and
D → πν decays, respectively.
9.5.5 z expansion
Alternatively, a power series expansion around some value
q2 = t0 can be used to parameterize f+(q2) [1260,1264–
1266]. This parameterization is model-independent and sat-
isfies general QCD constraints. The expansion is given in
terms of a complex parameter z, which is the analytic con-
tinuation of q2 into the complex plane:
z(q2, t0) =
√
t+ − q2 −√t+ − t0√
t+ − q2 +√t+ − t0
, (263)
where t0 = t+(1 −√1 − t−/t+) and t± ≡ (mD ± mP )2. In
this parameterization, q2 = t0 corresponds to z = 0, and the
physical region extends in either direction up to ±|z|max =
±0.051 for D → Kν decays, and up to ±0.17 for D →
πν decays.





ak(t0)[z(q2, t0)]k , (264)
Table 273 Results for mpole and αBK from various experiments for D0 → K−+ν and D+ → K 0+ν decays. The last two rows list results for
other c → se+νe decays, for comparison
D → Kν Expt. Mode Reference mpole (GeV/c2) αBK
CLEO III (D0;  = e, μ) [1287] 1.89 ± 0.05+0.04−0.03 0.36 ± 0.10+0.03−0.07
FOCUS (D0;  = μ) [1288] 1.93 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.08 ± 0.07
Belle (D0;  = e, μ) [1277] 1.82 ± 0.04 ± 0.03 0.52 ± 0.08 ± 0.06
BABAR (D0;  = e) [1278] 1.889 ± 0.012 ± 0.015 0.366 ± 0.023 ± 0.029
CLEO-c (tagged) (D0, D+;  = e) [1279] 1.93 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.03 ± 0.01
CLEO-c (untagged) (D0;  = e) [1280] 1.97 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.05 ± 0.03
CLEO-c (untagged) (D+;  = e) [1280] 1.96 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.08 ± 0.03
BESIII (D0;  = e) [1275] 1.921 ± 0.010 ± 0.007 0.309 ± 0.020 ± 0.013
BESIII (D+;  = e) [1276] 1.953 ± 0.044 ± 0.036 0.239 ± 0.077 ± 0.065
BESIII D+ → K 0
π+π−e
+νe [1281] 1.935 ± 0.017 ± 0.006 0.294 ± 0.031 ± 0.010
BESIII D+s → ηe+νe [1289] 3.759 ± 0.084 ± 0.045 0.304 ± 0.044 ± 0.022
BESIII D+s → η′e+νe [1289] 1.88 ± 0.60 ± 0.08 1.62 ± 0.90 ± 0.13
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Table 274 Results for mpole and αBK from various experiments for D0 → π−+ν and D+ → π0+ν decays. The last two rows list results for
other c → de+νe decays, for comparison
D → πν Expt. Mode Reference mpole (GeV/c2) αBK
CLEO III (D0;  = e, μ) [1287] 1.86+0.10+0.07−0.06−0.03 0.37+0.20−0.31 ± 0.15
FOCUS (D0;  = μ) [1288] 1.91+0.30−0.15 ± 0.07 –
Belle (D0;  = e, μ) [1277] 1.97 ± 0.08 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.21 ± 0.10
CLEO-c (tagged) (D0, D+;  = e) [1279] 1.91 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.07 ± 0.02
CLEO-c (untagged) (D0;  = e) [1280] 1.87 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.08 ± 0.03
CLEO-c (untagged) (D+;  = e) [1280] 1.97 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.16 ± 0.04
BESIII (D0;  = e) [1275] 1.911 ± 0.012 ± 0.004 0.279 ± 0.035 ± 0.011
BABAR (D0;  = e) [1274] 1.906 ± 0.029 ± 0.023 0.268 ± 0.074 ± 0.059
BESIII D+ → π0e+νe [1281] 1.898 ± 0.020 ± 0.003 0.285 ± 0.057 ± 0.010
CLEO-c D+ → ηe+νe [1290] 1.87 ± 0.24 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.44 ± 0.05
BESIII D+ → ηe+νe [1291] 1.73 ± 0.17 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.54 ± 0.08




z(q2,M2D∗s ) (D → K )
1 (D → π). (265)
The “outer” function φ(t, t0) can be any analytic function,
but a preferred choice (see, e.g., Refs. [1264,1265,1267]),
obtained from the Operator Product Expansion (OPE), is
φ(q2, t0) = α
(√









t+ − q2 + √t+ − t−)3/2
(
√
t+ − q2 +√t+)5
,
(266)
with α = √πm2c/3. The OPE analysis provides a constraint
upon the expansion coefficients,
∑N
k=0 a2k ≤ 1. These coef-
ficients receive 1/MD corrections, and thus the constraint
is only approximate. However, the expansion is expected
to converge rapidly since |z| < 0.051 (0.17) for D → K
(D → π ) over the entire physical q2 range, and Eq. (264)
remains a useful parameterization. The main disadvantage
as compared to phenomenological approaches is that there is
no physical interpretation of the fitted coefficients aK .
9.5.6 Three-pole formalism
An update of the vector pole dominance model has been
developed for the D → πν channel [1268]. It uses infor-
mation of the residues of the semileptonic form factor at its
first two poles, the D∗(2010) and D∗′(2600) resonances. The
form factor is expressed as an infinite sum of residues from
















mD∗n fD∗n gD∗n Dπ . (268)
Values of the fD∗ and fD∗′ decay constants have been calcu-
lated relative to fD via lattice QCD, with 2% and 28% pre-
cision, respectively [1268]. The couplings to the Dπ state,
gD∗Dπ and gD∗′Dπ , are extracted from measurements of the
D∗(2010) and D∗′(2600) widths by the BABAR and LHCb
experiments [1269–1271]. This results in the contribution
from the first pole being determined with 3% accuracy. The
contribution from the D∗′(2600) pole is determined with
poorer accuracy, ∼ 30%, mainly due to lattice uncertainties.






f+(q2) = 0 (269)
is applied, protecting the form factor behavior at large q2.
Within this model, the first two poles are not sufficient to
describe the data, and a third effective pole needs to be
included.
One of the advantages of this phenomenological model is
that it can be extrapolated outside the charm physical region,
providing a method to extract the magnitude of the CKM
matrix element Vub using the ratio of the form factors of
the D → πν and B → πν decay channels. It will be
used once lattice calculations provide the form factor ratio
f +Bπ (q2)/ f
+
Dπ (q
2) at the same pion energy.
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This form factor description can be extended to the D →
Kν decay channel, considering the contribution of several
cs resonances with J P = 1−. The first two pole masses
contributing to the form factor correspond to the D∗s (2112)
and D∗s1(2700) resonant states [21]. A constraint on the first
residue can be obtained using information on the fK decay
constant [21] and the g coupling extracted from the D∗+
width [1269]. The contribution from the second pole can be
evaluated using the decay constants from Ref. [1273], the
measured total width, and the ratio of D∗K and DK decay
branching fractions [21].
9.5.7 Experimental techniques and results
Various techniques have been used by several experiments
to measure D semileptonic decays with a pseudoscalar parti-
cle in the final state. The most recent results are provided by
the BABAR [1274] and BESIII [1275,1276] collaborations.
Belle [1277], BABAR [1278], and CLEO-c [1279,1280]
have all previously reported results. Belle fully reconstructs
e+e− → DDX events from the continuum under theϒ(4S)
resonance, achieving very good q2 resolution (15 MeV2)
and a low background level but with a low efficiency. Using
282 fb−1 of data, about 1300 D → K+ν (Cabibbo-favored)
and 115 D → π+ν (Cabibbo-suppressed) decays are
reconstructed, considering the electron and muon channels
together. The BABAR experiment uses a partial reconstruc-
tion technique in which the semileptonic decays are tagged
via D∗+ → D0π+ decays. The D direction and neutrino
energy are obtained using information from the rest of the
event. With 75 fb−1 of data, 74000 signal events in the
D0 → K−e+ν mode are obtained. This technique provides
a large signal yield but also a high background level and a
poor q2 resolution (ranging from 66 to 219 MeV2). In this
case, the measurement of the branching fraction is obtained
by normalizing to the D0 → K−π+ decay channel; thus
the measurement would benefit from future improvements in
the determination of the branching fraction for this reference
channel. The Cabibbo-suppressed mode has been recently
measured using the same technique and 350 fb−1 data. For
this measurement, 5000 D0 → π−e+ν signal events were
reconstructed [1274].
The CLEO-c experiment uses two different methods to
measure charm semileptonic decays. The tagged analyses
[1279] rely on the full reconstruction of (3770) → DD
events. One of the D mesons is reconstructed in a hadronic
decay mode, and the other in the semileptonic channel. The
only missing particle is the neutrino, and thus the q2 reso-
lution is very good and the background level very low. With
the entire CLEO-c data sample of 818 pb−1, 14123 and 1374
signal events are reconstructed for the D0 → K−e+ν and
D0 → π−e+ν channels, respectively, and 8467 and 838 are
reconstructed for the D+ → K 0e+ν and D+ → π0e+ν
decays, respectively. An alternative method that does not tag
the D decay in a hadronic mode (referred to as untagged anal-
yses) has also been used by CLEO-c [1280]. In this method,
the entire missing energy and momentum in an event are asso-
ciated with the neutrino four momentum, with the penalty of
larger backgrounds as compared to the tagged method.
Using the tagged method, the BESIII experiment mea-
sures the D0 → K−e+ν and D0 → π−e+ν decay chan-
nels. With 2.9 fb−1 of data, they fully reconstruct 70700 and
6300 signal events, respectively, for the two channels [1275].
In a separate analysis, BESIII measures the semileptonic
decay D+ → K 0Le+ν [1276], with about 20100 semilep-
tonic candidates. Since 2016, BESIII has reported additional
measurements of D → K+ν and π+ν. The signal
yields are 26008, 5013, 47100, 20714, 3402, 2265, and 1335
events for D+ → K 0(π+π−)e+νe, D+ → K 0(π0π0)e+νe,
D0 → K−μ+νμ, D+ → K 0(ππ)μ+νμ, D+ → π0e+νe,
D0 → π−μ+νμ, and D+ → π0μ+νμ [1281–1285], respec-
tively. The corresponding branching fractions are determined
with good precision. In Refs. [1281,1282], the products of
the c → s(d) CKM matrix element and the semileptonic
form factor are measured to be |Vcs | f D→K+ (0) = 0.7053 ±
0.0040 ± 0.0112, |Vcs | f D→K+ (0) = 0.7133 ± 0.0038 ±
0.0030, and |Vcd | f D→π+ (0) = 0.1400 ± 0.0026 ± 0.0007,
respectively, based on a two-parameter series expansion.
Results of the hadronic form factor parameters, mpole and
αBK, obtained from the measurements discussed above, are
given in Tables 273 and 274. The z-expansion formalism
has been used by BABAR [1274,1278], BESIII[1286] and
CLEO-c [1279], [1280]. Their fits use the first three terms of
the expansion, and the results for the ratios r1 ≡ a1/a0 and
r2 ≡ a2/a0 are listed in Tables 275 and 276.
9.5.8 Combined results for the D → Kν and D → πν
channels
Results and world averages for the products f K+ (0)|Vcs | and
f π+ (0)|Vcd | as measured by CLEO-c, Belle, BABAR, and
BESIII are summarized in Tables 277 and 278, respectively,
and plotted in Figs. 92 and 93. When calculating these world
averages, the systematic uncertainties of the BESIII analyses
are conservatively taken to be fully correlated.
9.5.9 Form factors of other D(s) → Pν decays
In the past two decades, rapid progress in lattice QCD
calculations of f D→K (π)+ (0) has been achieved, motivated
by much improved experimental measurements of D →
Kν and D → πν. However, in contrast, progress in
theoretical calculations of form factors in other D(s) →
P+ν decays has been slow, and experimental measure-
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Table 275 Results for r1 and r2 from various experiments for D → Kν decays. The correlation coefficient between these parameters is larger
than 0.9. For comparison, the last four rows list results for c → se+νe decays in which only the first two terms of the z expansion were used
Expt. D → Kν Mode Reference r1 r2
BABAR (D0;  = e) [1278] −2.5 ± 0.2 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 6.0 ± 5.0
CLEO-c (tagged) (D0;  = e) [1279] −2.65 ± 0.34 ± 0.08 13 ± 9 ± 1
CLEO-c (tagged) (D+;  = e) [1279] −1.66 ± 0.44 ± 0.10 −14 ± 11 ± 1
CLEO-c (untagged) (D0;  = e) [1280] −2.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 21 ± 11 ± 2
CLEO-c (untagged) (D+;  = e) [1280] −2.8 ± 6 ± 2 32 ± 18 ± 4
BESIII (D0;  = e) [1275] −2.334 ± 0.159 ± 0.080 3.42 ± 3.91 ± 2.41
BESIII (D+;  = e) [1276] −2.23 ± 0.42 ± 0.53 11.3 ± 8.5 ± 8.7
BESIII D0 → K−μ+νμ [1282] −1.90 ± 0.21 ± 0.07 –
BESIII D+ → K 0π+π−e+νe [1281] −1.76 ± 0.25 ± 0.06 –
BESIII D+s → ηe+νe [1289] −7.3 ± 1.7 ± 0.4 –
BESIII D+s → η′e+νe [1289] −13.1 ± 7.6 ± 1.0 –
Table 276 Results for r1 and r2
from various experiments for
D → πν decays. The
correlation coefficient between
these parameters is larger than
0.9. For comparison, the last
three rows list results for
c → de+νe decays in which
only the first two terms of the z
expansion were used
Expt. D → πν Mode Reference r1 r2
CLEO-c (tagged) (D0;  = e) [1279] −2.80 ± 0.49 ± 0.04 6 ± 3 ± 0
CLEO-c (tagged) (D+;  = e) [1279] −1.37 ± 0.88 ± 0.24 −4 ± 5 ± 1
CLEO-c (untagged) (D0;  = e) [1280] −2.1 ± 0.7 ± 0.3 −1.2 ± 4.8 ± 1.7
CLEO-c (untagged) (D+;  = e) [1280] −0.2 ± 1.5 ± 0.4 −9.8 ± 9.1 ± 2.1
BESIII (D0;  = e) [1275] −1.85 ± 0.22 ± 0.07 −1.4 ± 1.5 ± 0.5
BABAR (D0;  = e) [1274] −1.31 ± 0.70 ± 0.43 −4.2 ± 4.0 ± 1.9
BESIII D+ → π0e+νe [1281] −2.23 ± 0.42 ± 0.06 –
CLEO-c D+ → ηe+νe [1290] 1.83 ± 2.23 ± 0.28 –
BESIII D+ → ηe+νe [1291] 1.88 ± 0.60 ± 0.08 –
Table 277 Results for f K+ (0)|Vcs | from various experiments
D → Kν Measurement Mode |Vcs | f K+ (0) Comment
BESIII 2019 [1282] (D0;  = μ) 0.7133(38)(30) z expansion, 2 terms
BESIII 2017 [1281] (D+;  = e) 0.6983(56)(112) z expansion, 3 terms
BESIII 2015B [1276] (D+;  = e) 0.7370(60)(90) z expansion, 3 terms
BESIII 2015A [1275] (D0;  = e) 0.7195(35)(41) z expansion, 3 terms
CLEO-c 2009 [1279] (D0, D+;  = e) 0.7189(64)(48) z expansion, 3 terms
BABAR 2007 [1278] (D0;  = e) 0.7211(69)(85) Fitted pole mass + modified pole ansatze;
|Vcs | = 0.9729 ± 0.0003; corrected for
B(D0 → K−π+)
Belle 2006 [1277] (D0;  = e, μ) 0.6762(68)(214) |Vcs | = 0.97296 ± 0.00024 (PDG 2006 w/unitarity)
World average 0.7180(33) BESIII syst. fully correlated
ments sparse. Before BESIII, only CLEO-c reported a mea-
surement, that of f D→η+ (0) [1290]. For this analysis, both
tagged and untagged methods were used. Recently, BESIII
reported measurements of f D→η+ (0), f
Ds→η+ (0), f
Ds→η′+ (0)
and f Ds→K+ (0) using a tagged method [1289,1291,1292].
These measurements greatly expand experimental knowl-
edge of hadronic form factors in D → P+ν decays. To
date, there is still no measurement of f D→η
′
+ (0) due to the
small amount of data available.
On the theory side, lattice QCD calculations of f Ds→η
(′)
+ (0)
for D+s → η(′)e+νe were presented in Ref. [1293], but with




+ (0) and f
Ds→K+ (0) have been reported based on
QCD light-cone sum rules (LCSR) [1294–1296], three-point
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Table 278 Results for f π+ (0)|Vcd | from various experiments
D → πν Measurement Mode |Vcd | f π+ (0) Comment
BESIII 2017 [1281] (D+;  = e) 0.1413(35)(12) z expansion, 3 terms
BESIII 2015A [1275] (D0;  = e) 0.1420(24)(10) z expansion, 3 terms
CLEO-c 2009 [1279] (D0, D+;  = e) 0.1500(40)(10) z expansion, 3 terms
BABAR 2015 [1274] (D0;  = e) 0.1374(38)(24) z expansion, 3 terms
Belle 2006 [1277] (D0;  = e, μ) 0.1417(45)(68) |Vcd | = 0.2271 ± 0.0010 (PDG 2006 w/unitarity)
World average 0.1426(18) BESIII syst. fully correlated
Fig. 92 Comparison of the
results of f K+ (0)|Vcs | measured
by the Belle [1277], BABAR
[1278], CLEO-c [1279], and
BESIII [1275,1276,1281,1282]
experiments
QCD sum rules (3PSR) [1297], a light-front quark model
(LFQM) [1298,1299], a constituent quark model (CQM)
[1300], and a covariant confined quark model (CCQM)
[1301].
Table 279 summarizes both experimental measurements
and theoretical calculations of these form factors. The
f Ds→K+ (0) value measured by BESIII is consistent with cur-
rent theoretical calculations. The f Ds→η+ (0) and f
Ds→η′+ (0)
values measured by BESIII are consistent with the LCSR
calculations of Refs. [1294,1295]; however, the calculation
of Ref. [1295] is inconsistent with the measured value of
f D→η+ (0). More robust theoretical calculations of these form
factors for both D+ and D+s semileptonic decays are desired.
9.5.10 Determinations of |Vcs | and |Vcd |
Assuming unitarity of the CKM matrix, the values of the
CKM matrix elements entering in charm semileptonic decays
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Fig. 93 Comparison of the
results of f π+ (0)|Vcd | measured
by the Belle [1277], BABAR
[1274], CLEO-c [1279], and
BESIII [1275,1281]
experiments
Table 279 Comparison between theory and experiment for hadronic form factors of other D(s) → P transitions. The BESIII result for f D→η+ (0)
is obtained by dividing the measured product f D→η+ (0)|Vcd | by the world average value for |Vcd |. The uncertainties listed in the first and second
parentheses are statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively







CLEO-c – – 0.38(03)(01) [1290] – –
BESIII 0.458(05)(04) [1289] 0.49(05)(01) [1289] 0.35(03)(01) [1291] – 0.72(08)(01) [1292]
LQCDmπ=470 MeV [1293] 0.564 ± 0.011 0.437 ± 0.018 – – –
LQCDmπ=370 MeV [1293] 0.542 ± 0.013 0.404 ± 0.025 – – –







LCSR [1295] 0.432 ± 0.033 0.520 ± 0.080 0.552 ± 0.051 0.458 ± 0.105 –
LCSR [1296] 0.45 ± 0.14 0.55 ± 0.18 – – –
3PSR [1297] 0.50 ± 0.04 – – – –
LFQM [1298] 0.76 – 0.71 – 0.66
LFQM(I) [1299] 0.50 0.62 – – –
LFQM(II) [1299] 0.48 0.60 – – –
CQM [1300] 0.78 0.78 – – 0.72
CCQM [1301] 0.78 ± 0.12 0.73 ± 11 0.67 ± 0.11 0.76 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.09
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Table 280 Summary of the
latest LQCD calculations of
f D→π+ (0) and f D→K+ (0) from
the Fermilab/MILC, ETM, and
HPQCD collaborations
Collaboration f D→π+ (0) f D→K+ (0)
Fermilab Lattice and MILC [1305] 0.625 ± 0.017 ± 0.013 0.768 ± 0.012 ± 0.011
ETM(2+1+1) [1302] 0.612 ± 0.035 0.765 ± 0.031
HPQCD(2+1) [1303,1304] 0.666 ± 0.029 0.747 ± 0.019
Average 0.634 ± 0.015 0.760 ± 0.011
are evaluated from the Vud , Vtd , and Vcb elements as [21]
|Vcs | = 0.97359+0.00010−0.00011,
|Vcd | = 0.22438 ± 0.00044. (270)
Using the world average values of f K+ (0)|Vcs | and f π+ (0)|Vcd |
from Tables 277 and 278 leads to the form factor values
f K+ (0) = 0.7361 ± 0.0034,
f π+ (0) = 0.6351 ± 0.0081,
which are in agreement with present averages of lattice
QCD calculations. Table 280 summarizes f D→π+ (0) and
f D→K+ (0) results based on N f = 2 + 1 + 1 flavour lattice
QCD of the ETM collaboration [1302], and earlier results
based on N f = 2 + 1 flavour lattice QCD of the HPQCD
collaboration [1303,1304]. Recently, the Fermilab Lattice
and MILC Collaborations released their preliminary results
of f D→K+ (0) and f D→π+ (0) based on N f = 2+1+1 flavour
lattice QCD calculations [1305]. The weighted averages are
f D→π+ (0) = 0.634±0.015 and f D→K+ (0) = 0.760±0.011,
respectively. The experimental accuracy is at present better
than that from lattice calculations.
Alternatively, if one assumes the lattice QCD form factor
values, the averages in Tables 277 and 278 give
|Vcs | = 0.943 ± 0.004(exp.)± 0.014(LQCD),
|Vcd | = 0.2249 ± 0.0028(exp.)± 0.0055(LQCD).
Here, the uncertainties are dominated by the lattice QCD
calculations. These values are consistent within 2.1σ and
0.1σ , respectively, with those obtained from the PDG global
fit assuming CKM unitarity [21].
9.5.11 Test of e-μ lepton flavour universality
In the SM, the couplings between the three families of lep-
tons and gauge bosons are expected to be equal; this is
known as lepton flavour universality (LFU). The semilep-
tonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons are well understood
in the SM and thus offer a robust way to test LFU and
search for new physics. Various tests of LFU with B semilep-
tonic decays have been reported by BABAR, Belle, and
LHCb. The average of the ratio of the branching fractions
B
B→D(∗)τ+ντ /BB→D(∗)+ν ( = μ, e) deviates from the SM
prediction by 3.1σ (see Sect. 6.5). Precision measurements
of D semileptonic decays also tests LFU, and in a manner
complimentary to that of B decays [1306]. Within the SM, the
ratios BD→Kμ+νμ/BD→Ke+νe and BD→πμ+νμ/BD→πe+νe
are predicted to be 0.975±0.001 and 0.985±0.002, respec-
tively [1307]. Above q2 = 0.1 GeV2/c4, where q is the
four momentum of the +ν system, the branching fraction
ratios are expected to be close to unity with negligible uncer-
tainty. This is due to the high correlation of the corresponding
hadronic form factors [1307].
In 2016, BESIII presented improved measurements of the
branching fractions of D+ → K 0μ+νμ [1283], D0 →
π−μ+νμ [1285], and D0 → K−μ+νμ [1282], and the first
measurement of D+ → π0μ+νμ [1285]. All these analyses
used the tagged method and 2.9 fb−1 of data taken at 3.773
GeV. Combining these results with previous BESIII mea-
surements of B(D0 → π−e+νe), B(D+ → π0e+νe), and
B(D0 → K−e+νe) using the same data sample, the ratios
of branching fractions are
B(D0 → π−μ+νμ)
B(D0 → π−e+νe) = 0.922 ± 0.030 ± 0.022 , (271)
B(D+ → π0μ+νμ
B(D+ → π0e+νe) = 0.964 ± 0.037 ± 0.026 , (272)
B(D0 → K−μ+νμ)
B(D0 → K−e+νe) = 0.974 ± 0.007 ± 0.012. (273)
In addition, using the world average for B(D+ → K 0e+νe)
[21] gives
B(D+ → K 0μ+νμ)
B(D+ → K 0e+νe)
= 1.00 ± 0.03. (274)
These results indicate that any e-μ LFU violation in D
semileptonic decays has to be at the level of a few percent
or less. BESIII also tested e-μ LFU in separate q2 inter-
vals using D0(+) → π−(0)+ν [1285] and D0 → K−+ν
[1282] decays. No indication of LFU above the 2σ level was
found.
In 2018, using 0.482 fb−1 of data taken at a center-of-mass
energy of 4.009 GeV, BESIII reported measurements of the
branching fractions for semileptonic decays D+s → φ μ+νμ,
D+s → ημ+νμ, and D+s → η′μ+νμ [1308]. Combining
these results with previous measurements of D+s → φ e+νe
[1308], D+s → ηe+νe, and D+s → η′e+νe [1309] gives the
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ratios
B(D+s → φ μ+νμ)
B(D+s → φ e+νe)
= 0.86 ± 0.29, (275)
B(D+s → ημ+νμ)
B(D+s → ηe+νe)
= 1.05 ± 0.24, (276)
B(D+s → η′μ+νμ)
B(D+s → η′e+νe)
= 1.14 ± 0.68. (277)
These values are all consistent with unity. The uncertainties
include both statistical and systematic uncertainties, the for-
mer of which dominates.
9.5.12 D → V ν decays
When the final state hadron is a vector meson, the decay
can proceed through both vector and axial vector currents,
and four form factors are needed. The hadronic current is




〉 = 2V (q
2)





V (p, ε)| − qγμγ5c|D(p′)
〉 = −i (mD + mV )A1(q2)ε∗μ
+ i A2(q
2)
mD + mV (ε






) [ε∗ · (p′ + p)]qμ. (279)
In this expression, mV is the daughter meson mass and
A3(q
2) = mD + mV
2mV
A1(q




Kinematics require that A3(0) = A0(0). Terms proportional
to qμ are only important for the case of τ leptons. Thus, only
the three form factors A1(q2), A2(q2) and V (q2) are relevant
in the decays involving muons and electrons.
The differential decay rate is
d(D → V ν)








(1 − cos θ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where H± and H0 are helicity amplitudes corresponding to
helicities of the vector (V ) meson or virtual W . The helicity





















Here p∗ is the magnitude of the three-momentum of the V
system as measured in the D rest frame, and θ is the angle of
the lepton momentum with respect to the direction opposite
that of the D in the W rest frame (see Fig. 94 for the electron
case, θe). The left-handed nature of the quark current man-
ifests itself as |H−| > |H+|. The differential decay rate for
D → V ν followed by the vector meson decaying into two
pseudoscalars is
d(D → V ν, V → P1P2)











(1 + cos θ)2 sin2 θV |H+(q2)|2
+ (1 − cos θ)2 sin2 θV |H−(q2)|2
+ 4 sin2 θ cos2 θV |H0(q2)|2
− 4 sin θ(1 + cos θ) sin θV cos θV cosχH+(q2)H0(q2)
+ 4 sin θ(1 − cos θ) sin θV cos θV cosχH−(q2)H0(q2)
− 2 sin2 θ sin2 θV cos 2χH+(q2)H−(q2)
}
, (284)
where the helicity angles θ, θV , and acoplanarity angle χ
are defined as shown in Fig. 94. Typically, the ratios of the









9.5.13 Vector form factor measurements
In 2002, FOCUS reported an asymmetry in the observed
cos(θV ) distribution of D+ → K−π+μ+ν decays [1310].
This was interpreted as evidence for an S-wave K−π+ com-
ponent in the decay amplitude. Since H0 typically domi-
nates over H±, the distribution given by Eq. (284) is, after
integration over χ , roughly proportional to cos2 θV . Inclu-
sion of a constant S-wave amplitude of the form A eiδ leads
to an interference term proportional to |AH0 sin θ cos θV |
which then causes an asymmetry in cos(θV ). When FOCUS
fit their data including this S-wave amplitude, they obtained
A = 0.330±0.022±0.015 GeV−1 and δ = 0.68±0.07±0.05
[1311]. Both BABAR [1312] and CLEO-c [1313] have also
found evidence for an f0 → K+K− component in semilep-
tonic Ds decays.
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Fig. 94 Decay angles θV , θ and χ . Note that the angle χ between the
decay planes is defined in the D-meson reference frame, whereas the
angles θV and θ are defined in the V meson and W reference frames,
respectively
The CLEO-c collaboration extracted the form factors
H+(q2), H−(q2), and H0(q2) from 11,000 D+ → K−π++ν
events in a model-independent fashion directly as functions
of q2 [1314]. They also determined the S-wave form fac-
tor h0(q2) via the interference term, despite the fact that
the Kπ mass distribution appears dominated by the vector
K ∗(892) state. It is observed that H0(q2) dominates over a
wide range of q2, especially at low q2. The transverse form
factor Ht (q2), which can be related to A3(q2), is small com-
pared to LQCD calculations and suggests that the form factor
ratio r3 ≡ A3(0)/A1(0) is large and negative.
The BABAR collaboration selected a large sample of
244×103 D+ → K−π+e+νe candidates with a ratio S/B ∼
2.3 from an integrated luminosity of 347 fb−1 [1315]. With
four particles emitted in the final state, the differential decay
rate depends on five variables. In addition to the four variables
defined in previous sections there is alsom2, the mass squared
of the Kπ system. To analyze the D+ → K−π+e+νe decay
channel, it was assumed that all form factors have a q2 vari-
ation given by the simple pole model, and an effective pole
mass of mA = (2.63 ± 0.10 ± 0.13) GeV/c2 is fitted. This
value is compatible with expectations when comparing to the
mass of J P = 1+ charm mesons. For the mass dependence
of the form factors, a Breit–Wigner with a mass-dependent
width and a Blatt–Weisskopf damping factor is used. For the
S-wave amplitude, a polynomial below the K
∗
0(1430), and
a Breit–Wigner distribution above, are used. These are con-
sistent with measurements of D+ → K−π+π+ decays. For
the polynomial part, a linear term is sufficient to fit the data. It
is verified that the variation of the S-wave phase is compati-
ble with expectations from elastic Kπ scattering [355,1316]
(after correcting for δ3/2) according to the Watson theorem
[1317]. As compared with elastic K−π+ scattering, there is
an additional negative sign between the S and P waves. Con-
tributions from other spin-1 and spin-2 resonances decaying
into K−π+ are also considered.
Since 2016, several new measurements of form factors
in D(s) → Ve+νe decays have been reported by BESIII.
These measurements greatly increase the information avail-
able on D → V +νe decays. The BESIII data was recorded
at center-of-mass energies of 3.773 GeV (2.9 fb−1) and
4.178 GeV (3.2 fb−1). The D → Ve+νe samples are
reconstructed using a tagged method, and 18262, 3112,
978, 491, and 155 signal events, respectively, are obtained
for the D+ → K ∗0e+νe, D0 → K ∗−e+νe, D0,+ →
ρe+νe, D+ → ωe+νe, and D+s → K ∗0e+νe decay modes
[1292,1318–1321]. The form factor ratios rV and r2 are sub-
sequently extracted.
Table 281 lists measurements of rV and r2 from several
experiments. Most of the measurements assume that the q2
dependence of the form factors is given by the simple pole
ansatz. Some of these measurements do not consider a sep-
arate S-wave contribution; in this case such a contribution is
implicitly included in the measured values.
9.5.14 D → S+ν decays
In 2018, BESIII reported measurements of semileptonic
D decays into a scalar meson. The experiment measured
D → a0(980)e+νe, with a0(980) → ηπ . Signal yields
of 25.7+6.4−5.7 events for D0 → a0(980)−e+νe, and 10.2+5.0−4.1
events for D+ → a0(980)0e+νe, were obtained, resulting in
statistical significances of greater than 6.5σ and 3.0σ , respec-
tively [1330]. As the branching fraction for a0(980)→ ηπ
is not well-measured, BESIII reports the product branching
fractions
B[D0 → a0(980)−e+νe] × B[a0(980)− → ηπ−]
= (1.33+0.33−0.29 ± 0.09)× 10−4 , (287)
B[D+ → a0(980)0e+νe] × B[a0(980)0 → ηπ0]
= (1.66+0.81−0.66 ± 0.11)× 10−4. (288)
The ratio of these values can be compared to a prediction
based on QCD light-cone sum rules [1331], after relating the
a0(980)→ ηπ branching fractions via isospin. The result is
a difference of more than 2σ . Taking the lifetimes of the D0
and D+ into account, and assumingB[a0(980)− → ηπ−] =
B[a0(980)0 → ηπ0], the ratio of the partial widths is
[D0 → a0(980)−e+νe]
[D+ → a0(980)0e+νe] = 2.03 ± 0.95 ± 0.06. (289)
This value is consistent with isospin symmetry.
9.5.15 D → A+ν decays
While semileptonic D decays into S-wave states have been
studied in both theory and experiment, there is a long-
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Table 281 Results for rV and
r2 from various experiments
Experiment Reference rV r2
D+ → K ∗0+ν
E691 [1322] 2.0± 0.6± 0.3 0.0± 0.5± 0.2
E653 [1323] 2.00± 0.33± 0.16 0.82± 0.22± 0.11
E687 [1324] 1.74± 0.27± 0.28 0.78± 0.18± 0.11
E791 (e) [1325] 1.90± 0.11± 0.09 0.71± 0.08± 0.09
E791 (μ) [1326] 1.84±0.11±0.09 0.75±0.08±0.09
BEATRICE [1327] 1.45± 0.23± 0.07 1.00± 0.15± 0.03
FOCUS [1311] 1.504±0.057±0.039 0.875±0.049±0.064
BESIII (e) [1318] 1.406 ± 0.058 ± 0.022 0.784 ± 0.041 ± 0.024
D0 → K 0π−+ν
FOCUS (μ) [1328] 1.706±0.677±0.342 0.912±0.370±0.104
BABAR (μ) [1315] 1.493 ± 0.014 ± 0.021 0.775 ± 0.011 ± 0.011
BESIII (e) [1319] 1.46 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.06 ± 0.01
D+ → ωe+νe
BESIII [1320] 1.24 ± 0.09 ± 0.06 1.06 ± 0.15 ± 0.05
D0, D+ → ρ eνe
CLEO [1329] 1.40±0.25±0.03 0.57±0.18±0.06
BESIII [1321] 1.695 ± 0.083 ± 0.051 0.845 ± 0.056 ± 0.039
D+s → φ e+νe
BABAR [1312] 1.849±0.060±0.095 0.763±0.071±0.065
D+s → K ∗0 e+νe
BESIII [1292] 1.67 ± 0.34 ± 0.16 0.77 ± 0.28 ± 0.07
standing puzzle whether transitions into P-wave states have
been established. Previously, CLEO-c reported evidence for
D0 → K1(1270)−e+νe with a statistical significance of
4σ [1332]. The branching fraction was measured to be
B[D0 → K1(1270)−e+νe] = (7.6+4.1−3.0 ± 0.6 ± 0.7) ×
10−4. Recently, BESIII reported the first observation of
D+ → K 1(1270)0e+νe, with a statistical significance
greater than 10σ [1333]. The branching fraction was mea-
sured to be B[D+ → K 1(1270)0e+νe] = (23.0 ± 2.6 ±
1.8± 2.5)× 10−4, which is notably higher than the CLEO-c
result. The third error listed arises from the branching frac-
tion for K1(1270) → Kππ . Taking the lifetimes of the
D0 and D+ into account, the ratio of the partial widths
is
[D+ → K 1(1270)0e+νe]
[D0 → K1(1270)−e+νe] = 1.2
+0.7
−0.5. (290)
This value, like that for D → a0(980)+ν decays, is con-
sistent with isospin symmetry.
9.6 Leptonic decays
Purely leptonic decays of D+ and D+s mesons are among
the simplest and best understood probes of c → d and
c → s quark flavour-changing transitions. The amplitude
of purely leptonic decays consists of the annihilation of the
initial quark–antiquark pair (cd or cs) into a virtual W+
that subsequently materializes as an antilepton–neutrino pair
(+ν). The Standard Model branching fraction is given
by














where mDq is the Dq meson mass, τDq is its lifetime, m is
the charged lepton mass, |Vcq | is the magnitude of the rel-
evant CKM matrix element, and GF is the Fermi coupling
constant. The parameter fDq is the Dq meson decay constant
and parameterizes the overlap of the wave functions of the
constituent quark and anti-quark. The decay constants have
been calculated using several theory methods, the most accu-
rate and robust being that of lattice QCD (LQCD). Using the
N f = 2 ± 1 ± 1 flavour LQCD calculations of fD+ and
fD+s from the ETM [1334] and FNAL/MILC [1335] Col-
laborations, the Flavour Lattice Averaging Group (FLAG)
calculates world average values [1336]
f FLAGD+ = 212.0 ± 0.7 MeV , (292)
f FLAG
D+s
= 249.9 ± 0.5 MeV , (293)
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= 1.1783 ± 0.0016. (294)
These values are used within this section to determine the
magnitudes |Vcd | and |Vcs | from the measured branching
fractions of D+ → +ν and D+s → +ν.
The leptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons are helicity-
suppressed, and thus their decay rates are proportional to the
square of the charged lepton mass. Thus, decays to τ+ντ are
favored over decays to μ+νμ, and decays to e+νe, with an
expected B  10−7, are not yet experimentally observable.















and equals 9.74 ± 0.03 for D+s decays and 2.67 ± 0.01 for
D+ decays, based on the well-measured values of mμ, mτ ,
and mD(s) [21]. A significant deviation from this expectation
would be interpreted as LFU violation in charged currents,
which signifies new physics [1337].
In this section we present world average values for the
product fDq |Vcq |, where q = d, s. For these averages, cor-
relations between measurements and dependencies on input
parameters are taken into account. Since our last report from
2016, there is one new experimental measurement: that of
B(D+s → μ+νμ) by BESIII [1338]. In addition, lattice QCD
calculations of fD and fDs have improved.
9.6.1 D+ → +ν decays and |Vcd |
We use measurements of the branching fraction B(D+ →
μ+νμ) from CLEO-c [1203] and BESIII [1339] to calculate
the world average (WA) value. We obtain
BWA(D+ → μ+νμ) = (3.77 ± 0.17)× 10−4, (296)
from which we determine the product of the decay constant
and the CKM matrix element to be
fD|Vcd | = (46.1 ± 1.1) MeV. (297)
The uncertainty listed includes the uncertainty onBWA(D+ →
μ+νμ), and also uncertainties on the external parametersmμ,
mD , and τD [21] needed to extract fD|Vcd | from the branch-
ing fraction via Eq. (291). Using the LQCD value for fD
from FLAG [Eq. (292)], we calculate the magnitude of the
CKM matrix element Vcd to be
|Vcd | = 0.2173 ± 0.0051 (exp.)± 0.0007 (LQCD), (298)
where the uncertainties are from experiment and from
LQCD, respectively. All input values and the resulting world
average are summarized in Table 282 and plotted in Fig. 95.
The upper limit on the ratio of branching fractions RDτ/μ is
3.2 at 90% CL; this is slightly above the SM expected value.
9.6.2 D+s → +ν decays and |Vcs |
We use measurements of the branching fraction B(D+s →
μ+νμ) from CLEO-c [1241], BABAR [1340], Belle [1341],
and BESIII [1338,1342] to obtain a WA value of
BWA(D+s → μ+νμ) = (5.51 ± 0.16)× 10−3. (299)
The WA value forB(D+s → τ+ντ ) is also calculated from
CLEO-c, BABAR, Belle, and BESIII measurements. CLEO-
c made separate measurements using τ+ → e+νeντ [1343],
τ+ → π+ντ [1241], and τ+ → ρ+ντ decays [1344];
BABAR made separate measurements using τ+ → e+νeντ
and τ+ → μ+νμντ decays [1340]; Belle made separate
measurements using τ+ → e+νeντ , τ+ → μ+νμντ , and
τ+ → π+ντ decays [1341]; and BESIII made measure-
ments using only τ+ → π+ντ [1342] decays. Combining
all these results and accounting for correlations, we obtain a
WA value of
BWA(D+s → τ+ντ ) = (5.52 ± 0.24)× 10−2. (300)
Table 282 Experimental results and world averages for B(D+ → +ν) and fD |Vcd |. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
experimental systematic. The third uncertainty in the case of fD+ |Vcd | is due to external inputs (dominated by the uncertainty on τD). Here, we
take the unconstrained result from CLEO-c
Mode B (10−4) fD |Vcd | (MeV) Reference
μ+νμ 3.95 ± 0.35 ± 0.09 47.1 ± 2.1 ± 0.5 ± 0.2 CLEO-c [1203]
3.71 ± 0.19 ± 0.06 45.7 ± 1.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 BESIII [1339]
3.77± 0.17± 0.05 46.1± 1.0± 0.3± 0.2 Average
e+νe < 0.088 at 90% CL CLEO-c [1203]
τ+ντ < 12 at 90% CL CLEO-c [1203]
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Fig. 95 WA value for fD |Vcd |. For each point, the first error listed is
statistical and the second error is systematic
The ratio of branching fractions is found to be
RDsτ/μ = 10.02 ± 0.52 , (301)
which is consistent with the ratio expected in the SM.
Taking the average ofBWA(D+s → μ+ν) andBWA(D+s →
τ+ν) [Eqs. (299) and (300)], and using the most recent val-
ues for mτ , mDs , and τD [21], we calculate the product of
the Ds decay constant and |Vcs |. The result is
fDs |Vcs | = (247.8 ± 3.1) MeV, (302)
where the uncertainty is due to the uncertainties onBWA(D+s →
μ+νμ), BWA(D+s → τ+ντ ), and the external inputs. All
input values and the resulting world average are summarized
in Table 283 and plotted in Fig. 96. To calculate this average,
Table 283 Experimental results
and world averages for
B(D+s → +ν) and fDs |Vcs |.
The first uncertainty is statistical
and the second is experimental
systematic. The third uncertainty
in the case of fDs |Vcs | is due to
external inputs (dominated by
the uncertainty on τDs ). We have
adjusted the B(D+s → τ+ντ )
values quoted by CLEO-c and
BABAR to account for the most
recent values of
B(τ+ → π+ντ ),
B(τ+ → μ+νμντ ), and
B(τ+ → e+νeντ ) [21].
CLEO-c and BABAR include
the uncertainty in the number of
Ds tags (denominator in the
calculation of the branching
fraction) in the statistical
uncertainty of B; however, we
subtract this uncertainty from
the statistical one and include it
in the systematic uncertainty
Mode B (10−2) fDs |Vcs | (MeV) Reference
μ+νμ 0.565 ± 0.044 ± 0.020 249.8 ± 9.7 ± 4.4 ± 1.0 CLEO-c [1241]
0.602 ± 0.037 ± 0.032 257.8 ± 7.9 ± 6.9 ± 1.0 BABAR [1340]
0.531 ± 0.028 ± 0.020 242.2 ± 6.4 ± 4.6 ± 1.0 Belle [1341]
0.517 ± 0.075 ± 0.021 238.9 ± 17.3 ± 4.9 ± 0.9 BESIII [1342]
0.549 ± 0.016 ± 0.015 246.2 ± 3.6 ± 3.4 ± 1.0 BESIII [1338]
0.551± 0.012± 0.010 246.7± 2.8± 2.3± 1.0 Average
τ+(e+)ντ 5.32 ± 0.47 ± 0.22 245.4 ± 10.9 ± 5.1 ± 1.0 CLEO-c [1344]
τ+(π+)ντ 6.47 ± 0.80 ± 0.22 270.1 ± 16.8 ± 4.6 ± 1.1 CLEO-c [1241]
τ+(ρ+)ντ 5.50 ± 0.54 ± 0.24 249.8 ± 12.3 ± 5.5 ± 1.0 CLEO-c [1343]
τ+ντ 5.59 ± 0.32 ± 0.14 251.7 ± 7.2 ± 3.2 ± 1.0 CLEO-c
τ+(e+)ντ 5.09 ± 0.52 ± 0.68 240.1 ± 12.3 ± 16.1 ± 1.0 BABAR [1340]
τ+(μ+)ντ 4.90 ± 0.46 ± 0.54 235.7 ± 11.1 ± 13.0 ± 1.0
τ+ντ 4.96 ± 0.37 ± 0.57 237.1 ± 8.8 ± 13.6 ± 1.0 BABAR
τ+(e+)ντ 5.38 ± 0.33+0.35−0.31 246.8 ± 7.6+8.1−7.1 ± 1.0 Belle [1341]
τ+(μ+)ντ 5.86 ± 0.37+0.34−0.59 257.8 ± 8.1+7.5−13.0 ± 1.0
τ+(π+)ντ 6.05 ± 0.43+0.46−0.40 261.7 ± 9.3+10.0−8.7 ± 1.0
τ+ντ 5.70 ± 0.21 ± 0.31 254.1 ± 4.7 ± 6.9 ± 1.0 Belle
τ+(π+)ντ 3.28 ± 1.83 ± 0.37 193 ± 54 ± 11 ± 1 BESIII [1342]
5.52± 0.16± 0.18 250.1± 3.6± 4.0± 1.0 Average
μ+νμ + τ+ντ 247.8± 2.2± 2.0± 1.0 Average
e+νe < 0.0083 at 90% CL Belle [1341]
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Fig. 96 WA value for fDs |Vcs |.
For each point, the first error
listed is statistical and the
second error listed is systematic.
BESIII(a) represents results
based on 0.48 fb−1 of data
recorded at
√
s = 4.009 GeV
[1342], and BESIII(b)
represents results based on
3.19 fb−1 of data recorded at√
s = 4.178 GeV [1338]
we take into account correlations within each experiment39
for uncertainties related to normalization, tracking, particle
identification, signal and background parameterizations, and
peaking background contributions.
Using the LQCD value for fDs from FLAG [Eq. (293)],
we calculate the magnitude of the CKM matrix element Vcs
to be
|Vcs | = 0.991 ± 0.013 (exp.)± 0.002 (LQCD), (303)
where the uncertainties are from experiment and from lattice
calculations, respectively.
9.6.3 Comparison with other determinations of |Vcd | and
|Vcs |
Table 284 summarizes, and Fig. 97 displays, all determina-
tions of the magnitudes |Vcd | and |Vcs |. The table and figure
show that, currently, the most precise direct determinations
are from leptonic D+ and D+s decays. The values obtained
39 In the case of BABAR, we use the covariance matrix from the Errata
of Ref. [1340].
are in agreement within uncertainties with those obtained
from a global fit assuming CKM unitarity [260].
9.6.4 Extraction of D(s) meson decay constants
As listed in Table 284 (and plotted in Fig. 97), the values
of |Vcs | and |Vcd | can be determined from a global fit of
the CKM matrix assuming unitarity [260]. These values can
be used to extract the D+ and D+s decay constants from
the world average values of fD|Vcd | and fDs |Vcs | given in
Eqs. (297) and (302). The results are
f expD = (205.4 ± 4.8)MeV, (304)
f expDs = (254.5 ± 3.2)MeV, (305)
and the ratio of the decay constants is
f expDs
f expD
= 1.239 ± 0.033. (306)
These values are in agreement within their uncertainties with
the LQCD values given by FLAG [Eqs. (292)–(294)]. The
only discrepancy is in the ratio of decay constants; in this
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Table 284 Averages of the
magnitudes of CKM matrix
elements |Vcd | and |Vcs |, as
determined from leptonic and
semileptonic D+(s) decays. In
calculating these averages, we
conservatively assume that
uncertainties due to LQCD are
fully correlated. For
comparison, values determined
from neutrino scattering, from
W decays, and from a global fit
to the CKM matrix assuming
unitarity [260] are also listed
Method Reference Value
|Vcd |
D → ν This section 0.2173 ± 0.0051(exp.)± 0.0007(LQCD)
D → πν Section 9.5 0.2249 ± 0.0028(exp.)± 0.0055(LQCD)
D → ν Average 0.2204± 0.0040
D → πν
νN PDG [21] 0.230 ± 0.011
Global CKM Fit CKMFitter [260] 0.22529+0.00041−0.00032
|Vcs |
Ds → ν This section 0.991 ± 0.013(exp.)± 0.002(LQCD)
D → Kν Section 9.5 0.943 ± 0.004(exp.)± 0.014(LQCD)
Ds → ν Average 0.969± 0.010
D → Kν
W → cs PDG [21] 0.94+0.32−0.26 ± 0.13
Global CKM Fit CKMFitter [260] 0.973394+0.000074−0.000096
Fig. 97 Comparison of magnitudes of CKM matrix elements |Vcd | (left) and |Vcs | (right), as determined from leptonic and semileptonic D+(s)
decays. Also listed are results from neutrino scattering, from W decays, and from a global fit of the CKM matrix assuming unitarity [260]
case the measurement is higher by 2.1σ than the LQCD pre-
diction.
9.7 Hadronic D0 decays and final state radiation
Measurements of the branching fractions for the decays
D0 → K∓π±, D0 → π+π−, and D0 → K+K− have
reached sufficient precision to allow averages with O(1%)
relative uncertainties. At this precision, Final State Radiation
(FSR) must be treated correctly and consistently across the
input measurements for the accuracy of the averages to match
the precision. The sensitivity of measurements to FSR arises
because of a tail in the distribution of radiated energy that
extends to the kinematic limit. The tail beyond
∑
Eγ ≈ 30
MeV causes typical selection variables like the hadronic
invariant mass to shift outside the selection range dictated by
experimental resolution, as shown in Fig. 98. While the dif-
ferential rate for the tail is small, the integrated rate amounts
to several percent of the total h+h−(nγ ) rate because of the
tail’s extent. The tail therefore translates directly into a sev-
eral percent loss in experimental efficiency.
All measurements that include an FSR correction have
a correction based on the use of PHOTOS [1345–1349]
within the experiment’s Monte Carlo simulation. PHOTOS
itself, however, has evolved, over the period spanning the set
of measurements [1348]. In particular, the incorporation of
interference between radiation from the two separate mesons
has proceeded in stages: it was first available for particle–
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Fig. 98 The Kπ invariant mass distribution for D0 → K−π+(nγ )
decays. The three curves correspond to three different configurations
of PHOTOS for modeling FSR: version 2.02 without interference
(blue/grey), version 2.02 with interference (red dashed) and version 2.15
with interference (black). The true invariant mass has been smeared with
a typical experimental resolution of 10 MeV/c2. Inset: The correspond-
ing spectrum of total energy radiated per event. The arrow indicates the∑
Eγ value that begins to shift kinematic quantities outside of the range
typically accepted in a measurement
antiparticle pairs in version 2.00 (1993), extended to any
two-body, all-charged, final states in version 2.02 (1999),
and further extended to multi-body final states in version
2.15 (2005). The effects of interference are clearly visible,
as shown in Fig. 98, and cause a roughly 30% increase in the
integrated rate into the high energy photon tail. To evaluate
the FSR correction incorporated into a given measurement,
we must therefore note whether any correction was made, the
version of PHOTOS used in the correction, and whether the
interference terms in PHOTOS were turned on. Also worth
noting, an exponentiated multiple-photon mode was intro-
duced in PHOTOS version 2.09, which allows PHOTOS to
also simulate photons with low energies; this mode can be
switched on or off.
9.7.1 Updates to the branching fractions
Before averaging the measured branching fractions, the pub-
lished results are updated, as necessary, to the FSR prediction
of PHOTOS 2.15 with interference included and exponenti-
ated multiple-photon mode turned on. The update will always
shift a branching fraction to a higher value: with no FSR
correction or an FSR correction suboptimally modeled, the
experimental efficiency determination will be biased high,
and therefore the branching fraction will be biased low.
Most of the branching fraction analyses used the kine-
matic quantity sensitive to FSR in the candidate selection
criteria. For the analyses at the ψ(3770), this variable was
E , the difference between the candidate D0 energy and the
beam energy (e.g., EK + Eπ − Ebeam for D0 → K−π+). In
the remainder of the analyses, the relevant quantity was the
reconstructed hadronic two-body mass mh+h− . To make an
FSR correction, we need to evaluate the fraction of decays
that FSR moves outside of the range accepted for the analy-
sis. The corrections were evaluated using an event generator
(EvtGen [1350,1351]) that incorporates PHOTOS to sim-
ulate the portions of the decay process most relevant to the
correction.
We compared corrections determined both with and with-
out smearing to account for experimental resolution; for the
analyses using mh+h− as the kinematic quantity sensitive to
FSR, the differences were negligible, typically of O(1%) of
the correction itself. The immunity of the correction to res-
olution effects comes about because most of the long FSR-
induced tail in themh+h− distribution resides well away from
the selection boundaries. The smearing from resolution, on
the other hand, mainly affects the distribution of events right
at the boundary. For the analyses usingE however, events
with low energy photons are found to substantially move
events across the selection boundary; thus PHOTOS versions
with exponentiated multiple-photon mode turned on and off,
respectively, can give substantially different FSR corrections.
In the case that this mode is on, smearing of the events with
low energy photons increases the amount of the FSR correc-
tion by about 10%. This is well within the uncertainty on the
FSR correction, as discussed later in this section, and thus
ignored.
For measurements incorporating an FSR correction that
did not include interference and/or use exponentiated multiple-
photon mode, we update by assessing the FSR-induced effi-
ciency loss for both the PHOTOS version and configuration
used in the analysis and our nominal version 2.15 (with inter-
ference included and exponentiated multiple-photon mode
turned on). For measurements that published their sensitivity
to FSR, our generator-level predictions for the original effi-
ciency loss agreed to within a few percent of the correction.
This agreement lends additional credence to the procedure.
Once the event loss from FSR in the most sensitive kine-
matic quantity is accounted for, the event loss in other quanti-
ties is typically very small. For example, analyses using D∗+
tags show very little sensitivity to FSR in the reconstructed
D∗+−D0 mass difference, i.e., in mh+h−π+−mh+h− . In this
case, the effect of FSR tends to cancel in the difference of
reconstructed masses. In the ψ(3770) analyses, the beam-
constrained mass distributions (e.g.
√
E2beam − | pK + pπ |2)
have some sensitivity, but provide negligible independent
sensitivity after the E selection.
The FOCUS [1352] analysis of the branching fraction
ratios B(D0 → π+π−)/B(D0 → K−π+) and B(D0 →
K+K−)/B(D0 → K−π+) obtained yields using fits to the
two-body mass distributions. FSR will both distort the low
end of the signal mass peak, and will contribute a signal com-
ponent to the low side tail used to estimate the background.
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Fig. 99 FOCUS data (dots), original fits (blue) and toy MC parameterization (red) for D0 → K−π+ (left), D0 → π+π− (center), and D0 →
π+π− (right)
The fitting procedure is not sensitive to signal events out in
the FSR tail, which would be counted as part of the back-
ground.
A more complex toy Monte Carlo procedure was required
to analyze the effect of FSR on the fitted yields, which were
published with no FSR corrections applied. Determining the
update involved an iterative procedure in which samples of
similar size to the FOCUS sample were generated and then fit
using the FOCUS signal and background parameterizations.
The MC parameterizations were tuned based on differences
between the fits to the toy MC data and the FOCUS fits, and
the procedure was repeated. These steps were iterated until
the fit parameters matched the original FOCUS parameters.
The toy MC samples for the first iteration were based
on the generator-level distributions of mK−π+ , mπ+π− , and
mK+K− , including the effects of FSR, smeared according to
the original FOCUS resolution function, and on backgrounds
generated using the parameterization from the final FOCUS
fits. For each iteration, 400 to 1600 individual data-sized
samples were generated and fit. The central values of the
parameters from these fits determined the corrections to the
generator parameters for the following iteration. The ratio
between the number of signal events generated and the final
signal yield provides the required FSR correction in the final
iteration. Only a few iterations were required in each mode.
Figure 99 shows the FOCUS data, the published FOCUS fits,
and the final toy MC parameterizations. The toy MC provides
an excellent description of the data.
The corrections obtained to the individual FOCUS yields
were 1.0298± 0.0001 for K−π+, 1.062± 0.001 for π+π−,
and 1.0183 ± 0.0003 for K+K−. These corrections tend
to cancel in the branching ratios, leading to corrections
(update shifts) of 1.031 ± 0.001 (3.10%) for B(D0 →
π+π−)/B(D0 → K−π+), and 0.9888± 0.0003 (−1.12%)
for B(D0 → K+K−)/B(D0 → K−π+).
Table 285 summarizes the updated branching fractions.
The published FSR-related modeling uncertainties have been
replaced with a new, common estimate; this estimate is based
on the assumption that the dominant uncertainty in the FSR
corrections comes from the fact that the mesons are treated
as structureless particles. No contributions from structure-
dependent terms in the decay process (e.g., radiation from
individual quarks) are included in PHOTOS. Internal studies
performed by various experiments have indicated that in Kπ
decays, the PHOTOS corrections agree with data at the 20-
30% level. We therefore attribute a 25% uncertainty to the
(updated) FSR correction from potential structure-dependent
contributions. For the other two modes, the only difference
in structure is the final state valence quark content. While
radiative corrections typically enter with a 1/M dependence,
the additional contribution from the structure terms enters
on a time scale shorter than the hadronization time scale.
Thus, this contribution corresponds to M ∼ QCD rather
than that of the quark masses and would be the same for
all three modes. We make this assumption when treating the
correlations among measurements. We also assume that the
PHOTOS amplitudes and any missing structure amplitudes
interfere constructively. The uncertainties largely cancel in
the branching fraction ratios. For the final average branching
fractions, the FSR uncertainty on Kπ is as large as the uncer-
tainty due to other systematic effects. Note that because of
the relative sizes of FSR in the different modes, the ππ/Kπ
branching ratio uncertainty from FSR is positively correlated
with that for the Kπ branching fraction, while the KK/Kπ
branching ratio FSR uncertainty is negatively correlated.
The B(D0 → K−π+) measurement of reference [1361],
the B(D0 → π+π−)/B(D0 → K−π+) measurements of
references [1224] and [1175], and the B(D0 → K+K−)/
B(D0 → K−π+) measurement of reference [1175] are
excluded from the branching fraction averages presented
here. These measurements appear not to have incorporated
any FSR corrections, and insufficient information is available
to determine the 2-3% update shifts that would be required.
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Table 285 The experimental
measurements relating to
B(D0 → K−π+),
B(D0 → π+π−), and
B(D0 → K+K−) after
updating them to the common
version and configuration of
PHOTOS. The uncertainties are
statistical and total systematic,
with the FSR-related systematic
estimated in this procedure
shown in parentheses. Also
listed are the percent shifts in
the results from those with the
original correction (if any), in
the case an update is applied




Experiment (acronym) Result (rescaled) Update shift [%] PHOTOS
D0 → K−π+
BESIII 18 (BE18) [1353] 3.931 ± 0.006 ± 0.067(44)% 1.25 2.03/Yes
CLEO-c 14 (CC14) [1207] 3.934 ± 0.021 ± 0.061(31)% – 2.15/Yes
BABAR 07 (BA07) [1354] 4.035 ± 0.037 ± 0.074(24)% 0.69 2.02/No
CLEO II 98 (CL98) [1355] 3.917 ± 0.154 ± 0.167(27)% 2.80 None
ALEPH 97 (AL97) [1356] 3.931 ± 0.091 ± 0.124(27)% 0.79 2.0/No
ARGUS 94 (AR94) [1357] 3.490 ± 0.123 ± 0.287(20)% 2.33 None
CLEO II 93 (CL93) [1358] 3.965 ± 0.080 ± 0.171(13)% 0.38 2.0/No
ALEPH 91 (AL91) [1359] 3.733 ± 0.351 ± 0.455(28)% 3.12 None
D0 → π+π−
BESIII 18 [1353] 0.1529 ± 0.0018 ± 0.0032(23)% 1.39 2.03/Yes
D0 → π+π−/D0 → K−π+
CLEO-c 10 (CC10) [1204] 0.0370 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0009(02) – 2.15/Yes
CDF 05 (CD05) [1360] 0.03594 ± 0.00054 ± 0.00043(15) – 2.15/Yes
FOCUS 02 (FO02) [1352] 0.0364 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0006(02) 3.10 None
D0 → K+K−
BESIII 18 [1353] 0.4271 ± 0.0021 ± 0.0069(27)% 0.89 2.03/Yes
D0 → K+K−/D0 → K−π+
CLEO-c 10 [1204] 0.1041 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0012(03) – 2.15/Yes
CDF 05 [1360] 0.0992 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0012(01) – 2.15/Yes
FOCUS 02 [1352] 0.0982 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0014(01) -1.12 None
9.7.2 Average branching fractions for D0 → K−π+,
D0 → π+π− and D0 → K+K−
The average branching fractions for D0 → K−π+, D0 →
π+π− and D0 → K+K− decays are obtained from a sin-
gle χ2 minimization procedure, in which the three branch-
ing fractions are floating parameters. The central values are
obtained from a fit in which the full covariance matrix,
accounting for all statistical, systematic (excluding FSR), and
FSR measurement uncertainties, is used. Table 286 presents
the correlation matrix for this nominal fit. We then obtain
the three reported uncertainties on those central values as
follows: The statistical uncertainties are obtained from a fit
using only the statistical covariance matrix. The systematic
uncertainties are obtained by subtracting (in quadrature) the
statistical uncertainties from the uncertainties determined via
a fit using a covariance matrix that accounts for both sta-
tistical and systematic measurement uncertainties. The FSR
uncertainties are obtained by subtracting (in quadrature) the
uncertainties determined via a fit using a covariance matrix
that accounts for both statistical and systematic measure-
ment uncertainties from the uncertainties determined via the
fit using the full covariance matrix.
In forming the full covariance matrix, the FSR uncer-
tainties are treated as fully correlated (or anti-correlated)
as described above. For the covariance matrices involving
systematic measurement uncertainties, ALEPH’s systematic
uncertainties in the θD∗ parameter are treated as fully cor-
related between the ALEPH 97 and ALEPH 91 measure-
ments. Similarly, the tracking efficiency uncertainties in the
CLEO II 98 and the CLEO II 93 measurements are treated as
fully correlated. For the three BESIII 18 results, both track-
ing and particle identification efficiencies for any particles
shared between decay modes are treated as fully correlated.
Finally, the BESIII 18 results also have a fully correlated sta-
tistical dependence on the number of D0D
0
pairs produced.
The averaging procedure results in a final χ2 of 36.0 for
13 (16 − 3) degrees of freedom. The branching fractions
obtained are
B(D0 → K−π+) = (3.999 ± 0.006 ± 0.031 ± 0.032 )%,
(307)
B(D0 → π+π−) = (0.1490 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0015 ± 0.0019)%,
(308)
B(D0 → K+K−) = (0.4113 ± 0.0017 ± 0.0041 ± 0.0025)%.
(309)
The uncertainties, estimated as described above, are statis-
tical, systematic (excluding FSR), and FSR modeling. The
correlation coefficients from the fit using the total uncertain-
ties are
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Fig. 100 Comparison of measurements of B(D0 → K−π+) (blue)
with the average branching fraction obtained here (red, and yellow
band). For these measurements only, the partial χ2 is 4.9 in the final fit
K−π+ π+π− K+K−
K−π+ 1.00 0.77 0.76
π+π− 0.77 1.00 0.58
K+K− 0.76 0.58 1.00
As Fig. 100 shows, the average value for B(D0 →
K−π+) and the input branching fractions agree very well.
For the B(D0 → K−π+)measurements only, the partial χ2
is 4.9 in the final fit. With the estimated uncertainty in the
FSR modeling used here, the FSR uncertainty dominates the
statistical uncertainty in the average, suggesting that exper-
imental work in the near future should focus on verification
of FSR with
∑
Eγ  100 MeV. Note that the systematic
uncertainty excluding FSR has now approached the level of
the FSR uncertainty; in the most precise measurements of
these branching fractions, the competing uncertainty is the
uncertainty on the tracking efficiency.
The B(D0 → K+K−) and B(D0 → π+π−) measure-
ments inferred from the branching ratio measurements do
not agree as well (Fig. 101). There is some tension among
the results when all measurements related to B(D0 →
K+K−) and B(D0 → π+π−) are included in the average
together. For the measurements related to B(D0 → K+K−)
[B(D0 → π+π−)] only, the partial χ2 is 15.7 [6.0] in the
final fit.
The B(D0 → K−π+) average obtained here is approx-
imately four statistical standard deviations higher than the
PDG 2018 update average [21]. Table 287 shows the evo-
lution from a fit similar to the PDG fit (no FSR updates
or correlations, reference [1361] included, reference [1353]
not included) to the average presented here. There are three
main contributions to the difference. The branching fraction
in reference [1361] is low, and its exclusion shifts the result
upwards. A large shift (−0.024%) is due to the precision of
reference [1353] as it is added; reference [1353] is a con-
siderably lower result than the PDG average before the FSR
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Fig. 101 The B(D0 → K+K−) (left) and B(D0 → π+π−) (right) values obtained either from absolute measurements or by scaling the measured
branching ratios with the B(D0 → K−π+) branching fraction average obtained here. For the measurements (blue points), the error bars correspond
to the statistical, systematic and either the Kπ normalization uncertainties or, in case of an absolute measurement, the FSR modeling uncertainty.
The average obtained here (red point, yellow band) lists the statistical, systematics excluding FSR, and the FSR systematic. For the measurements
related to B(D0 → K+K−) [B(D0 → π+π−)] only, the partial χ2 is 15.7 [6.0] in the final fit
Table 287 Evolution of the D0 → K−π+ branching fraction from a fit with no FSR updates or correlations (similar to the average in the PDG
2018 update [21]) to the nominal fit presented here
Modes fit Description B(D0 → K−π+) (%) χ2/(deg. of freedom)
K−π+ PDG 2018 [21] equivalent 3.931 ± 0.017 ± 0.041 4.5/(8 − 1) = 0.64
K−π+ drop Ref. [1361] 3.937 ± 0.017 ± 0.041 4.4/(7 − 1) = 0.73
K−π+ add Ref. [1353] 3.913 ± 0.006 ± 0.033 5.1/(8 − 1) = 0.73
K−π+ add FSR updates 3.948 ± 0.006 ± 0.032 ± 0.019 3.5/(8 − 1) = 0.50
K−π+ add FSR correlations 3.949 ± 0.006 ± 0.032 ± 0.033 3.7/(8 − 1) = 0.53
all add CLEO-c, CDF, and FOCUS h+h− 3.956 ± 0.006 ± 0.032 ± 0.033 11.1/(14 − 3) = 1.01
all add BESIII h+h− 3.999 ± 0.006 ± 0.031 ± 0.032 36.0/(16 − 3) = 2.77
update. A subsequently larger shift (+0.035%) is due to the
FSR updates, which as expected shift the result upwards, and
coincidentally back to compatible with the PDG average.
The largest shift (+0.050%) occurs as all of the measure-
ments related toB(D0 → K+K−) andB(D0 → π+π−) are
included in the average together with the B(D0 → K−π+)
measurements.
9.7.3 Average branching fraction for D0 → K+π−
There is no reason to presume that the effects of FSR should
be different in D0 → K+π− and D0 → K−π+ decays,
as both decay to one charged kaon and one charged pion;
indeed, for the same version of PHOTOS the FSR simula-
tions of these decays are identical. Measurements of the rel-
ative branching fraction ratio between the doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decay D0 → K+π− and the Cabibbo-favored
decay D0 → K−π+ (RD , determined in Sect. 9.1) have
now approached O(1%) relative uncertainties. This makes it
worthwhile to combine our RD average with the B(D0 →
K−π+) average obtained in Eq. (307), to provide a measure-
ment of the branching fraction:
B(D0 → K+π−) = (1.376 ± 0.017)× 10−4. (310)
Note that, by definition of RD , these branching fractions
do not include any contribution from Cabibbo-favored D0 →
K+π− decays. Our result is more precise than the PDG 2018
value of (1.366±0.028)×10−4 [21] due to our using a more
precise value for the ratio RD (obtained from a global fit to
a range of mixing data, see Sect. 9.1).
9.7.4 Consideration of PHOTOS++
The versions of PHOTOS that existing measurements were
performed with are now well over a decade out of date. The
newest version, PHOTOS++ 3.61 [1362], is now fully based
on C++ instead of the original FORTRAN. None of the mea-
surements used in our branching fraction averages use PHO-
TOS++, so we have not yet undertaken an effort to update
all results to this newest version. However, at this time it is
worth continuing our procedure to evaluate whether there is
any continued low bias in the the branching fractions, due to
sub-optimal modeling of FSR.
We find that the FSR spectra for PHOTOS 2.15, with inter-
ference included and exponentiated multiple-photon mode
turned on, and PHOTOS++ (in its default mode) are compat-
ible. The distributions of mKπ for simulated D mesons from
B → D∗X decays produced atϒ(4S) threshold appear to be
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Table 288 Experimental
measurements and world
averages for the branching
fractions B(D+s → K−K+π+),
B(D+s → K 0K+), and
B(D+s → ηπ+). The first
uncertainty listed is statistical,
and the second is systematic
Mode Branching fraction (%) Reference
K−K+π+ 5.78 ± 0.20 ± 0.30 BABAR [1340]
5.06 ± 0.15 ± 0.21 Belle [1341]
5.55 ± 0.14 ± 0.13 CLEO-c [1242]
5.44± 0.09± 0.11 Average
K 0K+ 2.95 ± 0.11 ± 0.09 Belle [1341]
3.04 ± 0.10 ± 0.06 CLEO-c D+s → K 0S K+ [1242]
2.850 ± 0.076 ± 0.038 BESIII D+s → K 0S K+ [1364]
2.970 ± 0.078 ± 0.041 BESIII D+s → K 0L K+ [1364]
2.94± 0.04± 0.03 Average
ηπ+ 1.67 ± 0.08 ± 0.06 CLEO-c [1242]
1.82 ± 0.14 ± 0.07 Belle [1341]
1.71± 0.07± 0.05 Average
identical. As an example, the BABAR 07 selection criteria
was applied to decays simulated with PHOTOS++ and our
nominal version of PHOTOS 2.15; both produce identical
FSR corrections to within 0.01%.
The distributions of E for simulated D mesons pro-
duced at ψ(3770) threshold also appear to be identical. As
an example, for the BESIII 18 D0 → K−π+, D0 → π+π−,
and D0 → K+K− branching fraction results, the additional
update shifts required to correct from our nominal version of
PHOTOS 2.15 to PHOTOS++ are less than or equal to 0.02%.
However, if smearing is applied with the BESIII 18E res-
olution, while the update for D0 → K−π+ remains negligi-
ble, the update shifts for D0 → π+π− and D0 → K+K−
are modest at −0.25% and 0.19%, respectively; this level
of shifts are well within the systematic uncertainty of our
averages.
9.8 Hadronic Ds decays
For D+s mesons, most branching fractions are measured rel-
ative to the normalizing channels D+s → K−K+π+ and
D+s → K 0K+. Thus, it is important to know the absolute
branching fractions for these modes as precisely as possi-
ble. To achieve that, we calculate world average values using
all relevant measurements and accounting for correlations
among measurements. In addition, we calculate a world aver-
age branching fraction for D+s → ηπ+, for which abso-
lute branching fraction measurements exist. Other D+s decay
modes are either measured relative to one of the normaliza-
tion modes above, or only a single measurement exists (e.g.,
Ref. [1363]). We note that the well-known two-body decay
modes D+s → φπ+ and D+s → K ∗0K+ are subsets of
D+s → K−K+π+.
All measurements used are listed in Table 288 and plot-
ted along with the resulting world averages in Figs. 102,
103, and 104. The measurements of B(D+s → K−K+π+)
Fig. 102 Input values and world average for B(D+s → K−K+π+).
The first uncertainty listed is statistical, and the second is systematic
are integrated over phase space and thus have uncertainties
arising from the contributions of intermediate resonances.
These are accounted for in the systematic uncertainties. For
D+s → K 0K+, we use measurements of B(D+s → K 0S K+)
from CLEO-c and BESIII, and a measurement of B(D+s →
K 0L K
+) from BESIII, assuming B(D+s → K 0K+) =
2 × B(D+s → K 0S K+) = 2 × B(D+s → K 0L K+). The
two BESIII measurements are statistically independent but
have correlated systematic uncertainties; we take these cor-
relations into account when calculating the world average.
We perform our averaging using COMBOS [1153], and the
results are
BWA(D+s → K−K+π+) = (5.44 ± 0.14)% , (311)
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Fig. 103 Input values and world average for B(D+s → K 0K+). The
first uncertainty listed is statistical, and the second is systematic
Fig. 104 Input values and world average for B(D+s → ηπ+). The first
uncertainty listed is statistical, and the second is systematic
BWA(D+s → K 0K+) = (2.94 ± 0.05)% , (312)
BWA(D+s → ηπ+) = (1.71 ± 0.08)%. (313)
The uncertainties listed are total uncertainties, i.e., statistical
plus systematic combined.
9.9 Excited D(s) mesons
Excited “open” charm mesons have received increased atten-
tion since the first observation of states that were incon-
sistent with QCD predictions [1365–1368]. Their proper-
ties can be measured in both prompt analyses as well as
in amplitude analyses of multi-body B decays. Tables 289,
290, and 291 summarize the measurements of masses and
widths of excited D and Ds states. If a preferred assignment
of spin and parity was measured, it is listed in the column
J P , where the label “natural” denotes P = (−1)J (J P =
0+, 1−, 2+ . . .) and “unnatural” denotes P = (−1)J+1
(J P = 0−, 1+, 2− . . .). In some studies, it was possible to
identify only whether the state has natural or unnatural spin-
parity, but not the values of the quantum numbers.
For states in which multiple measurements are available,
an average mass and width are calculated; these are listed
in the gray shaded rows. For simplicity, when calculating
averages, we neglect possible correlations among individual
measurements. All averaged masses and widths are summa-
rized in Fig. 105. The resonances listed in the tables and
figures are as they appear in the respective publications. In
some cases, it is unclear whether separately listed states are
in fact distinct or are the same resonance. An example is the
recently observed D∗1(2680)0 state [1380], which has param-
eters close to those of the D∗(2650)0. Further measurements
are needed to resolve these ambiguities.
The masses and widths of narrow ( < 50 MeV) orbitally
excited D mesons (1P states), both neutral and charged, are
well-established. Measurements of broad states ( ∼ 200–
400 MeV) are less abundant, as identifying the signal is
more challenging. There is a ∼ 2σ difference between the
D∗0(2400)0 masses measured by Belle [755] and BABAR
[756] (which are in good agreement) and that measured by
the FOCUS [1369] experiment. No data exist yet for the
D1(2430)± state. Dalitz plot analyses of B → D(∗)ππ
decays strongly favor the assignments 0+ and 1+ for the spin-
parity quantum numbers of the D∗0(2400)0/D∗0(2400)± and
D1(2430)0 states, respectively. The measured masses and
widths, as well as the J P values, are in agreement with the-
oretical predictions based on potential models [526,1401–
1403].
The spectroscopic assignment of heavier states remains
less clear. Further theoretical studies suggest the identity of
some 2S and 1D states [1404,1405] and tentatively discuss
possible 1F, 3S and 2P states. Possible new states to be found
in the future are suggested in Ref. [1405].
Tables 292 and 293 summarize branching fractions of B
meson decays to excited D and Ds states, respectively. The
measurements listed are the products of the B meson branch-
ing fraction and the daughter D meson branching fraction. It
is notable that the branching fractions for B mesons decay-
ing to a narrow D∗ state and a pion are similar for charged
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 105 (a) Average masses for excited Ds mesons; (b) average masses for excited D mesons; (c) average widths for excited Ds mesons; (d)
average widths for excited D mesons. The vertical shaded regions distinguish between different spin-parity states
and neutral B initial states, while the branching fractions to
a broad D∗ state and π+ are much larger for B+ than for B0.
This may be due to the fact that color-suppressed amplitudes
contribute only to the B+ decay and not to the B0 decay (for a
theoretical discussion, see Refs. [1406,1407]). Values for the
branching fractions of the D mesons are difficult to extract
due to the unknown (and difficult to calculate) B → D∗X
branching fractions.
The discoveries of the D∗s0(2317)± and Ds1(2460)± have
triggered increased interest in properties of, and searches
for, excited Ds mesons. While the masses and widths of
Ds1(2536)± and D∗s2(2573)± states are in relatively good
agreement with potential model predictions, the masses of
D∗s0(2317)± and Ds1(2460)± states are significantly lower
than expected (see Ref. [1408] for a discussion of cs models).
Moreover, the mass splitting between these two states greatly
exceeds that between the Ds1(2536)± and Ds2(2573)±.
These unexpected properties have led to interpretations of
the D∗s0(2317)± and Ds1(2460)± as exotic four-quark states
[1409,1410].
While there are few measurements of the J P values of
D∗s0(2317)± and Ds1(2460)±, the available data favor 0+ and
1+, respectively. A molecule-like (DK ) interpretation of the
D∗s0(2317)± and Ds1(2460)± [1409,1410] that can account
for their low masses and isospin-breaking decay modes is
tested by searching for charged and neutral isospin partners
of these states; thus far, such searches have yielded negative
results. Therefore, the models that predict equal production
rates for different charged states are excluded. The molec-
ular picture can also be tested by measuring the rates for
the radiative processes D∗s0(2317)±/Ds1(2460)± → D(∗)s γ
and comparing to theoretical predictions. The predicted rates,
however, are below the sensitivity of current experiments.
Another model successful in explaining the total widths
and the D∗s0(2317)± – Ds1(2460)± mass splitting is based
on the assumption that these states are chiral partners of the
ground states D+s and D∗s [1411]. While some measured
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Table 293 Product of the B meson branching fraction and the daughter (excited) Ds meson branching fraction
Resonance Decay B [10−4] Measured by Reference
D∗s0(2317)± B0 → D∗s0(2317)+(→ D+s π0)D− 8.6+3.3−2.6 ± 2.6 Belle [683]
18.0 ± 4.0+6.7−5.0 BABAR [684]
10.1+1.3−1.2 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 Belle [685]
10.2 ± 1.5 Our average
B+ → D∗s0(2317)+(→ D+s π0)D0 8.0+1.3−1.2 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 Belle [685]
B0 → D∗s0(2317)+(→ D+s π0)K− 0.53+0.15−0.13 ± 0.16 Belle [666]
Ds1(2460)± B0 → Ds1(2460)+(→ D∗+s π0)D− 22.7+7.3−6.2 ± 6.8 Belle [683]
28.0 ± 8.0+11.2−7.8 BABAR [684]
24.7 ± 7.6 Our average
B0 → Ds1(2460)+(→ D∗+s γ )D− 8.2+2.2−1.9 ± 2.5 Belle [683]
8.0 ± 2.0+3.2−2.3 BABAR [684]
8.1 ± 2.3 Our average
Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0 (56 ± 13 ± 9)% BABAR [678]
Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s γ (16 ± 4 ± 3)% BABAR [678]
Ds1(2536)± B0 → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗0K+)D− 1.71 ± 0.48 ± 0.32 BABAR [686]
B0 → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗+K 0)D− 2.61 ± 1.03 ± 0.31 BABAR [686]
B0 → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗0K+)D∗− 3.32 ± 0.88 ± 0.66 BABAR [686]
B0 → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗+K 0)D∗− 5.00 ± 1.51 ± 0.67 BABAR [686]
B+ → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗0K+)D0 2.16 ± 0.52 ± 0.45 BABAR [686]
B+ → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗+K 0)D0 2.30 ± 0.98 ± 0.43 BABAR [686]
B+ → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗0K+)D∗0 5.46 ± 1.17 ± 1.04 BABAR [686]
B+ → Ds1(2536)+(→ D∗+K 0)D∗0 3.92 ± 2.46 ± 0.83 BABAR [686]
D∗s2(2573)± B0 → D∗s2(2573)(→ D0K+)D− 0.34 ± 0.17 ± 0.05 BABAR [1397]
B+ → D∗s2(2573)(→ D0K+)D0 0.08 ± 14 ± 0.05 BABAR [1397]
Ds1∗(2700)± B+ → Ds1∗(2700)+(→ D0K+)D0 11.3 ± 2.2+1.4−2.8 Belle [777]
5.02 ± 0.71 ± 0.93 BABAR [1397]
5.83 ± 1.09 Our average
B0 → Ds1∗(2700)+(→ D0K+)D− 7.14 ± 0.96 ± 0.69 BABAR [1397]
branching fraction ratios agree with predicted values, fur-
ther experimental tests with better sensitivity are needed to
confirm or refute this scenario. A summary of the mass dif-
ference measurements is given in Table 294.
Measurements by BABAR [1399] and LHCb [1398] first
indicated the existence of a strange-charm D∗s J (2860)±
meson. An LHCb study of B0s → D0K−π+ decays, in
which they searched for excited Ds mesons [1400], showed
with 10σ significance that this state comprises two different
particles, one of spin 1 and one of spin 3. This represents the
first measurement of a heavy flavoured spin-3 particle, and
the first observation of B meson decays to spin 3 particles. A
subsequent study of DsJ mesons by the LHCb collaboration
[1396] supports the natural parity assignment for this state
(J P = 3−). This study also shows weak evidence for a fur-
ther structure at a mass around 3040 MeV/c2 with unnatural
parity, which was first hinted at by a BABAR analysis [1399].
The second observation of a spin-3 charm meson was a sub-
sequent LHCb analysis of B0 → D0π+π− decays, which
measured the spin-parity assignment of the state D∗3(2760)±
to be J P = 3−. This resonance was in fact observed previ-
ously by BABAR [1270] and LHCb [1271]. The measure-
ment suggests a spectroscopic assignment of 3D3. Recently,
the corresponding neutral state was also observed by LHCb,
the D∗3(2760)0 [1380].
Other observed excited Ds states include D∗s1(2700)± and
D∗s2(2573)±. The properties of both (mass, width, J P ) have
been measured and determined in several analyses. A the-
oretical discussion [1412] investigates the possibility that
the Ds1(2700)± could represent radial excitations of the
D∗±s . Similarly, the D∗s1(2860)± and DsJ (3040)± could be
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Table 294 Measurements of
mass differences for excited D
mesons
Resonance Relative to m [MeV/c2] Measured by Reference
D∗1 (2420)0 D∗+ 410.2 ± 2.1 ± 0.9 ZEUS [1414]
411.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.4 CDF [1372]
411.5 ± 0.8 Our average
D1(2420)
± D∗1 (2420)0 4
+2
−3 ± 3 CLEO [1378]
D∗2 (2460)0 D+ 593.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.5 CDF [1372]
D∗+ 458.8 ± 3.7+1.2−1.3 ZEUS [1414]
D∗2 (2460)± D∗2 (2460)0 3.1 ± 1.9 ± 0.9 FOCUS [1369]
−2 ± 4 ± 4 CLEO [1378]
14 ± 5 ± 8 ARGUS [1381]
3.0 ± 1.9 Our average
D∗s0(2317)± D±s 348.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.7 Belle [1367]
350.0 ± 1.2 ± 1.0 CLEO [1366]
351.3 ± 2.1 ± 1.9 Belle [683]
349.2 ± 0.7 Our average
Ds1(2460)± D∗±s 344.1 ± 1.3 ± 1.1 Belle [1367]
351.2 ± 1.7 ± 1.0 CLEO [1366]
346.8 ± 1.6 ± 1.9 Belle [683]
347.1 ± 1.1 Our average
D±s 491.0 ± 1.3 ± 1.9 Belle [1367]
491.4 ± 0.9 ± 1.5 Belle [1367]
491.3 ± 1.4 Our average
Ds1(2536)± D∗(2010)± 524.83 ± 0.01 ± 0.04 BABAR [1389]
525.30+0.44−0.41 ± 0.10 ZEUS [1414]
525.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.1 ALEPH [1415]
524.84 ± 0.04 Our average
D∗(2007)0 528.7 ± 1.9 ± 0.5 ALEPH [1415]
D∗s2(2573)± D0 704 ± 3 ± 1 ALEPH [1415]
Table 295 Measurements of polarization amplitudes for excited D
mesons









3.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.8 BABAR [534]
5.61 ± 0.24 Our average
D1(2420)
± 3.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.8 BABAR [534]
D∗2 (2460)0 −1.16 ± 0.35 ZEUS [1371]
D(2750)0 −0.33 ± 0.28 BABAR [1270]
excitations of D∗s0(2317)± and Ds1(2460)± or Ds1(2536)±,
respectively.
Table 295 summarizes measurements of the helicity
parameter AD (also referred to as the polarization ampli-
tude). In D∗∗ meson decays to D∗∗ → D∗π , D∗ → Dπ , the
helicity distribution varies like 1+ AD cos2 θH , where θH is
the angle in the D∗ rest frame between the two pions emitted
by decay D∗∗ → D∗π and the D∗ → Dπ . The parameter
is sensitive to possible S-wave contributions in the decay. In
the case of a D meson decay decaying purely via D-wave,
the helicity parameter is predicted to be AD = 3. Studies of
the D1(2420)0 meson by the ZEUS and BABAR collabora-
tions suggest that there is an S-wave admixture in the decay,
which is contrary to the expectation based on Heavy Quark
Effective Theory [498,1413].
9.10 Excited charm baryons
In this section we summarize the present status of excited
charmed baryons, decaying strongly or electromagnetically.
We list their masses (or the mass difference between the
excited baryon and the corresponding ground state), natu-
ral widths, decay modes, and assigned quantum numbers.
The present ground-state measurements are: M(+c ) =
2286.46 ± 0.14 MeV/c2 measured by BABAR [1416],
M(0c) = (2470.85+0.28−0.04) MeV/c2 and M(+c ) =
(2467.93+0.28−0.40) MeV/c2, both dominated by CDF [159], and
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Table 296 Summary of excited +c baryons
Charmed baryon excited state Mode Mass (MeV/c2) Natural width (MeV) J P
c(2595)+ +c π+π−, c(2455)π 2592.25 ± 0.28 2.59 ± 0.30 ± 0.47 1/2−
c(2625)+ +c π+π− 2628.11 ± 0.19 < 0.97 3/2−
c(2765)+ +c π+π−, c(2455)π 2766.6 ± 2.4 50 ?
c(2860)+ D0 p 2856.1+2.0−1.7 ± 0.5+1.1−5.6 67.6+10.1−8.1 ± 1.4 +5.9−20.0 3/2+
c(2880)+ +c π+π−, c(2455)π , c(2520)π , D0 p 2881.63 ± 0.24 5.6+0.8−0.6 ± 0.8 5/2+
c(2940)+ D0 p, c(2455)π 2939.6+1.3−1.5 20
+6
−5 ?
Table 297 Summary of the
excited ++,+,0c baryon family
Charmed baryon excited state Mode M (MeV/c2) Natural width (MeV) J P
c(2455)++ +c π+ 167.510 ± 0.17 1.89+0.09−0.18 1/2+
c(2455)+ +c π0 166.4 ± 0.4 < 4.6 @ 90% CL 1/2+
c(2455)0 +c π− 167.29 ± 0.17 1.83+0.11−0.19 1/2+
c(2520)++ +c π+ 231.95+0.17−0.12 14.78
+0.30
−0.40 3/2+
c(2520)+ +c π0 231.0 ± 2.3 < 17 @ 90% CL 3/2+
c(2520)0 +c π− 232.02 +0.15−0.14 15.3
+0.4
−0.5 3/2+
c(2800)++ +c π+ 514 +4−6 75
+18+12
−13−11 3/2−?
c(2800)+ +c π0 505+15−5 62
+37+52
−23−38
c(2800)0 +c π− 519+5−7 72
+22
−15
+c π− 560 ± 8 ± 10 86+33−22
M(0c) = (2695.2 ± 1.7) MeV/c2, dominated by Belle
[1417]. Should these values change, so will some of the val-
ues for the masses of the excited states.
Table 296 summarizes the excited +c baryons. The first
two states listed, namely the c(2595)+ and c(2625)+,
are well-established. The measured masses and decay pat-
terns suggest that they are orbitally excited +c baryons
with total angular momentum of the light quarks L = 1.
Thus their quantum numbers are assigned to be J P =
( 12 )
− and J P = ( 32 )−, respectively. Their mass measure-
ments are dominated by CDF [1418]: M(c(2595)+) =
(2592.25 ± 0.24 ± 0.14) MeV/c2 and M(c(2625)+) =
(2628.11± 0.13± 0.14) MeV/c2. Earlier measurements did
not fully take into account the restricted phase-space of the
c(2595)+ decays.
The next two states, c(2765)+ and c(2880)+, were
discovered by CLEO [1419] in the +c π+π− final state.
CLEO found that a significant fraction of the c(2880)+
decays proceeds via an intermediate c(2445)++/0π−/+.
Later, BABAR [1420] observed that this state has also a
D0 p decay mode. This was the first example of an excited
charmed baryon decaying into a charm meson plus a baryon;
previously all excited charmed baryons were found in their
hadronic transitions into lower lying charmed baryons. In
the same analysis, BABAR observed for the first time an
additional state, c(2940)+, decaying into D0 p. Studying
the D+ p final state, BABAR found no signal; this implies
that the c(2880)+ and c(2940)+ are +c excited states
rather than c excitations. Belle reported the result of an
angular analysis that favors 5/2 for the c(2880)+ spin
hypothesis. Moreover, the measured ratio of branching frac-
tions B(c(2880)+ → c(2520)π±)/B(c(2880)+ →
c(2455)π±) = (0.225 ± 0.062 ± 0.025), combined with
theoretical predictions based on HQS [526,1421], favor even
parity. However this prediction is only valid if the P-wave por-
tion ofc(2520)π is suppressed. LHCb [863] have analyzed
the D0 p system in the resonant substructure of b decays.
They confirm the 5/2 identification of the c(2880)+. In
addition they find evidence for a further, wider, state they
name thec(2860)+, with J P = 3/2+ (with the parity mea-
sured with respect to that of the c(2880)+.) The explana-
tion for these states in the heavy quark-light diquark model
is that they are a pair of orbital D-wave excitations. Further-
more, LHCb [863] find evidence for the spin-parity of the
c(2940)+ to be 3/2−, and improve the world average mea-
surements of both the mass and width of this particle.
A current open question concerns the nature of the
c(2765)+ state, or even whether it is an excited +c or
+c . However, there is no doubt that the state exists, as it is
clearly visible in Belle [1422] and LHCb [1423] data.
Table 297 summarizes the excited ++,+,0c baryons. The
ground iso-triplets of c(2455)++,+,0 and c(2520)++,+,0
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Table 298 Summary of excited +,0c states. For the first four iso-doublets, the mass difference with respect to the ground state is given, as the
uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainty in the ground state mass. In the remaining cases, the uncertainty on the measurement of the excited
state itself dominates
Charmed baryon excited state Mode Mass difference (MeV/c2) Natural width (MeV) J P
′+c +c γ 110.5 ± 0.4 1/2+
′0c 0cγ 108.3 ± 0.4 1/2+
c(2645)+ 0cπ+ 178.5 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.2 3/2+
c(2645)0 +c π− 174.7 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.2 3/2+
c(2790)+ ′0c π+ 320.7 ± 0.5 9 ± 1 1/2−
c(2790)0 ′+c π− 323.8 ± 0.5 10 ± 1 1/2−
c(2815)+ c(2645)0π+ 348.8 ± 0.1 2.43 ± 0.23 3/2−
c(2815)0 c(2645)+π− 349.4 ± 0.1 2.54 ± 0.23 3/2−
Charmed baryon excited state Mode Mass (MeV/c2) Natural width (MeV) J P
c(2930)+ +c K 0S 2942.3 ± 4.4 ± 1.5 14.8 ± 8.8 ± 2.5 ?
c(2930)0 +c K− 2928.6 ± 3+0.9−12.0 19.5 ± 8.4+5.9−7.9 ?
c(2970)+ +c K−π+, ++c K−, c(2645)0π+ 2967.2 ± 0.8 21 ± 3 ?
c(2970)0 c(2645)+π− 2970.4 ± 0.8 28 ± 3 ?
c(3055)+ ++c K−, D 3055.7 ± 0.4 8.0 ± 1.9 ?
c(3055)0 D 3059.0 ± 0.8 6.2 ± 2.4 ?
c(3080)+ +c K−π+, ++c K−, c(2520)++K− , D 3077.8 ± 0.3 3.6 ± 0.7 ?
c(3080)0 +c K 0Sπ−, 0c K 0S , c(2520)0K 0S 3079.9 ± 1.0 5.6 ± 2.2 ?
Table 299 Summary of excited 0c baryons. For the c(2770)
0, the mass difference with respect to the ground state is given, as the uncertainty
is dominated by the uncertainty in the ground state mass. In the remaining cases the total mass is shown, though the uncertainty in the +c mass
makes an important contribution to the total uncertainty




Charmed baryon excited state Mode Mass (MeV/c2) Natural width (MeV) J P
c(3000)0 +c K− 3000.4 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 0.7 ?
c(3050)0 +c K− 3050.2 ± 0.3 < 1.2 ?
c(3065)0 +c K− 3065.5 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.5 ?
c(3090)0 +c K− 3090.0 ± 0.6 8.7 ± 1.4 ?
c(3120)0 +c K− 3119.1 ± 1.0 < 2.6 ?
baryons are well-established. Belle [1424] precisely mea-
sured the mass differences and widths of the doubly charged
and neutral members of this triplet. The short list of excited
c baryons is completed by the triplet of c(2800) states
observed by Belle [1425]. Based on the measured masses and
theoretical predictions [1426,1427], these states are assumed
to be members of the predicted c2 3/2− triplet. From a
study of resonant substructure in B− → +c pπ− decays,
BABAR found a significant signal in the +c π− final state
with a mean value higher than measured for the c(2800)
by Belle by about 3σ (Table 297). The decay widths mea-
sured by Belle and BABAR are consistent, but it is an open
question if the observed state is the same as the Belle state.
Table 298 summarizes the excited +,0c . The list of
excited c baryons has several states, of unknown quantum
numbers, having masses above 2900 MeV/c2 and decay-
ing into three different types of decay modes: c/cnπ ,
cnπ and the most recently observed D. Some of these
states (c(2970)+,0, c(3055)+ and c(3080)+,0) have
been observed by both Belle [1428–1430] and BABAR [738],
are produced in the charm continuum, and are considered
well-established. Thec(2930)0 state decaying into+c K−,
first reported by BABAR [1431] in B decays, has also been
observed by Belle [798]. The latter analysis includes a study
of the effects of possible interference and other resonances in
the mass distribution, and these are reflected in the large neg-
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Fig. 106 Level diagram for multiplets and transitions for excited charm baryons
ative systematic uncertainty. As the BABAR [1431] paper
only “suggests the presence of a 0c resonance,” we quote
the mass and width measured by Belle [798] rather than a
weighted sum of the two measurements. It is unclear if the
the fact that thec(2930) has been observed in B decays (in
contrast to the charm continuum) can be used to help iden-
tify the state. Belle [1432] has also reported evidence of its
charged partner.
The c(3123)+ reported by BABAR [738] in the c
(2520)++π− final state has not been confirmed by Belle
[1429] with twice the statistics; thus its existence is in doubt
and it is omitted from Table 298.
Several of the width and mass measurements for the
c(3055) and c(3080) iso-doublets are only in marginal
agreement between experiments and decay modes. However,
there seems little doubt that the differing measurements are
of the same particle.
Belle [1433] has recently analyzed large samples of ′c,
c(2645),c(2790),c(2815) andc(2970) decays. From
this analysis they obtain the most precise mass measurements
of all five iso-doublets, and the first significant width mea-
surements of the c(2645), c(2790) and c(2815). The
level of agreement in the different measurements of the mass
and width of the c(2970), formerly named by the PDG as
thec(2980), is not satisfactory. This leaves open the possi-
bility of there being other resonances nearby or that threshold
effects have not been fully understood. The present situation
in the excited c sector is summarized in Table 298.
The∗0c doubly-strange charmed baryon has been seen by
both BABAR [1434] and Belle [1417]. The mass differences
δM = M(∗0c )−M(0c)measured by the experiments are in
good agreement and are also consistent with most theoretical
predictions [1435–1438]. Recently, LHCb [1439] has found




The natural explanation is that they are the five states with
L = 1 between the heavy quark and the light (ss) di-quark;
however, there is no consensus as to which state is which,
and this overall interpretation is controversial. Four of the five
states have been confirmed by Belle [1440] and, although the
Belle dataset is much smaller than that of LHCb, these mass
measurements do contribute to the world averages. There is
evidence for a further, wider, state at higher mass in the LHCb
data. Belle data shows a small excess in the same region, but
it is of low significance (Table 299).
Figure 106 shows the levels of excited charm baryons
along with corresponding transitions between them, and also
transitions to the ground states. We note that Belle and
BABAR discovered that transitions between families are
possible, i.e., between the c and +c families of excited
charmed baryons [738,1428], and that highly excited states
are found to decay into a non-charmed baryon and a D
meson[1420,1430].
9.11 Rare and forbidden decays
This section provides a summary of searches for rare and
forbidden charm decays in tabular form. The decay modes
can be categorized as flavour-changing neutral currents, and
radiative, lepton-flavour-violating, lepton-number-violating,
and both baryon- and lepton-number-violating decays. Fig-
ures 107, 108 and 109 plot the upper limits for D0, D+, D+s ,
and +c decays. Tables 300, 301, 302 and 303 give the cor-
responding numerical results. Some theoretical predictions
are given in Refs. [1441–1448]. Some D0 decay modes have
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Fig. 107 Upper limits at 90%
CL for D0 decays. The top plot
shows flavour-changing neutral




and both baryon- and
lepton-number-changing (BL)
decays. A symbol appearing
with a vertical line next to it
denotes a measurement, with the
line representing the 68% CL
interval
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Fig. 108 Upper limits at 90% CL for D+ (top) and D+s (bottom)
decays. Each plot shows flavour-changing neutral current decays,
lepton-flavour-changing decays (LF), and lepton-number-changing (L)
decays
been observed and are quoted as a branching fraction with
uncertainties in the tables and shown as a symbol with a line
representing the 68% CL interval in the plots.
In several cases the rare-decay final states have been
observed with the di-lepton pair being the decay product of
a vector meson. For these measurements, the quoted lim-
its are those expected for the non-resonant di-lepton spec-
Fig. 109 Upper limits at 90% CL for +c decays. Shown are flavour-
changing neutral current decays, lepton-flavour-changing (LF) decays,
and lepton-number-changing (L) decays
trum. For the extrapolation to the full spectrum, a phase-
space distribution of the non-resonant component has been
assumed. This applies to the CLEO measurement of the
decays D+(s) → (K+, π+)e+e− [1449], to the D0 measure-
ments of the decays
D+(s) → π+μ+μ− [1450], and to the BABAR measure-
ments of the decays D+(s) → (K+, π+)e+e− and D+(s) →
(K+, π+)μ+μ−, where the contribution from φ → l+l−
(l = e, μ) has been excluded. In the case of the LHCb mea-
surements of the decays D0 → π+π−μ+μ− [1451] as well
as the decays D+(s) → π+μ+μ− [1452], the contributions
from φ → l+l− as well as from ρ, ω → l+l− (l = e, μ)
have been excluded.
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Table 300 Upper limits for branching fractions at 90% CL for D0
decays. Where values are quoted with uncertainties, these refer to
observed branching fractions with the first uncertainty being statisti-
cal and all others systematic as detailed in the corresponding reference
Decay BF ×106 Experiment Reference




e+e− 220.0 CLEO [1457]
170.0 Argus [1458]
130.0 Mark3 [1459]





μ+μ− 70.0 Argus [1458]
44.0 E653 [1465]








π0e+e− 45.0 CLEO II [1460]
4.0 BESIII [1469]
π0μ+μ− 540.0 CLEO II [1460]
180.0 E653 [1465]
η e+e− 110.0 CLEO II [1460]
3.0 BESIII [1469]
η μ+μ− 530.0 CLEO II [1460]
π+π−e+e− 370.0 E791 [1470]
7.0 BESIII [1469]
KSe+e− 12.0 BESIII [1469]
ρ0e+e− 450.0 CLEO [1457]
124.0 E791 [1470]
100.0 CLEO II [1460]




ρ0μ+μ− 810.0 CLEO [1457]
490.0 CLEO II [1460]
230.0 E653 [1465]
22.0 E791 [1470]
ω e+e− 180.0 CLEO II [1460]
6.0 BESIII [1469]
ωμ+μ− 830.0 CLEO II [1460]
Table 300 continued
Decay BF ×106 Experiment Reference
K+K−e+e− 315.0 E791 [1470]
11.0 BESIII [1469]
φ e+e− 59.0 E791 [1470]
52.0 CLEO II [1460]








e+e− 1700.0 Mark3 [1472]
110.0 CLEO II [1460]
K
0
μ+μ− 670.0 CLEO II [1460]
260.0 E653 [1465]




(892)0e+e− 140.0 CLEO II [1460]
47.0 E791 [1470]
K−π+μ+μ− 360.0 E791 [1470]
K
∗
(892)0μ+μ− 1180.0 CLEO II [1460]
24.0 E791 [1470]
π+π−π0μ+μ− 810.0 E653 [1465]
ρ0γ 240.0 CLEO II [1473]
17.7 ± 3.0 ± 0.7 Belle [1239]
ω γ 240.0 CLEO II [1473]
K
∗
(892)0γ 760.0 CLEO II [1473]
322.0 ± 20.0 ±
27.0
BABAR [1474]
φ γ 190.0 CLEO II [1473]
27.3 ± 3.0 ± 2.6 BABAR [1474]
μ±e∓ 270.0 CLEO [1457]
120.0 Mark3 [1475]
100.0 Argus [1458]






π0e±μ∓ 86.0 CLEO II [1460]
η e±μ∓ 100.0 CLEO II [1460]
π+π−e±μ∓ 15.0 E791 [1470]
ρ0e±μ∓ 66.0 E791 [1470]
49.0 CLEO II [1460]
ω e±μ∓ 120.0 CLEO II [1460]
K+K−e±μ∓ 180.0 E791 [1470]
φ e±μ∓ 47.0 E791 [1470]
34.0 CLEO II [1460]
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Table 300 continued
Decay BF ×106 Experiment Reference
K
0
e±μ∓ 100.0 CLEO II [1460]
K−π+e±μ∓ 550.0 E791 [1470]
K ∗(892)0e±μ∓ 100.0 CLEO II [1460]
83.0 E791 [1470]
π∓π∓e±e± 112.0 E791 [1470]
π∓π∓μ±μ± 29.0 E791 [1470]
K∓π∓e±e± 206.0 E791 [1470]
K∓π∓μ±μ± 390.0 E791 [1470]
K∓K∓e±e± 152.0 E791 [1470]
K∓K∓μ±μ± 94.0 E791 [1470]
π∓π∓e±μ± 79.0 E791 [1470]
K∓π∓e±μ± 218.0 E791 [1470]
K∓K∓e±μ± 57.0 E791 [1470]
p e− 10.0 CLEO [1477]
p e+ 11.0 CLEO [1477]
Table 301 Upper limits at 90% CL for D+ decays
Decay Limit ×106 Experiment Reference





π+π0e+e− 14.0 BESIII [1469]











ρ+μ+μ− 560.0 E653 [1465]




K+π0e+e− 15.0 BESIII [1469]
Table 301 continued
Decay Limit ×106 Experiment Reference
KSπ+e+e− 26.0 BESIII [1469]
KSK+e+e− 11.0 BESIII [1469]
π+e±μ∓ 34.0 E791 [1462]
π+e+μ− 110.0 E687 [1478]
2.9 BABAR [1479]
π+μ+e− 130.0 E687 [1478]
3.6 BABAR [1479]
K+e±μ∓ 68.0 E791 [1462]
K+e+μ− 130.0 E687 [1478]
1.2 BABAR [1479]
K+μ+e− 120.0 E687 [1478]
2.8 BABAR [1479]










π−e+μ+ 110.0 E687 [1478]
50.0 E791 [1462]
2.0 BABAR [1479]
ρ−μ+μ+ 560.0 E653 [1465]








K−e+μ+ 130.0 E687 [1478]
K ∗(892)−μ+μ+ 850.0 E653 [1465]
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Table 302 Upper limits at 90% CL for D+s decays
Decay Limit ×106 Experiment Reference
π+e+e− 270.0 E791 [1462]
22.0 CLEO [1449]
13.0 BABAR [1479]





K+e+e− 1600.0 E791 [1462]
52.0 CLEO [1449]
3.7 BABAR [1479]
K+μ+μ− 140.0 E791 [1462]
36.0 Focus [1481]
21.0 BABAR [1479]
K ∗(892)+μ+μ− 1400.0 E653 [1465]
π+e±μ∓ 610.0 E791 [1462]
π+e+μ− 12.0 BABAR [1479]
π+μ+e− 20.0 BABAR [1479]
K+e±μ∓ 630.0 E791 [1462]
K+e+μ− 14.0 BABAR [1479]
K+μ+e− 9.7 BABAR [1479]
π−e+e+ 690.0 E791 [1462]
18.0 CLEO [1449]
4.1 BABAR [1479]





π−e+μ+ 730.0 E791 [1462]
8.4 BABAR [1479]
K−e+e+ 630.0 E791 [1462]
17.0 CLEO [1449]
5.2 BABAR [1479]
K−μ+μ+ 590.0 E653 [1465]
180.0 E791 [1462]
13.0 BABAR [1479]
K−e+μ+ 680.0 E791 [1462]
6.1 BABAR [1479]
K ∗(892)−μ+μ+ 1400.0 E653 [1465]
Table 303 Upper limits at 90% CL for +c decays
Decay Limit ×106 Experiment Reference
pe+e− 5.5 BABAR [1479]
pμ+μ− 340.0 E653 [1465]
44.0 BABAR [1479]
0.077 LHCb [1482]
+μ+μ− 700.0 E653 [1465]
pe+μ− 9.9 BABAR [1479]
pμ+e− 19.0 BABAR [1479]
p e+e+ 2.7 BABAR [1479]
pμ+μ+ 9.4 BABAR [1479]
p e+μ+ 16.0 BABAR [1479]
10 Tau lepton properties
This section reports averages and elaborations of τ branching
fractions, and combinations of upper limits on τ branching
fractions to lepton-flavour-violating τ decay modes.
Branching fractions averages are obtained with a fit
of τ branching fractions measurements aimed at opti-
mally exploiting the available experimental information and
described in Sect. 10.1. The fit results are used in Sect. 10.2
to test the lepton-flavour universality of the charged-current
weak interaction. The “universality-improved” [1483] branch-
ing fraction Be = B(τ → eνν) and the ratio between
the hadronic branching fraction and Be, are obtained in
Sect. 10.3. The value of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa
(CKM) matrix element |Vus | from τ decays is given in
Sect. 10.4. Combinations of upper limits on lepton-flavour-
violating τ branching fractions are computed in Sect. 10.5.
All results are obtained from inputs available through the end
of 2018.
10.1 Branching fraction fit
A fit of the available experimental measurements is used
to determine the τ branching fractions, together with their
uncertainties and correlations.
All relevant published statistical and systematic correla-
tions among the measurements are used. In addition, for a
selection of measurements, particularly the most precise and
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the most recent ones, the documented systematic uncertainty
contributions are examined to consider systematic depen-
dencies from external parameters. We follow the procedures
detailed in Sect. 3.1 to account for the updated values and
uncertainties of the external parameters and for the correla-
tions induced on different measurements with a systematic
dependence from the same external parameter.
Both the measurements and the fitted quantities consist of
either τ decay branching fractions, labelled as Bi , or ratios
of two τ decay branching fractions, labelled as Bi/B j . Some
branching fractions are sums of other branching fractions,
for instance B8 = B(τ → h−ντ ) is the sum of B9 = B(τ →
π−ντ ) and B10 = B(τ → K−ντ ). The symbol h is used
to mean either a π or a K . The fit χ2 is minimized while
respecting a list of constraints on the fitted quantities:
• quantities corresponding to ratios like Bi/B j must be
equal to the ratio of the respective quantities Bi and B j ;
• quantities corresponding to branching fractions that are
sum of other branching fractions must be equal to the sum
of the quantities corresponding to the summed branching
fractions.
In some cases, constraints describe approximate relations
that nevertheless hold within the present experimental preci-
sion. For instance, the constraint B(τ → K−K−K+ντ ) =
B(τ → K−φντ ) × B(φ → K+K−) is justified within the
current experimental evidence. Sect. 10.1.7 lists all equations
relating one quantity to other quantities.
10.1.1 Technical implementation of the fit procedure
The fit computes the quantities qi by minimizing a χ2 while
respecting a series of equality constraints on the qi . The χ2
is computed using the measurements xi and their covariance
matrix Vi j as
χ2 = (xi − Aikqk)t V−1i j (x j − A jlql) , (314)
where the model matrix Ai j is used to get the vector of the
predicted measurements x ′i from the vector of the fit param-
eters q j as x ′i = Ai jq j . In this particular implementation,
the measurements are grouped according to the measured
quantity, and all quantities with at least one measurement
correspond to a fit parameter. Therefore, the matrix Ai j has
one row per measurement xi and one column per fitted quan-
tity q j , with unity coefficients for the rows and column that
identify a measurement xi of the quantity q j . In summary, the
χ2 given in Eq. (314) is minimized subject to the constraints
fr (qs)− cr = 0 , (315)
where Eq. (315) corresponds to the constraint equations, writ-
ten as a set of “constraint expressions” that are equated to
zero. Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, a set of equa-
tions is obtained by taking the derivatives with respect to the
fitted quantities qk and the Lagrange multipliers λr of the
sum of the χ2 and the constraint expressions multiplied by
the Lagrange multipliers λr , one for each constraint:
min
[
h = (Aikqk−xi )t V−1i j (A jlql−x j )+ 2λr ( fr (qs)− cr )
]
(316)
(∂/∂qk, ∂/∂λr ) h = 0 . (317)
Equation (317) defines a set of equations for the vector of
the unknowns (qk, λr ), some of which may be non-linear,
in case of non-linear constraints. An iterative minimization
procedure approximates at each step the non-linear constraint
expressions by their first order Taylor expansion around the
current values of the fitted quantities, qs :





(qs − qs)− cr , (318)
which can be written as
Brsqs − c′r , (319)
where c′r are the resulting constant known terms, independent
of qs at first order. After linearization, the differentiation by
qk and λr is trivial and leads to a set of linear equations
Atki V
−1
i j A jlql + Btkrλr = Atki V−1i j x j (320)
Brsqs = c′r , (321)
which can be expressed as:
Fi j u j = vi , (322)
where u j = (qk, λr ) and vi is the vector of the known con-
stant terms running over the index k and then r in the right
terms of Eq. (320) and Eq. (321). Solving the equation set
in Eq. (322) gives the fitted quantities and their covariance
matrix, using the measurements and their covariance matrix.
The fit procedure starts by computing the linear approxima-
tion of the non-linear constraint expressions around the quan-
tities seed values. With an iterative procedure, the unknowns
are updated at each step by solving the equations and the
equations are then linearized around the updated values, until
the RMS average of relative variation of the fitted unknowns
is reduced below 10−12.
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10.1.2 Fit results
Although the fit treats all quantities in the same way, for
the purpose of describing the results we select a set of 47
“basis quantities” from which all remaining quantities can
be calculated using the definitions listed in Sect. 10.1.7.
The fit output consists of 136 fitted quantities that cor-
respond to either branching fractions or ratios of branch-
ing fractions. The fitted quantities values and uncertainties
are listed in Table 304. The off-diagonal correlation terms
between the basis quantities are listed in Sect. 10.1.6.
Furthermore we define (see Sect. 10.1.7)B110 = B(τ− →
X−s ντ ), the total branching fraction of the τ decays to final
states with the strangeness quantum number equal to one, and
BAll, the branching fraction of the τ into any measured final
state, which should be equal to 1 within the experimental
uncertainty. We define the unitarity residual as B998 = 1 −
BAll.
The fit has χ2/d.o.f. = 142/129, corresponding to a con-
fidence level CL = 20.13%. We use a total of 176 measure-
ments to fit the above mentioned 136 quantities subjected
to 89 constraints. Although the unitarity constraint is not
applied, the fit is statistically consistent with unitarity, where
the residual is B998 = 1−BAll = (0.0274± 0.1026) · 10−2.
A scale factor of 5.44 has been applied to the published
uncertainties of the two severely inconsistent measurements
of B96 = τ → KKKν by BABAR and Belle. The scale
factor has been determined using the PDG procedure, i.e.,
to the proper size in order to obtain a reduced χ2 equal to 1
when fitting just the two B96 measurements.
10.1.3 Changes with respect to the previous report
The following changes have been introduced with respect to
the previous HFLAV report [1].
We added the BABAR 2018 result [1484] for the τ branch-
ing fraction
B37 = K−K 0ντ (14.78 ± 0.22 ± 0.40) · 10−4,
and the 2018 BABAR preliminary results [1485] for the τ
branching fractions
The above B16 result supersedes the previous BABAR result
in Ref. [1486].
Table 304 HFLAV 2018 branching fractions fit results
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B10 2 4 2
B14 −13 −14 −13 −7
B16 −2 −1 −3 35 −13
B20 −7 −7 −12 −4 −42 −16
B23 −3 −2 −5 14 −9 66 −18
B27 −4 −4 −7 3 −9 61 −23 72
B28 −2 −1 −3 2 −4 32 −10 28 37
B30 −3 −3 −6 −1 −6 34 −14 41 52 23
B35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B37 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −15
B40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −12 2
B3 B5 B9 B10 B14 B16 B20 B23 B27 B28 B30 B35 B37 B40
Table 306 Basis quantities
correlation coefficients in
percent, subtable 2
B42 0 0 0 −2 1 −5 1 −4 −4 −2 −2 −1 −15 −20
B44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −4
B47 0 −1 2 1 −1 2 −1 1 1 0 0 −1 2 −4
B48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 0 −2
B50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0
B51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −1
B53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B62 −4 −5 6 2 −4 1 −11 −1 −2 −2 −3 −1 3 0
B70 −5 −6 −7 −2 −8 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 −1 0
B77 0 0 −2 0 −2 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0
B93 −1 −1 2 1 −1 1 −2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
B94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B126 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B128 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
B3 B5 B9 B10 B14 B16 B20 B23 B27 B28 B30 B35 B37 B40
The parameters used to update the measurements’ sys-
tematic biases and the parameters appearing in the constraint
equations in Sect. 10.1.7 have been updated to the PDG 2018
averages [21].
10.1.4 Differences between the HFLAV 2018 fit and the
PDG 2018 fit
As is standard for the PDG branching fraction fits, the PDG
2018 τ branching fraction fit is unitarity constrained, while
the HFLAV 2018 fit is unconstrained.
The HFLAV-Tau fit uses an elaboration of the measure-
ments reported on the main ALEPH paper on τ branching
fractions [1487] to obtain branching fractions to inclusive
final states with “hadrons” (where a hadron is either a pion
or a kaon), since this set of results is closer to the actual
experimental measurements and facilitates a more appropri-
ate and comprehensive treatment of the experimental results
correlations. The PDG 2018 fit on the other hand continues
to use – as in the past editions – the published ALEPH mea-
surements of branching fractions to esclusive final states with
pions [1487].
As in 2016, HFLAV uses the ALEPH estimate for
, which is not a direct measurement,
and the PDG 2018 fit uses the PDG average of B(a1 → πγ )
as a parameter and defines B805 = B(a1 → πγ ) × B(τ →
3πν). As a consequence, the PDG fit procedure does not take
into account the large uncertainty on B(a1 → πγ ), resulting
in an underestimated fit uncertainty on B805. Therefore, in
this case an appropriate correction has been applied after the
fit.
Finally, the HFLAV 2018 τ branching fraction fit includes
measurements that appeared after the deadline for inclu-
sion in the PDG, and preliminary measurements that are not
included in the PDG.
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Table 307 Basis quantities
correlation coefficients in
percent, subtable 3
B130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B132 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B136 0 0 1 1 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
B151 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B152 0 0 −3 0 −2 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 0
B167 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B800 −1 −1 −2 0 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B802 −1 −1 0 0 −1 −1 −3 −1 −2 −1 −1 0 0 0
B803 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B805 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B811 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B812 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B821 0 0 2 1 0 1 −2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
B822 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B3 B5 B9 B10 B14 B16 B20 B23 B27 B28 B30 B35 B37 B40
Table 308 Basis quantities
correlation coefficients in
percent, subtable 4
B831 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
B832 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B833 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B920 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B945 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B3 B5 B9 B10 B14 B16 B20 B23 B27 B28 B30 B35 B37 B40





B48 −1 −6 0
B50 6 0 −7 0
B51 0 −3 0 −6 0
B53 0 0 0 0 0 0
B62 − 0 5 0 1 0 0
B70 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 −19
B77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −7
B93 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 14 −4 0
B94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 0 0
B126 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −5 0 0
B128 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4
B42 B44 B47 B48 B50 B51 B53 B62 B70 B77 B93 B94 B126 B128
10.1.5 Branching ratio fit results and experimental inputs
Table 304 reports the τ branching ratio fit results and exper-
imental inputs.
10.1.6 Correlation terms between basis branching
fractions uncertainties
The following tables report the correlation coefficients
between basis quantities that were obtained from the τ
branching fractions fit, in percent (Tables 305, 306, 307, 308,
309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314).
10.1.7 Equality constraints
The constraints on the τ branching fractions fitted quan-
tities are listed in the following. The constraint equations
include as coefficients the values of some non-tau branch-
ing fractions, denoted e.g., with the self-describing notation
BKS→π0π0 . Some coefficients are probabilities correspond-
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Table 310 Basis quantities
correlation coefficients in
percent, subtable 6
B130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1 1
B132 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
B136 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 −1 0 1 0 0 0
B151 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
B152 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −11 −64 0 0 0 0
B167 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1 0 0 0
B800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −8 −69 −2 −1 0 0 0
B802 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 −6 0 0 0 0 0
B803 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −19 0 0 −2 0 −1
B805 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B811 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
B812 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
B821 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 −1 0 1 0 0 1
B822 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B42 B44 B47 B48 B50 B51 B53 B62 B70 B77 B93 B94 B126 B128
Table 311 Basis quantities
correlation coefficients in
percent, subtable 7
B831 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0 0
B832 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B833 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B920 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0 0
B945 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B42 B44 B47 B48 B50 B51 B53 B62 B70 B77 B93 B94 B126 B128





B151 0 0 0
B152 0 0 0 0
B167 0 0 0 0 0
B800 0 0 0 −14 −3 0
B802 0 0 0 −2 0 1 −1
B803 0 0 0 −58 0 0 9 1
B805 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B811 0 −1 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B812 0 −2 −8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −16
B821 0 0 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 −4
B822 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
B130 B132 B136 B151 B152 B167 B800 B802 B803 B805 B811 B812 B821 B822
Table 313 Basis quantities
correlation coefficients in
percent, subtable 9
B831 0 0 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 −4 39 −1
B832 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0
B833 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
B920 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 −2 34 −1
B945 0 −1 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 −11 10 0
B130 B132 B136 B151 B152 B167 B800 B802 B803 B805 B811 B812 B821 B822
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B920 17 1 0
B945 17 2 0 4
B831 B832 B833 B920 B945
ing to the modulus square of amplitudes describing quantum
mixtures of states such as K 0, K
0
, KS , KL , denoted with
e.g., B<K 0|KS> = |<K 0|KS>|2. All non-tau quantities are
taken from the PDG 2018 [21] averages. The fit procedure
does not account for their uncertainties, which are generally
small with respect to the uncertainties on the τ branching
fractions. Please note that, in the following table, when a
quantity like B3/B5 appears on the left side of the equation,
it represents a fitted quantity, and when it appears on the right
side it represents the ratio of two separate fitted quantities.
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10.2 Tests of lepton universality
Lepton universality tests probe the Standard Model predic-
tion that the charged weak current interaction has the same
coupling for all lepton generations. The precision of such
tests has been significantly improved since the 2014 edition
by the addition of the Belle τ lifetime measurement [1546],
while improvements from the τ branching fraction fit are
negligible. We compute the universality tests by using ratios
of the partial widths of a heavier leptonλ decaying to a lighter
lepton ρ [1547],




















, f (x) = 1 − 8x + 8x3 − x4 − 12x2lnx ,


















We use Rτγ = 1 − 43.2 · 10−4 and Rμγ = 1 − 42.4 · 10−4
[1547] and MW from PDG 2018 [21]. We use HFLAV 2018
averages and PDG 2018 for the other quantities. Using pure
leptonic processes we obtain






= B(τ → hντ )B(h → μνμ)
2mhm2μτh






where h = π or K and the radiative corrections are δRτ/π =













= 0.9879 ± 0.0063.
Similar tests could be performed with decays to electrons,
however they are less precise because the hadron two body
decays to electrons are helicity-suppressed. Averaging the






= 0.9999 ± 0.0014,
accounting for correlations. Table 315 reports the correlation
coefficients for the fitted coupling ratios.
Since there is 100% correlation between gτ /gμ, gτ /ge and
gμ/ge, the correlation matrix is expected to be positive semi-
definite, with one eigenvalue equal to zero. Due to numerical
inaccuracies, one eigenvalue is expected to be close to zero
rather than exactly zero.
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10.3 Universality-improved B(τ → eνν) and Rhad
We compute two quantities that are used in this report and
that have been traditionally used for further elaborations and
tests involving the τ branching fractions:
• the “universality-improved” experimental determination
of Be = B(τ → eνν), which relies on the assumption
that the Standard Model and lepton universality hold;
• the ratio Rhad between the total branching fraction of
the τ to hadrons, Bhad and the universality-improved Be,
which is the same as the ratio of the two respective partial
widths, (τ → had) and (τ → eνν).
Following Ref. [1483], we obtain a more precise experi-
mental determination of Be using the τ branching fraction to
μνν, Bμ, and the τ lifetime. We average:
• the Be fit value B5,
• the Be determination from the Bμ = B(τ → μνν)
fit value B3 assuming that gμ/ge = 1, hence (see also
Sect. 10.2)
Be = Bμ · f (m2e/m2τ )/ f (m2μ/m2τ ),
• the Be determination from the τ lifetime assuming that
gτ /gμ = 1, hence
Be = B(μ→ eνeνμ) · (ττ /τμ) · (mτ /mμ)5
· f (m2e/m2τ )/ f (m2e/m2μ) · (Rτγ RτW )/(Rμγ RμW ),
where B(μ→ eνeνμ) = 1.
Accounting for correlations, we obtain
Bunie = (17.814 ± 0.022)%.
We use Bunie to obtain the ratio
Rhad = (τ → hadrons)
(τ → eνν) =
Bhad
Bunie
= 3.6355 ± 0.0081.
We define Bhad as the sum of all measured branching frac-
tions to hadrons, which corresponds to the sum of all branch-
ing fractions minus the leptonic branching fractions, Bhad =
BAll − Be − Bμ = (64.76 ± 0.10)% (see Sect. 10.1 and
Table 304 for more details on the definition ofBAll). An alter-
native definition of Bhad uses the unitarity of the sum of all
branching fractions,Bunihad = 1−Be−Bμ = (64.79±0.06)%,
and results in:
Runihad =
1 − Be − Bμ
Bunie
= 3.6370 ± 0.0075.
A third definition of Bhad uses the unitarity of the sum of
all branching fractions, the Standard Model prediction Bμ =
Be · f (m2μ/m2τ )/ f (m2e/m2τ ) and Bunie to define Buni,SMhad =
1−Bunie −Bunie · f (m2μ/m2τ )/ f (m2e/m2τ ) = (64.86±0.04)%,
and to compute
Runi,SMhad =
1 − Bunie − Bunie · f (m2μ/m2τ )/ f (m2e/m2τ )
Bunie
= 3.6409 ± 0.0070.
Although Bunihad and Buni,SMhad are more precise than Bhad, the
precision of Runihad and R
uni,SM
had is just slightly better than the
one of Rhad because there are larger correlations between
Bunihad, Buni,SMhad and Bunie than between Bhad and Bunie .
10.4 |Vus | measurement
The CKM matrix element magnitude |Vus | is most precisely
determined from kaon decays [1555] (see Fig. 110), and
its precision is limited by the uncertainties of the lattice
QCD estimates of the meson decay constants f Kπ+ (0) and
fK±/ fπ±. Using the τ branching fractions, it is possible to
determine |Vus | in an alternative way [1556,1557] that does
not depend on lattice QCD and has small theory uncertain-
ties (as discussed in Sect. 10.4.1). Moreover, |Vus | can be
determined using the τ branching fractions similarly to the
kaon case, using the same meson decay constants from lattice
QCD.
10.4.1 |Vus | from B(τ → Xsν)
The τ hadronic partial width is the sum of the τ partial widths
to strange and to non-strange hadronic final states, had =
s + VA. The suffix “VA” traditionally denotes the sum of
the τ partial widths to non-strange final states, which proceed
through either vector or axial-vector currents.
Dividing any partial width x by the electronic partial
width, e, we obtain partial width ratios Rx (which are equal
to the respective branching fraction ratios Bx/Be) for which
Rhad = Rs + RVA. In terms of such ratios, |Vus | can be
measured as [1556,1557]
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|Vud |2 − δRtheory
]
,
where δRtheory can be determined in the context of low energy
QCD theory, partly relying on experimental low energy scat-
tering data. The literature reports several calculations [1558–
1560]. In this report we use Ref. [1558], whose estimated
uncertainty size is intermediate between the two other ones.
We use the information in that paper and the PDG 2018 value
for the s-quark mass ms = 95.00± 6.70 MeV [21] to calcu-
late δRtheory = 0.242 ± 0.033.
We proceed following the same procedure of the 2012
HFLAV report [241]. We sum the relevant τ branching frac-
tions to compute BVA and Bs and we use the universality-
improved Bunie (see Sect. 10.3) to compute the RVA and Rs
ratios. In past determinations of |Vus |, for example in the 2009
HFLAV report [435], the total hadronic branching fraction
has been computed using unitarity as Bunihad = 1 − Be − Bμ,
obtaining then Bs from the sum of the strange branching
fractions and BVA from Bunihad −Bs . We prefer to use the more
direct experimental determination of BVA for two reasons.
First, both methods result in comparable uncertainties on
|Vus |, since the better precision on Bunihad = 1 − Be − Bμ
is counterbalanced by increased correlations in the expres-
sions (1 − Be − Bμ)/Bunive and Bs/(Bhad − Bs) in the |Vus |
calculation. Second, if there are unobserved τ hadronic decay
modes, they would affect BVA and Bs in a more asymmetric
way when using unitarity.
Using the τ branching fraction fit results with their uncer-
tainties and correlations (Sect. 10.1), we compute Bs =
(2.931 ± 0.041)% (see also Table 316) and BVA = Bhad −
Bs = (61.83 ± 0.10)%, where Bhad has been defined in
Sect. 10.3. PDG 2018 averages are used for non-τ quanti-
ties; |Vud | = 0.97420 ± 0.00021 [1561,1562].
We obtain |Vus |τ s = 0.2195±0.0019, which is 2.9σ lower
than the unitarity CKM prediction |Vus |uni = 0.22565 ±
0.00089, from (|Vus |uni)2 = 1−|Vud |2−|Vub|2. The |Vus |τ s
uncertainty includes a systematic error contribution of 0.0011
from the theory uncertainty on δRtheory. The 2018 BABAR
preliminary results improved the |Vus | precision by about
10% and reduced the discrepancy by about 6.5%.
10.4.2 |Vus | from B(τ → Kν)/B(τ → πν)
We compute |Vus | from the ratio of branching fractions
from the
equation [1563]:
We use fK±/ fπ± = 1.1932 ± 0.0019 from the FLAG 2019
lattice QCD averages with N f = 2+1+1 [228,1564–1566],
1 + δRτ/K
1 + δRτ/π =
1 + (0.90 ± 0.22)%
1 + (0.16 ± 0.14)% [1551 − 1554],
1 + δRK/π = 1 + (−0.69 ± 0.17)% [1548, 1567, 1568].
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Table 317 Experimental upper
limits on lepton flavour violating
τ decays. The modes are
grouped according to the
properties of their final states.
Modes with baryon number
violation are labelled with
“BNV”. The experiment
“HFLAV” denotes the
combinations of upper limits
computed by HFLAV. The
references associated with the
combination list what upper
limits have been used
Decay mode Category 90% CL limit Experiment Reference
B156 = e−γ γ 3.3 · 10−8 BABAR [1579]
1.2 · 10−7 Belle [1580]
5.4 · 10−8 HFLAV [1579,1580]
B157 = μ−γ 4.4 · 10−8 BABAR [1579]
4.5 · 10−8 Belle [1580]
5.0 · 10−8 HFLAV [1579,1580]
B158 = e−π0 P0 1.3 · 10−7 BABAR [1581]
8.0 · 10−8 Belle [1582]
4.9 · 10−8 HFLAV [1581,1582]
B159 = μ−π0 1.1 · 10−7 BABAR [1581]
1.2 · 10−7 Belle [1582]
3.6 · 10−8 HFLAV [1581,1582]
B160 = e−K 0S 3.3 · 10−8 BABAR [1583]
2.6 · 10−8 Belle [1584]
1.4 · 10−8 HFLAV [1583,1584]
B161 = μ−K 0S 4.0 · 10−8 BABAR [1583]
2.3 · 10−8 Belle [1584]
1.5 · 10−8 HFLAV [1583,1584]
B162 = e−η 1.6 · 10−7 BABAR [1581]
9.2 · 10−8 Belle [1582]
5.5 · 10−8 HFLAV [1581,1582]
B163 = μ−η 1.5 · 10−7 BABAR [1581]
6.5 · 10−8 Belle [1582]
3.8 · 10−8 HFLAV [1581,1582]
B172 = e−η′(958) 2.4 · 10−7 BABAR [1581]
1.6 · 10−7 Belle [1582]
9.9 · 10−8 HFLAV [1581,1582]
B173 = μ−η′(958) 1.4 · 10−7 BABAR [1581]
1.3 · 10−7 Belle [1582]
6.3 · 10−8 HFLAV [1581,1582]
B164 = e−ρ0 V 0 4.6 · 10−8 BABAR [1585]
1.8 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
1.5 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
B165 = μ−ρ0 2.6 · 10−8 BABAR [1585]
1.2 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
1.5 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
B166 = e−ω 1.1 · 10−7 BABAR [1587]
4.8 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
3.3 · 10−8 HFLAV [1586,1587]
B167 = μ−ω 1.0 · 10−7 BABAR [1587]
4.7 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
4.0 · 10−8 HFLAV [1586,1587]
B168 = e−K ∗(892) 5.9 · 10−8 BABAR [1585]
3.2 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
2.3 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
B169 = μ−K ∗(892) 1.7 · 10−7 BABAR [1585]
7.2 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
6.0 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
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Table 317 continued Decay mode Category 90% CL limit Experiment Reference
B170 = e−K ∗(892) 4.6 · 10−8 BABAR [1585]
3.4 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
2.2 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
B171 = μ−K ∗(892) 7.3 · 10−8 BABAR [1585]
7.0 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
4.2 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
B176 = e−φ 3.1 · 10−8 BABAR [1585]
3.1 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
2.0 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
B177 = μ−φ 1.9 · 10−7 BABAR [1585]
8.4 · 10−8 Belle [1586]
6.8 · 10−8 HFLAV [1585,1586]
B174 = e− f0(980) S0 3.2 · 10−8 Belle [1588]
B175 = μ− f0(980) 3.4 · 10−8 Belle [1588]
B178 = e−e+e−  2.9 · 10−8 BABAR [1589]
2.7 · 10−8 Belle [1590]
1.4 · 10−8 HFLAV [1589,1590]
B179 = e−μ+μ− 3.2 · 10−8 BABAR [1589]
2.7 · 10−8 Belle [1590]
1.6 · 10−8 HFLAV [1589,1590]
B180 = μ−e+μ− 2.6 · 10−8 BABAR [1589]
1.7 · 10−8 Belle [1590]
9.8 · 10−9 HFLAV [1589,1590]
B181 = μ−e+e− 2.2 · 10−8 BABAR [1589]
1.8 · 10−8 Belle [1590]
1.1 · 10−8 HFLAV [1589,1590]
B182 = e−μ+e− 1.8 · 10−8 BABAR [1589]
1.5 · 10−8 Belle [1590]
8.4 · 10−9 HFLAV [1589,1590]
B183 = μ−μ+μ− 3.8 · 10−7 ATLAS [1591]
3.3 · 10−8 BABAR [1589]
2.1 · 10−8 Belle [1590]
4.6 · 10−8 LHCb [1592]
1.1 · 10−8 HFLAV [1589,1590,1592]
B184 = e−π+π− hh 1.2 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
2.3 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B185 = e+π−π− 2.7 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
2.0 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B186 = μ−π+π− 2.9 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
2.1 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B187 = μ+π−π− 7.0 · 10−8 BABAR [1593]
3.9 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B188 = e−π+K− 3.2 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
3.7 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B189 = e−K+π− 1.7 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
3.1 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B190 = e+π−K− 1.8 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
3.2 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B191 = e−K 0S K 0S 7.1 · 10−8 Belle [1584]
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Table 317 continued Decay mode Category 90% CL limit Experiment Reference
B192 = e−K+K− 1.4 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
3.4 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B193 = e+K−K− 1.5 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
3.3 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B194 = μ−π+K− 2.6 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
8.6 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B195 = μ−K+π− 3.2 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
4.5 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B196 = μ+π−K− 2.2 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
4.8 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B197 = μ−K 0S K 0S 8.0 · 10−8 Belle [1584]
B198 = μ−K+K− 2.5 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
4.4 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B199 = μ+K−K− 4.8 · 10−7 BABAR [1593]
4.7 · 10−8 Belle [1594]
B211 = π− BNV 7.2 · 10−8 Belle [1595]
B212 = π− 1.4 · 10−7 Belle [1595]
B215 = pμ−μ− 4.4 · 10−7 LHCb [1596]
B216 = pμ+μ− 3.3 · 10−7 LHCb [1596]
Fig. 111 Tau lepton-flavour-violating branching fraction upper limits summary plot. In order to appreciate the physics reach improvement over
time, the plot includes also the CLEO upper limits reported by PDG 2018 [21]
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Fig. 112 Tau lepton-flavour-violating branching fraction upper limits
combinations summary plot. For each channel we report the HFLAV
combined limit, and the experimental published limits. In some cases,
the combined limit is weaker than the limit published by a single exper-
iment. This arises since the CLs method used in the combination can
be more conservative compared to other legitimate methods, especially
when the number of observed events fluctuates below the expected back-
ground
The value of δRK/π in the Spring 2017 HFLAV-Tau report [1]
incorrectly included a strong isospin-breaking correction that
is not needed when using fK±/ fπ± rather than its isospin-
limit variant. We compute |Vus |τK/π = 0.2236 ± 0.0015,
1.2σ below the CKM unitarity prediction.
10.4.3 |Vus | from B(τ → Kν)
We determine |Vus | from the branching fraction B(τ− →
K−ντ ) using












(1 + δRτ/K )(1 + δRKμ2) .
We use fK± = 155.7 ± 0.3 MeV from the FLAG 2019
lattice QCD averages with N f = 2 + 1 + 1 [228,1564,
1565,1569], δRτ/K = (0.90 ± 0.22)% [1551–1554] and
δRKμ2 = (1.07 ± 0.21)% [21,1567,1570], which includes
short and long-distance radiative corrections. We obtain
|Vus |τK = 0.2234 ± 0.0015, which is 1.3σ below the CKM
unitarity prediction. The physical constants have been taken
from PDG 2018 (which uses CODATA 2014 [1571]).
10.4.4 |Vus | from τ summary
We summarize the |Vus | results reporting the values, the dis-
crepancy with respect to the |Vus | determination from CKM
unitarity, and an illustration of the measurement method:
Averaging the three above |Vus | determinations that rely
on the τ branching fractions (taking into account all corre-
lations due to the τ HFLAV and other mentioned inputs) we
obtain, for |Vus | and its discrepancy:
|Vus |τ = 0.2221 ± 0.0013 − 2.2σ
[average of 3|Vus |τ measurements] .
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Table 316 HFLAV 2018 τ branching fractions to strange final states
Branching fraction HFLAV 2018 fit (%)
K−ντ 0.6986 ± 0.0085
K−π0ντ 0.4904 ± 0.0092
K−2π0ντ (ex. K 0) 0.0585 ± 0.0027
K−3π0ντ (ex. K 0, η) 0.0113 ± 0.0026
π−K 0ντ 0.8378 ± 0.0139
π−K 0π0ντ 0.3807 ± 0.0129
π−K 02π0ντ (ex. K 0) 0.0235 ± 0.0231
K
0
h−h−h+ντ 0.0222 ± 0.0202
K−ηντ 0.0154 ± 0.0008
K−π0ηντ 0.0048 ± 0.0012
π−K 0ηντ 0.0094 ± 0.0015
K−ωντ 0.0410 ± 0.0092
K−φντ (φ→ K+K−) 0.0022 ± 0.0008
K−φντ (φ→ K 0S K 0L ) 0.0015 ± 0.0006
K−π−π+ντ (ex. K 0, ω) 0.2923 ± 0.0067
K−π−π+π0ντ (ex. K 0, ω, η) 0.0410 ± 0.0143
K−2π−2π+ντ (ex. K 0) 0.0001 ± 0.0001
K−2π−2π+π0ντ (ex. K 0) 0.0001 ± 0.0001
K−S ντ 2.9308 ± 0.0412
The correlation between fK± and fK±/ fπ± has been
assumed to be zero. Even assuming ±100% correlation, the
|Vus | uncertainty varies by less than 10%.
All |Vus | determinations based on measured τ branching
fractions are lower than both the kaon and the CKM-unitarity
determinations. This is correlated with the fact that the
direct measurements of the three major τ branching fractions
to kaons
are lower than their determinations from the kaon branch-
ing fractions into final states with leptons within the SM
[1548,1572,1573].
Alternative determinations of |Vus | from B(τ → Xsν)
[1574,1575], based on partially different sets of experimen-
tal inputs, report |Vus | values consistent with the unitarity
determination.
Figure 110 reports the HFLAV |Vus | determinations that
use the τ branching fractions, compared to two |Vus | deter-
minations based on kaon data [21] and to |Vus | obtained from
|Vud | and the CKM matrix unitarity [21].
10.5 Combination of upper limits on τ
lepton-flavour-violating branching fractions
The Standard Model predicts that the τ lepton-flavour-
violating (LFV) branching fractions are too small to be mea-
sured with the available experimental precision. We report
in Table 317 and Figure 111 the experimental upper lim-
its on these branching fractions that have been published by
the B-factories BABAR and Belle and later experiments. We
omit previous weaker upper limits (mainly from CLEO) and
all preliminary results older than a few years. Presently, no
preliminary result is included.
Combining upper limits is a delicate issue, since there is
no standard and generally agreed procedure. Furthermore,
the τ LFV searches published limits are extracted from the
data with a variety of methods, and cannot be directly com-
bined with a uniform procedure. It is however possible to
use a single and effective upper limit combination procedure
for all modes by re-computing the published upper limits
with just one extraction method, using the published informa-
tion that documents the upper limit determination: number of
observed candidates, expected background, signal efficiency
and number of analyzed τ decays.
We chose to use the CLsmethod [1576] to re-compute the
τ LFV upper limits, since it is well known and widely used
(see the Statistics review of PDG 2018 [21]), and since the
limits computed with the CLsmethod can be combined in a
straightforward way (see below). The CLsmethod is based
on two hypotheses: signal plus background and background
only. We calculate the observed confidence levels for the two
hypotheses:












where CLs+bis the confidence level observed for the sig-
nal plus background hypotheses, CLbis the confidence level
observed for the background only hypothesis, dPs+bdQ and
dPb
dQ
are the probability distribution functions (PDFs) for the two
corresponding hypothesis and Q is called the test statistic.
The CLsvalue is defined as the ratio between the confidence
level for the signal plus background hypothesis and the con-




When multiple results are combined, the PDFs in Eqs. (323)

















si Si (xi j )+ bi Bi (xi j )
]
∏N
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Table 318 Published
information that has been used
to re-compute upper limits with
the CLsmethod, i.e. the number
of τ leptons produced, the signal
detection efficiency and its
uncertainty, the number of
expected background events and
its uncertainty, and the number
of observed events. The
uncertainty on the efficiency
includes the minor uncertainty
contribution on the number of τ
leptons (typically originating on
the uncertainties on the
integrated luminosity and on the
production cross-section). The
additional limit used in the
combinations (from LHCb) has
been originally determined with
the CLsmethod
Decay mode Exp. Ref. Nτ (millions) Efficiency (%) Nbkg Nobs
B156 = e−γ BABAR [1579] 963 3.90 ± 0.30 1.60 ± 0.40 0
B156 = e−γ Belle [1580] 983 3.00 ± 0.10 5.14 ± 3.30 5
B157 = μ−γ BABAR [1579] 963 6.10 ± 0.50 3.60 ± 0.70 2
B157 = μ−γ Belle [1580] 983 5.07 ± 0.20 13.90 ± 5.00 10
B158 = e−π0 BABAR [1581] 339 2.83 ± 0.25 0.17 ± 0.04 0
B158 = e−π0 Belle [1582] 401 3.93 ± 0.18 0.20 ± 0.20 0
B159 = μ−π0 BABAR [1581] 339 4.75 ± 0.37 1.33 ± 0.15 1
B159 = μ−π0 Belle [1582] 401 4.53 ± 0.20 0.58 ± 0.34 1
B160 = e−K 0S BABAR [1583] 862 9.10 ± 1.73 0.59 ± 0.25 1
B160 = e−K 0S Belle [1584] 1274 10.20 ± 0.67 0.18 ± 0.18 0
B161 = μ−K 0S BABAR [1583] 862 6.14 ± 0.20 0.30 ± 0.18 1
B161 = μ−K 0S Belle [1584] 1274 10.70 ± 0.73 0.35 ± 0.21 0
B162 = e−η BABAR [1581] 339 2.12 ± 0.20 0.22 ± 0.05 0
B162 = e−η Belle [1582] 401 2.87 ± 0.20 0.78 ± 0.78 0
B163 = μ−η BABAR [1581] 339 3.59 ± 0.41 0.75 ± 0.08 1
B163 = μ−η Belle [1582] 401 4.08 ± 0.28 0.64 ± 0.04 0
B172 = e−η′(958) BABAR [1581] 339 1.53 ± 0.16 0.12 ± 0.03 0
B172 = e−η′(958) Belle [1582] 401 1.59 ± 0.13 0.01 ± 0.41 0
B173 = μ−η′(958) BABAR [1581] 339 2.18 ± 0.26 0.49 ± 0.26 0
B173 = μ−η′(958) Belle [1582] 401 2.47 ± 0.20 0.23 ± 0.46 0
B164 = e−ρ0 BABAR [1585] 829 7.31 ± 0.20 1.32 ± 0.17 1
B164 = e−ρ0 Belle [1586] 1554 7.58 ± 0.41 0.29 ± 0.15 0
B165 = μ−ρ0 BABAR [1585] 829 4.52 ± 0.40 2.04 ± 0.19 0
B165 = μ−ρ0 Belle [1586] 1554 7.09 ± 0.37 1.48 ± 0.35 0
B166 = e−ω BABAR [1587] 829 2.96 ± 0.13 0.35 ± 0.06 0
B166 = e−ω Belle [1586] 1554 2.92 ± 0.18 0.30 ± 0.14 0
B167 = μ−ω BABAR [1587] 829 2.56 ± 0.16 0.73 ± 0.03 0
B167 = μ−ω Belle [1586] 1554 2.38 ± 0.14 0.72 ± 0.18 0
B168 = e−K ∗(892) BABAR [1585] 829 8.00 ± 0.20 1.65 ± 0.23 2
B168 = e−K ∗(892) Belle [1586] 1554 4.37 ± 0.24 0.29 ± 0.14 0
B169 = μ−K ∗(892) BABAR [1585] 829 4.60 ± 0.40 1.79 ± 0.21 4
B169 = μ−K ∗(892) Belle [1586] 1554 3.39 ± 0.19 0.53 ± 0.20 1
B170 = e−K ∗(892) BABAR [1585] 829 7.80 ± 0.20 2.76 ± 0.28 2
B170 = e−K ∗(892) Belle [1586] 1554 4.41 ± 0.25 0.08 ± 0.08 0
B171 = μ−K ∗(892) BABAR [1585] 829 4.10 ± 0.30 1.72 ± 0.17 1
B171 = μ−K ∗(892) Belle [1586] 1554 3.60 ± 0.20 0.45 ± 0.17 1
B176 = e−φ BABAR [1585] 829 6.40 ± 0.20 0.68 ± 0.12 0
B176 = e−φ Belle [1586] 1554 4.18 ± 0.25 0.47 ± 0.19 0
B177 = μ−φ BABAR [1585] 829 5.20 ± 0.30 2.76 ± 0.16 6
B177 = μ−φ Belle [1586] 1554 3.21 ± 0.19 0.06 ± 0.06 1
B178 = e−e+e− BABAR [1589] 868 8.60 ± 0.20 0.12 ± 0.02 0
B178 = e−e+e− Belle [1590] 1437 6.00 ± 0.59 0.21 ± 0.15 0
B179 = e−μ+μ− BABAR [1589] 868 6.40 ± 0.40 0.54 ± 0.14 0
B179 = e−μ+μ− Belle [1590] 1437 6.10 ± 0.58 0.10 ± 0.04 0
B180 = μ−e+μ− BABAR [1589] 868 10.20 ± 0.60 0.03 ± 0.02 0
B180 = μ−e+μ− Belle [1590] 1437 10.10 ± 0.77 0.02 ± 0.02 0
B181 = μ−e+e− BABAR [1589] 868 8.80 ± 0.50 0.64 ± 0.19 0
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Table 318 continued
Decay mode Exp. Ref. Nτ (millions) Efficiency (%) Nbkg Nobs
B181 = μ−e+e− Belle [1590] 1437 9.30 ± 0.73 0.04 ± 0.04 0
B182 = e−μ+e− BABAR [1589] 868 12.70 ± 0.70 0.34 ± 0.12 0
B182 = e−μ+e− Belle [1590] 1437 11.50 ± 0.89 0.01 ± 0.01 0
B183 = μ−μ+μ− BABAR [1589] 868 6.60 ± 0.60 0.44 ± 0.17 0
B183 = μ−μ+μ− Belle [1590] 1437 7.60 ± 0.56 0.13 ± 0.20 0
where N is the number of results (or channels), and, for each
channel i , ni is the number of observed candidates, xi j are the
values of the discriminating variables (with index j), si and bi
are the number of signal and background events and Si , Bi are
the probability distribution functions of the discriminating
variables. The discriminating variables xi j are assumed to
be uncorrelated. The expected signal si is related to the τ
lepton branching fraction B(τ → fi ) into the searched final
state fi by si = NiεiB(τ → fi ), where Ni is the number
of produced τ leptons and εi is the detection efficiency for
observing the decay τ → fi . For e+e− experiments, Ni =
2Liσττ , where Li is the integrated luminosity and σττ is the
τ pair production cross section σ(e+e− → τ+τ−) [1577]. In
experiments where τ leptons are produced in more complex
multiple reactions, the effective Ni is typically estimated with
Monte Carlo simulations calibrated with related data yields.
The extraction of the upper limits is performed using the
code provided by Tom Junk [1578]. The systematic uncer-
tainties are modeled in the Monte Carlo toy experiments by
convolving the Si and Bi PDFs with Gaussian distributions
corresponding to the nuisance parameters.
Table 317 reports the HFLAV combinations of the τ LFV
limits. Since there is negligible gain in combining limits of
very different strength, the combinations do not include the
CLEO searches and do not include results where the single
event sensitivity is more than a factor of 5 lower than the
value for the search with the best limit.
Figure 112 reports a graphical representation of the τ LFV
limits combinations listed in Table 317. The published infor-
mation that has been used to obtain these limits is reported in
Table 318. In the previous HFLAV reports, the determination
of combined limit B183 = μ−μ+μ− erroneously counted
twice the systematic uncertainty of the LHCb limit. That
has been fixed now, and the combination of the upper lim-
its on B183 = μ−μ+μ− has changed from < 1.2 · 10−8 to
< 1.1 · 10−8.
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